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APPLICATION OF COMBAT PLANNING TECHNOLOGY
TO RPV COMMAND AND CONTROL

ABSTRACT

The material presented herein contains the Final Report for a study of the
requirements to command and control RPV missions. Factors considered
include the RPV System Concepts as they have evolved over the past several
years, technology factors as they impact system capability and system costs,
and the employment concepts which encompass the use of RPV Weapon Sys-
tems in both a mixed force and a pure RPV deployment.

The study was planned as a confined effort. It was not the intent to analyze
in depth all factors impacting RPV Command and Control, but rather to

assimilate the conclusions of the many studies of RPV systems that have
been conducted, and to integrate these results with Litton's analysis of
Air Force mission planning, monitoring, and control, and thus; to derive a
viable concept for an RPV Command and Control system.

This report addresses the requirements for planning RPV missions and for
controlling and monitoring the missions so the planned mission objectives
will be realized, Functional requirements have been identified as physical
control and force control. Physical control is defined as that control intro-

I. duced into the RPV vehicle system that causes the vehicle to fly a preplanned
.fight profile and to realize a preplanned schedule. It is comparable to that
control exercised by the pilot in a manned aircraft system. Force control is

* defined as encompassing all functions required to assign resources to a mis-
"sion and to plan the mission profile and schedule so the mission objective is
achieved. This planning encompasses requirements to coordinate missions
in time and space, to plan supporting (communications relay) operations, aMd
to plan for various contingencies. Included in the force control function is
the repianning required to adjust operations in response to unforeseen
events or to changed environmental factors (i. e., intelligence, weather,
requirements),

Analysis of these basic functions reveal two primary interfaces that signifi-
cantly impact the control functions. One is the physical control/RPV vehicle
interface. The other primary interface is that between the planning function
and the physical control function. Each of these interfaces dictate system
requirements unique to unmanned airborne vehicles.

An assumption which is especially significant in the selection of requirements
for command and control of RPVs is that the system shall provide the capa-
bility for a single controller to control multiple RPVs. The only exception
is that over-the-target control of each strike mission requires full time opera-
tor attention for a short period, To provide this capability, analysis indicated
that:

* There must be an automatic flight control system (AFSC) in the
RPV.
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0 For RPV control, continuous communications with the RPV under
control is not required except in the over-the-target phase and
for bomb damage assessment.

* Over-the-target control of strike missions and BDA require two
way, broadband communications on demand.

The command and control procedures and the associated data processing and
display requirements discussed in this report vwere developed in consonance
with these assumptions and constraints.

The conclusion of the analysis of the requirements is that the system providing
RPV command and control elements may be airborne or ground-based. The
command and control elements consist of a DCF multiple RPV control that can
be augmented by adding modules as the number of simultaneous missions
increase. These basic elements include;

'(1) The Multiple RPV Mission Control Element which provides
capability to launch an RPV, fly the RPV on a preplanned
flight profile, and recover the vehicle.

(Z) The Weapon Delivery Control Element for strike missions
which provides the capability to receive, process, and
display in real time the video imagery obtained from the
00 sensors on board the strike RPV.

(3) The RPV Missioin Planning and Force Control Element
which provides the systerm with capability to plan a
mission, to monitor the execution of missions, and to
replan and adjust operations as required.

The RPV Force Planning and Monitoring Element for the mixed force of RPV
and matnned aircraft ts the 485L TACC which is considered to bo external to
the RPV command and control system, The report provides data processing,
communications, and operator consoles and display requirements for each
systems element.

7..
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SECTION 1

STUDY OBJECTIVES

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The information in this report presents the findings of a four man-month effort
on Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV) Command and Control requirements. The
study was conducted as an add-on to Litton's existing, "Mission Planner Pro-
gram" (USAF Contract No. F30602-71-C-0015). It was postulated that the Com-
mand and Control functions for manned aircraft in tactical situations as devel-
oped in the Mission Planner Program were, in many cases, dire'-.tly relevant to
RPV. The purpose of this study was to validate and define the extent of com-
monality between the command, control, and communications functions identi-
fied in the Mission Planner Program and those required for RPV utilization.

1.2 STUDY BASIS

The Advanced Development Mission Platiner System (ADMPS) is presently
being conducted as a part of the ground data prccessing element (691F) of the
Advanced Development 691 "Force Protection Program". The ADMPS is
sponsored by USAF Rome Air Development Center, but because it places
emphasis in Force management and vehicle utilization planning, the
present RPV addendum is being monitored by USAF Electronic Systems
Division of Air Force Systems Command. The ADMPS is being designed
to provide automated support for the detailed planning (and/or simulation)
of tactical air missions using manned aircraft. A cursory examination
reveals that the ADMPS functions are equally applicable to unmanned as
well as manned vehicles.

Although the ADMPS itself is not complete, an Intermediate milestore of that
development required a demonstration of concept feasibility. For this demon-
stration a set of software programs which implemented the total spectrum of
planning functions to support strike and ECM mission planning were generated.
This implementation, successfully demonstrated in December of 1971, ir
called the Mission Planner Breadboard System (MPBS). MPBS operates on
commercial equipment and has been demonotrated to interested audiences
from its inception to the present time at Eglin Air Force Base and at Litton's
Canoga Park Facility. It was the demonstration of this breadboard that lea.d
to the present study. The functions and operation of the breadboard are
detailed in Section 4 of this report, along with the description of the RPV
demonstration and an analysis of how MPBS might be modified for
RPV purposes.

l 3 STUDY TASK$

Task 1. RPV Mission Planping: Deterrmine the appiicability and
Gemnaonitrate the use o, curen'M Miss ion Planning progr.mne to RIPV
mission planning requirements.
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Task II, Real Time Command a d Contro, Reguirewents: Identify
and describe tho-se function6 which shou'd he implemented to satisfy
the RPV requirements for -eal tirre Conmv ad and Control and their
hardware and software impact.

1.4 SCOPE

The effort expended on this study was limited by funding to approximately
four man-months of effort plus t~he con~puter tiune required for demonstrating

the present applicability of the MPBS to RPV. To determine how applicable
the MPBS functions might be to RPV command and control, however, (and to
plan the demonstration), analysis of the Command and Control requirements

imposed by the nature of the RPV itself was necessary. To perform such
analysis within the prescribed limits, results had to be based on the data of
existing studies and analyses rather than upon a totally new analysis. In

some areas, such as assumptions concerning the? avionics and performance
capabilities of the RPV, it was necessary to use existing data as a "given."
Sirnilarily, development of the data processing estimates are primarily

based upon Litton's substantial experience in the development of tactical
Command ard Control Systems. The particular studies and analyses used,
together with a specific analysis of the RPV communication problem, are

presented in Section Z.

The major portion -)f the study is contained in Section 3. Thi•. section pre-
sents the result.s of the .functional analysis and describes, where appropriate,

how Mission Planner functionr fit, or could be modified for RPV. The defi-
nition of functional requirements has been taken to a level of indenture suffi-
cient to provide functional allocation to data processing, display, commnunica-

tions, or operator suboystems. Once the functiona l analyses are made it is
possible to evaluate the data base and processing requirements. hese
requirements are pr-esented in Section 5,

Section 6 of this report -presents the System Concepts for Comnand and Con-

trol of RPVs, including conceptual system design. Section 7 identifies area
for additional sludy,

1.5 RPV FORCE DEPLOYMENT FACTORS

The force deployment assumptione are based upon guidance provided for this

man-machine interface etudies. The factors which are documented in this
section are applied in Section 3, RPV Command and Control, and Section 4,
Mission Plannting Systems Applications to R~PV Command and Control, to

establish quantitative factors for operator requirements and data processing
and display. In many areas, these factors are relatively independent ofmission type. Consequently. the results are relatively independent of the

mission mix. The factors that most significantly affect system capacity are:

a. Total number of missiovs per- day and planning response times

reqT l red

b. Total nunmber of misislons si~multaneously airborne

.•i: I-2



c. Total number of strike missions simultaneously -n the woapon
delivery phase.

The fttandard RPV force assumed is an RPV Composite Group with three
units: a Strike unit, and EW unit, and a Reconnaissance unit. Each unit is
capable of launching 80 sorties per day. There will be up to 20 missions
simultaneous airborne. Four strike missions may be in the terminal phase
simultaneously. Table 1. 5-1 RPV Force Factors, tabulates all factors
assumed.

Table I. 5-1 RPV Force Factors

No. Units 3

Sorties per Unit/Day 80

Sorties per Mission

Total Missions/Day 240

Targets/Mission, Strike 3

Targets/Recce Mission 3

Mi3sion Objectives per EW Mission 2

Total Simultaneous Missions/Unit 20

Total Simultaneous Missions/RPV Force 60

Total Simultaneous Strike Missions
Civer-the-Target 4

Launch. Sites per Unit 2

Total Launch Sites 6

Recovery Sites per Unit I

No. Emergency Recovery Sites I

Total Recovery Sites/Force 4

I1.6 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The material presented in this report is based upon a study of the require-
ments to. command and control RPV missions. Factors considered have
included the RPV System Concepts as they have evolved over the past several
years, technology factors as they impact system capability and system costs,
and the employment concepts which encompass the use of RPV Weapon Systems
in a mixed force as well as in a pure RPV deployment.

The study was planned as a confined effort. It was not the intent to analyze
ir depth all factors impacting RPV Command and Control, but rather assirni-
!ate the conclusion6 of the many studies of RPV systems that have been con-
ducted, to iategrate these results with Litton's aanalysis of Air Force mission
planning, monitoring, and control and to derive a viable con,:apt for an
RPV Command and Control system.

1-3



In consonance with this study plan the report summarizes briefly:

* Operational concepts for the employment of RPVs.

* Air Force funded studies that have been used as a basis for the
RPV system performance capabilities.

0 Litton's studies of mission planning and control systems
applicable to RPV Command and Control.

Because communications for enroute and over-the-target control introduces
significant technological problems, a detailed discussion of communications
technology as it applies to RPV control is included.

The report addresses the zequirements for planning RPV missions and forcontrolling and monitoring the missions so the planned mission objectives will

be realized. Functional requirements have been identified as physical control
and force control.

Physical control is defined as that control introduced into the RPV vehicle
system that causes the vehicle to fly a preplanned flight profile and to realize
a preplanned schedule, Over-the-target control for weapon delivery, on-
station control (cr EW aad reconnaissance missions, and control required to
respnd ' . system failures are subsumed. It is comparable to that control
exeý,.ised by the pilot in a manned aircraft system.

Force control a defined as encompassing all functions required to assign
reso'rcs to a missrýon ard to plan the mission profile and schedule so the
mission objective i, achieved.

T1hs p4anning encom;asses requirements to coordinate missio'ns in time and
space, to plan sappozting (conmmunications relay) operations, and to plan for
various contingencLos. Subsumed in the Force control function is the replan-
ning required to adjust operations in response to unforeseen cients or to
changed environmental factors $i. e., intelligence, weather, requirements).

There are two prrnary interfaces that significantly impact the control func-
tions. One is the physical cont- A/RPV vehicle interface. PrinL'j~l assump-
tionn used in this study on the RPV ysyetem are derived from the it ir Force
Multi-M•ission Studios. Physizal control requirements are dovelokrd by mis-
sion phace! ý. a., launch, enrcute, over-the-target strike or on-station EW
arnd Re8cce, return to base, and recovery. Cther assumptions on the RPV
vehicle/physical cantrol inte..ace are dtocumented throughout the section in
the particular miston phase "-ero they apply.

The -other prAma•y interface ip t.,at between the planning functlc., and the
phys•ical control function. In considering this interface, it wa.% Oncluded

u ,t ho 4PV inrlelon is re'atively unique since there is little opportunity to
SobtaLn knowledge of the flight environment in the execution phaze that was not
s-'af•1ble Wve launch. Specifically, visual reference to the .nvironment

•}" "' " I1°4



4~1.

is very limited vis-a-vis that possible in a manned system. Consequently,
the conclusion was that planning could and should be very detailed and com-
prehensive. The principal requirement for physical control is to insure mis-
sions are executed as planned. The procedures for physical control are based
on this premise. Force Control Functions show how such detailed plans are
generated.

The assumption which is especially significant in the selection of requirements
for command and control of RPVs is that the system shall provide the capabil-
ity for a single controller to control multiple RPVs. The only exception is
that over-the-target control of each strike mission requires full time opera-
tor attention for a short period. To provide this capability, analysis indicated
that:

a. There must be an automatic flight control system (AFCS) in the

RPV. The AFCS will, at a minimum, provide the capability to
maintain (hold) attitude and heading. Additionally, it was con-
cluded that the requirement to provide control of multiple RPVs

i in a hostile environment dictated that the AFCS also have the

cal. bility to initiate and execute maneuvers such as turn, climb,
and descend.

b. For RPV control, continuous communications with the RPV under
control is not required except in the over-the-target phase and for
bomb damage assessment. Contact intervals in the order of
10 seconds are judged to be acceptable; longer periods between
contacts are, however, tolerable under certain conditions. In
addition, the physical control procedures developed do not require
communications to execute a preplanned RPV maneuver at an
exact time. The consequence of these conclusions is that require-
ments for the communications relay subsystem are considerably
reduced with respec; to physical control. Thus, lower cost imple-
mentation of the command/response links are available as viable
options. The communications factors documented in Subsec-
tion Z.4 derive from these premises.

c. Over-the--target control of strike missions and BDA require two
way communication on demand. A broad band data link to trans-
mit imagery from the RPV to the Drone Control Facility (DCF)
Controller (ground-based or airborne) is required. The com-
mand link, Controller to RPV, must also be available on demand.

The command and control procedures and the associated data processing and
display requirements were developed in consonance with these assumptions
and constraints. Additionally. the desirability of minimizing on-board proc-
essing in the RPV and minimizing communications requirements was sub-
sumed. The conclusion of the analysis of the requirements for command and
control if that the system providing RPV command and control elements
may be airborne or ground-based. The command and control elements, in
turn, consist of a DCF multiple RPV control element that can be augmented
by adding modules as the number of simultaneous missions increase. Figure
1.6-1 shows in specification tree format the mission essential elements of
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the RPV system. Those elements which are either a part of, or are principal
interfaces, with the RPV control system are shown in bold outline. The sig-
nificant c-onclusions of this study relate to the features of the RPV command
and control element modules.

The Multiple RPV Mission Control Element provide* the capability to launch
an RPV# fly the RPV on a preplanned flight profile, and recover the vehicle.
The capability to provide inflight control and to react to exception@ reported
is included. This element consists of personnel, data processing and opera-
tor consoles and is common to all RPV units; Strike, EW, and Reconnais-
sance. It is the essential element required in every deployment situation.

The Weapon Delivery Control Element for strike missions provides the capa-
bility to receive, process, and display in real time the video imagery obtained
from the EO sensors on board the strike RPV. The element also provides the
capability to position the strike RPV exactly on a delivery trajectory and to
control weapon release and bomb damage assessment. This element aug-
ments the basic element. Consequently, the DCF for an RPV strike unit con-
sists of the basic element plus the Weapons Delivery Control Element. The
element contains operator personnel, strike control consoles, and additional
data processing capability.

The RPV Mission Planning and Force Control Element is the system element
that provides the capability to plan a mission, to monitor ýhe execution of
missions, and to replan and adjust operations as required. It also establishes
requirements for mission support. e.g. , EW stappvrt to a strike or recon-
naissance mission, It automatically generates a code as a part of the plan
which can be inserted into the RPV prior to launch, or transmitted to the
RPV Inflight. The coding is such that the RPV wil |iaieuver according to
the preplanned flight profile within dead reckoning acc•x.&4y limits. (It is
operationally desirable that this capability also be available in the Multiple
RPV Mission Control Element for cases when the two modules are not cole-
cated. The element consists of operator personnel, data processing, and
operator consoles. Since this element requires relatively complete data on
the enemy order of battle, (especially targets and enerany defense capability)
and other data applicable to all RPV units, it is sized to plan and monitor the
operations of the total RPV force. The level of capability provided is essen-
tial to an effective and rapid response planning capability and is typically
required in all deployments. However, if mission requirements are simple
and the PPV force is small, the option of manual planning does exist. RPV
flight profiles can be manually generated. Conversion to code can be accom-
plished by the Multiple RPV Control Element. For a pure RPV force, the
planning element supports the force planning function.

The RPV Force Planning and Monitoring Element, for the mixed force of
RPV and manned aircraft, is the 485L TACC. This element is considered to

.be external to the RPV system. The additional capability desirable or re-
quired within the TACC to effectively plan a mixed force operation is ad-
dressed in Subsection 3. 3. Force Planning Function. This is reflected &s
a dotted line box in f'igure 1. 6- 1.
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The Real Time Reconnaissance Data Processing Element provides the
capability to receive and process in near real time reconnaissance imagery
data and other reconnaissance information. It augments the basic module
for reconnaissance RPV units if this cipability is required. Since the capa-
bility to process reconnaissance data in ,ear real time is common to manned
airclaft and APVs alike, the element may be an element of the intelligence
processit% systen, not the RPV system. Thus it is shown as a broken line
b", and is wt addressed in this study. There is, however, a significant
interface that will affect the Recco RPV.

Figure 1. 6-2 depicts the RPV command and control system in a typical
deployment situation with three RPV units. Interfaces between each RPV
unit and the planning element it depicted. A digital data link interface is
assumed. Each unit interfaces directly with launch and recovery sites; again
digital data link is assumed. Interface with the TACS system, the TACC,
CRC, and manned aircraft unit TUOCs is through the RPV composite group
planning and Monitoring modular element. Not shown on the figure is the
interface with the airborne RPVs which is from the unit control module to
the. RPV, either direct or through the relay aircraft.
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SECTION 2

RELATED STUDIES AND TOPICS

2.1 INTRODUCTION

A principal source of information was the set of reports derived from
various Air Force studies including the Multimission Remotely Piloted
Vehicle Systems (Contract Nos. F33615-72-C-1260 and F33615-72-C-1210),
Man Machine Interface (Contract No. F33615-72-C- 1848), Command and
Control Information Processing (CCIP-85 AF Contract No. 4701-71-C-0366),
and SEEK FLEX Preliminary Design (USAF Contract No. F19628-71-C-0016)
studies. Additional data were derived from other sources including a docu-
ment entitled "Navigation and Guidance for Remotely Piloted Vehicles,"
which was presented by Litton Guidance and Control Systems Division
personnel at the RPV Symposium (June 1972). Other documentation includes
the TACOP Final Report - CORONET ORGAN V, dated I- I I November 197 1;
"An Analysis of Remotely Manned Systems for Attacking SAM Sites," USAF
Rand Project Report R-710-PR; plu numerous articles concerned with
drone/RPV technology and utilization. Key technology areas that have im-
pact oo& the command and control system requirements are the vehicle
navigintion technique~ and the vehicle-ground c ommun ication link. The re-
quirements for these two elements are discussed in Subsections 2. 6 and
2.7. Additional areas of apecial impact are the structure, size, and
deployment concepts of Tactical Air Forces, Brief discussions of these
are included in Subsection 1. 5 and Section 5.

2.2 RPV SYSTEM DESIGN STUDIES

Litton used previously conAucted, USAF funded, studies for information
pertaining to certain areas of this study. This applicable data included
the areas of; vehicle design, operational concepts, Force sizes, communi-
cations requirements, facilities required for Drone Control, and analyses

of man-machine Interiaces. These studies covered a vvide range of factors
pertinent to the development of this system. Therefore, they contributed
directly to this study because it was not intended to further define any of
these factors but rather to select representative factors from them as a
baseline.
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Z.Z. . RPV Multi-Mission Studies

Two studies were awarded, one to Teledyne-Ryan assisted by RCA, and the
other to Northrup assisted by TRW, to determine the system design require-
.ments for remotely piloted vehicles as a tactical weapons system for multiple
mbission application. These design requirements included consideration of-

Airframe Technology ECM Vulnerability

Propulsion Systems Vehicle Control

Avionics Systems Ground Handling

Sensors Logistic s

The findings of these studies provided the basis for defining vehicle capability,
application, and operational concepts. In addition, they provided a source of
navigation accuracies versus CEP requirements for various missions/target
types.

As these studies developed their baseline system, the keynote was operational
flexibility, simplicity, and growth capability rather than a single sophisticated
configuration

2.2.2 RPV Man-Machine Interface Studies

Two studies were conducted for the Air Force, one by North American
Rockwell and the other by Sperry, which investigated the man-machine inter-
face requirements for employing remotely piloted vehicles as a tacticai wea-
pons system for multi-mission application. Six tasks were addressed in

S these studies and included the following:

6 Mission Definition Study
* Functional Analysis
* Determination of Selection Criteria
*- Trade-off and Sensitivity Analysis
* Remote Control Station Design
e Program Definition

A large portion of the effort was directed to the definition of an RPV opera-
tional unit organization, The organization proposed was a self-sufficient unit
consisting of vehicles, launch and recovery facilities, a control element, and
support units.

The functional analysis was keyed to eight mission phases which included Sys-
tem Readiness, Pro-Launch Activities, Launch, Navigation, Target Acquisi-
tion, Attack, Bomb Damage Assessment, and Recovery. The analysis
resulted in a determination of the level of automation (from 0 to 100 percent)
for all functlons identified. All functions were listed with an indication of
whether the function was manual, semi-automatic, or automatic. The results
indicate that 44 percent of the functions are manual. 29 percent semi-
automatic, and 18 percent automatic.
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Subsystem design parameters were defined for each of the major subsystem
elements, such as displays, controls, and operator interface mechanisms.

k, Values for these parameters were determined via a series of selection trade-
offs. The basis of the trade-offs were a set of selection criteria which
included performance, compatibility, flexibility, and cost.

I As a result of the functional analysis and trade-off studies, several viable Re-
mote Control Station designs were developed for both near term and prototype
application. The designs varied in level of sophistication and automation.
The recommended designs were one-operator on one-RPV, with heavy opera-
tor interaction for the near term and one man on multiple RPVs for the prototype.

2.3 CCIP 85 STUDY

2. 3. 1 Future Data Processing Requirements of Tactict. Air Forces in
tde I M0s

In the summer of 1971, Litton conducted a three-month study to identify the
automatic data processing required to support tactical Command, Control
and Communications for the employment of tactical Air Forces in the 1985
time frame. The study was prepared for the Development Planning Study
Group that was organized to examine all facets of ADP support for Command,
Control, and Communications in the 1980 to 1990 time frame.

Under the study conducted by Litton, the requirements to plan, monitor, and
control tactical air operations were analyzed. Specifically the following func-
tional areas were addressed.

9 Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) function.

* Airlift Control Center (ALCC) functior..

* Tactical Airborne Element (TABE) Combat and Combat
Support functions.

* Airlift Control Element (ALCE) and Airlift TABE function.

* Direct Air Support Center (DASC) function.

* Control and Reporting Center/Control and Reporting Post
(CRC/CRP) functions.

* Sensor Reporting Post (SRP) functions.

Under this study, new system capabilities were addressed. One of the new
system capabilities, analyzed was remotely piloted vehicles. A conclusion of
the study was that, "the introduction of remotely piloted vehicles (RPVs) into
the inventory does not in itself introduce new command and control functions.
There are, h-iwever, a number of factors that dictate requirements for more
detailed planning within the TACC. One of t6ese factors is the introduction
of RPVs into the inventory."
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The present study of RPV command and control has been able to use data and
experience developed under the study conducted in 1971. The present study
has developed the requirement to plan, monitor, and control RPV missions at
the TACC in significantly greater detail than is required for manned aircraft.
Further, under the present study, the requirements analysis was extended in-
to the area of physical control of the airborne RPV, (the control exercisesi by
the remoted controller) which was not addressed in the previous study.

2.4 SEEK FLEX STUDY AND INITIAL TACC AUTOMATION PROPOSAL

In August 1970 Litton DSD was awarded a study contract oriented toward
obtaining the preliminary design and performance requirements for the Data
Processing and Display subsystems for an automated post-1975 Tactical Air
Control Center (TACC). The principal objectives of the study were to:

a. Define the functions of the post-1975 TACC/ALCC.

b. Define the data processing and display requirements which
derive from the functional and operational requirements of
the TACC/ALCC.

c. Determine the optimum technical approach for the Automated
TACC/ALCC.

d. Describe and define the recommended design approach.

e. Develop an implementation plan for the development of such
a system.

The SEEK FLEX preliminary design study was accomplished througha multi-
tasked sttudy effort organized around the principal objectives outlined above.
Coordination and guidance during the study were provided by repro sentatives
of- the Electronic Systemss Division. the Tactical Air Command and the Mitre

Corporation.

The study approach contained two significant innovations. The first and most
significant was the extensive use of computer modeling to determine both sys-
tem requirements snd system performance. The second relates to the docu-
mentation used in the derivation of the data processing requirements and the
computer interface with the computer modeling activities.

This study was submitted to the Air Force in the early summer of 1971. In
Februyry 1972. the Air Force issued a Request for Proposal (RFP) for Initial
TACC Automation as defined in USAF System Specification 001485. Litton
DSD responded to this RFP with a proposal which at present iia in the source
selection phase with a contract award expected in January 197 3.

During the study effort and the response to the RFP, Litton DSD gained a
detailed understanding of the functions of the Tactical Air Control System
along with its capabilities and limitations. Also gained was a keen apprecia-
tion. for the external and internal interfaces required of this control system.
and how a change of function effects these interfaces. This experience has
been appled to this study.
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Z. 5 MISSION PLANNING ADVANCED DEVELOPMENT SYSTEM

As a part of the USAF 691 Force Protection Program, Litton is in the process
of developing a computer based system for planning ECM and tactical air mis-
sions. This Advanced Development, when completed, will provide automated
support to the planning organization for the total spectrum of tactical air mis-
sion types (e.g., interdiction, reconnaissance, Close Air Support, Ai.
Defense, etc.) which occur in a tactical environment.

For each mission type the following functions will be performed as appropriate:

0 Target Selection and Review
. Ordnance Selection
. Airbase and Call Sign Selection
• Route/Profile Planning (Semi-Automatic and Automatic)
• Fuel Calculations and Tanker Requirements
0 Tactical Air Control System Requirements
* Standoff ECM Support
* Enroute ECM Support
• Total Plan Review

Subsection 4.Z of this report describes the Mission Planner Breadboard in
detail. This breadboard was developed as a milestone in the design and fabri-
cation of the Advanced Development. it differs from the Advanced Develop-
ment in the following ways:

a. The breadboard is limited to the interdiction and ECM
mission types.

b. The breadboard data base is limited in size.

c. Some of the implementation approaches to furctional performn-
ance in the breadboard will be changed in the Advanced Devel-
opment for greater sophistication and reduction it, required
data base.

d. Functions which are unique to a new mission type, or are
presently not included in the breadboard ECM, will be lm..imded
in the Advanced Development.

In general, however, the referenced breadboard description will provide the
reader with a good uinderstanding of the planned functional capabilities of the
Mission Planner Advanced Breadboard.

z. 6 RPV NAVIGATION SUBSYSTEM

Control and Navigation subsystems are key elements for the effective employ-
meat of remotely piloted vehicles. They are closely related and the degree
of sophistication of one impacts the other. A review oi previously conducted
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studies indicate a "shoppinS lAIt" of capabilities available in these areas. All
these studies indicate that these caipabilities are within the current state-of-
the-art, and have potential projected reductions in cost.

These subisytems may vary from a comipletely self-contained Navigation
system, which requires little or no upd.ting f"o-m the Drone Control Facility,
to one which requires continuous updating from the Control Facility. This
cursory evaluation of the desi .:d capabilities falls between these extremes.
Based on previous work with the Tactical Air Command, (the assurmed user)
the dynamic nature of tactical air Warfare demands close control of the vehicle
by a human operator to enhance the effective employment of the system. It
appears therefore, that the minimum navigation capability required is one that
provides enroute control of the vehicle during ingress and egress from the
target area, reports vehicle status, and accepts corrections during flight.

The following features should be considered in determining the navigational
capabilities of the Remotely Piloted Vehicle:

a. Partially self-contained to afford recovery if communications
are interrupted.

b. Fully secure to prevent enemy.

c. World-wide employment capability.

d. Rer'rtable stAtus such as position, speed, heading, and
altiLade; on command.

e. No altitude, weather, or terrain limitations.

f. Navigation system selected has minimum impact on vehicle
structure.

g. Minimum size, weight, at.1 power requirement.

h. Possess high availability, reliability, and maintainability.

i. Low cost.

Z .7 RPV COMMUNICATION SUbOYSTEM

2. 7. 1 Introduction and Summary

The system operational concept envisions the use of airborne relays as an
element in the communications system for RPVs.

The three dimensional geome'ry oa RPV(s) and Relay(s), together with their
antenna gain/d4roctivity charActeristics, eatabtish the basis for path loss and
jamming vulnerability analyses. These are discussed in Subsection 3.3.4,
"Communlcation Relay Planning" and in Subsection 3. 3. 5, "Integrated Commu-
nications Relay Flight Profile Planning."
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Two categories of communication links are required, 1) RPV Control, i.e.,
coMmand at.d response links., and Z) the RPV sensor data link. The latternoriay requires 10-100 times the bandwidth of the first, although it is likely

that control iteration rates will increase considerable over the target area.

Specific system requirements tend to furce the use of UMF or microwave
frequencies and tine of sight (LOS) transmission. The system operational
concept requires- 1) small highly directive antennas, 2) relatively high infor-
mation capacity, at least of the RPV to relay link for sensor data, and 3)fre-
quency spectrum availability. One non LOS possibility does exist, however,
and that is the use f an HF command link for the enroute and return portions
of the mission. 'I'he use of HF for this function is discussed later principally
as an item for further study.

The most severe con.=tunication problems are: 1) providing adequate antijam-
ming margin for the RPV sensor to relay aircraft link, especially if wide band
analog information is tr•.•nsmitted directly, 2) controlling highly directive anten-
nas, and 3) minimizing size, weight, and cost of RPV communication equipment.

In summary, it appears that the most desirable system has the following
characteristics:

a. The control link is also used for range measurement. *

b. The relay uses a steerable, highly directive antenna to receive
sensor data. Both this antenna and the RPVs antenna are also
used for control purposes when over the target area.

c. The RPV antenna may be similar to -hat of the relay's, out
lower directivity would be acceptable '..ring the enroute phase.

d. For economy, RPV conmunication and radar tcrrain following
(TF) equipment are designed for maximum commonality. e.g.,
they use the same type of antenna, and perhaps R-T and power
supply assemblieA for both functions.

a. The relay should employ Interference Cancellation System (ICS)
techniques for ECCM as discussed iW Subsection 2. 7. 8.

Various alternative approaches can be considered, however most are asso-
ciated with antenna selection, frequency of operation, and ECCO.

Following paragraphs describe these links (initially assuming no ECM) and
considee' first those aspects which are common to both link categories, then
ECM vulnerability is considered, potential ECCM approaches are discussed,
and finally, areas for further investigation are suggested.

*This is an alternative means of navigation, or actually RPV position deter-
mination. Other approaches to this functional requirement are mentionedi in
Subsection Z. 6. "RPV Navigation System."
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2.7.2 OptL-num Geometry of Relay(s) Relative to RPV(s)

It is assumed that line of sight (LOS) transmission is required and that it
exists continuously during the mission execution phase. Possible brief signal
interruptions due to non LOS geometry are assumed enroute to the target area
and on return to base.

As is the case with satellite relays, it is the up-link which is vulnerable to
jamming because of the jammers difficulty in physically locating himself to
intercept the down-link receiving beam (see Figure 2. 7-1). Two up-link
transmission paths exist; 1) the link from, control station to the relay, and
2) RPV response and sensor data up-links t0 the relay. The first is relatively
invulnerable because the jammer must compete with the ground station's high
Effective Isotropic Radiated Power (EIRP), a term which includes both trans-
mitter output power and antenna gain. Also, it is unlikely that a jammer will
be physically located on the friendly side of the FEBA, hence the relay anten-
nals directivity also wo-4ks against him. Finally, the relatively low informa-
tion rate of the command links greatly ease the A/J signal design problem
(compared to RPV sensor up-links).

Since the RPV's up-link power and antenna gain (EIRP) are more likely to be
limited than that of the relay, it is obvious that the up-link receiving antenna
for RPV sensor data should have the highest practical gain. This means that
unless the janmmer's physical location is such that he can intercept the beam
he wilt suffer a commensurate power disadvantage. Tactically then, jammers
should be located near potential targets within the half-beam width of the re-
lay's sensor receiving antenna. Figure 2. 7-1 illustrates this since only the
"best" jammer location allows him to jam the main beam while RPV I is over
target No. 1. The jammer will know which direction to aim his antenna (impor-
tant urless the jammer can be successful with a horizontal beam approaching
90 degrees only if commands also emanatefrom the same point. This can be
avoided by using two relay aircraft, one for enroute commands and anothe.
for sensor data, when RPVs are attacking targets. Two identical relay air-
craft can exchange control responsibility periodically, oi coirse. Minimum
(3 d8), rj30 dB gain, beam widths ("0" in Figure 2. 7-1) approximate five deg-
rees assuming typical steerable parabolic dishes of about one foot in diameter
operating in the I5 GHz region of K band. This is probably an upper frequency
limit for communication links due to weather effects. Des1ign assumptions
were based on the eight-inch dish of the APO- 110 TF radar.

Table 1I. 7-1 lists the kinds of antennas which probably should be considered
at the various .ocations. Where directive antennas are used for enroute func-
tions some means of pointing them correctly is required. At the relay thef
must be re-directed from one RPV to another at a reasonable update rOte.
For the five degree beam width case half the distance subtended is approxi-
mately four miles at 100 mile range. Hence, two aircraft, flying in opposite
directions at right angles to the beam will approach the beam's edge in approx-
imately 12 seconds. Since up-date rates are assumed shorter, antenna re-
pointirig will not be required at the RPV as long as it uses an automatic track-
ing antenna. The same antenna, if used at the relay, must be repointed for
each RPV interrogated but pointing angles would not need to be recomputed
each time. Only the "last used" setting* would need to be stored in memory
for ýach RPV. again assuming auto track operation.
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Table U. 7-1. Antenna Types Con-sidered

Locatior and hiPose Control Link Sensor Data 00t~atial use
of Antenn* CeO*mmuji Response Up.Link fbrNavi1gation

On RPVs
Enroute he
Tr awsmit o U -2 DNA Omni, sector, Not in use Y03

or steetable
dish

Receive on P Imiec DNA DNA Yes
or stigrable
dish

HF Receive on F3 -Horizontally DNA DNA
polarized
loop

Trarimt o 2 N SN
Tranmit n P2DNA eerable dish Siceemble dish N

and F4 (required)
Receive on F I Steerable dish DNA DNA No
HP Receive on P3 Loop (if HIF DNA DNA No

is used here)

ON RELAY A/C
Enroule Phase
Transmit on F Omli~sector, DNA DNA Yes

phasd array,
or azimuth

Receive on F2 DNA Omni, sector, Not in use Yes
Phased array
or azim"uth

Trnmto lOne steerable dish per RPV or a phased array with one No
* ~and receive on phase shifter assembly We RPV

F2 an F4

AT GROUND STATION
TrnmtSteetab~le dish DNA DNA yes

petr winY A/C
Receive DNA Steerable dlish Steerable dish Yes

per relay A/C per relay A/C
U P Transmit an F3 ISolizontal DNA DNA Yes
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I
Table II. 7-1 indicates that a steerable dish, or equivalent array, is required
on the RPV because of the critical sensor wide-band data up-link. To save
weight and space it should also be used for all other functions. It can be
steered or pointed to the relay A/C by automatic tracking equipment, and
thus be independent of navigation functions.

Relay station antenna choices are not so clear cut. Control during the enroute
phase would be most desirable via an omnidirectional antenna since this would
avoid the repositioning associated with a directive antenna and multiple RPVs.
Sector antennas substitute switching for pointing, and are therefore also a
reasonable choice. The azimuth scanner operates like an IFF system in that
it controls each RPV while the beam impinges on it. If this antenna's scans
are accurately controlled and stabilized relative to true North the time delay
from a reference pulse indicates the RPV's angular relative bearing in a
manner equivalent to the omnirange.

If none of the above approaches are practical and aubstantial directivity is
required for control it appears that a phased array must be used because of
the scan rate limitations of mechanically positioned antennas.

Over the target one steerable dish per RPV is adequate since rates of change
of angle are limited, A phased receiving array might be advantageous in that
a single array could operate with several RPVs as long as an independent
phase shift assembly was provided for each.

Ground station antennas do not seem to be a problem, their choice probably
being based on minimizing relay A/C cost.

Z. 7.3 Operational Considerations Relative to Communication

If we assume that the enemy will make a concerted attempt to jam the RPV
communications, both operational and technical factors must be considered
if this threat is to be counteracted most effectively. The latter aspect, dis-
cussed in the following sections, involves such things as transmitter power,
antenna gain, modulation techniques, etc.

Operationally the utilization of any relationships with other tactical systems,
as well as own system tactics can be of value. Further, several aspects need
to be considered prior to the establishment of the total systems technical
approach, Some necessary assumptions must be made in response to the
following questions:

a. What does the jammer know?

Assumptions:

1. From a priori knowledge he knows:
All details of our equipment such as frequency range,
antenna characteristics, power, method and details of
multiplexing, ECCM provisions, etc. (Effectively, he buys
one complete set from the US factory complete with all
documentation.)
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Z. From field operations he learns:
*. Transmitter frequencies of relays with some delay

required for signal acquisition; the delay increasing
with relay antenna directivity.

* RPV transmitter frequencies with a greater delay.

0 Transmitter frequencies at ground control stations;
if he needs to know.

• Identity of relays because of their fligIt profile and.
behind FEBA location, EM signature, etc.

b. What doesn't the jammer know?

Assumptions:-

1. He doesnt t know which targets will be attacked until very
late in mission time as attack break-off and deliberate
feints are very likely.

Z. Which portion of a command dam stream is intended for
a particular RPV.

3. Which relay is controlling a particular RPV if more than

one is present.

"4. The effectivity of his Jamming except in a gross sense.

c. What tactics are available to enemy other than EW ?

Assumptions:

L. He may send missile(s) or manned interceptor(s) to destroy
relays.

Z. Use misliles which home on RPVs if their transmitted
signal characteristics permit.

•3. Attempt to destroy the ground control station or launching
facilities.

d. What.,tact.ics are.+available to the+ Relays ?

As6sumptions:

I. Chango location tn real time.

1. If there are at least two relay A/C, reallocate communi-
catlons responsibility periodically. -
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3. Trade information transfer rate for A/J protection:

* Enroute - reduce interrogation rate.
• Over the target - reduce video up-linlF data rate.

Other tactical considerations relate to the possibility of cooperation between
relays of different groups of the total force; e. g., reallocation of responsi-
bility for control of specific RPVs to deny the enemy consistent means of
relating an attacking RPV to its control source. Planning activities can also
be directed towards minimization of the ECM threat as discussed in Subsec-
tion 3.3.6, "Communications Relay Planning."

2. 7.4 RPV Sensor Data Link

Most generally, a TV picture or some other scanned image is being trans-
mitted from the target area to the relay. This information can be either in
analog or digital form. This link is the most critical one of all RPV com-
munications links since it must transmit wide-band information and, due to
the geometric arrangement discussed in Subsection Z. 7. 2, ib the most easily
jammed. Since its output is essential to the most critical phase of the mis-
sion it would appear to be the most logical place to expect ECM.

Jamming resistance can be improved most readily for low rate digital trans-
missions, although the Interference Cancellation System (ICS) is applicable
to analog signal transmission in some instances, as is discussed in Subsec-
tion Z. 7.7. Wide-band information links, however, are more difficult to pro-
tect from jamming since spread spectrum approaches inevitably increase the
occupied bandwidth by several orders of magnitude; e.g., 5 Mhz becomes
50 MHz for only 10 dB A/J margin thus further complicating synchronization,

L t etc.

One aspect of the data's nature that does help is that it is generally redundant.
hence loss of some percentage of the transmitted "frames" can be tolerated.
Thus one might perform integration of successive frames/scans to improve
SNR or perhaps -hift to another frequency slot whenever jamming is detected.
If done in a pseudo random manner this can be fairly effective approach with-
out introducing excessive complication; as long as a command link is available
to initiate the frequency shifts.

The most elegant approach of course is to reduce the transmitted data rate
through redundancy elimination processes. However, such approaches are
outside the scope of this study.

At the target, RPVs will have no range advantage over the jammer; hence
they should use a steerable highly directive antenna to increase their signal
level relative to a ground based Jammer which has no size and weight limita-
tions. Also the same antennas, and perhaps the same R-T equipment, via
multiplexing, should be used for "over-the-target" control. Since control
data rates are lower than sensor output rates they can be easily providedwith
additional A/J margin to insure reliability of control functions.
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Some of these aspects were discussed previously in connection with antenna
slesction in Subsection 2, 7.2.

Z. 7, 5 RPV Command and Response Links

Initially the operational aspects of this function are considered. The assump-
tion is that a given control station will be responsible for multiple (up to 25)
RPVs fortboth the enronte And on-target phases respectively of each RPV's
mission. It is also aspurmed that control transmissions are digital and may
be discontinuous; i.e., enroute and RTB the RPVs can fly and navigate them-
selves automatically with only occasional corrections.

The jammer must be prevented from either controlling the RPV himself or
from precluding our control. The former is easy since spoofing can be abso-
lutely prevented by cryptographic techniques which for the latter can be sim-
ply extended to provide an appropriate A/J margin. It might be desirable if
the A/J margin was made sufficient to allow the use as an omnidirectional
antenna, at least for the command down-link.

Since multiple RPVs are assumed, three means of establishing a command
link to each can be considered. These are: 1) assign a separate link to each,
2) use a multiplexed single link (FDM or TDM), or 3) use a single link witha
separate address for each RPV. Combinations of these can, of course, also
be surmised.

Response links could be handled similarly except that self interference
between RPV responses must either be prevented absolutely or be of ade-
quately low probability.

The simplest approach appears obvious, i.e., associate a given RPV's re-
sponse with the commond causing it to respond. Since we have assumed that
cryptographic security is required, each RPV either hAa his time clock syn-
chronized with the other RPVs, or is brought into crypto sync periodically by
means of a preamble. To maximize efficiency the frequency of command
transmissions must be considered since the preamble is either equivalent to
an address or must be followed by an address, The first implies a separate
crypto key setting for each RPV while the latter assumes the same setting
for all.

The simplest approach appears to be the use of a common key with RPVs
assigned unique time slots (equivalent to addresses) in a repetitious frame
structure. The relay aircraft then transmits continuously, or at least period-
ically, which maintains sync at the RPVs, and each RPV responds in another
unique time slot either periodically or only in response to command receipt.
These. RPV responses can thus use; 1) the same frequency (t•me slots
reserved for responses), 2) a different frequency in the same band, or
3) perhaps u*se his sensor up-link frequency. The latter would seem practical
only du riang the execution phase hence either 1) or Z) must be provided in
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The encrypted, time slotted TDM approach appears to provide the least
information to the jammer since all that he can distinguish may be the exist-
ence of a given RPV's responses through radiated energy measurement.
Time slot assignments could also be varied in a pseudo random manner to
prevent him from burst jamming either commands or a RPV's response time
slot from a priori knowledge of frame length, etc. Randomly occurring re-
sponses from several RPVs *o uld seem to make DF or homing quite difficult
unless the angular differential between RPVs and the jammer's intercept
receiver are quite large.

If desirable, the command message structure could also be varied such that
an RPV would respond only when directed to do so.

One aspect of continuous, periodic, or even of relatively long duration com-
mand transmissions is that a radiation seeking missile could be used to
destroy the source of command transmissions just as an anti-radar missile
can easily destroy any radar not taking appropriate counter-action. This
aspect requires further study but appears to indicate the use of different fre-

quency bands for the enroute and over the target phases. Also multiple relay
A/C, with periodic transfer of function would provide more security against
this form of attack. Directional antennas on relay A/C appear of value also.
for this, as well as ECCM reasons.

2. 7.6 Selection of RPV Communication Equipment

Since cost of RPVs must be minimized the possibility of combining the func-
tions of navigation, flight control and communication in one set of equipment
should be considered. If one assumes that an RPV's equipment must, as a

minimum, include; 1) an autopilot for course and attitude stabilization, and
2) control (command and response) and sensor data links, what approaches
to RPV navigation will minimize the cost?

Five possible methods of measuring an RPV's position are:

a. Inertial (rejected as being too expensive).

b. LORAN

c. Radio ranging from relay (requires two relay positions to
determine RPV position).

d. NAVSAT (rejected because it takes too long between fixes).

e. TACAN, etc.

Of the above only c. is potentially combinable with the relay to RPV commu-
nication function. All others will require extra RPV equipment. Ranging
from the relay itself also does not require any other navigation equipment or
aide in the area of operations. However, the command and response links
will need to be appropriately modulated in order to sense range unambig-
uously. There are several means of doing this from using psuedo-noise
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sequences to simply counting doppler cycles. Since the latter requires
continuous reception, the former appears more practical and also more
consistent with providing security and ECCM.

It might also be possible to combine the terrain following radar function with
the command and response links since time multiplexed operation is assumed.
R-T equipment would thereby be reduced, however separate antenna(s) would
be essential for the radar terrain follower - altimeter portion. This Is an
area requiring further study and may not be feasible due to differences in
optimum operating frequencies.

Figure 2. 7-2 is a block diagram of RPV equipment assuming the use of
shared equipment as discussed above. As discussed in Section 2. 7. 2, a
steerable dish appears to be a requirement, considering the ECM threat.
This antenna must be continuously pointed at the relay A/C and this can be
easily accomplished by automatic tracking of control transmissions without
requiring coupling to the RPV's autopilot. Ideally, two identical antenna
aseemblies might be used; one forward for terrain following, and one aft forcommunication.

2. 7. 7 Description of Relay 3tiion Equipment

It is not the purpose of this tudy to describe in detail the various items of
communication equipment on either the relay or RPV. Rather, several vari-
ations in approach have been suggested in the interest of minimum RPV pro-
duction cost, minimum ground navigation aids, etc. However, these varia-
tions may imply expense in terms of relay complexity.

Figure 1. 6-2 of Section I indicated the major functions required at the relay.
Antenna(s) swte depends on transmitter power output and data rate as is usual,
however at the relay, greater directivity (and power gain) might be used for

I.. improved ECCM. Antenra considerations were discussed in Subeection Z. 7. 2,
together with various means for controlling or pointing each type.

On board communication data processing may involve antenna pointing compu-
tations or navigation algorithms; e. g., for a LORAN-Inertial system. Proc-
essing tasks on board the relay may be increased to minimize either the
amount of data exchanged, or the trequency of command transmissions, or
perhaps reduced in favor of similar operations at the ground control station,
etd.

Naturally, there will be many items of electronic equipment on board the
rir•lay aircraft which are not directly associated with the RPV mission.
Lacluded are such things as radar altimeters, navigation aids, radio R-T units,
etc. Some of these might be useful or ancilliary to RPV operations but are
n•t subject to discussion here.

Z. 7. 8 SCM VulnerabUity Considerations

Often data links are initially designed to provide adequate performance con-
sidering only natural phenomena. Inevitably EW considerations will impact
both hardware and operational rspects.
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Assuming that some form of spread spectrum approach is used to provide
A/J margin the following changes are likely:

a. For digital systems, internal clock rates and RF byndwidth
will increase by the gross A/J margin; e.g., by 10a for 30 dB
etc. Where crypto security is already included, the impact is
primarily one of increasing synchronization accuracy require-
ments. For frequency hop schemes, frequency synthesizer
complexity will increase.

b. For analog systems perhaps the only measures available are
increased power, or antenna directivity, or changes in the mode
of operation. One other possibility, applicable to either analog
or digital transmission, is the Interference Cancellation System
(ICS) which is discussed in the final paragraph of this section.

c. Signal acquisition times will probably increase due either to
requirements for tighter sync, or sharper antenna directivity,
or both.

d. Reliability and Maintainability can be expected to dec.-ease with
the increased number of parts, etc.

e. Possibly on board data processing requirements will increase
to support c. above.

Anti-jamming tactics which might be employed are; 1) the use of additional
relays as discussed in Subsection 2. 7. 2, or perhaps also additional RPVs,
2) direct physical attack on the jammers themselves by radiation seeking
missiles (a special RPV), 3) periodic coordinated shifts in operating fre-
quency, whose effectivity will depend on the enemy's reaction time, and
4) combinations of 1) and 3) such that the jainmer cannot concentrate on a
single relay/RPV combination.

Other effects such as planning impacts are discussed in Subsection 3.3. S.

Z. 7.8. 1 Automatic Interference Cancellation (AIC)

The block diagram in Figure Z. 7-3 illustrates the essentials of interfering
signal cancellation for the two cases; 1) a colocated "friendly" (Connection A)
transmitter, and 2) an example of one approach to the cancellation of a jam-
mring signal (Connection B). More than one signal can be cancelled if a servo-
mechanism and reference signal is specifically provided for each. The FAA
uses a system which protects a receiver from tp to four fixed-tuned local
transmitters; all sharing the same antenna. Automatic systems with servos
can track varying frequency interference, having aribtrary modulation
characteristics and wide bandwidth.

The principle is exceedingly simple; merely adjust the level and time delay
(RF phase) of the interference reference to equality with the interference
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actually re ceived so that It can be subtracted from the receiver's composite
input. The servo does this automatically for any signal type through auto-
correlation, Note that a signal "path" is being simulated, and not the inter-
fer;ng signal itself. A range of 60-80 dB of cancellation is possible in a
practical case, as long as the interference does n,.)t vary its spatial position
more rapidly than the servo can follow. This is unlikely in most instances.

Extension to EW requires that the jammer signal exceed the noise level and
be stronger than the desired signal in order for the autocorrelator to control
the se:.ro. Hence, at "Connection B" the jammer is "enhanced", relative to
signal, by steezing the antenna"s null toward '1he desired signal's direction.
Note that the conventional antenna nulling techniques attempt to achieve null
against an uncooperative "target" (the jammer) and also that multiple "nullers"
are required lor multiple jammers. Other approaches are possible, for ex-
ample, a low order of spectrum spreading (< 10 dB) should suffice without
requiring the use of separate receiver and jammer reference antennas.

The advantages of Automatic Interference Cancellation (AIC) for EW include
the following:

a. Prov'des >60 dB A/J wvbich exceeds that poosible with
spread-spectrum schemes.

a. Operable with analog signale such. as TV or other "scanning"
devices.

c. Introduces no additional sync problems.

d. Can be added "in front" of existing radios, analog or digital.

The AIC approach described above as an example is not directly applicable to
the RPV-to-relay link where jammers are colocated with targets. The basic
req'•xirement is to obtain a reference jammer signal which either does not
include the desired signal at all or only at a lev40 negligible compared to the
jammer's level. Negligible in this case might be only -Z dB,

One cannot assume that the jammer will cooperate by using excessive power,
however, this relative level is rot easily determined remotely. An RPV'S
signal level will presumably decrease as it approaches the target (due to an
increase in range). It could also be controlled v.a the command link if this
were an appropriate tactic. Also, the RPV sigkqal can be made intermittent
on command, hence it appears easy to obtain the jamming signal alone.

To summarize - ICS appears to be worthy of serious consideration for the
RPV-to-relay sensor up-link. Should this be a digital link it appears that
about 10 dB A/J margin would be sufficient with ICS aod the resultant
complexity is sinall.
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2. 7. 9 Areas for Further Investigation

Severr-i areas appear worthy of further study, somie being related to technol-
ogy and others to cost minimization. Previous subsections have suggested
alternate approaches, as in Subsection 2. 7.6 where a single frequency band
and set of RF hardware was proposed for command re ception, response trans-
mission, for both functions of a terrain following radar, and for a range meas -uring link. Separate antennas would, of course, be required for the terrain
follower. This particular suggestion is a complex one to analyze, involving
both systems performance and hardware cost trade -offs.

The new use of the command and response links for RPV range measurement
definitely appears worthwhile and might be considered a minimum objective
because the measurement of RPV range directly from the relay provides sub-stantial advantages. One range does not determine position o1 course, hence
two measurements from two known relay positions, either for two separate
A/C, or two different positions of the same A/C, are needed. Depauding onthe relay antenna used, it may also be possible to measure angles to estab-
lish RPV position.

The use of WF for a one-way command link directly fromn a ground station(s)
to all RPVs has also been suggested. The low data rate makes this non-line-
of-sight transmission mode practical, provided that horizontally polarized
antennae are used, since these emphasize the ionospher-ic path for *all dis-
tances under consideration. Howevert only one-way operation casi~ be Gor-iously conraidered because the only practical horizontally polariz ed IiFanteuraa
for RPVs is a loop which, because of low efficietny, is only sruitable forreception. Such a link co-uld also be amplayed to measure time, hence
approximately range, for transmission from the ground station to a par'ticularRPV an~d 'back to the relay A/C via the. LOS com mand respon.%e up-link. The
relay A/C would know the tinie of arrival of the direct i{F signal and the Pumof the tratnsmrissian time to the RPV and the time delay on the iAPV to rolay
up-link. Since he already knows the latter, he K-nows three . ides of a triangle
and can solve for the RPV's position unambiguously.

ionospheric reflection, however corrections can bo entered through data proc-
Teasing delthe on the grou lndko perap aot thd prelay* a t anebease

Resulting errors appear to approximate a smaill fraction of a millisecond,
hence, the u 'sefulness of this function may be partially dependenit on geo'Metryto errors along a chosen course may be less significant than equal cross-
range uncertainty. Obviously, further study of the accuracy attai.nable i's
necessary.

The use of highly directive aotenna on the relay will require correspondingly
high pointing accuracy. If rapid switching between RPVs becomes necessary,a phased array might become azi absolute requirement. Study of the data
processing impact for a given pointing requirement seems essential. Also,pointing computations woAld appear much easier if the antenna is placed in anautomatic tracking mode when~ close to tht correct angle.



SECTION 3

DRONE/RPV COMMAND AND CONTROL

3.1 DEFLNITION OF COMMAND CONTROL FUNCTIONS

There are two different c spects of RPV command and control. One, ptysica
control, insures that the vehicle executes the specific planned mission. The
second aspect, force control, insures that RPV as a weapon system is used,
alone or in coordination with manned missions, to achieve force objectives.
Table III. 1-I, tabulates the Command and Control Functions under these two
broad titles. These functions are derived from the comparable functions for
manual systems.

Table I1. 1-1. Drone/RPV 1st Level Command and Control Functions

MsoPn g Mission Monitoring,
-Mission Planning Immediate Mission

Preplanned Planning, Replanning
Missions and Adjustment Physical Control

-V

Mission Require-
ments Analysis

Resource Analysis Resource Status Launch
Monitoring

Apportionment Mission Execution Enroute Control
Monitoring

Unit Assigunment Miculon Adjustment Over the Tar'get
-Detailed Mission Direction Control (Strike)
Pannin Missionanningnning 0 Target Penetration

e Ov*r-the Target Acquisitian
Target Opera- * Msn Reqrnts Anal
tioni 16trike) i Detiled Mon Planning * Delivery Maneuver

io Weapon Release

•;• VZWO REC'CE)".ot .Pani ) " Egress Maneuver
Rt -..in •• RTB Control

Iu==Rcv.• Recovery Control
....... •,:Commnunications-y Co lannications On Station Control

Relay Planning.(EC W-. (RECCE & EW

.'-h: .. .. :: : .: .. . ,.. ::,..... . ,:,.:. . .... : . . . . . .. ., ... • . .- ,1,:



Subsection 3.2 documents the requirements for physical control of the RPV,
Where options exist, the effects of viable alternatives are established or,
alternatively, the asaumptioni necessary to select an-option are doo-amented.
Subsection 3.3, docvments the impact of RPV on the Force Control functions.
Where applicable, the differences between pure RPV force only and a mixed
force (including matnned aircraft) are assessed.

The interrelationship between the Force Control functions, the physical con-
trol capability, and the RPV baseline system capability is, in some areas,
a very complex trade-off chain. This study adapts the system capability
developed under the Air Force fundedrmultimission studies for the RPV
baseline. Where appropriate, the impact of viable alternatives are assessed.
From this departure point the vehicle physical control requirements and im-
plem entation concepts are developed. The impact of these requiretnents on
detailed mission planning and other Force Control functions are then assess-
ed, and implementation concepts at the function level are developed. Systern
performance requirements are developed, assembled, and allocat&dtto TACS
elements and/or the RPV functional unit, and the system configuration and
performance requirventa-are established. Again, viable alternatives are
idontified. Figure 3. 1-1, Analysis Process, Command and Control for
RPV's, diagrams the process.

3.Z PHYSICAL CONTROL OF RPV'S

3.Z.1 Introduction

It should be stressed at the outset that complex trade-off analyses would be
necessary to justlif- a final allocation of functions to air vehicle and groundd-
based system elements, and to select a specific method of implementing each
function.

Many Of the function# necessary to physical control of RPV's could be per-
formed at a ground control center, on-board the RPV, or on a conrzunications
relay aircraft. Examples of these functlaus would include; RPV position de-
termination, comparisto of actual with planned flight profile, compaztation of
corrections to aircraft flight control setting#, determination of weapon re-
lease point, etc. Many functions could be performed with various degrees
of automation; for example, target recognition could bi performed by a
h opr or coely vi• human ojpewator •thung remoted RPV-sensor imagery. Alternativeky, varioius
techniques of automatic pattern recognition could be employed, either ao- an
adjunct to, or instead of, the human operator. Further, the possibility of a
completely blind weapon delivery system, relying upon precise navigation
and target location, cotild be considered.

For most -ystem functions, se~eral alternative implementation methods are
available. For example, a variety of navigation systems, such as LORAN,
aCi&(A. TERCOM, CLASS, etc. are potential candidates for RPV use,

An optimum# intserated system desiSn would therefore require a comnpre-
heMaiv. cost-effectiveneso analysis, consideiing such factors as air vehicle
vionjrablfty to mawmy ground-to-air weapons, communications vulneraidility
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to jam png, weapon delivery accuracy, target acquisition probability, etc.,
for various alternative allocations of functions, implementation methods,
mission types, tactics, and flight profiles.

The more modest aims of the present study, in considering the subject of
physical control, are to suggest techniques and methods of implementation
that appear reasonable or fruitful for further study. The conclusions reached
herein are bsoed upon several assumptions, which are documented in the
discussions of the vartous problem areas. The value of the conclusions,
of course, is a function of the validity of these assumptions. A number are
highly judgemental and, although they appear reasonable, would require
detailed analysis or experimentation to fully validate them.

In the development of this analysis, a baseline system is postulated, to pro-
vide context for the consideration of various problems and to make quantita-
tive estimates of various load factors. In this baseline system, various
functions are allocated to Drone Control Facility, Relay Aircraft, and
RPV, and specific implementation methods are assumed (e. g., LORAN is
postulated &s the navigation system, with position-determining calculations
remoted to the DCF). It should be remembered, however, that this base-
line system is tentative, and was used primarily as an analytical tool.

Subsection 3. Z identifies the functional capabilities that must be provided
to maintain control of the vehicle from launch to recovery. Assumptions
concerning the principal RPV capabilities that significantly affect the exer-
cise oi physical control &re,

a. It is assuimed that there is an automatic flight control system
(AFCS) in the PPV. The AFCS will, at a minimum, provide
the capability to maintain a flight attitude (direction of flight
plus level flight or rate of climb or descend) established for
the vehicle. Additionally, the AFCS will activate the control
surfaces necessary to execute maneuvers, a turn angle, or a
rate of climb or descent directed by an input command. Addi-
tionally, it is assumed that the AFCS will be coupled with the
tervain following radar to maintain a preset terrain clearance.

b. There will be a coupling between the steerable electro-optical
(WO) system and the AFCS which will enable the AFCS to
initiate turns and climb or descend maneuvers which will
maneuver the vehicle into a line of flight at which the zero
"setting on the electro-optical system (the setting that aligns
the e•lectro, ptical sensor with the weapon boresight) is on the
slsctro-opti'cal timing point.

-. Positioning and maintaining the electro-optical sensor on an
aiming point will be iittiated by an operator at the weapon
control console. Signals controlling the EO sensor will be
sutonativclly generated and transmitted to the RPV over a
command link. Coupling between the-electro optical sensor
and the AFCS will be enabled and/or disabled by the operator.
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Given these capabilities on the RPV, the functions that must be provided to
exercise physical control can be listed (Table IIU 2-1). Column I identifies
the functional area, Column 2 the associated operational requirement, and
Column 3 the application of the capability. The fi st two functions listed,
Navigation and Communications, are required by the operation concept. The
performance requirements for navigation are c'etrained by cost factors,
and other complex trade-offs, such as navigation accuracy versus require-
ments for target acquisition. Subsection 3.2. 3 re views the results of pre-
vious studies of navigation systems for RPV and, based on selected imple-
mentation methods, develops requirements on the DCF related to obtaining
and maintaining RPV position data.

Table III. 2-1. Physical Con~rol Functions

Function Requirement Application

Navigation Establish position of RPV Necessary so cor-
in near real time rective controls

can be applied

Communications Provide cor.,munirations Position and status
between R.PV and the data reporting,
RPV control site transmit controlI data

Status & Position Monitor RPV Flight, Establish require-
detect exceptions ment for correc-

-ive controls

Flight Control,, Malr..ein preplanned Necessary. to
Enroute, Return to base Flight profile achieve mission

objectives

Flight Control, 0 .irride preplanned Necessary to deal
- Enroute, Return to base Flight profile with exceptions

Control. ove•-the- Precise positioning of Necessary to ac-
target Strike mission RPV for bomb release quire target and

achieve CEP ac-
curacy required
and provide real
tLme BDA,

Control on Sttation Activate and control EW Necessary to a-
Electronic Warfare (EW) Sensor Package, dispense chieve misiiion

EW packag a objective

Control er-the-taiet Activals &ad csntrol Necessary to a-
Recco VeIsion uensowu, control trans- chieve missionj"mission of Recce data objective
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The performance requirements for the communications system are derived
specifically from operational requirements, such as secure jam-resistant
communications with multiple RPV's and visual acquisition of a target to
achieve required CEP' a. Communications lequirements are also derived
from the method of exercising flight control and the amount of status data re=
quired for various mission phases. Subsection 3.2.2, Communications Sub-
system Baseline, describes the communications system assumed for the
RPV, based on the requirements and concepts developed under the multi-
mission studies and compatible with the requirements to exercise physical
control defined in the present study. The concepts for physical control and
the associated communications, data processing and operator requirements
are developed in Subsections 3.2.4 through 3.2.6.

3.2.2 Communications Subsystem Baseline

This subsection describes the communications system which has been

assumed for study purposes. The goal was to select a reasonable baseline
system so as to develop physical control procedures which are compatible
with the communications system, and to establish the impact of the commun-
ications subsystem on the DCF ADP system. The approach selected is
judged cost effective, considering operational requirements and communica-
tions technology. Data developed under the Air Force funded studies are
specifically included.

Two basic communications links are postulated. One is a sensor link trans-
mitting data for target acquisition and lock on. The other i a command
response link used to receive data from the RPV and to transmit control data.
The sensor link for the Strike RPV is a special requirement. The assump-
tion is that it is provided, The principal alternatives that exist relate to bit
rates required to provide the necessary resolution, but these do not signifi-
cantly impact the physical control function. The command response link
introduces more operational factors impacting system design. Excluding
the special requirements of over-the-target operations for strike missions,
the command response link is characterited by the requirement to period-
ically or aperiodically contact many RPVIs (up to 20 per RPV unit) distrib-
uted over enemy territory, and possibly hundreds of miles apart. Opera-
tional requirements considered, normal contact intervals with each RPV

Sshould not exceed something like one minute, while corztact intervals around
10 seconds are satisfactory minimum for design purposes. Contact intervals
of les than one second do not appear operationally useful. On each contact
the information exchange required is low; frequently no information need be
exchanged except that needed to maintain navigation position.

Over-the-tarlet considerations are quite different. The sensor link must
be maintained. Additionally, the command response link must be available
to a given RPV an donumd within fractions of seconds. For certain appli.

cations no unpredictable delay is tolerable. Compared to the enroute phases,
information exchange on the command response link is relatively high.
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Based on such considerations, the following concept is assumed. Two
command response links will be available. One is designed for enroute
control, the other for over-the-target control. The concept is such that
the one can provide backup for the othar, although there would be some
degradation in the total system capability.

The enroute command response link is a steerable beam with a beam width
of less than S5. RPV's are contacted on a round robin basis. The contact
interval per IRPV mission is in the order of ten seconds. This implemen-
tation requires a determination of pointing angles for each contact. The
concept assumes that this is accomplished as follows:

Normal method: With 10 second contacts, an RPV approximately
centered on a communication beam footprint will not have moved
out of the footprint before the next contact. The relay aircraft on
each contact nulls on the signal which provides the best pointing
angle, azimuth, and elevation for the relay aircraft. The RPV
pointing angle is the reciprocal of this, which is transmitted to the
RPV as a command. This function is presumed to be performed
on the relay aircraft.

Inital acquisition, and reacquisition if con act is lost: For the
initial contact and during handover between multiple relays, the point-
ing angle is calculated using the position of the relay aircraft and the
expected position of the RPV when the first contact is to be made. To
reacquire an RPV that has been "lost, "1 or one that has been predict-
ed to be out of contact because of terrain masking (see Sbsection
3. 3. 3) the pointing angle is calculated using the powition of the relay
aircraft and the predicted position of the RPV. This function is allo-
cated to the DCF. Assuming an initial calculation of pointing angle
and a calculation to reacquire once each five minutes, IZ calculations
per mission are required (average mission time: 60 minutes).

Over the target, the second command response link is established on the
broad band link used for the sensor data. Although the primary sensor link
is one-way (from RPV to relay) the antennas can be used to establish a
command link in the opposite direction (see Subsection Z. 7.4). A pointing
angle is calculated for each pop-up point, or for some point prior to pop-up
if desired. Once established, the relay aircraft tracks the RPV continu-
ously and transmits commands as necessary. The RPV response is multi-
plexed on the video link providing near instantaneous status data. (see Sub-
section 3. Z. 6.4). Commands are transmitted from the relay aircraft sensor
receiving antenna, providing a command link on demand. Since this antenna
may be pointed in any direction, it can be pointed at any RPV enroute and be
used to back up enroute command response communications. The sensor
link under these circumstances can be used for visual reference or navigation
fixes. Program requirements to calculate the pointing angles are identical
to the asroute phase. Assuming two targets per strike mission (two actual
strikes, or an over-the-target abort and divert to secondary target) and one
visual fix enroute there are on the average three calculations per strike
mission.
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$2.3 &'avg~ica~~ bu stem aselive-

This subsection. describaes the navigation subsystem which has been assumed.
The purpose is to select reasonable baseline alternatives so physical control
procedure's can be deve~lop~ed which are com~patible with the navigation system
Capability and so the impact on the DCF ADP system can be established.

Dtdeveloped under the Air Force funded studies are specifically considered.

It was assumed that the navigational accuracy provided by the system ranges
from 300 feet to 1500 feet at'maxitnum range (over -the -target pop-up point).

Trd-off* within these limit. sifcantly affect the electro-optical sensor
design requirements bu~t do not significantly affect the physical control func -
tion. The primary candidgte s~ypt~ems, as developed under the Air Force
funded studies, are LORAN and ithe Omega System.

Conridering LORAN, it hap been suggested (Reference USAF Rand Project
Report) that the use of a fully self -contained system on the RPV would be
expensive and unnecessary. For RPV application, an implementation in
which the RPV retran 'sritp the LORAN signal received by the RPV over the
response link with the actual navigation computation being made in the DCF
(or possibly the relay aircraft) would be more cost effective. Applying this
concept and drawing on data available for other applications, it has been
estimated that the'data transmitted by the RPV needed to make the navigation
fix calculation is 40 bits' (Time differences of LORAN Signals Master Slave #1
and Master Slave #W. The estimated data base required in the DOW to calcu-
la4te Aavig.(tion fixes is 280 data words (36 bits) each. An additional 15 words
data bas a 0 ntuctions are estimated for tracking, position smoothing,
and velocity computations. Program requirements are estimated to be 675
instructions.

Thte LRNalgorithm o4~ which this computer requirement is based consists
of; 1) a ontrol module, 2) arange and bearing computation module, 3) a time
difference computAtion module, &and 4) a LORAN position error estimator.
Thxis algorithm has bee'n-Itpleniented and does perform satisfactorily.

Th* position smoothing and velocity computation algorithm used here for
Aslation purposes is a DSD-developed modified Kalman filter. It has been

incopporated in several operational systems (CEDPS, TSQ-73), where it
operates inoa track -while -scan =oxle. In the ItPV context, performance can
be improved by making excplcidt use of the priori knowledge of the time of
Occurrence and the extent of vehicle ?r)Ameuvers,

Af suminng a 1-0 second update rate per RPV (see Subsection 3. 2, Z), the dead
rp~ckoni4g ivigation errors that can develop (horizontal wind is the principal

si~abli) oz. the inheran cuayciLRN navigation updates more
g~e~atlian 10o secondo are not- required. Less frequent update rates
as'sto~I*i though conditions -can occur in which update rates that signii-

4cnl ý 0 eOndsare untdeoirakle. Considering that the processing
reqire to~*~tdoa nvigation 0%~ is approximately 775 instructions with

~? 10 ~ dato rate sani 20R~ o be updated, the processing rate is
IS0 fnt *tuctions/second which is not excessive. It is concluded that 10
pCon W9vM uipdM per ##v4 aU0PV #l1ows succes a in attaining mission objectives.
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Considerations of the Omega System are similar to LORAN. Specifically,
use of the Omega System instead of LORAN introduces comparable data
reporting and processing requirements. This alternative does not signifi-
cantly impact the physical control function nor the DCF data processing
requirements.

A third viable candidate, described in Subsection 2.7. 9, uses the Commun-
ications Command response links to establish navigation position. Given
two relay aircraft, it is relatively simple to provide a time measuring
scheme that can be used to measure path lengths to accuracies on the order
of 100 feet. The additional system requirement is to provide the capability
to autornatically solve the geometry problem to yield RPV position. Quan-
titative estimates on the ADP support requirements have not been developed
but they are modest.

The solution is attractive since, with this implementation, the RPV System
is self-suffici.ent. It does not require a separately deployed navigation
system in employment areas where LORAN or Omega are not in place. The
disadvantage is that two relay aircraft are required to provide the ravigation
fix. There is, however, some possibility that a satisfactory method can be
provided to measure distance from the DCF to the -R4V using an HF Link.

3.2.4 Status and Position Reporting

There arre basically thre- positions that might be considered in status and
position reporting. One poaition is to report data providing continuous or
frequent assurance that the system is functioning normally; i. e. that there
are no malfunctions. To achieve this objective, the status of all critical
system elements must be reported, and therefore, reporting requirements
are maximized. A second position is to report malfunctions only- i. e., to
report by exception. Such ata implementation prcsupposee a capability to
identify all failures or deviations from normal (or standard) that can occur
and predeterm-ine whether the failure or deviation affects mission success.
Status reporting requirements, however, are minimum. The problem is to
predetermine what failures and/or deviations are significant. In practice,
the third position is most common. Actual reporting requirements are a
compromise between the two extreme*. Failures or deviations are reported
that may or may not significantiy affect success. The decision to take cor-
rective action or plan for contingenciec, should subsequent reports show a
need for corrective action, is allocated to a human operator. In addition,
certain status data that provide assurance that operations are proceeding
normally are also reported.

This subsection develops data on the reporting of RPV status and position
data. The basic position results from the following argument:
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a. All maifunctions affecting mission success should, ideally, be
reported.

b. However, the cost to predict and detect all malfunctions that
can affect mission success is high.

c. Operator assurance that the mission is being executed success-
fully is also important.

d. The cost to generate, communicate, and process reports is a
significant factor in selection of data items to be reported.

e. The Status data that is reported must be the basis for making
physical control decisions and generating control commands.

Since operational requirements and cost factors depend on the missiln phase,
reporting requirements are addressed by mission phase. Table III. Z
Status and Position Reporting Requirements, surmarizes the requirements
that have been developed. The considerations used to develop these data
are:

PRELAUNCH: A vehicle has been selected for a mission, configured as re-
jTTrmission plan, checked and determined to be suitable for the
miission, and positioned on the RPV launcher. At this point in the process,
a final prelaunch check is made to provide assurance that all preparations
for launch have been accomplished and that selected system elements pass
prelaunch testi. A ground communications link between the launch ftcility
and the DCF is assumed so the cost of transmitting status data is, within
reasonable limits, independent of the amount of data transmitted. The
limiting factors are what can meaningfully be tested at the launch site and
what cam practically be assimilated at the, DCF. It is assumed thata
check list of about 30 items is reporttd to the DCF and displayed on a
tabular display. Assuming 25 characters per item, one byte per charac-
ter, this Is.a 750 byte message, which can be formatted for display on an
80 charactor per line, 15 line tabular display. It imposes no significant
ADP or display system. requirements. Assuming that usually the system
checks OKO, typical operator time to assess the report Is judged to be ýO
seconds (time to read and determine that all items are OK is approximately
10 seconds).

* g4Y.NjC The prelaunch checkout has been passed and engine startup ýi
Ftollowing enne startup, another sequence of checks and statw,

reporting is initiatad. Type# of data reported include engine RPM, futl
flow, engine pressure ratio, oil pressure, hydraulic pressure, etc. Vidi-
tiOA-lly, control reoponses are checked by initiating preprogrammed .t, roll
instructions and by veceiving status data on the response to such ct,.r?-•
instructions. As with prelaunch, communications are over the gro;,:'.":,
&Ad are not a significant performance parameter. (Message lengti 'L.s:wisurm-
o 1tO be 100 bytes, ) A launch checkout program is required ts is a *ostus
-4lipplay for the operator. Operator time is judged to be 30 seconds. The
final oprator action is to initiate launch.
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ENROUTE AND RETURN TO BASE: Requirements to report status of the
RIPV enroute are primarily based on the concept of reporting by exception,
with complete status reported only on demand. However, pojition data,
communications status, and overall RPV status are routinely reported.
These latter requirements are derived in part from the physical control
procedures that are described in subsection 3. Z. 5 and in part from the need
to provide assurance to the human controller that the mission is proceeding
as planned. Applying these concepts, the following status reports are
assumed:

a. Acquisition of the RPV by the communications system verified.
This occurs once per acquisition, and two bytes is assumed as
the message size.

b. Position Data is sent each 10 eeconds with 40 bits per trans-
mission (see subsection 3. 2. 3).

c. Communications Contact Status, is also transmitted each 10
seconds, (achieved or not achieved) and is estimated at two
bits.

d. RPV Condition Statue, Is reported each 10 seconds, (normal
or not normal) and is two bits.

e. Amplifyin& datsa on malfunctioning subsystem status is estimated
at Z40 bits per roport. Ten reports per mission are assumed
atihough thse- estimates may be on the high side.

1. Radav Homng and, Warning (RHAW): Assuming the RPV Is
instrumented to detectacqdsition by. radtr, three statte are
reportedi OFF, ON (not activated) and ON (activated). Two
bits can be used to report any state, The simple solution is
to report complete status on each conktact.

ko2vZRTh5•TAROZTOWSTATIO: The requirement to report statue per

-il--u-int. the Vewt-the •target phase of strike missions is basically the same
aso enroutc. Although additional status data are inherent in the video picture
this i not intarpreted at being status in the tortext of sta..us reporting.
S•cilal statue reports over-the-target include ouch information as EO sensor
Aight control coupling enabled, lock on achieved, and boi'nb released. On
the order of 300 bits per strike are assumed. Special on station status
reporting f o EW and Recto are similar. In rstsponse to e-rnmands to
p-At sa a ctitve sensors the fact that the commaC bhas executed is re-
potd. As with, Strike missions. 300 bit. are assuxned.
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RECOVERY: The operational assumption is that the RPV is recovered byparachute. Recovery is controlled by a ground crew, Within the DCF,there is a requirement to receive data verifying that the recovery crew isin place and ready to assume recovery control. Certain status data arerequited from the RPV; e.g.,• that te engine has been shut down, fuel isbeing dumped, etc. Data rates are low, possibly 40 bits per message.
With 10 messages operator time is likswise low; on the order of 30 seconds.

I

|•I.
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3. 2. 5 Flight Contral. Enrouten. Return to Base

3. Z.5. 1 Introduction

This section addresses the requirement to maintain a preplanned flight pro-
file and schedule. A fundamental assumption is that a preplanned mission
profile and schedule have been generated which are to be realized in the exe-
cution of the mission. Alternate and secondary targets are preplanned and
the criteria under which a preplanned alternative is selected are established.

Generation of such a preplanned flight profile is addressed in subsection 3.3,
Force Control Functions. This section begins with the requirement for the
physical control function to fly the mission as planned or, if this is not pos-
sible, to make adjustments to the mission profile and/or schedule as neces-
sary, Any conditions that rnay cause the mission not to be executed as
planned are reported to the Force Control function.

The physical control function then provides control instructions to the RPV
such that the vehicle will maintain the preplanned flight profile and schedule.
To accomplish this, it is necessary to obtain position data on the RPV, corn-
pare the actual position with the planned position, and establish what control
-is to be executed to maintain the plauned profile. Communication with the
RPV is essential.

Considering these data as inputs, and the basic feature of the RPV, (that the
vehicle can be controlled in-flight) there are two basic approaches to flight
control,

One approach depends upon the DCF to initiate all control necessary to
change the flight parameters. That is, the AFCS on the vehicle maintains
the flight attitude and the speed or power mode initiated by the controller.
The RPV controller is required to initiate all enroute maneuvers to position
the vehicle along a desired and preplanned profile. Frequent contact for
control is necessary unless the preplanned profile is limited to a few in-
flight maneuvers, If the time of maneuver is critical, control directions
must be transmitted at exactly the position or clock time that the turn, for
ex&Mple, is to be initiated. If communications are lost, control is lost.

- The second approac.h Is to preprogram the in-flight maneuvers and to store the
=* preprogram flightprofile aboard the RPV. The RPV, while enroute, first inter-

prets precoded ýustructions and then maneuvers to maintain a planned flight
profile. Precoding clone, however, is unacceptable uecause unpredictable var.
tables, such as winds, density altitude value6, engine and air frame efficien-
cies are such that position errors build up to unacceptable levels., This
deftciency can be overcome if a navigation system that provides data on the
location of the RPV is available. Such a system is inherent in the RPV Sys-
utmr Concept and is assumed t, be existent for this analysis. Position data,
or dat necessary to establish position, are transmitted to the physical con-

* trol slmoat, The actual position of the RPV relative to the planned position
can be .•thbltohad. If the difference exceeds a threshold value, the physical
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control element intervenes and issues corrective maneuvers causing the
RPV to re-attain the planned schedule. (These functions could, of course,
be allocated to the RPV, but the additional complexity of the RPV on-board
processor does not appear to be justified.)

This composite approach is more economical in terms of operator time. If
communication with the vehicle cannot be maintained, the vehicle continues
to maneuver to maintain the planned flight profile. These are very signifi-
cant advantages.

For either approach, accurate navigation is a requirement. Further, pro-
viding communications on demand to all RPVs at all times is costly, while
the cost of providing the capability to pre-program the RPV is not high.
Considering these cost factors in relationship to requirements, the com-
posite approach is selected as the preferred approach.

3. 2. 5. 2 Phytical Control Implementation Concepts

Physical control of the RPV is based on the premise that there is a pre-
programmed flight profile on board the RPV coupled with the AFCS. Without
any comnmands from the physical control element the RPV maneuvers to
maintain the flight profile and schedule as programmed. Details of how
such a precoded flight profile is generated and the data needed to store a
profile is contained in sub-section 3. 3. 2, RPV Flight Profile Program and
Insertion. Additionally, the control concept includes the requirement to
be able to change the preplanned flight profile enroute. The consequence is
that it is not necessary, under this concept, to preload the total flight
profile. Segments can be inserted enroute in periods of communications
contact. The only constraint is that a segment must be inserted before it is
to be executed; otherwise the mission will abort.

With such a concept, if all systems function perfectly and if the planned
ground speed and path are realized within threshold tolerances, there would
be no requirement for enroute control external to the RPV. Such conditions

k.- !cannot be expected. Atmospheric winds, temperatures, and density alti-
tudes will not be exactly as forecast- engine thrust and vehicle drag valuesI will not be exactly as estimated; and, a terrain following flight profile cannot
be exactly predicted. The vehicle will drift off course and will fail to main-
tain the pre-prograrmmed airspeed and groundspeed, even with all system
elements functioning normally To compensate for this, control instructions
to adjust power setting (or fi flow) and direction of flight will be required.

With these factors in mind, the following control procedures are proposed.
The RPV position is established using status inputs from the RPV (see sub
section 3. 2. 3). The actual position is compared to the planned position. If
the deviation exceeds a threshold value jposition deviations in hundreds of
feet, schedule and time deviations in seconds), a computation is made to
establish the new heading required to make good the preplanned flight path
and the power increase or decrease needed to adjust airspeed to make good
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the schedule times. (It is assured that the AFCS on the RPV will maintain
the preplanned altitude within tolerance.) The control comnmands are gen-
erated and transmitted to the RP•V over the command link. The exact time
"of transmission is not critical. All of these functions are automated and can
be executed without operator intervention.

Under this concept, the operator intervenes only when deviations are detected
that cannot be corrected simply by altering heading and/or power setting.
Such deviations may result from syktem malfunctions that have not yet
affected the flight but that may foreshadow problems. Possible examples
are; 1) a loss of communications because of terrain shielding or enemy
jamming, or 2) tailpipe temperature exceeding a threshold value but not yet
affecting engine thrust. Excessive path deviations may be reported resulting
from extreme deviations in atmospheric conditions, RPV malfunctioning, or
navigation data error. In addition to operator intervention, all deviations
that may affect mission success must be reported to the iorce control ele-
ment of the system.

It is not possible nor even necessary to identify all possible causes or types
of deviations. Considering, however, those that are likely, it is possible to
identify the control functions required for physical control. Table III. 2-3,
RPV Control, Enroute Control Functions, lists these requirements. The
list is based in part on familiarity with similar control systems and in part
on the control functions unique to RPV and the control concepts selected.
Although some critical functional capability may have been omitted, the list
t is generally believed to be quite complete. Functions identified with t..n
asterisk are required specifically for over-the-target control of the R PVstrike mission, They may also provi-Ie capabilities that can in many cases
be useful in enroute control, assuming that the use is on a no interference
basis with over-the-target control.

3.2.5.3 Phyidcal Control, Exceptional Conditions

Under the present concept, normal flight is highly automated and corrective
control is only applied in response to unpredicted variables. However, it
must be anticipated that exceptions requiring such control will occur. The
RPV flight control system must have the capability of detecting mriout Omer-
gency condition* and adopting preplanned contingency instructions and/or
other emergency control. Malfwuctions of RPV subsystemi necessary to
mission completion, including loss of communicution with the Drone Control
Facility, constitute these eme-rgencies.

As long as communication is maintained, the RPV need not be preprogramuned
" to change course in the event of equipment malfunction. HoWever, the

specific type 4 m [functioa must be con-nunicated to the !)CF, The moro
__compex case occurs with loss of cor=zunications, particularly on the DCF
to APV conmand link.

With programmed flight profiles, a temporary loss of communications with
the ground can be tolerated for a considerable period of. time in the enroutt
phases of a missiot. For Mustration, assmoe that without course correc-
tions from the physical co,•,.rol element systetu, the RPV heading diver-ges
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Table MI. 2- 3. RPV Control, Enroute Control Functions

1. Compute RPV position.

2. Compare computed position with planned position.

3. Compute speed, heading, altitude commands.

4. Prepare data link messages.

5. Determine requirement for altering course (change legs to
affect arrival time).

6. Monitor communications continuity.

7. Generate alert messages for console operators.

8. Display planned vs. actual course and position.

9. Display situation data, including terrain, FEBA, hostile AAA,
targets for selected portion of R.PV flight profile.

10. Display RPV status information: e.g. , fuel, weapons, pri-
mary and alternate. targets, recovery base, TOT, etc.

11. Generate routine reports automatically.

12.: File recorded video, photo, IR data, on targets and prominent
land marks for subsequent retrieval by geographic locatioia.

13.' Display filed geographic data in conjunction with live video, or
IR for easy comparison.

14. Display curren-t RPV location and heading in conjunction with
map-oriented target data to facilitate interpretation of file data
or au substitute for it if no previous data on target.

15. Maintsin current target intelligence dali, including damage due
to other non-RPV missions; (to the extent that this would be
usesul in recognizing target and/or laudmarks enroute to it).

16. Monitor RPV status of on-board systems, generating alternative
commands (e.g., abort mission and RTB) as xequired. May
include computing new heading instructions.

17. Display onroute threats in conjuncticn with RPV current path.

18, Display special ingress/egress lanes for friedly territory and
for launch, recovery operations, in conjunction with launch/
recovery bases.

19. Activate/deactivate video/IR for check ppints.
Z0. Activate/deactivate EW and RECCE sensors, provide pointing

W1,' Record video/IR and select portions for file.

22. Maintain log of significant events by location (e. g., malfunc-
tions, loss of RPV).

*pecic overuthestargot control functions.
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from the planned heading by I degree. At 600 knots, the RPV would be off
course by 456 feet after 60 seconds, or 4560 feet in ten minutes. For
enroute mission phases, a discrepancy of 4560 feet would not normally re-
quire aborting the mission. If communications were regained at that point,
the RPV's actual position could be computed, new flight,profile instructions
determined, and the mission could regain its preplanned flight profile and
schedule and complete the mission exactly as planned.

For emergencies in which onboard equipment fails, but the RPV-to-DCF
link remains operative, the onboard processor can be preprogrammed to
report the malfunction in a standard format digital message. (This was
"assumed to be the case in the discussion of status message.) The DCF pro-
cessor can alert the operator upon receipt of the message and display the
nature of the emergency in alphanumeric form in conjunction with the6.RPV
identification.

For certain kinds of emergencies, the timing can be so critical that it is
necessary to preprogram the RPV to take contingency actions automtically,
without waiting for control messages from the ground center. For example,
if the terrain-following subsystem were to malfunction while the RPV was
flying at 600 knots 200 feet above the surface of the ground, an automatic
climb should be initiated without waiting for a decision by the DCF. However,
it is not always desirable to have a fixed action automatically initiated for
a particular type of emergency.

One approach to contingency situations, which provides a great deal of flex-
ibility, is as follows. For each basic type of contingency that can be sensed
by the RPV, a planned response is preprogrammed for each leg of the flight.
Then, if an emergency occurs, the RPV processor takes the action pro-
grammed in terms of the currc:t flight leg. To clarify the idea, consider
the problem of abortng a mise ;on before the weapons have been expended.
It is desirable to jettison stores before initiating recovery of the RPV. How-
ever, the preferred course of action varies depending upon whether the RPV
is over friendly (including sanctuary), or hostile territory. Over frie-dly
territory, the ptefsrted contingency action, if feasible, is to fly the RPV
over enemy territory for over a body of water or unpopulated friendly ground)
bfore releasing stores. Over hostile territory, when the emergency occurs,
it may be feasible to drop the stores over known targets on the route back to
the recovery are#.

This s*eeprinctple of preprogreimming contingency actions ior each leg of
the flight can tvi applied to the loss of communications from the ground. For
each leg of •he flibt, the RPV ,*uld be given a specific set of instructions
to follow inthe event of loss of conmunications from the ground; after a
specdifed parkod 6f tirs. For example, for a particular leg of the flight, the
instructions night permit the RPV-to continue on its pz ogrammed mission
profile for 10 minutes, after which. if no co•n•nd message were- received,
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the RPV would switch to previously-prepared new heading, speed, and alti-
tude data that would return it to the recovery area.

There are two methods of implementing this approach to contingency opera-
tions. One method is to preplan all actions to be taken for each leg of the
flight profile for each kind of contingency and store these in the RPV ADP
system. The other method is to use a "one-ahead" approach and only store
in the RPV the contingency actions to be taken during the next flight leg, or
during the next "N" minutes. If the latter approach is used, contingency
actions could be performed on line. The method does, of course, imply
update of the RPV prior to the start of each leg.

3.2.5.4 Operator Requirements, Operator Facilities, and ADP Support
for Enroute Control

The physical control operator's station requires a tabular display console
capable of displaying status data and schedule deviations. Operator controls
to select modes, to retrieve data, and to generate commands are obvious
requirements. A situation display which shows planned flight path, actual
RPV position, target or on-station locations, threat zones, and restrictedzones, while not absolutely essential, would add significantly to an operator's

capability to assess the situation and deal with exceptions. As a result, a
requirement for a situation display is postulated.

The control procedures, along with the associated operator time, ADP
requirements, and the number of command messages required, are the
basis for quantitative estimates of system performance requirements. These
items are most easily presented in the form of a scenario that traces the
enroute control activity from launch to recovery. Such a scenario is pre-
sented below for a single mission. System loads are generated by multi-
plying the single mussion factors by the number of simultaneous missions
as appropriate.L_

unch,&uisition: ,lhe launch procedures and the associated system capa-
bilities required have been described as a sequence of status checks in
subsiction 3.2.4. Launch acquisition is the activity required to acquire the
RPV inflight and establish lnflight. control. After launch, the RPV, following
its programmed flight profile, has reached a point in space and has estab-
lished a flight attitude, Tht communications to be established have been
preplanned. When comuunication with the RPV is initiated, a response
message containing navigation data and subsystem status indicatev acquisition.
if this initial communication contact is through the relay aircraft, the relay
aircraft will have been notified of launcb or time for first contact and the
pointing angle to acquire the RPV. If locrsd communications are used for the
initial conta'^t and close-in enroute- control, these communications will be
initiated., Iandover to the relay aircraft occurs at some point enroute.
When communications are established and a response is received, launch
acquisition has been completed and enr-oute control is established.
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Periodic updates: Assuming communications contact is achieved, RPV
subsystem status is reported at the appropriate interval. If all parameters
are normal, processing within the DCF is as follows. The time the report
ti received, stored, and replaces the time of the most recent report received
from this RPV. The RPV position it calculated based on the navigation
message. The epected position is then established from the preplanned
mission profile stored In the data base. Differences in magnitude and
direction between the positions is computed. If this difference does not
exceed a threshold value, this fact is coupled with the time of the report
and stored. If the position deviation exceeds threshold, checks are made
on the validity of the status data. When the deviation is determined to be
valid, corrective controls are initiated. If the checks fail, the fact of re-
ported deviation is saved as an indication of a potential trend. Estimates of
the size of the data base required, the size of the program to process such
a report, and the number of instructions executed is tabulated on Table M1. 24.

Averiodic Control Directivest The procedures described above determine
whether corrective control actions are to be directed. The threshold values,
for course and schedule have been preselected for the specific mission and
mission phase. (For example, schedule tolerance may be "high" for a
Recce mission relative to the schedule tolerance for a coordinated strike
mission and supporting ECM approaching the target). If corrective direc-
tives are required, the processor calculates the change in direction of
flight and/or fuel flow (or power setting) necessary to rejoin the programmed
profile at the profile segment end point. The application program used to
develop the precoded flight segment, described in subsection 3. S. 8, is used
to code a new segment and transmit it to the RPV. The update rate for
control directives is obviously a function of the magnitude of the threshold
values and the magnitude of the variables (e. g. wind, thrust, drag) that
affect the RPV course and ground speed. For purposes of estimating system
loads, it is assumed that corrective controls are calculated and transmitted,
on the average, each 5 minutes to each RPV. (This process lsto assumes
that the RPV position error did not exceed a second threshold value requiring
operator alert. Further, the magnitude of the control changes directed are
within preoestablished tolerance levels.)

ea l d edi8 It is unrealistic, to postulate that an enroute
controller will not desireto or need to monitor status, even when no devia-
tions are detected, thus, the enroute controller will periodically or aperi-
odicallycheck status. Reasonable implementation procedures are many,
ranging from a contiauously updated large screen group status display, to
periodic printouts on a line printer. For estimating purposes, the following
-is assumeds Two display fonnats are available; a tabular display and a
situation display. The tabular format is selectable by mission number for
a single mission or by mission type and/or mission phase for groups of
missIons. The data may be displayed on the operator console or on a printer.
The -situation display is a display of mission geometry, planned flight profile,
and target or orbit station. The current position of the mission RPV symbols
is displayed. Other data, e.$. restricted zones, EOB data, are highly useful.
As with the tabular display, the display content is selectable by mission
number or type mission and/or mission phase. Other data, e.g. restricted
sones, may also be selection criteria. There is no reasonable way to
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Table III. 2-4. Operator Time, Mission Exceptions

Operator Operator
Time Time/MSN

Operator Action Rate/MSN per Action (seconds)

ABORT MSN 10% 120 sec 12
ADJUST MSN, SUCCESS 3/MSN 30 sec 90
NOT AFFECTED

ADJUST MSN, SUCCESS 25% 90 sec 2Z.5
MAY BE AFFECTED

DIVERT MISSIONS AS DIRECTED 10% 60 sec 6
OPER TIME/MISSION

130.5

establish how frequently such "confidence data" are required. One may
postulate that if there are no exceptions requiring operator attention, the
operator may continuously or semi-continuously monitor status. To the
extent that exceptions requiring operator attention develop, "confidence
checking"' will be more infrequent. Specific estimates of processing re-
quired and operator time for confidence checking is deferred to the next
paragraph, Controller Response to Exceptions Reported.

Controller Response to Exceotions: This is the primary function of the
enroute controller, While it is not possible to identify all exceptions that
can occur, the nature of the procedure and the ADP support requirements
can be described and generally quantified.

Three system elements directly impact RPV control functions; the relay
aircraft, the RPV vehicle system, and the launch/recovery facility. It is
assumed that each of these systems is capable of detecting and reporting its
own failures and abnormal performance data. It is assumed that the input
message to the DCF from the RPV or the relay is a formatted digital mes.
sage, ADP must process the message, identify it as an exception report to
be displayed, route it to the proper control station, and activate an alarm.
The controller requests display of the message in tabular form. In terms of
the control action that can be taken by the enroute controller, there are three
possibilities:

a. The missign mustbe aborted. Here, two subsets exist. If the
ex~pi on-reported is-that-the mission has aborted the controller
has no choice. If the reported malfunction convinces the con-
troller that the mission must be aborted, implementation of the
operator decision is involved. If amplifying data on the mission,
the mission requirements, and the status of other system ale-
mauto are required, the capability to request data, process the
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request, and display data must be provided. Coordinatioi with
other controllers or a supervisor may be necessary, requiring
inter-console transfer of data. Finally, the capability to gen-
erat., address, ind transmit an abort message is required.

b. Mission success and successful recovery it not affected. Two
possibilities exist. Mnet is that the failure or deviation reported
may relate to a system element not necessary to the success of
the misskin. Alternately, the reported exception is one which
is tolerable or can be corrected. Schedule deviations, for exam-
plet of a magnitude that by Standing Operating Procedures are
allocated to the controllor to decide what corrective control action
is to be applied to enable the RPV to make good its preplanned
schedule and flight profile within acceptable limits. No specific
console requirements exist other than the display of the exception
message and any other data the controller might need to insure
that message success and recovery are not affected.

c, The Probabiitft of rmission success is degraded or coordinated
missions are affected. In this case, the controller must assess
tha impact of the deviation reported and take authorized correc-
tive action to minimize the effect of the deviation on the success
of the mission and/or maximi;e the probability of successful
recovery. An exception report must be generated and trans-
mitted to tie RPV force control element and to any other ele-
ments affected, Again no special console requirements are
derived,

There is one final situation that can be considered under the Seneral heading
of dealing with exceptions. This it the situation where the force control ele-
ment directs a change to a mission flight profile and/or schedule. The as-
suunptio here is that if a deviation is planned by the force control element,
the new flight profile will be planned and coded so it can be transmitted to the
RPV, The RPV is capable of receiving an updated profile and, in response
to coded segments, fly the new path. In this situation, the divert message
is disptyaed to the controller. The controller requests and receives a dis-
play d th* RPV mission being adjusted, As previous flight profile, and the
new flight p;afile. He verifies that the point at which the new profile is
cha*ind to 6o old proftl* is forward of the current position of the RPV. (If
this cond-tion does nto ewist, an exception exists of one of the types previously
4dscribed• He then transmits the new profile to the RPV and verifies that
the me*e"# is received.

Vacto0v de6-rved under the SEEK FLEX and TACC studies and the Mission
l4#zAet experience permits r"eonable estimates of operator time required.
T&bl .L;-4-tabuat••sthe fictors. The relevant factors are as followst
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Aborts: An abort rate twice that for manned aircraft, as specified for
TACC, SS001485A, is assumed. Operator time may be high since aborts
can be automatic, e.g., if conmunications is lost, and tbus do not require
operator action. However, 2 minutes per abort appears reasonable based
upon the criticality of the decision, the factors to be considered, and the
tasks to be performed.

Mission Adjustments. Mission Success Not Affected: The activity level,
(3 per mission), as well as the operator time, obviously depends upon de-
gree of automatic adjustment which is permitted in the system, and the
complexity of the adjustment process. The assumption is that major
automatic adjustments are not allowed. However, criteria for making
"fiialr adjustments" are preplanned or pre-established and the processor
displays viable options. Some adjustments may well take several minutes,
and many adjustments require very short periods of time, e.g., 10 or 20
seconds. The 30 second average time is based in part on the SEEK FLEX
simulation of the mission adjustment process.

Adiust Missions. Mission Success May Be Affected: The rate, 2516, is
deliberately selected as high because of the lack of data. As with other
adjustments, operator time can vary from 20 seconds to several minutes.
The average time, 90 seconds, is based in part on SEEK FLEX simulations.

Mission Diverts: A low divert rate is assumed. Since the operator require-
me-nt is prinqipalUy to verify that the divert directed is possible, operator
time is low.

The operator time (130. 5 seconds) is the average time required per mission.
In the maximum activity period (20 simultaneous missions), total operator
time required for handling mission exceptions for 20 RPV's on simultaneous
missions ts 43. 5 minutes, or 0. 7 man-minutes per minute. A considera-
tion that enter@ into tolerable operator loading, during peak activity periods,
is that many adjustment actions can be deferred sevetal rnmnutee without
affecting the success of operations.

Data processing required to support these functions are more difficult to
assess. The type of processing required is highly operating-system oriented,
consisting of input and output message processing, message checking, tabu-
lar displays, operator requests for data, and data retrieval with fixed for-
mat tabular and situation displays.
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3.2.6 Controle Over-The Target Strike

3,2.6.l1 Introduction

This subsection discusses functional requirements for physical control of
RPV's during the over-the-target phase of air-to-ground strike missions.
This phase begins with the arrival of the RPV within target acquisition
range of the electro-optical sensor, proceeds through weapon delivery and
damage assessment (including any additional strike or BDA runs on the
same target that are required) and terminates with final escape maneuvers
and departure from the target area.

Physical control of the RP-V by a human operator is required in the over-
the-target strike phase for several reasons. The humun operator, using
visual imagery from an ]EO sensor, can identify ýhte target, examine its
condition (e. g. state of occupancy, damage, etc.), accurately position the
RPV and/or weapon for attacking the target, and assesa bomb damage
after weapon release.

This study assumes a low-altitude (200-500 feet above ground level) terrain-
following approach to the target area. The RPV is controlled automatically
to pop-up at a preselected location and climb to a preselected altitude, e.g.
1500 to 2500 feet above ground level. The EO sensor is inabled, at which
timt the Strike Controller begins visual search for the target. The RPV
location at start of climb is selected such that, upon reaching altitude, the
slant-range from RPV to target allows adequate tim, for target recognition,
go-no.-go decision, RPV position correction, weapon lock-on if appropriate,
weapon release, and escape maneuver. Previous multi-mission studies
indicate that this slant-range may be 15,000 to 40,000 feet. The planned
pop-up range to target may vary from mission to mission, depending upon
such factors as. sensor type selected for mission, weather (particularly
visibility (TV) and humidity (IR)), target characteristics (siie, contrast,
nky-ground ratio, masking angle), and ground-to.air threat.

'Previous studies have indicated the desirability of having both TV a•fd
FULR options available am the preferred cources of visual. imagery for
various conditions. Either typo of aensor may be preferable for a particular
mission, but there does not. appear to be a requirerneit to have the capa-
bility of using both tyeF..of sensors -on the same mission(at l.ast not
simultaneously),

3.Z.6.2 Pop-Up

Upon reaching pop-up 4ltitv4so the RPV EO *ensor 's activated axu trans-
"amission of video dati initiated. The RPV may be maintained in level flight
'at the popX-up altitude until target/aiming point recognition by the pilot, or
dive May be initiated immediately. RPV atropoed is kexpected to be en the
ordor a 300 to 600 knots. For this study, it is amoumed .hat the pre-
ptograunued dive asgle is 10 degrees, however, the dive angle can be
• cband dgwln fltght by the strike dontroller.
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Uponcomletin o po-uptheRPVis positioned at a planned locat.ion and
heading such that, normally, the target will be within the field 4i vie'w of
the EQ sensor. The sensor ',s turned on are TV or IR traornis sion initiated
automnatically when the RPV has reached pop-up altitude. Digital data mes -Z t ~ sages from RPV to DCF will be automati-call'y' generated to i-adicate com-
pletion of final approach climb and activatio Iu of EQ seansor.

From the time of pop-up and start of EQ sensor data transmission until
weapon release, the RPV pilot may have as little as 12 seconds in which to
find the target, make f Ijustments to RPV heading and dive angle, aim'and
fire the weapon. Therefore, it is mandatory that familiarization with the
target area and the planned rnissi.on profile be accomplished prior to niti-
ation of the final approach. Moreover, the Strike Controller should beseated at his console station with certain selector switch setti-age (e.g.video channel to be dis played) already made. When the RPV approaches
the scheduled pop-up 'loc~ation, an automati,, alert indicator should be acti-
vated at the designated console and an alphweiumeric d.isplay of current
mission status should be activated and updated automatically bý! the I)CF
comnputer, bzased on comparisons of planned flight profile with actual P.PV
position, velocity, heading, altitude, and other status data. The alpha-.
numeric display cort,.nte should include: missiion number, sensor type,
weapon type, planned pop-up altitude and slant ra 'nge to target, tinme-to-go
before completion of pop-up, sensor state (on/off, offset angle), and de-.
tails of subsequence ph~es of the planwid flight-profile (e.g. dive angle,
escape maueuver, secondary target).

The EQ sensor display should permit superposition of special symbo~ls e.g.,
symbol* uniquely reprosenting sensor bores ight, longitudinal axis of the
RPV, aiming poirnt, and weapon bores ight. A separate display~ surface
should bo available iWr the rtplay of recorded visual imagery. This display
should. be positioned to facilitate comparison of the -recorded EQ imagery
with the "live" visuu4 presentation.
3 .2. 6.3 Target Recognition

When the EQ senso~r is activated, the widest field of view (FOV) setting winl
nornaally' be in effect. An flPV esensor with F'OV characteristics similar
to that of the television system employed on the CONDOR missile is postu-
-Iated. Thia TV flrtolm has * 21 X Z8 degree search m-ode FQV, and a
4.~ )C X~J 5.6gree tr~tckt 1 . 'e FOVS At three nauti~al I iles the width of
terrain -spewtd in the 4rc FO is approximately 9, 000 feet. This par-
ticuhk~r rystom has ,on ly th w~ 170V choices; for the RI'V application. a

mu'~p. poIt~ or soora capability may be preferable.

Tho St~riko Controller nc~rr~riary first ýltt the wide POV to search for the
tavet. When h6 recogniziie thzi target, cr what appiears to be the target,
hl14svitch.. to the *arruwer M;V to exat-.'.re a magnified image of the
ttket in svdar 'to comtirm targst idartific~tion ~id examvine target detail.
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In the initial~ search for targst, contvol of the RPV normaldy- rernains in the
automatic mode with AFCS inputs kgovekned by p-voplanned flight profile data.
The Strike Controller may slew the EQ strisor to searcl- for the target.
Changes in.~sensor pointing- angle are not linked with aircraft flight control
instructions dtiring this search peiriod'. Gro mýýto-'ait commrand signal.
are required to slew the EQ0 sensor and to change the field of view. Slew
inotmuctionu are- genei~ated- by using a joystick type control to position a
mnarker symbol on the EO dispilay in the direction of the desired new sensor
aiming point sway from the present display center. Operation of the slew
control results in the automatic generation of sensor alevoing command
signals to the RPV.

Before switchh.Ag to a narrower F 'OV , the operator muset first ensure that
the magnified image is centered on the desired location. If that location
is not already at the center. Qf the wide POV irvnge, the operator positions
a senuor -pointing marker symbol at the desired location and slews the EQ
sensor accordingly.

Da~ring the target recognition .phse nd throughout tsubaeqiaent phaaea of
over-the -target control, the 'Asenl display prtsentatlcon must be maintained
such that. the senser remains pointed at and focused upon the desired Io-
cation with a. minimumx of jitter or unintentional rnotion. Therefore, capa-
bility if., atMatic slewing of the EOC eensor to continue pointing at a
selected graund. position is requirtd. This function should include-, 1) tht
cafsaii~ty during the mission planning of predetermining EQ sensof-azimuth
and elevation such that the sensor FOV is centered on a specifited Point
upon pop-%tp, and 2) the capability of atatomatically maintaining the etnsor
F'OV centered upon an operator-desigusted point on th current ima~ge . The
accuracy of preplan~ned sensor pointing -4eponds upon a numnbt of factovs,.
particularly navtgation accurikcy.

Sensor slewing to keep a f ixed po~at in view can be initiated &nd maintained
by command messages from the DCF'. or by self-contained data processing
iv the RPV. The degree of picture motion away frim lock-on As a function
of the update rate of sensor azimuth and elevation changer. -An update rate
of 5 tinies per secondc I-s postulm~ed for siting the DCF-to-P.PV coinmunica-
tions requirements and DCF pv~cessing loads.

Durioln over-the -target strike operations, the 1RPV pilot needs continuous
access to the visual imagery reapability. The tinning of hia taeks is such
that tny detectable interruption of the visual display (for example; due to
tinvs-shaving wideband video communi cations) would be unacceptable. This
Is not to Oay that a cor~inuous video transmission is required. A succes-
siou of rapidly updated discrete video frames, presented in sntpshot-like
fortnt to probably acceptable fromA the human factors standpoint. A priori.
continuous presentation appears prefferable for imagery interpretation; the
use of mulptipe shnapshots is advantageous r. ainly from the standpoint of
roil.,cing com~muniications requirements or -."reasiug AJ protection.
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The data processing requirements associated with the use of television and
IR sensors depend upon several factors including; the sensor character-
istics, the choice between digital and analog transmission techniquea,
antijam methods used in transmission, and image enhancement techniques
to be employed.

The requirement for controlling up to four RPVs simultaneously over tar-
gets demands the ability to corrmunicate and process sensor outputs from
as many as four RPVs simultaneously. The capability to operate with a
mix of sensors is also required; e.g., weather conditions :.'n one target
area might dictate the use of TV, whereas in another target area IR might
be necessary.

At the DCF, the communications processing subsystem should be capable
of routing processed EO data from any RPV to any operator station used
for strike control. The specific sensor channel to be displayed at a par-
tifular console can be determined by a selector switch at that console.

When sensor data are routed to a particular console, the operator display
data derived from processed digital data link messages from the same RPV
should be routed to that same console. Incoming sensor data, after pro-
cessing, should be recorded routinely for subsequent use in operator fa-
miliarization for future missions. Editing and purging of sensor tapes can
be performed off-line during periods of low mission activity.

The Strike Controller can use recorded sensor data to familiarize himself
with the appearance of the target and the target environment. Prior to the
laWnch of planned missions, he may spend considerable time comparing
stored sensor data with photographs, maps, and descriptive material.
Immediately before controlling an RPV over the target, the pilot should
review key graphic data.

I ,A.ne Strike Controller does not see the target on the EO display presenta-
tion, he may either switch to a narrower field of view, in order to see
greater detail, or he may scan adjacent areas in case the target was not
originally in the sensor FOV upon pop-up. To switch to the narrower field
of view (or use a zoom capability if that is provided), the Strike Controller
could turn a control knob to a setting corresponding to the desired new field
of view. This in turn would cause the automatic generation of a digital com-
mand message to the RPV that would be interpreted by the on-board pro-
cessor and converted into electro-mechanical signals actuating the EO lens
system. To scan with the sensor, the Strike Controller must first inhibit
automatic sensor slewing, if that is in effect, by t-witch action generating
the appropriate control in ssage. Scanning is accomplished by using a
manual slawing control on the Strike Operator's console, previously
described. (It is rocognized that the RPV system will be designed so
that with the EO senior FOV provided, and the Navigation Accuracy
and target position error expected, the probability it high that the tar-
get will be in the FOV. Still, the possibility exists that the target will
be outside the FOV and the system should be designed to cope with that
contingency.)
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Upon recognizing the target, the Strike Controller will reactivate automa-
i:ic sensor slewing and use the narrowest FOV to examine target details.
lie must quickly determine if the target is suitable for attack (e.g., a SAM
vite may be unoccupied; or a structure may already have been destroyed or
heavily damaged by other forces).

It must be anticipated that in some missions the Strike Controller will have
difficulty in recognizing the target. The RPV at pop-up may not be posi-
tioned at the exact location and heading expected by the controller. The
target image may be at an unexpected location in the sensor FOV, or it
may not even be within the FOV. Also, if the target is on the periphery of
the sonsor FOV, it may diesappear from the FOV before the controller
identifies it, or too late for weapon aiming and delivery. In any event,
if the target is not engaged, the options are to abort the target or try
to engagie the target on a oc*:ond pass. The option selected will depend
on the mission requirements and other tactical factors such as target
defenses.

Lf a second run on the target is selected, the flight control instructions
required to turn the RPV and reposition it for a second run at the target
can be preprogrammed and activated by operator switch actions at the
console. The flight profile segments for this operation are similar to
those required for a second weapon-delivery pass at the same targetdis-
cussed below.

If the Strike Controller determines that the target is sufficiently damaged
or unoccupied to abort the primary mission, he would normally activate
the preplanned flight profile instructions for an alternate target.

The selection of tlternate courses of action is implemented by presenting
the Strike Controller with a visual display of his alternative choices, in-
cluding any priorities established for these choices, and a means of in-
dicating to the DCF processor which choice is to be activated,. This func-
tion can be implemented in several ways: e . g., the choices can be listed
on an alphanumeric CRT display, with the selection being made by using
a light pen or movable cursor; or the choices could be selected by pres-
sing swltchkeys bearing the appropriate labels (e. g., "proceed to secon-
dary target", "start second pass', etc.).

The automatic processing requirements for implementing alternative cour-
ses of action include keeping track of where the RPV is in its planned sched-
ule of events, and of switching to the planned flight profile corresponding
to the elternative branch. The R1PV may not be at the pre-planned location
at the time the alternative branch is selected if the Strike Controller has
been manually generating flight control instructions for the AFCS. How-
ever, the DCF automatic processor can determine a heading (and altitude)
from the RPV position at the time that the Strike Controller selectP the new
branch that will bring the RPV onto the desired flight profile. This can be
accomplished by comparing actual RPV position, heading, and altitude
from the navigation and tracking system with the next segment of the new
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flight profile, and computing new flight control instructions to get from the

former to the latter.

3.Z.6.4 Weapon Delivery

Assuming that the target has been acquired and the decisioa is to proceed
with the mission as planned, the next major task is to aim and release the
weapon. The process of aiming the weapon may also entail changing the
RPV's speed, heading, or dive angle.

Specific requirements for the aiming and control of RPV weapons depend
upon weapon type. The control system must be capable of handling a

k variety of weapon types including; "%mart" bombs, rockets, guns, and
"Mdumb"l bombs.

Smart bombs have a self-contained means of locking onto thtt target and
generating their own steering directions. Lock-on could be based on dis-
cerning contrasting light patterns in the target image, homing on jamming,
or on detecting radar, laser, or other energy aimed at and reflected from
the target surface. For this study, if the weapon requires an illuminating
source, it is assumed that function is performed by a different RPV or air-
craft and is considered as a separate mission. Requirementis for target-
illuminator RPV missions were not analyzed. A priori, the illuminator
aiming accuracy and platform stability requirements, which clearly are
considerably more demanding than those for the RPV visual sensor, would
appear to be critical factors in the use of drones for delivering this class
of weapons.

The dumb bomb contains no means of target sensing or changing its tra-
jectory and must, therefore, be released on a free-fall trajectory course
that coincides with the target. Because the dumb bomb is a free-fall wea-
pon, precise computation of the release point is required.

Studies to date indicate that the weapon-release computations could be per-
formed either at the I)CF" or onboard the RPV. The basic advantages and
disadvantages of each alternative are clear. Remoting the weapon release
computations to the DCF would centralize the function in a single processor
and minimize the on-board ADP requirements for the RPV. However, this
would increase the amount of data to be transmitted both ways between DCF
and RPV, and these communications would have stringent response times
and high repetition rates. Performing the computations on the RPV reduces
the comuntmicotions requirements at the cost of requiring increased data
processing onboard onboard the RPV.
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Smart bombs require less data processing, less DCF-to-RPV two-way
communication of digital messages, and less stringent requirements for
accurate positioning of the RPV at the relbase point. The primary re-
quirement is that of positioning the RPV within the flight envelope of the
weapon.

It is envisioned that the basic method of maintaining the RPV flight profile
within the weapon release envelope would be as follows. The Strike Con-
troller would compare the actual RPV position and heading with a pre-
established weapon-release envelope computed for the given target loca-
tion. The weapon ervelope could be shown graphically on the Strike Con-
troller's EO display, in the form of dashed lines superimposed on the
sensor imagery. The symbol representing the boresight of the RPV would
be compared with the outlined weapon-release envelope to determine if
changes to RPV heading or dive angle %ere required. The Strike Control-
ler would use the joystick type control to maintain the RIPV boresight within
the envelope outline. Movementes of the control to repositon the boresight
symbol would be automatically translated into commands to the RPV flight
control system to alter the RPV heading and dive angle. Response actions
by the RPV will result in movement of the boresight symbol position towards
the desired location within the weapon-release envelope. (The RPV bore-
sight symbol location in a function of the magnitudes of the EO sensor azi-
muth and elevation relative to the longitudinal axis of the aircraft.)

For smart bombs having EO sensors with the capability of maintaining
lockon automatically when a target is designated, the capability of switch-
ing from the RPV EO sensor to the weapon EO sensor is required. The
weapon sensor data would be transmitted to the RPV, axplified, and re-
transmitted to the DCF via the relay aircraft.

Before switching from the RPV sensor to the weapon sensor, it is neces-
sary to -ensure that the target will be within the field of view of the weapon
sensor. There are two possible ways of implementing this. Cne way is
to require that the RPV be on a level line-of-sight course with the. target
at time of attempted lock-on, Then the weapon sensor can be propositioned
with its boresight identical with that of the RPV. The other method con-

Sv slots of using the remote slewing capability to generate commaod signals
"to the weapon sensor to point with an atimuth and elevation coincident with
that of the RPV sensor. These signals could be initiated by Strike Control-
ler switchkey action, but, considering the linited time available during
the final strike maneuver, it is probably better to automate this step, and
have the weapon sensor begin tracking along with the RPV sensor as soon
:&s the pop-up altitude it reached and the RPV senaor is turned on. The
Strike Controller can have a manual override capability that allows him to
aim either sensor independently.

The Strike Controller should switch from the RPV sensor to the weapon
sensor prior to weapon release to confirm that this sensor is operative and
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that the target is seen. When he has the target in view on the weapon sen-
sor, the Strike Controller makes adjustments to the weapon sensor azi-
muth and elevation to position the boresight of the sensor on the target.
When he has done so, he transmits a lock-on command to the weapon sen-
sor by depressing a switchkey.

When lock-on is achieved by the weapon sensor, a digital data message in-
dicating automatic lock-on should be transmitted, via the RPV and relay
aircraft, to the DOF, where it would be routed to the console of the Strike
Controller controlling the mission. Depending upon weapon type, the lock-
on message may be required prior to weapon release. In addition, it must
be established prior to release that the RPV ins within the weapon release
envelope. These two conditions could be determined by an automatic pro-
csstor; the actual release command could be generated automatically, to
take advantage of the computer's more rapid response capability relative
to the human operator. After weapon release, the weapon will continue

Saiming itself, using its own sensor data to update steering instructions.

3.2,6.5 ExpendableRPV

The discussion thus far has concentrated upon weapon delivery by RPV's
that are recoverable. Another option is the use of expendable aPVs for
delivering explosives hy flying them right into the targets. In this case,
the requirements for physical control are similar to those of smart bombs.
The sam* types of sensors and guidance techniques employed on tnnart
bombs are applicable to expendable RPV'Is If an automatic lock-on cap&-
bitity Is emplyed, control requirements are similar to those described
above, except that only one EO seneor Is involved. If an automatic lock-on
capability is not used, the essential requirement is that the Strike Control-
ler maintain the aiming point on -he target.

Inpasv ch c-v the expendable RPV is basically a "single-shot" weapon, it iscAearty de~trable to minimize the cost of on-board equipment, which means
that all functions that can be performed at the DCF or relay aircraft should
r -.. be allocated to the expendable RPV. If the expendable ,PV to to be in-

,:luded in the types of vehicles to be controlled by the DCF, certain altern-
ative funutional allocations become much more attractive from a life-cycle
*ost stancpoint, e. g. , the use of an external navigation system, such as
the r"ane-measuring system described in subsection 2.7.9.

Another candidate weapon system for delivery by RPV is a steerable glide
bomb with an £O sensor that can be pointed by control signals frorn a re-
mote station. By pointing the sensor boresight at the target, a remote
operator can steer the weapon into the target. The requirements for con-
trol of this type of weapon delivery are essentially identical with those of
the expendable drone. The main additional system requirement entailed by
this weapon type is that there be the capability of switching to the EO sensor
on the weapon, with the associated requirements for capabilities of receiv-
ing, amplifylng, and "elaying the weapon EO Imasery via the RPV and re-
lay aircraft.
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The Strike Controllerss functions in the use of rockets and gus are pri-
marily those of maiptaining the RPV boresight symbol on the target or aim-
ing point and firing the weapons when within proper range. The basic tasks
performed are siuilar to those for other weapons. The RPV EO sensor
imagery provides the basic data needed to nontrol the mission. The wea-
pons are aimed by flying the RPV tow&.-& the target or aimi• point and
fired when RPV-to-target slant range is within weapon range.

3.Z.6.6 l"Se A.sassment

After weapor release, the RPV could be programmed to take either of two
basic course* of action: 1) au immediate escape maneuver to avoid enemy
ground-to-air flie. or Z)a r&rAuver to permit damage asAessment while
avoidsng flying the RPV thrugh the weapon blast. If the latter alternative
is selected, it would normilly be followed by an escape maneuver, initi-
ated by a control message generated by the Strike Controller. The follow-
ing discussion assumes that a bomb damage assessment maneuver is to be
made prior to escape fromt the target area.

After weapon release, the Strike Controller attempts to rmaintain or re-
acquire visux. contact with the target, to assess damage. The maneuver
initiated upon weapon aeleuoe to 4voil flying the RPV through the weapon
blast should be planned suci.l that the RPV resumes a heading that is com-
patible with maintaining the target within the EO sensor FOV long enough
to detertine the eatent of damage or accuracy of weapon impact. f poe-
sibleo rates of turn or climb should be such that the EO sensor can continue
pointing at the target without exceeding the EO sensor gimbal limits.

(It was suggested earlier in this report that all incoming EQ imagery data
be recorded automatically for subsequent famfilariaation. A capability for
rapid plyback of the sensor data at the Strike Controller console would
have the furr advantage of gvivg tha controller a "second look" at the
target after the RPV had flown beyond the point where the target was within
the sensor gimbal limits. In some cases, this could enable him to deter-
mine the extent of damage without requiring a second pass at the target. )

The aircraft maneuver after weapon release can be either preprogrammed
or mnumal. iU pveprogrsnmed, manual override is possible. The sensor
Wmuth a&M elevation at completion of the escape maneuver should be pro-

progranuued to maintain the target within the FOV while the aircraft ma-
neuvers. The target whould be rolatively easy to acquire visually at this
time since there will be visible evidence of an explosion in the immediate
vicinity of the target.

U- damage assessment cannot be performed during the initial strike run, a
second vu at the tgxget cm be made. (A second pau L always necessary
for dumb bombs.
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Damage assessment may indicate that a second strike should be made at

the same target. If the RPV is carrying a second weapon suitable for
attacking that target and if RIPV status (fuel primarily) indicates that a
second strike is feasible, the Strike Controller initiates the preplanxied
flight prfitle that brings the RPV back around for another pass at the tar-
get. The data processing and communications requirements here are
similar to en-route flight profile command generation. The main require-
ment is that of identifying the appropriate branch in the flight plans, keep-
ing track of the RPV's current position, and computing heading, speed,
and altitude commands necessary to bring the RPV onto the planned profile
for that branch,.

It is desirable to provide the Strike Controller with the capability of moni-
toring the RPV's track and status during the preparatory maneuvers for a
second pass on the target, particularly in cases where that second pass is
unscheduld. A simple geographic tracking display is suggested, which
could use the same CRT as that used to display the EO sensor imagery.
This display, in ossence, would be a stylited map. containing only essen-
tial reference features of the target area, and the scale would be expanded
such that the display encompassed the planuned IRPV flight profile for the
return pass. with perhapsi a 2000 ft border to allow for discrepancies be-
tween planned and actual RPV location. The display should plot the RPVI a
actual track (within 300 ft, CEP), an deterrmined in the navigation andtracking routine, as well as the planned track for the second run. This

displayv-uld give the Strike Controller a visual indication of the time re-
maining before the next pop-up, as well as an indication of the probable
location and heading of the RPV at pop-up. The use of the EO sensor for
visual checkpoints during the second.pass preparatory turns and climb
may also be advantageous here.

3.2,6.7 Summary of Command/Reply Link Data Loads

This subsection summarizes communications load factors derived in pre-
ceding subsections of 3.Z.6 for the command/reply link in over-the-target
strike control. Table III. 2-5 presents the estimated message length and
average rate of transmission for each type of message coutent transmitted
from DCF to RPV and from RPV to DCF, respectively.

It the DCF-to-RPV portion of the table, items 10 through 14 represent
0CFF-computer.generated flight control instructions. These instructions
would be generated in over-the-target strike control when the RPV is dis-
engaged from stored flight profile data. An alternative implementation
woUld be to allocate to the RPV on-board p;- ceysor the interpretation of

O sensor slewing commands and their translation into autopilot setting
cbmjges. For purposes of this study, it is postulated that this function is
performed by the nIc computer.

From Table IlM. Z-5, the peak DCF-to-RPV message rate for data bits,
as opposed to overhead bits for synchronization, etc., is approximately
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Table MII. 2-5. Digital Data Message@ OTT Strike Control

Estimated
DCF-to-RPV Message Content Length Average Rate

I. Activate/Deactivate RPV sensor I bit 4 per mission

2. Engage /Disengage RPV sensor I bit 6 per mission
with autopilot

3. Change RPV sensor FOV (Zoom) 6 bits 20 per mission

4. Activate/Deactivate weapon sensor I bit 1 per mission
5. Slew RPV sensor and/or weapon 30 bits 5 per second

sensor

6. Activate/Deactivate Terrain Following I bit Z per mission

7. Change RPV sensor mode* I bit 6 per mission

8. Lock-on weapon sensor I bit I per mission

9. Release. weapon I bit I per mission

10, Heading 12 bWts 5 per second

11. Speed I0 bits 5 per second

S12. Altitude 16 bits 5 per second

13. Altitude rate 5 bits 5 per second

14. Turn rate 5 bits 5 per second

15. EnagSe/Disengage stored profile 1 bit 2 per mission

*Automatic slewing or manual control - not required it all slawing
instructions are generated at the DCF.

Estim&ted
RPV-to-DCF Message Content Length Average Rate

3. RPV at final approach altitude I bit I per mission

Z. RPV sensor on/off I bit 2 per mission

3. Flight control status 2 bits 10 per mission

.4. Weapon sensor activated I bit I per mission

5. RPV sensor saimuth and elevation 30 bits 5 per second

6. RLPV eencor mode I bit 7 per mission

7. Weapon sensor locked-on 1 bit I per mission

S. Wapon released I bit I per mission

9. AMt~tude 16 bits I per secorn
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Table UL Z-5. Digital Data Messages OTT Strike Control (cont)

Estimated

R2PV-to-DCF Message Content Length Average Rate

10. Airspeed 10 bits I per second
11. Dive Angle I I bits I per second

12. Heading 12 bite I per second

13. Roll attitude 11 bits I per second

14. LR.AN TDF 40 bits I per second
15. Fuel Status 11 bits I per second

400 bps. If one allows again as many bits for addressing, synchronisation.
etc., the total peak data rate from the DCF to one RPV over-the-target
would be approximately 800 bps.

In the RPV-to-DCF portion of Table I1.Z-5, items 9 through 13 are post-
ulated to be used by the DCF computer:

a. As inputs for generating flight control instructions to accur-
ately position the RPV during pop-up azd final dive at the
target (when not under manual control by the Strike
Controller).

b, To wake necessary computations for display generation
(e. g., to locate RPV boresight relative to center of the
EO sensor field of view, to determine RPV relation to
weapon-release envelope. etc.).

As discussed in subsection 3.2.3, use of LORAN, with the RPV position-
fix computations remoted to the DCF, is postulated as a baseline naviga-
tion system. Item 14 of the table represents LORAN time-difference-fix
data used in the RPV position fixing computations. The higher update rate
(once per second for the over-the.target portion of the mission, including
the ieg Just prior to pop-up, vs. onqe per 10 seconds enroute), in conjunc-
tion wth track smoothing and flight profile correction computations, will
reduce navigation error at the #tart of target acquisition.

On the basis of this table, the peak RPV-to-DCF message rate for data
bits is approximately 250 bps.. If one &iso allows 250 bps for ovtrhead,
total peak rate for one RPV to I3CF would be 500 bps.

As mentioned earlier in this report, additional digital data required for
remoting gr&avity-drop weapon release computations at the DCF were not
estimated. The above estimates also do not include communications re-
quirements for video or IR data, which were not estimated in this study.
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It 3.2.6.8 Operator Requirements, Operator Facilities, and ADP Support
.. for Over-the-Target Control

The nature of the over-the-target RPV control function, with its demand
for full operator attention and quick response, requires that a Strike Con-
troller concentrate on one mission at a time. Therefore, to meet the
operational requirement for simultaneous control of four over-the-target
phases siznultaneourly, four separate Strike Controller stations are
required.

At a minimum, each station must include:

a. A dynamic display capability for presenting the EO sensor
imagery (TV and IR are prime candidates, but both are not
used simultaneously on the same RPV).

b. A means of superimposing and separately controlling the
movement of special sy tbols on the EO image.

c. A dynamic display of alpha-ziurneric data on RPV flight
profile and status and computer-generated operator prompts
and alerts.

d. Operator controls that enable the generation of command
messages to the RPV gsverning flight profile, EO sensor,
weapon sensor, and weapon release.

A situation display of the type defined in subsection 3. 2. 5.4 for enroute
control is also required at the Stvike Controller Station. In addition, the
capability of recording and layback of EO sensor imagery appears highh"
desirable. Use of a separate display surface for playback of recorded oata,
positioned to facilitate comparison with live imagery, would aid iv recogni-
tion of targets and visual, checkpoints.

A number of JADP support requirements for or. r-the,,target control have
been defined, and a tentative allocation of ADP functions to DCF and RF-WPv
haa been suggested. These are samrnarized in Table 111. 2-6.

The DCF ADP fun-tions for over-the-target strike control must be accom-
plished for up to four RPV's dAmultkneously. while also performing the
in-route processing functions for as many ao 16 alditihnal RPV's. How-
oever, Table 111. 2-6 does not include aedltional functions required fto
woapon release computations, whihh would be required for o-her than
"smart bombs."
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Table lI. 2-6 ADP Functional Requirements for OTT Strike Control

DCF ADP Functions

1. Display generation and control/switchkey interpretation, 4 Strike
Controller Consoles.

Z. RPV position-fiing and tracking.

3. Integrating RPV tracking data with flight control data to projectSRPV future positions.

4. Comparing actual track with planned flight profile aud generatingcorrective flight control messages or operator alerts.

5. Determining if RPV flight path intersects weapon-release envelope.

6. Determining projection of aircraft longitudinal axis on EO sensor
image and positioning symbol on visual display accordingly.

7. Selecting operator -designated branch of flight profile and up.
dating RPV on-board flight profile.

8. Command message generation, addreasing, formatting.

9. Reply message processing, rorting.

RPV ADPP FUnctlion

1. Perform time-difference measurements on raw LORAN signals.

2. Store flight profile data transmitted from DCF before launch
and while airborne.

3. Translate stored flight profile into flight control settings for
autopilot at scheduled time.

4. Process incoming comm.andomessage* and generate appropriate
electo.o-mechbanical signals.

5. Generate and format reply messages on RPV, sensior, and
wmapon status, exceptional conditions, flight parameters.

6. Translate incoming flight control messages Into flight control
settings for autopilot.

7. Transluting operator changes to EO sensor aziumuth and eleqa-
tion and other control settings into aircraft weapon eterring
commands.
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3.3 RPV FORCE COMMAND AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS

3. 3.1 TIntroduction

3.3.1,.1 RPV System Factors Impacting Force Command and Control

The general requirements for conunand and control of the RPV for~ce 'are
the same as for manned systems. The force objectives must be developed
for a mixed force or for a pure RPV force. Mission requirements- Mist be
established, resources assigned, and missions planned. In the excecutilof
phase, the operation must be monitored and adjustments mrade to most ef-
fectively achieve the force objectives in a dynamic environmeht. There alre,
however, a number of RPV features that significantly impact Ccxma~nd and
Contr'ol. functions, Table 111. 3-1 summarizes these RPV system fea~tures
and indicates the general impact of these features on Command aud Control.,
The specific considerations and assumptions are:

a. Attrition Factors: A fundamental premise is that the R1PV
system it designed to be cost effectivii at sustained attrition
rates that axe 4nmacceptable for anesytm. th on-
sequence this -ýremise is that for a mixed force, assuning
mis~ioaz objecidve- can be achieved using either RPVI# or
niallne d gircraft, threat assessment (prohably loss) becomes
Smore importaut criterii, in the weapon seleton, functib.n.

Whna weapon oystem has been aelecte'd, planning develops
penetration and attack tactics that provide acceptable -asour-
ance that the mission objective will be achieved, while con-
currently maxi-mizing the survivability. This" consideration
is applicable to marined systems and RPV systems alike.

b . Aw JAltitude Pq otlation: The RPV is designed for low altitude
pen~et-atiou and noore frequent high G measures are acceptable

tha I tre o~manned aircraft. However, withou~t a pilot
the RPV has no capability to sense real timt, flight hazards
and to avoid theyn (except for its terrain following ca~pability),
The -consequence is that route safety must be analyzeod and
made a part of Otte preprogrammed flight profile.

c. ~~o~ll~z While the requirement to preprogram the
RV fiht proilie Introduces exacting requirements for routza

planning, the ca ability of the RPV to foltow a preprogranmeid
flight profile ancT schedule introduces potential soiphistication
in the coowdoa~tion of primary and support missions. The,.e-
fome requirements which exploit coordinated missian planninig
are intraduoed.

d. gom Mcf.0--s e uirements The requiremient. for serni-
continuous. comrwanwiictons with the RPV's enroute and con.-
tiwuous corrmunications during th-a attack p %aie is* aftected by
the tow altituado flight profile of the~ RPV. This can, in many
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Tabie -I 3-. r 1 PV Syetem. 1eatures Impacting Force C&C

RVSystemD~e sign Ietre Gen~eral. Effect on Forcet RPImpacting Force C & C Command & Control

Attrition - System is designed Mix~ed Force - hreat assetisnent,
to be cost eifective at highe. r- nore important criterion in
attrition rates (,vris-a-vii w,ýeapon telection.

* P n~nnd syt~ml. IPure RPV Force - Weapon selection

Low Altitude Penetration All details affecting route safety
following prkiro~rannaied flighlt _ývaluated in detail and every
profile. detail of the flight profile

* ~preprogrammed,.

Precision Fllaht - The RPV Exacting requirements to plan
will follow exactly a pre- coordinated mhi;sions.
programmed flight proftle
and schedule,

Comm~unications - Reeuiremaents Exacting requirements for planning
to M Aintin commtnications relay st~itiok location( 's) corn-.
throt~ga an saLrborne roehiy to patilble. with RPV routes anid
maintain physic-rl control. targets.

Flight Prof ilo Preprogramrnmitij R~oqtirevyfent to grierato a flight
Requirem1ents. prffl fo ni~erllion into the

situations, i~tro uco tev~i a r-nasking of the line of sighit corn-
kinunications linka-, fvtrtheri'l-ý~am njamInai can be expected.
These factors comhineO 1?t~ itt'vduce nosw are.d relatively coinplex
requi rements for o-~i onpann.

e. F1-hXi Prfl rraqim~in Reqtuirements: An operational
assmption isto& the reeponse capability of the RPV system

mnust be v~m*.~l to that of the mnanned systemns. The con-
s~eux;-xci o that i~iulprocedures alone cannot provide the

reqaired respouse timnes. Automated a~ide to route profile
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planning A_ a capability to automatically cc.vert a preplanned
flight profile into preprograwmed flight control instructions is
required.

Txbtc I•e. IL 3 1 sxrimzr ars these RPV system feat-rea and indicates their
general impact on ommaadd and Controi.

3. 1.• 2 Force Command and Control Functions

At the highest command levei, force Corrnnand and Control relates to the
planning and managnment of force resources to achieve the overall force
objective. At lower levels, it reatete to planning an,• nanaging a part of
the force to achieve some specific objectives which have been assigned.
Within the frairework of the tactical control ayatems which have evolved,
the Tactical Air Control Center (TACC) of the Tactical Air Control System
plans the operationg for the total force. Assignments are made in the daily
frag order. The tasked inits, wings and independent squadrons, develop the
detailed plaun requiitd to aniga specific resources, and to execute the

Table UL 3.2 Vorce Command and Control Functions, lists the command
and control functions related to mission planning, monitoring, and control
as they are normally identified. The functions under "total force planning"
are those al).ocated to the TACC Current Plans division. Those under "unit
planning", are the planning fuinction. normally assigned to the tactical units.
As tabulated, there is a functional overlap bet'veen "total force planning"
and "unit planntug".

TACC planning for assignment cannot be ýccomplished without considering
viable over-the-trit toactics, enrente threat. and mision support require-
mentt. These samfle factors are siAnificant considerations in detailed e ia-
sion planning for esxciftio. When one considers ADP support to mission
planning, certain trade-offs are obvious. Mare detailed planning could be
done at the TACO; with reduced requiteremnts to plan at the unit level. Al-

. ternatively, it %s desirble, for several reasons, to allocate detailed plan-
ning to the vunit assigned responsibility to execute the plan. These reasons
• involve operational considerations that are not addressed in this study. The

"analysis that follows presumes that the force has beer apportioned and individ-
ual mission objectives have been established. The requirements to develop
detailed plans are addressed in this study, However, no distinction is made

Sbetween planing for assignment (TACC) and planning for execution (tactical

The sequence in which the planning functions are listed on Table 111. 3-2 is
the stquence in which the functions are typically executed in the planning
cycle. The text that follows addresses the planning functions in reverse
order, starting with the requirement to convert a planned mission profile

"A•.• into the f.nmat required for physical control. Route planning and the inter-
related requirement to plan the communications relay missions are then
addrosesd. Finally, that planning required to plan over-the-target, or
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Table III. 3-2. Force Command and Control Functions

TOTAL FORCE PLANNING:

Requirements analysis

Resource analysis

Force apportionment "

Detailed planning for assignment

Frag order generation and distribution

UNIT PLANNING:

Detailed mission planning for execution:

o Select or valLdste weapon selection, configure carrier (A/C, RPV)

o Select or validate sensor selection, configure carrier (A/C, RPV)

o Develop over-the-target or on-station tactics (A/C, RPV)

a Plan mission route profile and schedule (A/C, RPV)

o Plan communications relay operations (RPV's only)

o Convert RPV mission profile into that format requ4 red for

physical control. (RPV's only)

MONITORING AND CONTROL (ALL ECHELONS):

Monitor situation data, status and mission progress

Replan and adjust missions as required

Report data as required
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on-station, operations is described. This reverse order of presentation is
selected because the unique features of the RPV affect most directly the
route profile, communications relay planning, and precoding functions. As
one proceeds "up the table" of functions, away from very detailed planning,
the impact of RPV on planning functions is generally smaller.

3.3.2 Flight Profile Coding

3.3.2.1 Introduction

It is a requirement of the RPV system that the preplanned flight profile be
converted into a set of coded instructions that can be inserted into the RPV.
The instructions coded must be such that the power setting or fuel flow for
engine control, and the settings for the flight control surfaces, can be imple-
mented by the on-board AFCS and such that execution of the instruction will
result in the desired route profile. The AFCS combines the instructions
with sensed information concerning deviation from the desired flight attitude
(due to atmospheric turbulence, for example) to produce continuous aircraft
control. Planned variation of the flight path parameters are accomplished
by implementing the next instruction at an appropriate time.

This subsection describes the process that converts a planned flight profile
into code that can be inserted into the RPV system. Subsection 3. 3. 3,
Route Planning, describes in detail the procedure for generating the profile
itself. Generally, route planning for RPV's is similar to route planning for

=anned aircraft. The route profile is specified in terms of position, flight
altitude, direction of flight, and power setting. Segments such as launch,
climb, and descend can be specified. A controlling schedule time ia input
and from this controlling time all schedule times are derived.

The specific instructions to be coded and the processing required to convert
a flight profile into a set of coded instructions depend upon a number of sys-
tem factors,

*• To facilitate the following discussion, several definitions are presented.

ROUTE/PROFIZ2 - The flight path which is to be traversed by the
RPV, the flight altitude, and the power mode.

ILEG - A portion of the route/profile which connects
two adjacent check points.

FLIGHT MODE - A description of the manner in which the air-
craft is changing its position and/or velocity.
Examples ar*e; climb, cruise, and accelerate.

With reference to the above definitions, a leg is composed of a sequence of
flight modes, and a route profile is a sequence of leg&. At each level, the
elements are linked together by using the terminal point of one element as
the initial point of the nett.
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An implementation concept that very significantly affects the processing
required to convert the planned profile into a set of coded instructions is
the concept of preprogrammed flight segments. In its simplest sense, the
concept is that any flight profile can be conceived of as consisting of a num-
ber of standardized legs appropriately chained together.

The effect of the execution of a preplanned leg is always to alter the state of
the aircraft in a fixed manner relative to its initial point. For example,
launch might move the RPV from its pad to a point down range at an altitude
of 15, 000 feet. The specific position Would.be determined by the position of
the launch site, a specified heading, and RPV parameters.

The following subsections describe the elements at each level of route/
profile description. The presentation is from the bottom up. That is, the
flight modes are described first, then the legs, and finally a route/profile.

3.3.Z.2 Flight Modes

The set of flight modes consist of:

0 ACCELERATE

* CLIMB

4 CRUISE

. DESCEND

K LAUNCH

* RECOVER

* REMOTE

. TERRAIN

* TRIGGER

4 TURN

The effect of executing a portion of the route/profile in any of the above modes
is to change the state vector of the RPV. The state vector consists of at
least the following:

* RPV Type

* Position (latitude/longitude)

* Altitude

* Heading
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I Mach Number

* Gross Weight

* Fuel State

I Drag Index

• Elapsed Time

The state vector of the RPV then is a detailed description of its performance
and characteristics at any instant of time. This state vector is used as a
basis for describing changes to be implemented in the next flight mode.

The motion of the RPV in any flight mode will result in a change in the state
vector. The following variables will always change: position, gross weight,
fuel state, and elapsed time. The other variables will change while the RPV
is executing specific flight modes. Table III. 3-3 presents the flight modes,
any supplementary input parameters required, and state variables (other than
those that always change) which are affected. Each flight mode is also de-
scribed in the following paragraphs.

Accelrate- The accelerate flight mode is used to increase or decrease theI i iiier of the RPV while the heading and altitude remain constant. At
the point of initiation of the mode the mach number to be achieved and a throt-
tle setting (max or mil) must be specified.

Climb: The climb flight mode is used to increase the altitude of the RPV
while the heading remains constant. At the poin. of initiation of the mode it
is necessary to specify the desired altitude and a throttle setting (mil or max).
The throttle setting determines the appropriate climb schedule which, in turn
affects the distance, fuel, and time required to climb and determines the
mach number when altitude is achieved.

Cruise: The cruise flight mode is used %hen theRPV is to maLntain a con-
staeM'ading, altitude, and mach to traverse a specified area. Tt is used
for straight legs, and the distance to be traversed must be specified.

Descendt The descend flight mode is used to decrease RPV altitude while
atintinitg a conttant heading. At the point of mode initiation it is neces-

sary to specify the dive angle or rate of descent and altitude to achieve
these maneuvers. The appropriate descend schedule is then determined.
This includes mach number at the terminal point of the flight mode.

uipmeh: The launch mode it used to initiate the flight of the RPV. It changes
the state of the vehicle from its initial condition to an independent airborne
vehicle. Whether the RPV is initially on a pad or carried by another aircraft
significantly affects tht launch mode; however, in either case, the primary
charige which occurs is that the RPV becomes an independent airborne entity.
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Table I11. 3-3. Flight Mode Required Inputs and Variables

W Distinguishing
Supplementary Variable Termination

Flight Mode Input Variables Change Condition

Accelerate Throttle Setting Mach Number Mach Achieved

Climb Throttle Setting Altitude Altitude
New Altitude Mach Number Achieved

Cruise None None Distance
Achieved

Decend Throttle Setting Altitude Altitude
New Altitude Mach Number Achieved

Launch Heading Altitude Initial Burn

Heading Complete

Recover None Close Down Close Down

Remote -Sensor Activatt Direct Operator Operator
"Contrrl Command

Terrain None Headlong Distance
Altitude Achieved

Turn Heading Heading Heading
Radial Acceleration Achieved

The result of a launch mode is to place the RPV at its first position and es-
tablish its first state vector valhes. (It is necessary to otaie the desired
heading.)

Recover: The recovery mode is used to terminate the flight of the RPV,
Recovery can be by parachute which is the baseline system. Alternatively,
runway recovery or other recovery means are possible. in any event,
recovery is a process tiitiated at the end point of the return-to-base flight
segments. Recovery is initiated by a handover to recovery control, Recov-
ery maneuvers are not precoded, except for 'triggered' responses such as
deploy parachute.

Remote: The reamote flight mode is used when it is necessary for the RPV to
be under the direct control of an operator. The mode may be initiated only by
a real time command since It requires that the operator be in communication
with the RPV. However, as a safeguard against countermeasures, such com-
mands will only be recognized during designated periods and when accompan-
ied by appropriate lock keys. This mode allows an update or modification of
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the stored command stack as well as the ability to maneuver the aircraft in
very near real time. It can be used to adjust route/profiles for deviations
from planned schedules, and for control of the RPV during critical mission
times.

This mode is unique in that it makes reference to other bommands in the
stored route/profile. Three cuiunand numbers are specified as parameters.
The first is the command to execute in case the operator does not acquire
the RPV, second is the command to execute when the operator returns com-
mand to the RPV, and the third is the command to execute in the event of a
communications interruption during a period of operator control.

Terrain: The terrain (following) flight mode is used when the aircraft is to
maintain a specified altitude relative to the terrain which it is traversing.
The heading is to be maintained. It is necessary to specify the relative al-
titude to maintain, and the total length in distance of the flight mode.

Tligger: The trigger mode is used to change the flight mode in response to
conditions which are sensed on the RPV. Examples are:

On weapon release, the next flight segment is initiated; which
could be escape or bomb damage assessment.

* If failure of the terrain following radar is sensed, a climb
maneuver is initiated.

* An available option, if radar homing and warning is detected,
is that jinking can be initiated.

Turn: The turn mode is used to change the heading of the RPV. At the initial
point of the mode, it is necessary to specify the new heading and the radial
acceleration of the turn.

3.3.2.3 Route/Profile Legs

The set of leg types consists of:

* CLIMB

CRUISE

DESCEND

* LAUNCH

* LOITER

* TERRAIN

* DELIVERY
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Each leg type combines a sequence of flight modes into a pattern which,
when executed, results in the RPV traveling from the initial check point
of the leg to the terminal check point of the leg, according to the character-
istics of the leg type. In essence, a leg type is a precoded set of flight
modes with certain parameter values not specified. When the parameters
are specified, the leg type becomes a specific sequence of flight modes.
Leg types are only used as a convenience to the planner and are trans-
lated during the coding process into their corresponding set of flight mode
sequences before insertion into the RPV.

For each leg type, the initial conditions are the terminal conditions of the
preceding leg. Parameter values specified are values to be attained and
maintained during the leg. The following paragraphs describe each of theleg types.

CLIMB: Whenever the planner wishes to increase the altitude of the RPV
between two check points he defines a CLIMB leg. The general character-
istics of a CLIMB leg are; 1) a geographical separation of the initial and
terminal check points, and 2) an increase in altitude between the initial and
terminal check point. In order to define a specific CLIMB leg the following
parameters must be specified:

0 Position of the terminal check point of the leg.

$ Mach number at the final check point (if not present, a defaultis made to an appropria~te value in the climb schedule).

I Throttle setting to use for the climb.

A CLIMB leg type, for which the throttle setting for climb yields a speed at
the end of climb different from the Mach number of the final check point,
requires a flight mode of accelerate or decelerate to resolve the difference.
An error condition arises if the final check point is not compatible with the
heading specified at the initial check point of the leg.

CRUISE: The distinguishing characteristics of a CRUISE leg are: 1) a geo-
graphical separation of the initial and terminal check points, and 2) no alti-
tude change between check points.

In order to define a specific CRUISE leg it is necessary to specify tho fol-
lowing parameters.

"" Position of the final check point.

"* Mach number for CRUISE.
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If the heading of the RPV at its initial check point is not consistent with the
location of its terminal check point the CRUISE leg includes a turn mode to
a cruise mode. Similarly, if the Mach number is different at the initial and
terminal check points an accelerate/decelerate mode is added to the cruise
mode. Any mode other than cruise is implemented at the start of the leg.

An error condition arises if the altitude of the initial and terminal check
point are different.

DESCEND: The distinguishing characteristics of a DESCEND leg are:
1) a geographical separation of the initial and terminal check points, and
Z) a decrease in altitude from the initial to the terminal leg.
In order to define a specific DESCEND leg it is necessary to specify the

following parameters:

* Position of the terminal check point.

a Constant air speed value for descent (if not present, a default
is made to an appropriate value).

A DESCEND leg type, for which the constant air speed specified for the
descent is different than the value associated with the mach number at the
initial check point, requires a fihght mode of accelerate or decelerate to
resolve the difference.

An error condition arises if the position of the terminal check point is not
compatible with the heading specified at the initial check point.

LAUNCHt The distinguishing characteristics of a LAUNCH leg are: I) it
is always the first leg, 2) the air base or carrier aircraft is always the
initial check point, 3) the terminal check point is automatically defined by
the climb requirement for the leg, and 4) the fuel and time expended include
all modes from startup until the terminal check point is reached.

In order to define a specific LAUNCH leg it is necessary to specify the fol-
lowing parameters:

0 The direction of LAUNCH. This may be specified either as the
direction from the air base to a point, or as a heading.

* An altitude to be reached.

All LAUNCH legs automatically compute the distance, time, and fu& nec-
essary to move the aircraft from startup to the point at which the specified
altitude is achieved.
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LOITER: The distinguishing characteristics of LOITER legs are: 1) an
initial and terminal check point which are geographically coincident, and
2) the requirement to remain in the vicinity of the check point for a speci-
fied period of time.

In order to define a specific LOITER leg it is necessary to specify the fol-

lowing parameters:

0 Amount of time in LOITER.

o Mach number to m~iintain.

0 Altitude to maintain.

A LOITER leg is made up of a sequence of climb, accelerate/decelerate,
turn, and cruise flight modes. If the mach number and altitude do not re-
quire adjustment with respect to the parameters at the terminal point of
the previous leg, then the leg is a series of cruise modes alternating with
180 turn modes, The length of the cruise legs will be calculated to main-
tain the aircraft within a specified distance of the check point and to keep
the loiter time as an integral multiple of the time around the "race track".
The minimum loiter time will be the time required to execute a 360 degree
turn.

TERRAIN: The distinguishing characteristics of TERRAIN legs are: 1) a
geographical separation of initial and terminal check point, 2) maintenance
of RPV heading, and 3) the requirement to maintain a specified altitude rela-
tive to the terrain,

hii order to resolve a generic leg type TERRAIN into a specific leg, it is nec-
essary to specify:

* The relative altitude to maintain.

* ThA terminal check point.

The heading and Mach number at the initial check point will be used for the
terrain leg, The leg terminates when the specified distance has been
traversed.

DELIVERY and BOMB DAMAGE ASSESSMENT: Although defined as legs,
o-edistinguishing characteristic of DEUVE.Y and BOMB DAMAGE
ASSESSMENT is that they are each in fact a standardized sequence of legs.
The sequence of legs cannot be discretely designated; they are predesignated
to the system. A second characteristic is that the operator is semi-
continuously exercising remote control. Finally, the termination of the
sequence is triggered, either by conditions sensed by the RPV, (e.g.,
weapon release or by an operator action, or, a command initiated when bomb
damage has been observed) or an abort comrzand if the target is not attacked.
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ESCAPE: This leg type, like the delivery and bomb damage as.iessment,
is in reality a standardized sequence of legs that contains predesignat.d
changes in flight mode. It is different frorp the delivery and bomb damage
assessment mode in that remote cntrol is inhibited and terminatiou of the
activity is automatically achieved after , given length of time.

3.3.2.4 Command Stacks Organization

The form of a stored route/profile is a table of commands ordered by time
of execution relative to mission initiation. It is cal-.d a Command Stack.
Each entry includes the execution time, the command type (i, e.. flight
mode), up to four parameters to define the specific commnand, an enable
code to indicate whether or not the particular sequence may be interrupted
and remote control accepted, and (whenever remote control is enabled) a
lock code (different for each leg) which must be used if w4e RPV is to ac;ept
remote control.

Figure 3.3-1 presents a portion of a hypothetical command stack. Line 1 is
the launch command. The parameter value in the table is the heading in de-
grees. Line 2 is a climb command to be initiated 30 seconds after launch.
The RPV is to climb to 10, 000 feet (100, 100 foot increments). The RPV
will aa accept remote control during the climb. Line 3 is a turn command.
Since it occurs at 300 seconds, one can infer that the climb mode was com-
puted to be of duration 270 seconds. The turn isa to be executed at 1. 0 gs
and the RPV is to come to heading 305. Notice that the LAUNCH leg has
been converted into a launch mode (line 2) followed by a climb mode (line 2).
The next leg (CRUISE) is made up of a turn mode foliowed by a cruise mode.
This occurs because the final terminus of the cruise leg required a change
in the direction of flight (see previous CRUISE leg description).

Lines 7 through 9 present an intereAting sequence of commands. Line 7 is
intended to represent a "pop up" to 5, 000 feet. Line 8 is a command to ac-
cept remote control; if remote control is accepted, when control is returned
to the RPV itself, the route will, continue at line 10 (parameter 2). In the
event that control is not accepted, the command of line 9 is executed, and
remote control is not accepted. If communication is interrupted during the
r3mote control, t)e T.PV will t&ke its next command from line 16 of the
stack.

Figure 3. 3-I has been presented in English for ease of understanding. In
the RPV system, the data would be in numeric coded form. Assuming com-
mand times can be expressed in seconds, a maximum of 4 pararieters of
2 bytes each, and a 4 byte enable-keyword field, each command in the stack
will require 15 bytes.
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VARIABLE PARAMETERS
ID"•

NUMBER TIME COMMAND P1 P2 P3 P4 ENABLE KEY*

1 0 LAUNCH 320 • YES KEY1
2 30 CLIMB MIL 10 NO
3 300 TURN 306 1.0 I NO4 4W CRUISE 100 " NO
5 1680 DESCEND 220 2 NO
6 1880 TERRAIN 400 NO
7 "480 CLIMB MAX 50 YES KEY 2
8 6830 REMOTE 9 10 10 YES KEY 3
9 6600 CRUISE 100 18 NO

"*KEY I - INITIATES REMOTE CONTROL MODE.
KEY 2 - "LPVEL OFF" COMMAND IS INITIATED BY RPV ALTIMETER.
KEY 3 - VKMOTE CONTROL BY OPERA"*,R IS ENABLED.

Figure 3.3-1. A Command Stack Example

3. 3.Z. 5 Coivu.ud Stack Generation, Prograrn and Data Base

The command stack is generated by application programs as the planner
generates a route/profile. Each leg specified by an operator adds corn-
mends to the stack. Conmonly occurring sequences of legs will be pro-
coded and available to the planner. The route/profile generation program
is to be built in a manner integrating operator specified and preplanned legs
automitically.

Stack occurrence times for each command are relative to mission initiation
time* and computed by processing downward in the stack and adjusting the
variables as if the RPV was traversing the route/profile.

The actual process of command stack generation can proceed only after the
route/profile has been specified. The command stack is generated by pro-
cessing each leg of the route/profile and updating an RPV state vector as if
the RPV wats actually traversing the course. Each leg is converted to a se-
quence of flight modes. The flight mode parameters are computed taking
into account such factors as gross weight (which is a function cf fuel con-
sumption), drag index, and requested leg characteristics.

Mission initiation time may itself be calculated backward irom time over
target (TOT) when one is specified in the requirement. If no TOT is pro-
vided an initiation time or TOT must be specified by the planner.
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The application program to perform the command stack generation can be
implemented as a control program supported by an algorithm processor
and a data base retrieval module. The actual calculations to perform can
be stored in the data base and expressed in terms of a see of standard func-
tions of one and two variables. Thits approach has been investigated on the
Mission Planner program and its fea sibility has been demonstrated. The
main advantages of the approach are:

IS Logic dependent on RPV type is in the data base.

* One ý t'ograrm performs all computations.

4 Chanfges to logic and/or introduction of new leg types requires
only dta base update, not pi ogram modification.

*• Thel calculadun and performance envelope calculations can be
included in conu-and stack generation.

The logic to perform computations for a flight mode determines the space
required in the data base. Estimates for some of the modes are presented
in Table 111, 3-4. These have been arrived at by assuming that the computa-
tion for RPV's will not differ greatly from those for F4D/C aircraft. It
should be emphasized that these estimates contain storage for function pa-
rameters as well as boundary value checks and return codes for error indi-
cations and/or performance envelope violation checks.

No estimates have been made for the controller or the data retrieval module;
however, the algorithm processor requires approximately 5280 bytes. * This
estimtte is based on an existing processor which has been used for experi-
mentation with data for the F4D!C.

The storage requirements for a route/profile are a function of the number of
legs and the data required by the route/profile generator. A reasonable esti-
vate is between IZ and 16 bytes per leg. To this, about 240 bytes will have
to be added for a name and any restricted usage or interface constraints.

The data that have been presented make it possible to eatimate the total data
base required to convert a preplanned flight profile into the command stack
code and to eatinate the command stack storage required for single route
profile from launch to recovery. The operational assumptions which must be
made are the number of mode changes per leg, the number of legs per route
profile, and the number of standardized preplanned chains of legs. Table
IU. 3-5, •uantitAtivs Factors, RPV Route Segments and Legs. tabulates the

This represents 120 PL/I statements at 44 bytes per statement, or 11 ma-
chine instructions per PL/I statement which is equal to 1. 3 KI.
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assumptions. Assuming that contingency (e.g., emergency RTB, climb if
terrain following radar fails) are common to many and that there arre a total
of 60 contingency segments in the system, total system ADP reqairer•-ents
can be summarized as follows:

Program Logic, DCF 1. 3 KI's

Mode Logic Storage, DCF 6,972 Z

Storage, Single Route Profile, RPV 1, i.O tytes

Storage, 20 mission total, Unit DCF 16, 500 Bytes

Storage, 80 mission total, Unit DCF 61, 300 Bytes

Storage, Z40 mission total, Force Plaxnning DCF 188, 100 Bytes

Table I11. 3-4. Storage Requirements for Mode Logic

Flight Mode Bytes for Logic

Accelerate 1052 (two throttle aettings.. MIL and MAX)

*"Climb 105Z (two throttle settings. MIL and MAX)

Cruise 1920 (5 mach numbers. interpolation
between)

Descend 576 (3 descent modes)

Launch 250

Recover 32

Terrain 1920 (5 mach numbers, interpolation
between)

Trigger 32

Turn 60 (assus,,es use of cruise mode as a
subl'a~ctioax)

Total Mode Logic Storage - 6974 Bytes
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Table UL. 3-S. Quantative Factors, RPV Route Segments and Legs

Command Stack Storage
Leg / Legs/Route Bytea/Route Coded(U

La~unch / 1 30

Enroute to T4'T 15 225

Delivovy 3135

BDA A 135

• 30(3)

/ 90

cntoc dm-nt 30 150

Toud Storge/Route Profile Coded 1Z30 Bytes

(1) 16 Bet eper leg

(2) e.g., Prim- ary. S•condary, Alternat• Target

(3) Judgment Factor



3.3.*3 Route Planning

3. 3. 3. 1 Constraints and Absuniptions

The output of the route planning function is the input to the flight profile
codling function described in the preceding subsection. Tb. requirement for
route planning is to eautablish the route legs. Standardized lego such as
LAUNCH are specified by designating the launch bsite, launch corridor, and
the altitude to be achieved. Other legs must be specified in terms of end
points, altitude(s) and mode(s) of flight. This is not unlike route planning
for maniaied aircraft systems. However, as has been pointed out, there are
some operational considerations that are relatively RPV unique (e. g. low
altitude penetration).

Currently, route planning is a two step process, One step relates to flight
over friendly territory. The other covers flight over hostile areas. Routes
over friendly territory from launch to an ingress point, and from an egress
point to the recovery base tend to be constrained by factors under one's

cotrl;Cnsraix~include the selection of ingress and egress points that
are compatible witIh routing requirernents over inev,-y t~tritory, refueling
requirements. if applicsble, and TAC~ cvntr ol requirern'entsk. Reetricýed'
-tirepace x*v-ist not be tra~versed. A sigrnificdnt conxi 'doradon. is effectiva uzse.
of air apaco, all tirspace requirernezits. coneideý_rd. Thece constraints
make the concept oi us-Ing a few preplawied rottea over and over very, de-
tirable in ones own-env~rxnment.

Over. vriexy territory the primary consideration is the enemny order of
battle; i. a., the location imd Clpability of e-nemy' dtfenest thtt caa Interfere
with suc.zesa~f-4 fGight to and from the tAvget area and target defense penetra-
tion. Oter considerations include range factors5, virmal checkpoint require-
menta, w~eather factors, etc. Frequent "mvtment of eriney weapono #%'d
variabililty of target locations metns that route.i to and i rom the target must
be rntstion specific.

Thbi ju-a conuidorrtions for RPV route pl~nnlng are th ane w~cAs those
for m-anned oiyatems. There are, howevtr, a number of factors that signi-

- -ficantly impact route ;,Asnning xor IRPV'o.

E There factors aret

a, Nav~uatonoition accuracy; The degree of precision required
deed rnil ntetre aequioitlon requirements.
Studies of these requirements. conducted for the Air 1- or ce,
have concludtd that navigational accuracies in the order of

300 to 1 500 feet are required. Oiren these limits. accuracy
has little impact on route planning.

b. law- ali~tude elttrationw The RPV is designed for low altitude
j-. penetration to onhancae survivability, Two viable options are

open Th on opionitiluds. errin ollwin atZOOto 500

facet.~ ~ ~~3. Teoerotnis rsueatud.Itrai



clearance is maintained by flying a preplanned pressure altitude
acceptable flight safety altitude will probably range from 1000
to 2000 feet above the terrain or even higher. At these altitudes
vulnerability to AAA, especially radar controlled AAA, is sig-
nificantly increased. For this reason, a terrain following
capability is assumed for the baseline system. The effect of
having a pressure altitude capability only will then not be
assessed.

co Line of sight requirements: Within. the UHF and C Band fre-
quences that may be used to communicate with the RPV terrain
masking between the RPV and the relay aircraft can signifi-
cantly degrade or prevent communications. Consequently,
possible enroute and over-the-target terrain masking of the
comxmmuications links must be considered in route planning.

3. 3.3.2 Operational Assumptions Affecting Route Planning, Low Altitude

PrevousPenetration

Prevousstudies condu -cted by Rand, Litton, and other organtzatio~as indi-
cate' that PL-noat arny-areai will'have at least many known and probable AA.A.

* sites. Mhille AAA and -any SAMe that tit presPIt pose a threat to RPV,
effective route. planning can be -applieid to no~ticeably reduce the threat.

i.ssluirtg a terrain following capability, the planning requirtyrent for a low
altitude penetration to the target io ta select the path that Maximlizes
survivability within w~y othe,ý constraints that may be imposed or selacted.
(For example, one may wish to select a path which conceals the objective of
the mlasion m~ l& not lik~ely to alert target defenses). Sit-cti dejkenaive ,aites
howa-ver tesid to have swrall lethality areas, and tead to be gr'r.uped around

tage~,iti~quteposble to circumnavigate known AAA ar~d SAM sites
and other enroute ffight hazards. It follows that the effectiveness of AAA
and SAM, and th-e amount of Intedllgence available on site loc~t~lons. signi-
ficantly affects the required capability to plan a defense -tvoidaný'e flight
peah. It i-a assiumed that Inte~llgence data are available. For SAM sites,
it is asourned that SAM sites are not imuerous and Pit low altitudes can be
circuninavigated (target penetration excepted), F~or AAA, the following is

a. There are 1 600 AAA s~tes within an area 200 nm square.
* Assuming an average lethality range of Z. 5 Kni, thero is

a 28% probability that the RPV enroute is In a lethality
tone if a defense avoidance route ia not planned.

b, These 1600 sites are at the more than 2000 locations
identified as AAA sites or probable sites.

The question of how much of a threat AAA .a for a low-flying RPV is difficult
to vinswaet. Previous studies by Litton and other organizations however, do
indica~te the following:
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a. For visual detection and at target speeds of 0.85 Mach in
clear weather, there is approximately a 50% probability of
visual detection at 1700 meters slant range. At low altitudes,
this appears to be relatively independent of the specific alti-
tude. The threat while low is not insignificant. Statistically,
given 1600 AAA. sites scattered throughout a 40, 000 square
mile area, approximately 30 lethality zones will be penetrated
enroute to a target 180 nm from the FEBA if no defense avoid-
ance is planned.

b. For radar detection, the probable low altitude detection range
exceeds the weapon range, so any penetrations of lethality
zones present a probability of loss which is significant. None-
the less, very low flight, 200 to 500 feet, introduces terrain
masking, multipath effects, and background clutter that signi-
ficantly degrades radar controlled AAA, and hence increases
probability of survival.

If tho WIIV does not have the radar terrain following capability, the pressure
AItitude level for the flight must also be preplanned, For this option, the
minim,.'n safe altitudes are in the range of 1000 to 2000 feet AGL clearance.
i. e., excluding very favorable earth surface features and meteorological
conuditions. This higher penetration altitude :imhances the capability of
enemy defenses to detect track and acquire the RPV. The consequences are
that, entoute, it is even more important to select a path that avoids defense
lethality zones.

To plan a defense avoidance path wherein coordinate accuracies are in
hundreds of feet and, on the average, in excess of 70 points (from a popula-
tion exceeding 2000) and which must be avoided by pre-designated distances.
it does not appear possible, using manual procedures, to still meet required
response times for planning. The next subsection addresses the subject of
automated support to route planning for defense avoidance. Before turning
to this process, however, the requirement for and desirability of incorporat-
ing terrain masking in route selection is addressed.

The importance of terrain masking to avoid long range early warning radars
is obvious, Any low altitude penetration that avoids early warning radars
by 10 or 20 miles will be masked. The more specific consideration to
terrain masking of radar controlled AAA. Assuming a radar detection range
of 10 to 20 miles, a zero degree masking angle, the effective AAA lethality
range (under 3 Kam), and AAA response time (6 to 8 seconds), it is necessary
for vehicles flying at Z00-500 feet above terrain to be masked to within a few
miles of the site in order for them to obtain a significant operational advan-
tago.

There are however, many uncertainties that affect the value of such masking
consideration. Exact site locations are not known. Detailed da+,x Vrould also
be required on terrain features close in to the radar site. Although favorable
siting can be assumed, nevertheless close-in features do generate masking
angles. Clutter and multipath effects are possibly as significant as masking.
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Quantitative data to substantiate a conclusion are not available. Subjective

considerations, however, have lead to the conclusion that uncertainty of the
validity of the results of calculated terrain masks, plus the cost, are such
that terrain masking of AAA should not.be considered. Therefore, the
proposed implementation procedures for defense avoidance planning do not
incorporate terrain masking for AAA.

3. 3. 3. 3 Route Planning for Defense Avoidance

There are two general approaches to ADP support for planning a defense
avoidance route that can be considered; automatic route ýielection (ARS) and
automatic scoring of an operator selected route. For automatic route Be-
lection an algorithm that can select the lowest cost route (minimum threat
in this case) must be provided. Generally, to find a best route many
iterations are needed to find a solution and the associated processing costs
(and response times) are high. Many manageable solutions incorporating
some set of simplifying assumptions have been suggested; some have been
implemented. The second approach, automatic scoring of an operator
selected route, requires a program to evaluate the threat intersecting a
given flight profile.

Since route scoring is subsumed in any automatic route selection process,
route scoring is, by definition, relatively simple as against automatic route
selection. Ptovided the operator can select a number of good routes for
trial, the route scoring approach alone is quite satisfactory.

Automated support for route planning has been studied under the USAF
Mission Planner program. The analysis of the operational requirements
and the cost and effectiveness of alternative implementation methods led
to the conclusion that both approaches should be provided. Automatic
route selection is applied only in the target area. By limiting the size of
the area (50 mile radius) and hence the number of possible routes to be
scored, satisfactory response times are realized. Automatic scoring of
an operator selected route is applied to the enroute and return to base
segments of the rout. profile where the operator uses his light pen to
select a route that avoids heavy enemy defenses. (He uses his keyboard
to e•ter altitude and velocity. ) An automatically generated situation display
supports this selection process. The route safety score is generated for
each selected route as an accunulation of the exposure time to each threat
iýkeighted by a measure of threat effectiveness. By trying several routes a
near beat, or satlsfactory, route can be selected.

Th. capability provided by the MPS, as described later in Section 4, is
applicable to the $IPV route profile planning function. It provides much of

* the capability which is required. There are however, two limiting factors.
The autonatic route selection algorithm severely restricts the maneuvers
permittd within the high threat area to one turn no tighter than 120". The
least threat route selected does not exploit fully the capability of the RPV
to perform high C maneuvers and to take several of them in close proximity
too each other. Increasing the tightness of turn and/or the number of turns
permitted Increases the number of paths to be evaluated and thus rapidly
increases response time.
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The s-econd limiting factor relates to operator time. When the operator
designates the position, altitude, and flight mode for each leg of the flight
profile, the operator time obviously increases as the number of legs
increase. With many small enroute threats to be avoided, it is desirable if
not necessary to plan a profile with many maneuvers. Under these circum-
stances operator time may become undesirably high.

3.3.3.4 Automatic Route Adjustment

This section addresses a proposed approach for automatically adjusting a
preselected route to minimize the threat. Applied to the MPS ARS, it is
an extension to the ARS capability. Applied to operator selected routes, it
significantly reduces the operator time required to select and define the
route profile.

Given that there are data in the data base on the enemy threats, there are a
number of procedures that can be automated to adjust a route to avoid
threat zones. Logic that adjusts a straight line segment intersecting a
threat zone can create a sequence of shorter length segments chained by
turns such that threats are avoided or exposure is minimized. Figure 3. 3-Z
illustrate* the situation. The route segment intersects a single AAA
lethality zone. Obviously, by moving the point on the segment that is
closest to the AAA site away from the site to a position that is outside the
threat envelope, the threat is avoided. For single threats, the logic neces-
sary to do this is quite simple. For multiple threats, the logic is more
complex. but conceptually similar. However, if discrete logic only is
applied, the route path circumnavigating an AAA site or a defense complex
would always reduce to a predictable pattern which the enemy would soon
recognize. Hence. it is desirablt to introduce a random factor in any
automatic route adjustment process.

A" LEYNAW.TV PAD4US -
AA 61YI LOCATiON .

ROMUtS UGMSNY F- A NO
A lunAT Nov"

Figure 3.3-Z. R~oute Segment Threat
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Assuming an automatic route adjustment procedure based on combining
discrete logic and a random factor, the following is required:

a. EOB DATA on enemy threats. These data must include coding
which defines the direction to move away from the threat site
and may include data on how far to move to avoid the threat.
The data can be defined for the individual site, for individual
defense complexes, or can be precoded into grids covering the
total enemy area.

b. Program logic that establishes the threats to a route segment,
selects a point on the segment within a threat area, and relo-
cates that point using a combination of discrete logic and
random selection. The route defined by the new point is then
evaluated. Such logic may be iterated until a no threat point
is found or until trials are terminated and a minimum threat
point is selected.

c. A Program logic that can score relative threats to a given
route and select the least threat solution. The Route Safety
Scoring process as implemented in the Mission Planner
System provides the basic capability required.

The data processing requirements for automatic route adjustment are
addressed in Section 4.

The process is initiated by the operator who selects a route which is grossly
favorable for threat avoidance and satisfies other operational requirements
and constraints. The route segments can be relatively long and he need not
be concerned if portions of the path penetrate threat zoues. He does attempt
to locate leg end points, however, in no-threat areas. The operator then
selects "automatic route adjustment" and designates the width of the corri-
dor within which adjustments are allowable. This is a variable. The
processor then locales the threats which interact with the segment, and
selects a point within the segnment that is in a threat area. The program
logic retrieves the direction to move and calculates the minimum distance
(or probable minimum distance) to move to avoid the threat. This is based
on the nominal lethality range for the particular threat "B" in Figure 3,3-2.
A point is selected for trial that; 1) exceeds the minimum distance, and
2) is less than the corridor width. The path is modified to go through this
point and the new path is scored. The random logic determines the distance
to move the point and whether movement is from the site to avoid the threat,
or through the site to the other side of the threat re".. The process is
iterat#d for each threat area. An original straigb' II t~Mesent fifty mile.
long, for eam Ise, may be converted to five segmtmtU .ed by turns.
The no thret rout, or the minimum threat route found will be displayed for
operator approval.

The proce#s described is sautabl. for a high defen.e environment to select
a low altitude flight path which circumnavigates %nost envroute threats. The
0peratiotma advantage of automatic route adjustment as described is two-
Motd. First, it providos a capability to examwe many route variations
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automatically and select a no-threat or leasnt threat route. The second ad-
vantage is perhaps more important' For an RPV flight profile with a pri-
mary, an alternate and a secondary target, plus the tactical desirability of
avoiding long straight-line segments, it is estimated that about fifty logs are

* k required. Considering that end points should be designated with an accuracy
of several hundreds of feet, operator time to define each leg would be excces-
sive. The automatic route adjustment capability makes it possible to plan a11 profile with many legs with relatively little operator time. since he must
only identify the underlying, long, straight-line legs. The data generated by
the processor are in a form that can be automatically converted into a co=-
Maud stack which is the form required for physical control.

3.*3. 4 ComuniationsRelaXPlanning

3.3.4.1 Introduction

The route planning function discussed in the preceding section did not
address the requiremenit to maintain line of sight (LOS) communications
enroute and over -the -target or on-station. The planning requirements are
complex because the R.PV route and position muit be considered concurrently
with the position of the relay aircraft at each point in trns, The relay air-
craft in turn at any time may have to communicate with as many an 20 RPV
at 20 different locations. The low altitude profile of the RPV and the
altitude limittationts of a relay aircraft can lead to significant terrain
masking of L.OS at long distancesa. ihe subsection introduces the opera-
tional assumptions that impact RPV route planning and communication
relay mission planning. The assumptions arei

a. Lose of cormmunications enroute in operationally acceptable
providing the "tblackout period" it short, i.e., on the order of
a few minutes. Even longer periods may be acceptable if the
blackout hmi been predictied and accepted by the planner.

b. The points on any route at which shielding will materialize
depend upon the terra 'in features relativ* to the location of the

RPV and the relay aircraft.
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digitized terrain data will become more universal. Where digitized terrain
data are available, the storage requirement for digitized terrain data is
great. The amount of processing required to calculate terrain masking data
useful for RPV route planning is also significant. To attempt to make these
calculations on-line, while concurrently generating data needed for commu-
nications relay flight profile planning, appears to be unacceptable. All fac-
tors considered, an off-line solution to establish whether communications
links are shielded appears necessary with the results being stored for on-
line planning.

3. 3.4. Z Shadow Effects on LOS Enroute Communications

The general nature of the terrain masking problem can be appreciated by
visualizing the earth shadows that can be seen a few minutes before sundown
since at a kelay aircraft RPV range of 180 nm and with the relay aircraft at
60, 000 feet, the shadow angle is about Z'. Figure 3.3-3, Schematic Dia-
gram of LOS Shadow Geometry, illustrates the nature of the problem.

The upper portion illustrates the vertical profile of a line of sight shadow.
The scale is exaggerated. With the geornetry assumed, a ridge 3000 feet
above the surrounding terrain, the relay aircraft at 45,000 feet at a range
of 160 nm from the ridge, the length of the shadow is 22 nm. Increasing the
altitude of the relay to 55, 000 feet decreases the shadow length to I$ nrn, a
decrease of approximately 0.7 nm per 1000 feet,

The lower portion illustrates the plane geometry of the shadow area. The
radial of the shadow edge depends on the position of the relay relative to the
ridge (the length of the shadow area depends on relay altitude as described
above). Assuming the 160 nm offset range, as above, and two positions,
PI and P ', 50 rm apart as illustrated, the maximum distance between 'he
edges of the shadows from those two locations is 7 nrm, A shadow area cal-
culated for a position vnidpoint between P1 and P2, could apply to any point
between P1 and PZ with % maximum shadow edge error of 35 nm, which is
approximately ZO seconda of flight time.

Witti this introduction, the approach to incorporating communications shadow
oeli' fa in PV route planning is presented. The approach presented is based

tf!0V .,C assuamptiotle:

a. For RVP's in the enroute and RTB legs, loss of comxnunicatioin
for short periods is operationally acceptable.

b. Over-the-target ("ter pop-up) continuous communications

are required.

c. Shadow effects are operationally important for low altitude
penetration only. Penetrations above 1. 000 feet will be at an
altitude where shadow effects need not be considered. If they
must be considered because of some exceptional terrain
fkatures, standardized solutions can be made available.
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d. Altitude errors up to 100 to ZOO feet can normally be expected
in the digitized terrain data used to calculate shadows.

e. Accuracy factors are such that terrain shadows calculated for
a relay aircraft at an altitude and a plane coordinate position
can be applied to any relay aircraft location within approxi-
mately Z5 nm of that point, and within 5, 000 feet of the altitude.

f. Any shadow depth (vertical diatance terrain to the top of the
shadow plane) less than flight altitude above the terrain is
considered to be no shadow. The RPV altitudes above terrain
considered are ZOO feet, 500 feet, with 1, 000 feet optional.

g. A shadow area smaller than about 10 nm, longest diagonal,
about 10 seconds maximum shadow time is ignored. Within
such areas. intermittent shadowing less than 0. 5 is considered
no shadowing, shadowing equal to or greater than 0. 5 is
considered shadowing.

Considering the shadow area geometry and the operational assumptions,
shadow areas for a given operational theatre can be precalculated and be
entered into the data base, The approach assumes that the most likely
flight path for the relay is basically a perimeter around the enemy area which
is the innermost limit of the "safe'! area. This perimeter then is the set
of positions which is minimizing the distance between the UtlPV and the re!•y
consbitent with relay safety. The perimeter or potential flight path is then
divided up into arbitrary segments approximately 50 nautical miles long.
Segment length is based on assumption (e) above. The midpoint of each
segment is then used to calculate (off line) all the shadow areas which result
from the specific terrain features inside the perimeter for each of three
potential relay altitudes, e. g., 40,000; 50,000; and 60,000 feet. The
location and configuration for each shadow zone is then stored to be used in
on-line relay planning.

The calculations required to generate the shadow area data using digitized
terrain data are not complete. Since the calculations will be made off line,
the processing required to ganerate these data are not included in the RPV
System ADP requirements. Should digitized terrain data not be available
for an operational area, shadow areas can be manually generated, with
some lose in accuracy and detail, and entered into the data base.

3.3.4.3 Application of LOS Shadow Area Data to RPV Route Planning,
Enroute and R.eturn to Base.

The inputs to this function are the "shadow areas" generated an described in
the preceding subsection, the perimeter flight path, and a RPV trial route
profile. Figure 3.3-4 illustrates the geo- e.try of the sbituation and depicts,
schematically, shadow areas as they might exist. The situation depicts one
RPV route profile. Two ridge lines that will shield an RPV 200 feet above
the terrain are depicted. For each ridge, shadow areas are depicted for
selected segments of the relay flight and Illustrated for a 50. 000 foot relay
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Figure 3.3-4 Schematic Depiction of Shadow Area

altitude. Thb reader can visualize how other shadow areas for other zones
and for other relay aircraft altitudes can be superimposed. Many more
ridge lines producing other shadows can be envisioned. As illustrated,
there is a segment of the flight enroute to the target where the relay air-
craft must be in zone "H" to maintain continuous line of sight communi-
cations. An alternate route that makes the RPV visible to other relay zones
is depicted. Over most of the route, LOS Conrnunications exists to allI relay aircraft zones. For many operational areas, this is a likely situation.

In subsection 3,3.3, RPV Route Planning, the concept of route safety scor-
ing and automatic route adjustment to minimize threat was described. The
concept for incorporating LOS shadow area data in the bata base is the same
as for incorporating threat data. Assume 50 ridge lines that generate opera-
tionally signifticaut shadow a ,ea@, (a judgemont factor to develop estimated
data base requirement.). U each rides line causes shadows in four cf the
relay flight path segments and two R.V / altitudes and two relay aircraft are
considered, then 1.200 shadow areas must be coded. At 32 bytes per area
data storage required is 38.4 K bytes. The data base requirements are notunrnsouiable.

The concept for use of these data when planning an RPV route profile is as
follows. The RPV route is ex&mlned automatically to determine whether
the route intersects a shadow aret for the RPV flight altitude planned.
Those saements of the relay flight that produce a shadow are identified and
the time period that the RPV is shadowed is maintained.
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If there is no segment that will provide LOS Communications, the operator
is alerted. He may accept the condition or select to modify the route. The
capability to automatically adjust a route profile to provide LOS communi-
cations is incorporated in the automatic route adjustment algorithm. AL-
lowable relay aircraft locations which provide LOS communications, (or
alternatively, locatiour. inhibited) are saved and are used in the planning of
the communications relay mission planning. This process will be described
in subsection 3.3.4.5.

3.3.4.4 Application of Terrain Masking to RPV on Station Planning

The approximate solution to the LOS communications problem developed in
the preceding sections is suitable for the enroute phase. Over-the-target,
where continuous broad band conrntmications must be maintained, a more
precise method for evaluating the effects of terrain mask is needed. The
nature of the probtem is essentially the same as in terrain masking of
ground radar. The problem to be resolved is whether the RPV, at its al-
titude over the target, is masked from any of the predesignated relay zones.
Conversely one must determine where the relay aircraft can be poaitioned
to provide LOS communications. The problemt is solved in the same way
t•at the radar terrain masking problem is solved. That solution is to cal-
culate the masking angles for targets. Figure 3.3-5, Masking A.ngle Georn-
etry, illustrates the geometry of the problem.

Given the masking angle, the range to the masking terrain from the target.
the range to the relay aircraf'., and the altitude of the RPV over the target,
the minmimum relay altitude that provides LOS con-uinications can be cal-
culated. Conversely, given a maximumn relay altitude(s), the minimum
RPV altitude above the target that provides LOS com.munications can be
calculated. Additional programrnming is required to apply ground radar
terrain masking calculation to the cornununications relay problem.

/ a

UASKING

Flgaiv. 33.35 -Maskin Angle Geometry
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The data base required includes masking angles for each target at 20
azimuths and the range from the target to the masking terrain over the
azimuth range subtended by the relay aircraft line of flight. A single record
is about four bytes. If one provides in the the processing algorithm a logic
that interprets the absence of data as no masking, data need be coded only
for targets that are actually masked, and only for those 20 azimuths which
are operationally significant. For 200 targets, located such that a 460
sector is masked for each target, the data storage requirements are 16.8K
bytes.

These data are used to establish what position(s) along the relay aircraft
flight line provide LOS communications over-the-target. The Planned
Weapon release altitude is used for the RPV. If LOS communications can-
not be realized for any relay position, or if the target is at an extended
range and a closer in r.elay position is desired, the calcialation can gen-
erate the RPV pop-up altitude and release altitude required to achieve LOS
communications for the optimum relay position. Alternatively, it can cal-
culate a position to which the relay aircraft must move, e.g. 50 miles
closer at 60, 000 feet, to obtain LOS communications. The process con-
ceptualized provides considerable flexibility. The program requirements
that provide this capability are presented in subsection 3.3.5.

3.3.5 Integrated Communications Relay Flight Profile Planning

3.3.5.1 Introduction

The data generated in previous subsections defined the operational require-
"ments that must be satisfied by the relay aircraft mission planner.

a. Over the target: Relay areas and associated minimum alti-
ut tdes that provide LOS communications to ea'th target. If the

relay aircraft must be positioned off the predesignated relay
aircraft line of flight the position and altitude for the relay
aircraft are developed.

b. Enroute: For each RPV route profile the zones within which
W-e Maly aircraft can be positioned to provide LOS communi-
cations.

The communications relay planning requirement is to plan a relay aircraft
mission profile such that All operational requirements will be satisfied.
The possibility of enemy jamming is also a consideration. (This factor is
introduced in subsection 3.3.5.3.) First, RPV relay mission planning re-
quirements for communications alone are considered. Methods for incor-
porating jamming considerations are then addressed.

Operational assumptions that impact the planning procedure are:

m. There is more than one type of relay vehicle in the inventory
of resources. Each vehicle type has a maximumn altitude
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which is a function of its gross weigl~t. (Fuel load ic the pri-
mary variable.) The mission duration is a iunct'on of the
vehicle type and the flight profile i,"ect~d.

b. To satisfy the operational requirements and/or co provide ad-
ditional anti-jam protection, two or more eimuitAeous com-
munications relay missions may be planned. The implemen-
tation procedure that will be described provider, for simul-
taneous planning of two simultaneous relay missions. If more
missions are required, additional missions can be planned in
turn.

The planning procedure is a two-step process. The first step is to plan a
relay mission, or a set of missions, that satisfy the operational requ3re-
mente developed by the route planning function. The second step in the plan-
ning process is to incorporate factors that will minimize the elfect of possi-
ble enemy jamming.

3.3.5.2 Communications R;iay Mission Flight Profile Planning

The requirement to plan the relay aircraft mission is to locate the relay
aircraft along its line of flight such that at any point in time its location
satisfies the enroute and OTT comunmcatiom requirements. An obvious
constraint is that it takes time to reposition the relay aircraft. Considering
that the communications requirement for each RPV changes with time (posi-
tion and phase) and that up to ZO requiramert.s must be satisfied simultane-
ously, the problem is one of continuous matching of capability to require-
ments. To make the problem more inanasable, a process that yields suc-
cessive solutions for discrete time iutervals ie proprsed. For purposes of
analysis of the processing requirements, a 5 minute time interval is as-
sumed. This time interval is small enough so that mission geometry is not
significantly changed, and large enough so the number of processing iterations
required are not excessive. (It should be noted that the use of 5 minute time
intervals does aot prevent a discrete assessment of requirimients for LOS
communications over-the-target that exist for shorter periods, e. g., one
minute.)
The process proposed is as follows. For each 5 minute inter%al, starting

"at a time selected by the operator, data are obtained on all locations that
can satisfy the conmunications requirements for RPVs airborne during that
interval. Those locations that satisfy all requirements are "saved." The
next time period is then examined and the sare data are extracted. If re-
lay aircraft locations are different the aircraft is repositioned vvith the con-
straint that the airecraft cannot be moved a distance that is not compatible
with its air speed and climb rate. The process is interated over the period
of the relay aircraft mission. In this manner, a relay aircraft flight pro-
file and schedule can be generated

An algorithm yielding a good solution requires many checks, enable rules.
and operator overrides. Without flow charts and very detailed text, the
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process envision-d z=not be conpietely described. The principal features
of the program however, are:

a. The operator can designate a preferred or a desired location

for the relay aircraft for any time interval,

b, The process for planning a relay mission need not start with
take off and first time at an operating location. It may be
initiated at a point aad time where requirements are demand-
ing; c. g., where naaximum altitude is required and very little
flexibility in terms of path location is possible. From such a
start point, planning can proceed back in time and forward
from take off to landing.

c. Rules are provided to automatically aelect preferred locations
for any time interval.

d. Rules are provided that through the iteration process allowable
locations are reduced to a set of preferred locations which
finally are reduced to selected locations which define a flight
profile.

e. Orbiting is allowed but is not selected as a preferred tactic
(unhnss so designated by the operator).

f . Two relay missions may be planned sainultaneously. Additional
missions that may be required to provide additional capacity or
capability and/or backup cornmuniciotions may be planned in
turn. (While algorithms can be concelved that would plan more
than two missions simultaneously, subjective consideration is
that processing requirements increase very rapidly with but
little operational advantage vie-a-vis in turn planning).

g. If two sirmultaneous relay missions are planned, there is an
assignment capability which assigns an RPV mission to a relay
aircraft, Handover time from one relay to the other are pro-
vided. Unassigned RPVs are accounted for.

h. Over-the-target communications take precedence over enroute
control.

i. If no complete solution is foun-id, the best solution is generated
and displayed together with data on requirements not satisfied
(E.G. RPV mission # masked over a segment of the
route profile).

j, The process incorporates anti-jam considerations.

The program required to provide the capability described has been cons,-
dared at a level of dotail below what has been documented. The program
and processing required to implement the program, documented in sub-
section 3.3.5.3, is based on these concepts.
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3. 5. 5.3 0ommunications Relay Planning, Anti-jam Protection

3.3.5.3.1 2Mational Factors. There are unknoWn data that significantly
affect -he requirements to plan for anti-jam protection. Questions that
might be raised are:

c What is the enemy capability to jam critical RPV communi-
cations links ?

o What is the capability within the communications subsystem to
counter jamming?

o How many jamming sites c;an the enemy activate?

To provide a basis for plannng a relay mission flight profile that incorpo-
rats3 anti-jam protection considerations, the following are postulated:

a. Given that the U.S. has a significant number of RPV with a
strike capability and that the system can be dtgraded signi-
(icantly by enemy jarmmers, the enemy would seek to jam the
RPVs. It is reasonable to postulate that jammers might be
deployed in numbers comparable to the number of radar con-
trolled AAA, e.g., around 800 sites in a sophisticated envi-
ronment.

I!. Tb' en•,ny's extensive jamming capability would be used
j'•uciously. Jamming widely used might degrade his own .lec-
tronic systems; also, it costs to jam.

c. Fo. an active jam':aing station, the closer the jammer ap-
proaches in-line k.ometry; (,:elay aircraft, jammer, and RPV
in liv- in thhst order,) the more effective the jammer

d. If thVn jarnmr is •,,t in bine (within a few beamwidths), the

closer the relay airctaft is to the RPV t•e less effective the
jacnrmer will be. This results from the narrow beam com-
rmunication techniques envieioned.

e. Dtaring mirsiion execution r •ar re-l time data on active enemy
jandners can be madie availabLe. These data can be uted to
predict the short period effectiviness of jamming.

f In sorze arnploymen* environments where the meory cavabil:ty
to jam is limited, data will br available t prriict with reason-
s"blt assurance the probible location of enemy Jarnmers and
their Performance parameter,.

3.3.S. 2 PA. MACRoonl&for a.ntenose Jamming Environrnent.
Given an j~enin•,g eamvi-ament, it-is r.ai7onable to assume that the
toot tv implatent ast algorithm tha; dibcretely selects a "beft" relay
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position(s) is too high for the possible benefits. This is due to the number
of potential jamnmners that must be considered. The alternative is to select
relay positions that, within operational constraints, minimize conmuni-
cations distances and maximize the probability that active or known jam-
ming sites are not in line with the relay aircraft/RPV communications path.

1,•.

Minimizing distance is easily implemented. Subsection 3.3.5.2 described
the procedure for selecting route profiles and route schedules that could
satisfy the communications requirements without jamming. To minimize
distance, one selects that position that minimizes the length of the longest
critical communication path.

Providing a communications path that minimizes the probability of the relay/
jammer/RPV being in line can be provided by providing simultaneous relay
positions for two aircraft. This is certainly a viable solution in an employ-
ment environment where intense jamming can be encountered. Having se-
lected a location for the relay aircraft that minimized the length of the long-
est critical communications path, a second location is selected that, within
a cone (e. g. 300 to 600), i- at right angles to the primary communication
path and minimizes range. Figure 3.3-6 illustrates the geometry of an em-
ployment environment and relay assignments that such an algorithm might
have generated. As illustrated, over-the-target control of the strike RPV's
is assigned to the closer relay aircraft. The alternate control link is rough-
ly normal to the primary line. Enroute, the control is by the closer relay
with the exception illustrated. Terrain maskinig generates such exceptions.

3.3.5.3.3 Planning/lIReplanning Relay Mission in a Predictable Jamming
Environment. The•re will also be employment situations where the jamming
environment can be predicted; environments that introduce relatively few
jamming sites. In the execution phase it can be predicted that jamming
being encountered will persist. Thus, predictions of probable jamming can
be made, and planning can be initiated to minimize the effect of the jamming.
Technically the problem is identical in the planning and in thm execution
phase. The only real difference between preplanning and replanning, or
adjustment, is that for replanning time factors are more constraining.

Given the requirement to communicate with an RPV in a specific time period
(assume an RPV over the target) and the location of probable jamming sites,
the problem is to select a relay location that provides LOS communications
and maximizes the signal to noise ratio. Signal strength is a function of
range only. The strength of the noise signal can be calculated provided the
signal characteristics of the jammer are known. With these data it is
possible to calculate the S/N ratio for several relay aircraft locations and
find which location provides an acceptable or a most acceptable S/N ratio.
Note that an acceptable solution may necessitate penetration of enemy ter-
ritory and expose the relay to an enemy threat. From a data processing
point of view the problem is analogous to the ECM burn-through calculation
which is presently implemented on the Mission Planning System breadboard
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3.3.6 Over the Target Plannina-, Strike Missions

3.3.6. 1 Weapon Selection Functions

The objective of the weapon system assignment function is to select that
combination of ordnance, delivery vehicles, and attack tactics that is most
effective in achieving the mission objective with the most acceptable risk.
These three selections (ordnance, delivery vehicle, delivery tactics) are
interrelated and mutually constraining. The beat selection cannot be made
unless available options on all three are considered; either concurrently
or iteratively.

In planning, the initial consideration is ordnance selection. Available ord -
nance suitable for the target must be selected. How much ordnance of a
given type is needed is a function of the target type (physical features and
dimensions) and the delivery accuracy. Delivery accuracy, in turn, is
dominated by the delivery tactic which is largely established or constrained
by the particular delivery vehicle and ordnance selected. The final deter-
mination of how many aircraft or RPV's are needed to deliver the necessary
quantity of ordnance is determined by the delivery vehicle and its specific
configuration for that ordnance.

The threat factor is a principal constraint. Target defenses mnv be such
that certain combinations of delivery vehicles and delivery tactics are .nm-
suitable or undesirable and may be excluded by the Commander' s guidance.
Where options are available, the threat must be assessed bmef3e the most
suitable weapon assignment can be made. Other factors suc:h as weather;
the used to assign multiple strike missions on the target, sJtability of
ordnance mixes, and the constraints of resource availability ibmply add to
the complexity.

Introduction of the RPV into the inventory does not change the nature of the
weapon selection problem. For manned aircraft systems the planning load
is such that automated support to the weapon selection problem is necessi.
tated by the requirement to rapidly assess the effectiveness and relative
risks of available alternatives, The same decisions apply to a pure RPV
force though initially RPV's may provide fewer options, vis-a-via manned
systems, making the problem somewhat simpler.

In a mixed force of manned aircraft and RPV's, the total number of available
options that must be amseseed is idcreased over pure RPV or Manned A/C
forces, More important, perhaps, the RPV system and the manned system
differ in respect to capability to achieve a mission objective and acceptable
risk. The consequence is that it is necessary to analyse in considerable
detail the relative effectiveness and survivability factors for RPV's, vis-a-
vie manned systems for each mission prior to assignment. Thus, the load
is heavier for a mixed force than for a pure force of either type. The con-
clusion it that automated support for weapon selection is a firm requirement.
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3.3.6.2 Procedures and ADP Support for Weapon Selection

Weapon selection, as used in this report, is the selection of ordnance, the
delivery vehicle, and delivery tactic suitable to the strike mission objec-
tive. It is assumed that ordnaLce effects data have been generated by intel-
ligence. Ordnance effects are expressed in terms of delivery accuracy
CEP'a. Delivery accuracy in turn is a function of specific carriers and de-
livery tactics.

Under the Mission Planner System p~ograrn, ADP approaches to support of
the weapon selection function have been studied.

The process implemented in the MPSBB for automated support in Weapons
Selection is based upon the Joint Munitions Effects Manuals (JMEMs),
These tables are organized by aircraft type, target type, and ordnance type.
For each aircraft type/target type pair the relevant ordnances are listed
along with delivery tactics and fusing data. In addition, an effectiveness
measure called the "single pass probability of destruction (SSPD)" is pro-
vided. This value is based upon empirical studies and is used by the
MPSBB.

The MPSBB data base stores the three ordnances with the highest SSPD for
each aircraft/target type pair. When a target type and an aircraft type have
been selected, the three ordnances are displayed and the planner selects
the ordnance which he. prefers. Provision is made for selection of other
ordnances besides those displayed. If a displayed ordnance is selected, the
system will calculate either the probability of success for a given number
of vehicles, or the required number of vehicles for a given (desired) prob-
ability of success.

The best ordnance, weapon carrier, and tactic may, however, be undesir-
able (or unacceptable) because of the target defenses. Consequently, it is
important to assess the threat to a mission penetrating target defenses and
delivering the ordnance particularly as it affects the delivery tactic. The
route safety scoring capability described in subsection 3.3.3, Route Plan-
ning, is applicatile, The options include Automatic Route Selection or
Route Safety Scoring of a designated penetration profile. Use of such threat
analysis in the weapon selection process is allocated to the operator. It is
especially applicable to choices between RPV and manned systems in a
mixed force.- Commanders guidance may be the dominant factor in the
choice.

ADP Support required to implement the weapon selection function as de-
scribed is U estimated in Section 5.
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3.3.7 On-Station Planning, ECM

3.3.7.1 Introduction

The objective of ECM on-station planning is to evaluate the effectiveness
of available ECMv! techniques in suppressing the enemy defense capability,
to select the most effective ECM against the threat to be encountered by
planned missions, and to plan the tactics that will maximize the effective-
ness of the ECM support selected.

ECM is a support mission. The requirements for ECM are derived from an
analysis of the threat to planned missions. The effectiveness of ECM
missions can be assessed only in terms of the degree to which ECM de-
grades the capability of the enemy defenses to engage friendly missions.
There are basically two ways of reducing the effectiveness of the enemy
defense capability through the application of ECM techniques. One is
directed at preventing effective engagement by suppressing the capability of
the enemy defense system to detect and track friendly flights and/or prevent
effective control of weapon intercept. The ECM techniques available for
this ap~plication include:

o Noise jamming of early warning, detection and tracking radars
and essential communications links.

o Various types of decoy jamming and "smart jamming"
techniques to induce track break after weapon launch

The specific mislion types addressed are Noise Jamming and Chaff Pre-
cursor Mission.

Another way of using ECM to degrade enemy defenses is to induce the enemy
to expand their defensive capability against false targets and non-existenttracks and threats. To accomplish this, various diversionary and decoy

tactics and techniques can be applied. c, g. expendahle drones that generate
tracks appearing to be manned aircraft flights. The effectiveness of such
tactics and technique are highly dependent upon the campaign strategy and
tactics employed. The capability to plan such a mission, once the mission
objective is established, is not substantially different from the direct support
missions that are addressed.

3.3.7.Z ECM Noise Jamming, Mission Planning

Standoff Jamming. Escort, and On-Board Jamming are similar in that
these missions suppress the enemy electronics systems by introducing
noise into the victim receiver. To be effective, the noise in the victim re-
ceiver must exceed the signal being protected by a predetermined threshold

The variables in calculating jamming effectiveness as defined above can be
quantified and the relationships among the variables are known. To calcu-
late the strength of the signal to be protected, the following variablea are
input:
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o Geographic location, power output, and the signal character-
istics of the victim radar.

o Range to the mission aircraft that are to be protected, a
function of flight profile.

o Radar cross section of the mission aircraft which is a function
of the type aircraft and their configuration, aircraft formation
and the aspect angle.

Given these inputs, the strength of the signal to be protected can be calcu-
lated along a given flight profile.

To calculate the signal strength of the jamming signal, the following vari-
able are inputs:

o Jamming signal strength and jamming signal characteristics
which must be matched to the victim radar receiver charac-
teristics.

o Distance from Jamming signal source to victim radar.

Given these inputs, the strength of the noise signal in the victim radar re-
ceiver can be calculated.

While the problem can be quantified, the application in a dynamic environ-
ment is not simple. The mission aircraft are continuously moving relative
to the enemy defenses. The noise source will be moving in an orbit or in
some other mission flight profile (in theve applications, it is assumed that
the noise source is not on the penetrating aircraft or RPV so that triangu-
lation and/or home-on jam techniques -re nullified). The noise to signal
(3/S) ratio must be calculated along the flight path of the mission aircraft
being protected. If the required 3/S ratio along the flight path of the mis-
sion being protected is not achieved, complete defense suppression is not
achieved. Investigation of the JiS ratio along the route will determine when,
where, and for how long, the mission being protected is exposed to the de.
feneive radar nets. Options available to achieve more effective defense
suppression include modifying the noise source, modifying the flight profile
of the Jamming mission, and/or modifying the flight profile of the mission
being protected. Assuming, however, that the flight profile of the mission
being supported was initially planned to minimize exposure, the primary
options are to modify the flight profile of the jammer or to add more noise
eourcels

Manually, this Is a time-consuming process. As part of the MPS algorithms
have boen developed that automatically calculate burn through; that is. a
S/S ratio that exceeds a pro-established threshold value. The datn can be
pvesented so the effectiveness of alternative plans can be quantitatively
compared. The process of calculating effectiveness and presenting data to
the operator on the effectiveness of alternative ECM plans is described in
"Section 4. The process is applicable to the planning of RPV ZCM missions.
ADP support requirements to implement such ADP support to RPV mission
plannmi is addreeeed in Section 5.
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3.3. 7.3 On-Station Planning, Chaff Precursor Missions

There are a number of applications of cltaf to defense suppression The
chaff precursor mission is commonly used to screen multiple flights of
friendly aircraft penetrating on a route. In other applications, chaff may
be used to break track or to add clutter to the victim radar when aircraft
penetrating target defenses are within the defense lethality zones. These
latter applications are typically on-board techniques used reactively when
a flight penetrating target defenses is being tracked.

Since the chaff precursor mission is a primary defense suppression support
mission, on-station planning for the chaff precursor mission is addressed.
However, the principles described can also be extended to other types ofI chaff missions.

In planning a chaff precursor mission, three decisions must be made:

o What kind of chaff bundles to drop.

o Where and when to drop them.

o How much to drop (drop interval).

The initial requirements data are the outputs of the route safety scoring
function which yields data on the exposures to be screened (see subsection
3.3.3). Other data required includes:

o Location and dimensions of the screening corridor, and
length, width, dept, and time period over which effective
screening must be provided.

o Radar cross sections o! the flights to be screened.

o Technical data on the enemy radars to be countered.

The kind of chaff to drop is established from the technical data on the victimr's
radar(s), specifically fhe radar frequency bands to be covered. It is ex-
pected that this will be accomplished by table lookup. The second decision,
where to drop the chaff bundles, is a problem of determining the movement
of the chaff reflectors as a function of time, drop rate, dispersion rate and
horizontal displacement. The constant factors are the physical character-

istics of tho chaff reflectors and the dispensing techniques; the variable fac-
tors are atmospheric conditions, horizontal winds, vertical component of
winds, turbulence, and atmospheric density. At any given pressure alti-
tude. the priucipal variable is horizontal wind. Given the dimensions of the
chaff corridor required and the movement factors, the drop point can be cal-
culated quite simply. There are two constraints, the maximum drop alti-
tuee feasible and the optimum time between drop and the time an effective
corridor is formed.



The final decision, how much to drop to provide continuous screening, is
determined from the dispersion factors described above and the technical
data on the chaff reflectors,

Consideration of the type of decisions required, the type of input and output
data required, and the nature of the processing, leads to the conclusion
that automated support to planning a corridor chaff mission can, and should,
be provided. This is currently under study in ADMPS. The data base and
data processing requirements presented are based on an implementation
concept that applies planning factors for pod selection, still air drop and
dispersion rates, and chaff effectiveness versus time after drop (chaff
density in still air). Two variables are introduced by the operator; horizon-
"tal wind components and an atmospheric dispersion factor related to the air
mass stability. With these inputs, the location and density of the chaff cloud
versus time is automatically calculated and drop intervals are established
along the flight path. Requirements, if any, for parallel drops can also be
calculated.

The algorithms required to automatically generate a chaff precursor mission
flight profile and to establish the location and time on the flight profile where
the chaff is to be dispensed have been conceptualized. Subsumed io a capa-
bility to select the chaff pod and the dispensing technique most suitable for
the mission. The ADP support required to implement the process is ad-
dressed in Section 5.

3.3.8 ReconnaIssance Mission Planning Control Considerations

Analysis of the requirements to plan and control RPV reconnaise-tce mis-
sions was not required for this study. However, need for an RPV Command
and Control System that can accomplish reconnaissance mission planning
and control has been considered in the development of the RPV Command
and Control system concept.

Relative to planning, the route profile planning and route profile coding pro-
ced '.res which have been described are applicable to reconnaissance
missions.

Reconnaissarce target grouping and on station planning for RPV reconnais-
sance is similar in every respect to manned systems. The ADP support for
reconnaissance mission planning, currently being developed under the ad-
vanced development MPS study, is applicable to RPV with only minor
modification.

The physical control of reconnaissance can be provided by the launch,
enroute, return to base, and recovery control system described in sub-
section 3, 2, Physical Control of RPV. The special requirement that the
reconnaissance RPV vehicle introduce* in the need for the ground station to
receive and process intelligence data obtained in real time or near real
time. This requirement is not, however, RPV unique since it also applies
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to manned system;. The RPV does however introduce one unique factor.
Q£nce the R_?Vu may be used to obtain intelligence data in high threat envi-
ronments where the probability of loss is relatively high, the requirement
to provide an inflight intelligence reporting capability is more imperative.

Implementation of real time aind near real time transmission and processing
of intelligence data impacts oaI elements of the RPV system. The RPV ve-
hicle must be instrumented to store and forward intelligence data collected.
The communication links fhrough the relay aircraft must be desigaed to pro-
vide the communication links and link capacities required. The ground
based element must be capable of receiving, processing, and distributing
the data. The ground based element can be mude a part af the DCF or,alternatively, may be an element of the intelligence processing system c4•0o-,cated and interfaced with the DCPF control elemeunt.

3. 3.9 I.ucndRcvr Control

The assumption tha dominates the requirements to plan launch arnd recovery
operations is that the launch and recovery operation will be standardised,
For each launch and recovery site there will be preplanned launch and re.
covery corridors. Standard emergency procedures will be preplanned.
When one accepts these assumptions (Air Force operations personnel who
have been briefed on the concept have accepted them as valid) the require-
ment to plan launch and recovery is quite simple. The following require-
monte are inherent;

a. For an operational day (or other operational period) select
those preplanned launch and recovery corridors at each
launch and recover site that may be used (or identify those not
permitted). Operational ftctons such as tone* restricted for
Anmy use, changes in friendly order of battle, and RPV launch
and recovery corridors reserved for training. mny cause tanm-

t• porary restrictions.

b. Within an operational day, the factors that affect the selection
of acceptable launch and recovery corridors s.re resource
availability, weather, and the schedule requirements. The
couniderations are simple. Resource *vailabtlity refers to
the availability of launch Fad recovery facilities (RPV avail-
ability was verified in the assignment function), The principal
weather factor ta wind and the preferred launch corridor will
be up wind. Threshold factors for maximum wind, mazimum
cross wind, and maximum trzil wind components can be estab-
llahsd as well as minimum for ceiling and vicibillty The lat-
ter apply particularly to recovery. Schedule factors relate to
th*e ixamnu-n launch and reco'very rate at any launch and re-
covery site

The simplicity of these factors leads to the conclusion that there is no re-
quinament to provide a specific algorithm to support corridor selection.
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Status data on launch/recovery facilities1 and weatter are required as ares
data on RPV operations already scheduled. With an automated system,
these data are in the data base and can. be automatically displayed on request.
It is well within the capability of the operator to manually assess status and
select the launch and recovery site and corridor.

An algorithm providing automatic schedule checks and data on the availab-le
launch sand recovery "time. slots" that are equal to, loes than, or greater
than the desired launch and recovery time slot would be a useful aid. As
will be addressed later, such a capability is required for monitoring the
operation. A schedule checking algorithm is required to examine the total
sc-hedul1e for possible conflicts . Theme came ADP capabilities are provided
for other applications and should be applied to support the selection of.
launch and recovery site and time.

3.3,10 Planaeview

The preceding sectionra hitve addressed discrete planning functions with
& little consideratiotý given to the requirement to insure scýhedule consistency

between individual missions and for the force -It might be- asserted that
appropriate coordinated schedules must have be-n generated since individ-
ual sh. eaite are controlled by the timeovrtreorimontao.
Also, thore is au on-going sechedule check AsInce launch, enroute, and. re-
covery schedules were gener .ated to be consistent with the controlling tin-e
and. rat the .~rne tim-t. novt to overload communications relay missions,

* lamoch and recovery sites, or other. mlistion -aesentia~l facilities. However,
because of the number of mnissionis pia~ned (up to Z14O) and concurrent
planining by mu.-pl operators. undasirshic (Or unacceptable) schedule ad-
jusnnts many hve been introduced in individamisosrsceueon
filts mray ban -bean introduced inadvertentiy. As a result, there it a firm
requiremenot to revke-w %e total operation as planned to establish whether
coordination of schedules' kas been achieved. Further, Current Operation.
'Would alwttys wanit to know wh~ther adding -a new m~ission to the schedule or
adjusting a minioni schedule ttroduceo conflicts.

* Acce~pigthtteesa r rqirent to r~eview a total schedule (Planl for
internal. cwnsist~rcy. the next consideration ip how it should be implermen-
ted. On the MPSHL, there' is a capabilIity e'.attlted Time Sequence Review

I'-TSR).. The capability,. as implemented. provides a graphic display of the
locaiktank at alt airborne missions time-sequenced through a specified time

*period. Simply lstatc,_ýd. the flight plan for each mission is used to generate
synthetic track data, which is displayed with update rites greater than real
time. Tho operator can then view the planned movemvent rof "missions"
over extended time periods in a few minutes and assess the time and space

'In addition, the TSR capability automatically detects airspace conflicts. both
later-al and vertiesl. The constraint is that an airspace volume surrounding
a mission is rot petmitted to intersect ar. airspace volume arcýund another
missica. This c.4apbillty can be applied to 11W reission planning to insure
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that the flight profiles and-schedultes -do not introduce airspace conflicts.
The capability can be applied to RPV missions only or to all missions plan-
ned in a mixed force

The requirement to pro,-..iid4 a plan review capability was alzo stt4died under
the SEEK FLEX Study and for the Automatod TACC. The implementation
concept developed for those steadies was a ',elativiely 3imple check in real
time of the individual mission schedules at critical points along the route.
Constraints were introduced; e. g, maximum arrival rates allowable,
maximum sustained arrival rates allowable over a given time period, or no
Bomb Damage Assessment missions on a target within a time period less
than At minutes after strike or greater than At. minutes after the strike.
This limited concept can provide much of the capability required to auto-
rnatically review a force plan for consistency and conflict.

ADP support requirements to provide a plan review capability are addressed

in Section 5.

3. 3. 11 Mission Monitoring Functions

3.3. 11. 1 Operational Requirement. and Assumptions

There are two aspects to the mrssion monitoring function. One aspect is
the monitoring of the air vehicle's subsystem performance and the relation-
ship between state plarý.-d and state achieved (e. g., time of arrival at a
checkpoint). The outputs of such monitoring are control directives neces-
sary to achieve the .ssired state. In manned systems, such monitoring is
accomplished by the pilot. In RPV systems, the controller exercises phys-
ical control (sul,. section 3.2). The other aspect of monitoring, to be ad-
dressed in this subsection, is the monitoring of the progress of all force
missions., The operational requirements are to assess the state of mission
essential resources and the progress of mission execution in accordance
with the plan. Additiotally, the effect of any new factors (updated intel-
ligence and currernt weather) on the force employment plan are assessed, as
well as any daviations from the plan,

The introduction of RPV into the inventory does not significantly impact the
force monitoring function. The operational requirements are basically
identical, irrespective of whether the force is a pure manned iorce, a
mixed force, or a pure iAPV force. Thi ..nly differences that can be era-
vision:'d are these;

a. Because RPV is capable of mairitaining an exact preplanned
profile and schedule, there are increased opportunities to
plan close coordination between RPV miseions, or betwoen
RP•V missions and manned missions. More exacting coorciina-
tion may, however, impose requirements for more exacting
u,-onltoring to estaW .i•h what adjustm~ents are required, if any,
to acnxieve the desired coordination.
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b. The fact that near-real-time communication bttween thi
physical controller ard the force control element is operation-
ally feasible introduces additional capabilities to exercise
near-real-time control, This may require the maintenance
of ctrrent status in more detail than is presently required
(e.g., more frequent pusition reporting). "'This same capa-
bility also means that schedule deviation can be detected and
reported automatically (human error and prejudice eliminated).
Therefore, reporting by exception may be more acceptable
for RPV's vis-i-vis manna.4 aircraft.

These differerces are not differences Ln kind; they are differences in degree
only, All factory considered, the requirements for monitoring RPV via-i-
vib znared airc. ft are basically identizal.

S 3. 3. 11. Z Implementation Concepts for A2.I Support to Mission Monitoring

The basic premise is that the 485L system can provide the monitoring capa-
* bility required by the Air Force for resource status monitoring.

ADP support i1, however, required to exercise physical control of the RPV's.
Once ADP' Io established independent of the requirement to monitor mission
progress, it provides a capability to automatically report mission status
from the RPV to the control &tation. In turn, the capability to generate
status reports, either actual status or exception reports, can be impltmen-
ted with little additional coot in terms of data base required and program
and processing requirenranta. Were this desirable, then the following cap&-
bility is conuide.'ed as required:

a. Automatic generation and transmission of progress reports, in-
cluding launch, strike, on-station, off-statt.on, recovery and
enroute checkpoints.

b, Automatic generation and tannsmibs.on of exception reports
whenever a condition exists that may, or will, result in an
operationally significant deviation of the flight profile and
schedule from that planned.

If the 485L data source terminal (DST) is collocated with the DCF, or is an
integral part of the DCF, no additional ADP support is required to provide
this capability beyond % pr•gram interfacing the physical control processor
with the muessage coaposi :on processing.

In addition to the above, the plan review capability described in subsection
3.3, 10, Pan Reviow, provides an automated capability to review planned
operations and automatically detect facility overloads and airspace conflicts
intr6duced by the plan. To apply this capability to mission monitoring re-
quires only that actual times be substituted for planned times and the review
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program be executed. The concept is as follows. Schedule exception re-
ports are automatically initiated whenever a deviation exceeding a preset
threshold Is detected. Such reports are input into the plan review function
which automatically establishes whether the deviation generates any schedule
conflicts or overloads. If it does, an appropriate alert message is formu-
lated and transmitted as follows:

a. The message is displayed to the operator exercising physical
control of the RPV. This message also includes other addres-
ses for this message as dictated by S.O.P,'s

b. The physical controller takes that action necessary and author-
imed to resolve the conflict. For example, if an RPV is re-
turning to the recovery point and the recovery facility is
overloaded, an orbit turn or hold may be directed by the
physical controller to resolve the conflict.

c. Transmispion of the exception report to other addresses is
authorize by the operator.

d. If the sch dule deviation is transmitted to the agency exer-
cising fo ce control, the report'will be automatically processed
and displ yed to the responsible operator. Within the TACC,.
this will e a function of the 485L system. No additional capa-
bility is ýequired.

e. If the schedule deviation i4 transmitted to the CRC, the unit
exercising airspace control, the report will be processed the
same as any other schedule deviation report.

In general the ADP capability to support functions involving the supply of
data to the TACC for mbced forces is sufficient to support the total mission
monitoring function for a pure .. PV force deployed without an automated
TACC.

ADP support for the monitoring function is addresetd in Section 5.

3. 3 11. 3 Mission Adjustment and Replanning RPV Missions

The mission monitoring function provides data on mission deviations &nd
status data that may require adjusting the operation of the force to minimize
the effect of detected deviations. Additionally, within the force there is a
capability to receive and assess updated intelligence and status data and
immediate requests for missions. The 485L system provides automated
processi, and display of such reports which may initiate miesion replanning.
It is assumtd that the 485L capability is available at the TACC, and that
there is a DWT co-located with the DCF (or that the capability of a DST is an
integral part of the DCF).

This subsection rddrsases the requirement to plan an adjustment to an RPV
mission and to cause the RPV to execute the adjustment. Requirement to
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adjust the communications relay mission(s) to minimize the effect of jam-
ming is ad4ressed in the next subsection.

The functional capability required to replan an RPV mission is basically

identidal to the preplanning function. The only difference is that for re-
planning it may not be necessary to consider every segment of the mission.

Implementing a new RPV mission or adjusting one already planned intro-
duces a unique RPV requirement, the necessity to code the changed plan and
to insert the plan into the RPV system. If the RPV has not yet been launched,
the process is identical to that described for preplanning. Response time
requirements are, however, more critical. The concept for current opera-
tions makes it imperative that the capability be provided to automatically
convert a planned profile into a coded flight control program. (It is assumed
that the response requirement for RPVts is comparable to those for manned
missions.) If an airborne divert is desired, the revised program must be
inserted into the RPV system and executed while the RPV is in flight. The
concept for physical control described in subs'iction 3. 2 provides this capa-
bility.

The conclusion is that the requirement to replan RPV missions and to adjust
preplanned missions and to execute the controls to implement the new or
modified plan can be satisfied by applying the capabilities provided for pre-
planning and for physical control. As before, the capability is sufficient to
perform the nocessary replannii.• or adjustment in the absence of any part
of the 485L system.

3. 3.11.4 Mission Adjustment and Replanning Communications Relay

There are any number of conditions that can initiate a requirement to replan
relay missions. For example, relay mission delays, aborts, etc., can
materialize. One critical cauce for 'replanning would be to reduce vulner-
ability to enemy ECM. When jamming is encountered, the location of the
jamanrng source can, in niany situations, be established as a strobe line, or
a location which is an intersection of two or more strobe lines. From an
analysis of the jamming signal received and the intelligence data on enemy
jammers, the technical characteristics of the active jammners can be estab-
lished. With ADP support, this can be accomplished in near real time. If
one simply considers the geometry of the problem, a relay aircraft at a
range of 180 nm from a jammer flying at 500 knots normal to the janilner
line of sight will change the line of sight 0off angle" at a rate of 2. 65 per
minute; at 100 nm, the change rate is 4.9 per minute. Assuming reasonable
directivity of the communications beam, the relay aircraft can be repositioned
in five or ten minutes, such that the new location is significantly more ef-
fective.

Enemy tracking of the relay as a countermeasure is fully effective only if
the Ja•mmer and the target are co-located. The enemy problem is further
compounded i there are two relay aircraft on-station. The enemy also does
not kn6w ahead of time the target objective of an RPV that he may have
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detected. The jamme?(s) he has chosen to -ctivate may not be the most ef-
fective against an attack or attacks that will materialize in five or ten nin-
utes.

The capability required is to assess in near real time the effect of a pre-
dictable or experienced jamming environment on the relay conlmunications
links and to establish how the relay aircraft might be repositioned to fninit
mize the effect of jamming being encountered. The ADP support required
to provide such a capability has been described in subsection 3. 3.5.3.3.
Replanning of relay missions as a result of other causes is well within the
capability of the planning system that has been described.

3.3. IZ TACS Interfaces

The requirements to interface the RPV Composite Group Command and Con-
trol System with the TACS is similar in every respect to the interface be-
tween a manned aircraft wing, its Tactical Unit Operations Center and the
other TACS elements. The TACC inputs the frag order to the RPV Group
plus directives to adjust and redirect missions. The RPV group reports
data to the TACC on the status of resources, mission schedules developed by
the RPV planning function, and progress reports of missions in the execution
phase. There are, however, certain unique features of RPV operations and
the D.PV command and control system which will, or may, affect the quantity
of data reported, as well as the kind of data.

These considerations are largely dominated by operational factors. It is not
"r -possible to resolve them from an analysis of the RPV System alone. They

must be resolved by the using comm sands. They probably cannot be resolved
until the RPV system concepts and the operational concepts for employment

are clearly specified. A general conclusion can, however, be reached. The
orportunity exists for greater data exchange between the TACS and the RPV
force. No additional functional capability is required; it is a quantitative
factor only, The cost to provide additional capacity, if that is operationally
desirable, is not high. It is a factor that does not significantly impact the
RPV system design or the design of the RPV system TACS interface.
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SECTION 4

MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM APPLICATIONS TO
RPV COMMAND AND CONTROL

4.1 INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

The growth of aircraft technology and the requirements arising from the many
problems of modern tadtical air operations have multiplied the amount of
information that must be considered in mission planning. Conversely, these
same factors have decreased the time available to do so. Automated aids are
therefore necessary which provide the planner with the capability of rapidly
reviewing essential elements of information and allowing him to decide, at
each critical point in the planning process, the direction in which he wishes
to proceed. The critical decisions are formulated by the planner through his
unique ability to determine patterns and trends when appropriately presented
with a large number of factors.

In a tactical air environment, a planner is almost invarcably in a situation
where the number of targets which must be attacked far exceeds the available
resources. Further, operation in the threat environment is hazardous to the
resources. This means that the planner must face four major responsibilities:

a. Insuring that each mission is a success.
b. Insuring the safe return of his resources.
c. Insuring that the value of attacked targets is high.
d. Insuring that his resources are allocated in the best manner.

As mentioned before in most tactical environments these responsibilities
must be met within a limited time.

Under the ground data processing element (691F) of the Advanced Develop-
ment Program 691, "Force Protection Program", the USAF Rome Aii, Devel-
opment Center has sponsored the development of a Mission Planner System
that offers the capability to preplan and/or simulate combat and combat sup-
port missions for manned aircraft. The system includes automatic data
processing and display equipment as well as necessary computer programs to:
1) rapidly develop and evaluate alternate plans, Z) through an iterative proc -
esg, to derive an effective plan for a given mission, and 3) evaluate the over-
all effectiveness of this planning.

The Mission Planner System is not a single path "canned" process, but
rather a comprehensive network of multiple choices. In deciding which path
to take at any given mode in the network, the planner is assisted by automated
data retrieval and presentation techniques, incorporating comprehensive
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effectiveness/performance criteria. The System enhances the operatorts
ability to perform detailed planning of as sociated combat and support mis -
sions, to effectively use his available resources to satisfy all mission
requirements, and to maximize the probability of mission success.

The Mission Planner program achieved a significant milestone in December,
1971, with the successful development of a comprehensive group of coniputer
programs known as the "breadboard system." These programs have been
installed for test and evaluation, on a commercial data processing system at
the Armament Development and Test Center, Eglin Air Force Base.

The Mission Planner Breadboard can be applied, almost in its entirety, to
RPV planning. Subsection 4. 2 discusses in detail the overlap in preplanning
functions for manned aircraft and RPVs.

In addition, an Advanced Development Mission Planning System (ADMPS) is
being developed for the Air Force. This ADMPS will have expanded capabil-
ities over the breadboard system. The present breadboard system handles
only strike and ECM support missions. The ADMPS, however, will handle
additional missions, such as reconnaissance and ELINT missions.

The ADM"'PS will also have expanded ECM capabilities in areae such as chaff
and other expendables which have direct applicability to RPV planning.

In considerinG the use of the mission planning breadboard for manned aircraft
and for RPVs, there are many common functions, as well as unique functions,
for each. Not only may the functions be different, but the required detail and
accuracy of the plans may differ for manned aircraft and RPVs. There are
also unique functions required for the different types of missions such as
interdiction, reconnaissance, and ECM support. The following subsections
are concerned with these factors as applied to the Mission Planner Breadboard
System.

The first subsction (4.2) describes the Mission Planner Breadboard System
and illustrates it by providing a single thread planning scenario.

Subsection 4. 3 describes how certain of the breadboard functions have already
been utilized for RPV mission planning through changes in the data base
and/or minor program modifications. Breadboard program modifications
necessary for extending the breadboard system to accommodate additional
RPV functions of Command and Control are found in 4.4. New system
capabilities for RPV planning, monitoring, and Command and Control which
could be added to the breadboard are contained in Section 3. In Appendix A
there is a description of the demonstration on the breadboard of some of the
RPV planning functions accomplished for interdiction, Command and Control,
and ECM support missions with the results of these demonstrations.
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4.2 MISSION PLANNER BREADBOARD SYSTEM

4. 2. 1 Introduction

The Mission Planning Breadboard System consists of software programs
which are implemented upon a commercial computer an~d dual displays, as

shown in Figure 4.2-1. One display is utilized for graphic information and
the second for alphanumeric data. The Breadboard System is capable of
demonstrating the automation of certain functions requisite to the planning of
such missions as interdiction strikes and ECM support. The System provides
the planner with a capability to deal with a multiple mission planning environ-
ment while preserving inter-mission relationships over the time period in which
which the missions will be executed.

The Mission Planning Breadboard System augments the planner's decision-
making process from the selection of a mission requirement through the

Figure 4.2.-1. Mission Planning Breadboard System
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completion of a mission plan. The operator develops a final plan for each
mission through an iterative process with the System in which he considers
the nature of the target, the availability of resources, an optimum route to
and from the target, the characteristics of existing threats, and all available
means by which to minimize the threats in executing the mission assignments.
After each mission has been planned the System supports the planner in his
review of the overall multimission plan in areas of coordination, C-ne space
conflict, and mutual support. The planner calls for various planning functions
by using a set of function buttons as shown to the left of the graphic display
in Figure 4.2- l.
Some of the planning functions which are presently demonstrable on the
Mission Planning Breadboard System at Eglin Air Force Base, and at

Litton Data Systems Division, Van Nuys, are:

a. Target characteristics review.

b. Review of previous missions against the target.

c. Aircraft and ordnance selection.

d. Resource assignment.

e. Call sign assignment.

f. Enemy Order of Battle review.

g, Semi-automatic route selection.

h. Route safety analysis.

i. Automatic route selection.

3. Automatic selection of on-board Jamming equipment.

k. Automatic configuring of aircraft external stores.

1. Fuel calculation and tanker requirements development.

m. TACS assignment.

n. Automatic selectiou of standoff jamming orbits.

p. ECM effectiveness analysis.

q. Time sequence review (preflying the missions) to verify mission
^ompatiblity (no time-space conflicts) and continuity of planning.
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The Mission Planning B:eadboard System was developed to address manned
aircraft missions in the context of preflight mission planning. The current
capability has recently been modified to include some unmanned aircraft
mission planning. Many of the existing planning functions can be used in con-
junction with air situation data in a. logical extension of the system to include
real time command and control of both manned and unmanned mission
execution.

4.2.Z Mission Planner Scenario

The following pages present Mission Planner Breadboard System capabilities
and functions. The presentation is in the form of a scenario which describes
the way in which Mission Planner Breadboard software is used to plan inter-
diction missions, as well as the ECM support for those missions. Although
the Advanced Development Mission Planner will plan all types of tactical mis-
sions, the present Breadboard is limited to interdiction missios and

• ECM support,

The scenario is set in North Korea and assumes that three things have
occurred prior to the start of planning.

a. A set of requirements (targets) has been selected and given
to the system for detailed planning.

b. The apportionment of sorties for interdiction and ECM support
has been accomplished.

c. The data base has been updated to reflect changes in friendly
and enemy status.

With these assumptions, the scenario begins.
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75 ~ SONM HIGHWAY U 1565 35A11IU5E 2 I'-111A KfN STMRIK TME
71 HAEJU WLITARY 411t611 3&$MtUi2A I A-70 0 011 016110111 a

76 C14A!RYONG VEHICLE 1163M2 -MIJ
DEPOT U11 U1t35 4P16 J

716 I4WANGJU POL AREA OF 1ii A35.31-11ZIA7E

---- TO SELECT TARGET ENTER MNO N0. SHIIFTIETR

* Upon activation of the function key INTERDICTION PLANNING the set of requirements for
toelay's planning effort appears. Five requirements were provided in the scenario. The nature of
each requirement along with relevant data on each Is shown on the alphanumeric (A/N) display.
The geogaphic location of each potential target along with thie location of friendly bases is
diawn on the graphic display.

As of the start of the scenario resources have already bean assigned to the first four targets. The
scenarlo deveribes the manner In which the mission against the Hwanglu POL area is planned. The
proesm begins with the planner's entering via the keyboard, the mission number Q710) in the indi-

cate space on the display.
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TYPE- AREA 55S CAL P01. PRU11 ?SUG&M (KILL) ONE POL TANK( i OIAMXIM HIGH (KILL)

4.TOT- M2USS DEC ELEY-4M OSJ-DEIITROY M~LISTORAI3E FACILITIES

UISC-TOT AREA WXNM. S. E EDGE MWANGJU VILLAGE. TWO (2) UlK GAL
STORAGE TANKS. ESTIM. 3M S5 CAL DRUMS PLUS PUMPING/0ISTRIS1UTION
FACIUITIES. OMPI-IWO TANKS AND CENTER OF TOT ARIEA.

CIG-

REM-TOT STRUCK $OEC
PUEIPOST MISSION ANALYSIS

When the planner selects a particular requirement for planning, new graphic and new alpha-
numeric displays are generated. The A/N display prekents detailed target description data from
the data base. In addition to the basic descriptive data, the planner gets a reference 1t; a target
folder. This folder containt. amplifying -hard copy data on the target including any reconnaissance
photographs. If there Is any command guidance with respet to this taret, it I,. included in the
display as wall as a reference to previous strikes.

The graphic display continues to display all friendly bases but the upper portion is modified so
that only the sielected tre~t is shown (as an asterisk). In addition, the enemy missile and AAA
defenises within a 26 mile radius of the target are also automatically displayed.

If the planner withes to review the previous strike against this target he does so by entering a
symbol in the space in the bottom line. If not, he activates a different function switch.
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FlrMST1i MWW0N ANALY01
HWA.IWU P0L APIA' 11160I 31.3/1ZWTE

I T/0 FLOW U I CRS FI.3U .56
2 CLAU Fli .W 7 OCU FULN .65
3 CRM FL.21 .0
4 OCNO FLU MIL
S CLMW FL3. MIL

If the planner selects "Pre/post Mission Analysis" the displays present basic data on the previous
mission against that target. The graphic display presents the route profile as it was planned. In
addition, if the data were available and were stored, it would also show the mission as it was
flown. Any EOB (Enemy Order of Battle) reports or data associated with the mission may also be
displayed. Discrepancies between the "as planned" and the "as flown" routes may be related to
events as described in pilot debrief ings or in other intelligence sources.

The A/N display presents amplifying route profile data and after reviewing these data the planner
can proceed by activating another function switch.
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FL. OM. HM JM. KN: NO PENETRATION OF YALU RIVER RUIOPER ZONE AUTH.
JL, XL: Ot 011 COMBAT CFOS CEILING 61 VIS 5 MILES.

ORDIMOSIrACTIC-
FIlE NO PENETRATION WITHOUT F49 ESCORT.

FUEL-NONE
TOT TYPE-POL TOT& ORD SHOULD INCLUDEXNE. AND INCENDIARY.
BEN-ALL M11111 WILL ABORT IF WILD WEASEL SUPPORT ABORTS.

RETAIN TAIIKS. HERS, MISSILES, POOL

The planner may aiso wish to review command guidance prior to initiating the actual planning
pvocess A display of summarized command guidance is available when the COMMAND GUID-
ANCE function switch is activated. Command Guidance may be too voluminous or complex
to be shown ig tot on the display; therefore the displayed Command Guidance may consist of
references to appropriate volumes or documents. To move on from Command Guidance the
planner selects a different function switch.
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TARSiET TYPE FOR UMiON NO. 711
Tor 10.7 ~DTOT NO.- 811815
TST- IWANISU IOL AREA
TVT TYPS- I AREA 8 SAL POL DRUM7600 11NM KILL) A/C TYVS- I F40

2 ONE POL TANK 0 OIANIXiM NWIH (KILL) 2 F-1o0
3 3 F-IliA
4 4 A-10

TAROGET TYP: 1. AND A/C TYP: J.
UO. OF AM-: ON DESIRED CONFIDENCE:*1

1111 RED: A/B RIISSUR•I: 040 INVENW

The first scenario action for the planner is the selection of ordnance. This function is initiated
by the ORDNANCE SELECTION function switch. The initial A/N display requests the planner
to select available options for ordnance selection.

Ordnance selection is accomplished through the use of JMEMs or Joint Munitions Effects Manu-
als. These documents are the result of combined scientific research studies as to tha effectiveness
of various ordnance/aircraft combinations against different types of targets. Abstracts from these
documents have been made for the Mission Planner data base. For each possible target type and
aircraft type combination the three best ordnances have been selected. When the planner selects
a specific target type and a specific aircraft type then these three best ordnances are displayed.

In the display the planner has chosen target type I (Area 55 gal POL drums) and Aircraft type 1
(F-4A's). The planner must also select either the number of aircraft he wishes to use in the attack
gr the probability of successful attack that he wishes. Whichever value he enters the other is auto-
matically calculated for him. In the present case, he has specified a 60% probability of success.
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MEM TABLE
TOT TYPE- AREA U GAL POL DRUMS 161iM (KILL)

ORDNANCE FUZE A/C NO. DIVE ALT KTAS PO PS
1 F M IT -40 4 S IN 4W .21 .3I
2 NK iS INST F40 I I i" 451 -IS .83
3 4 LU-3 IOW F,40 a it 4110 .17 .S1

ENTER OROMANCE:J OR ORDNANCE MENU:-
TOT TYPE: NO RE- AMl RESOURCIS:R ORO IIVEN:_

The A/N display changes to present the abstract from the JMEMs for FAD aircraft against 55 gal
POL drums. Weapon identifiers and other data have been altered to permit this document to be
unclassified. The three ordnances which are (1) certified for the F-4D and (2) best for this target
type are displayed. In addition, fuze data and optimum tactic are included. The single pass proba-
bility of destruction MID) is the value upon which the calculations are based and is also displayed.
Using this value, the computer programs have determined that four F-4D's are required to achieve
a probability of success of 0.60 (or over) using the nine - M-224's, If the planner wishes to use
the nine - MK-95s, then five aircraft are required to achieve a probability of success higher
than 0.60.

The planner selects the nine M-224's by entering the appropriate digit (i.e. 1) in the space labeled
"Enter Ordnance." From here he goes to the next target type.
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ORNNEFUZE A/C 160. DIVE. ALT KTAS PO FS
I aMW At# 11O411 4 6 lot. 451 24 A17
2 12 MKW .118 F40 I is 4W 46 .1$
3 4 1LUW [1111T F40 5 6 1 IN 4W .14 J33

ENERODNNC:OR ORDNANCE MENU. R NVN

This A/N display presents the JMEM data for the second target type and the F-41) aircraft. For
the purpose bf the scenario, the plan neii selects the first ordnance, namely, six M-224's.

After he has selected an ordnance against each target type, he goes to Airbase Resources as indi-
cated In the display. However, prior to the Airbase displays, a short digression is in order to
show what happens If the planner wilshes to use another ordnance than the ones shown on the
JIMEM tables. He Initiates this capability by selecting "Ordnance Menu."
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I AQ12CP11 ..is 004WI AFIAM CLUSTER
I ASW1IZS C IIIES1 I4AI PA LSE

4 111.14111 (FINIIID) t3 CluuiS ADIAN CLUSTER
6 P IL UN?3WPIN1119 14 C1141A AVIM CLUSTER
I UUi1 Si!NUEVIL 560 to GUNA Do U CIUtel
I WUIAIA al CLUSTER 1S CWI4A AP CLUSTER
I MCIIICA AP CAUSTIN 17 CUMS!A AP JAIULE CLITR
I GMi/A AP FRA2 CLUP1ER If W400111 1`014 CLUWAE

IN16R 41N41111t1 II AW AMOUNT- ANDW3.AJG: - NEXT Mfl.-

The planner canr ove'rride the JMF.Ms and select any ortlnmice he wishes Ifilt is available in the
theatre. This AMN disptay ptesente. one page of the Ordnance Menu. Each ordnance type has an
kn'tifyino numnber. Using the next-to-lest line. the planner select$ an ordnance, the amount to be

carried by each slriraft. and the numbear of aircraft ht wishes for the miuslon. Notice thlat When
'the Ordowne Menu is used the breacdboar'i does I!ot calculate the probability of succ m. nor du~es
it detemine the rMulted numiber of -airerift. However, the data ame satoed in *,fe Mimaaon Surn-F ~may vid ame used law in Configuratiwi and Fuel Analysis.
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A R/B RESOURCE AND ASSIGNMENT
LOCATION A/C AVAIL A/C TYPE
"PN 41 F4D
KjU 44 P1860
K"N Is F.IIIA--- !:TJN 44 F.IUD
Till F-4
TGU U FAD

ENTER AIRIASE: Tft3
TOT TYPE: M$% RED: ORD INVEN: -

* [•When the planner selects AIrbase Resources, ha receives the data as shown in the A/N display.
_ Since his ordnance selection was predicated on the use of FAD's, he must select either Pusan or

Taegu. He selects Taegu. His ordnance selection also postulated 8 - F.4D's aircraft (four against
each target type). Selection of Taegu automatically reduces the "A/C Avail" value at Taegu from

S56 to 46,

If it should happen that the ordnance he selected earlier was not available at Taegu, he would be
6,• so informed by a meange at the bottom of the graphic display. In that case, the planner would

presnumbly -select "Grdnar-oe inventory.".
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SQUADRON AND CALL SIGN ASSIGNMENT WGU EFFECTIVE 01-31- DEC
-3 T F S F -4 0 1 , 2 - 5 4 T F S F 4 0 2 0 3 - 5 5 T F S F 4 0 1 6

53 TFS I NECTAR 2 MOHAWK 3 RED 110G 4 SPEEDY
5 MUD PIE G CORNHUS 1( 7 SEAFIN I DOLLY
0 IVORY 10 RAISIN 11 O OLIGE 12 MARKOFF

54 TFS 13 14 15 Is
17 1 I9 20
21 22 23 24

5 5 T F S 2 5 2 6 2 7 2 6
20 30 31 32
33 34 35 36

SQUAD: I. C/S: _- 4 .A/C ALLOCATED FOR AREA 65 GAL POI. DRUMS

If the ordnance were available at the selected base, the graphic and A/N displays as shown here
would appear. On the graphic display only the tarqet and selected airbase are displayed.

The A/N display is modified to show what squadrons are at the selected base and what the autho-
rized call signs are for each squadron. In the actual display, there are 12 call signs provided i or
each squadron. The planner selects a squadron and as many call signs as he requires for the mission.
"Call signs are assigned by groups of four with a final call sign being assigned to any left-over air-
craft. For examnple if 5 aircraft had been required in ordnance selection, he would assign a call
sign first to four aircraft and then assign a second call sign to the single remaining aircraft. If he
wished to send eight aircraft rather then five he could return to the ordnance selection display
and specify eight aircraft.

The number of aircraft per squadron are automatically decremented and the bottom line keeps
track of how many call signs remain to be allocated as well as how many have already been
assigned..p1
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SMAJCIVI UIIY Mi RJU KN TA on *TSU
AMM MR,1 3% 166 21m 4V2 7 =4Mi
AMlM CLOWNR GMI 21 63 616 466

SLUMlINFU3IP IN4 466 276 1233 611 621
uLU.ITWuMOwI m us 3s 664 M 7s
S"lUt gumIT "M1 III W 301 M 441 446
CIMIAIA AP CLUITER WI I e In M
CSUCIA AF CLUSTER 416 701 471 616 us 1
CSU-W1A A• MAG CLUSTER 171 751 456 713 4K 376
CBLL24AII APM CLUSTER 621 BIG 621 16 M i 61 116
TOT TVPE:U IN 860 : A/I RESOURCES: NEXT FARE:._

If the planner had selected Ordnance Inventory as mentioned earlier, he would receive this A/N
display. It represents one of several pages describing how many units of each ordnance type are
available at each base. The planner uses these data either to select a different ordnance or to set
up a requirement to fly the ordnance from a base where it is available to the base where it is not.
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SROUT1 PROOFILE KM WO0E ALT I4IACH 7 THST ALT KMAC THST

MIN No. -lo cIl --A- o0010 V$ ML

TOT g. -also 3 CIS ON0O 9V
"liT -AMMsJU POL AMA 4 OCWI 4ie as
LOC. -36AM -12A4 I SU 4MU 1.1l
FROIM - TAISU I CLM 380 0. ML
PRIULAM - EC 71 UNS 30
AftC- F40 UID am a US6

--IPLANaEo ROUTE S•liliqriMUMMERl TO EXIT 404 LIGHT PE DOUG REO STRICTED Al"A

At this point, the planner is ready to start route planning. This function is initiated through the
ROUTE PLANNING function switch. Because the breadboard so facilitates planning it is
assumed that there will be times when the system is not being used to plan "tomorrow's mis-
sions." Thus it can be used to "pre-plan missions against targets which the planner is sure will
become requirements in the future. Such missions can be planned and stored in the data
base until that target does become a requirement. At that time, the mission can be retrieved and,
if it Is still satisfactory, can be used as the actual plan. Even if it is not totally satisfactory, it can
be the basis for any planning which must be done.

There are three factors which may make the preplan unsatisfactory. These are:

.1 Changes in the Enemy Order of Battle MEOB)

2. New restricted zones

3. Weather

Activation of the Route Planning function automatically displays a preplanned route to the
target if one exists. However, in addition to the display of the preplanned route, the graphic dis-
play also contains all changes in EOB data which have occurred since the date of the preplan.
Any new restricted zones are also displayed. Thus the planner uan immediately evaluate his earlier
route in terms of these new factors. If they do not appear as cause for route modification, he
can accept the route as is.

As will be seen later, a weather display may also be superimposed.

If no preplanned route exists for the target, the last historical route to that target is displayed as
the basis for further planning.
In the present scenario, It Is clear that the preplanned route now intersects new EOB and a
restricted zone (P-30). Further data on the restricted zone are available by lightpenning
the area.

Route profile data on a leg by leg basis are presented in the A/N display.
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MISTINCTID AREA SO. P-31
AUTOMOIZATION SEOUL AD COMB
START0T. -* U NOV.
E118 0T - UFP
LOCAl7I0 - 2UIftJSIP

hMOTN - Mi1 E FREE FIRE ZONE
SURFACE O 11. FT,

Lightpenning the restricted area provides A/N data describing the zone. In the present case,
the altitude to which' the zone reaches precludes overflying, Therefore route modification is
required3
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r UTE MENFIRST 100 2 CLM S 16.6 LI ML
(OR IsmUMODUNO.:..j 3CIS 281196.154

4 OCN 4W 0154
6 DUIN 46K 1.16
ICMIA 30011 6.84 MEL

$ai isK n Us

Activation of the "Route Modification" function switch results in the alphanumeric display as
sh-own. The planner may use either the graphic or thle AN~ display for route modification, This
display is used to Indicate the node or point at which the planner wishes to start his modification.
He may identify a node by number or a point by using fth lightpen.
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ROlUTE PROFILE MOIICTO MOOR ALT MACH TI4ST IAiOO ALT MACH TWIST

AGLITE MODIFICATION UUGIN3 ATT 22 MA~ Isms 11, M111

NCO[NO. 1 OF OLD k3UTS 3 CBS 2"S &64

EXTEX OPTION, - CAS 4M 1.10
1MVOIFY CHECK.FOIMT I Cm 1110 t"K MIL
teDRlytR CNECK-POINT 7 CRS 30W to

Selection of a -starting point automatically causes the AIN display to, chane to he formlat shon
here. This format Is used to defitw- what the plariner wishes to do. Selecting one of the three
options results in a new NJN display oriented toward making the desired changes except in thle case
of "Delete Node." If "Delete Node" is selocted, the node which was identified in the previous dis.

.j ~ play is deleted and the route automatically is connected, between the node peor to ard subs&
quent to th&e nodsft) dieleted.

In the weriario, the planner firtu seecats option 3 - Add Check-point(s}.
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p r ROUTE FROFILE MODIFICATIU MODE ALT MAACH TIIWT MODE ALT MAUM THIM

4 aOCK 4W3 11,4
LITE PN NEXT MODE I OWl 4W3 1.10
(OR INTER NOCE NO.-.) 6 CLUBAW IL61 8.4 MU1.

k R INTER I CR2 311111 11.4
LAT:- WADC IOD 24 11

LO*2:-(DUO.MC)

F NE~~~W 106: __ NESTRIC1EO AEAIS ___EXIT:___

Selection, of Option 3 produces this alphanumeric display. The display allows the planner to use
either the graphic display (fightpen) or the AIN display (node number or Lat/Long entry' to mod-
ify the route.

Using the llghtpen the pla,-:;er indicates where he wants the next node to be, A line is then drawn
by the processor from the starting niode (in this cawe node 1) to the indicated point, Subsequent
line can be drawn the same way.

"Te original route Is also maintained until the planner oauses the new route to rejoin. the old
ro.~te. At that time, the discrded legs vanish from the scope leaving -he new route, Node numbers
are auto matically changed as requited.

Notice in the graphic display, how a now node 2 was created which by-passes the ivstricted zone
and rejoins the old route at node 3.
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ROUTE PROFILE MODIFICATION MODE ALT MACH THT MODE ALT MACH THU
I T/0 21 L3 MiL

ENTER CHECK POINT DATA 2 CL11 IN" 1V WL
NOME &A1._ (Cik CLII. OCUO, 3 CRS 2" U4

CASH ON FUEL) 4 OCID 4W so
ALT: ti (IN In OF FEET) § DASH 41 1.13
MACH: I£14IO FORM 90) 1 CLII NN 4134 NIL
THIT - - -_WL, MAX, XLL. XXL) 7 CPA Ni L34
LAT: 37,11 (00. OMMCI OCOD as am
LONG: 1ILU2 (0DO. MNMC

"NEW E01: _ ETICTED MEAL_ EXIT:

The planner may also desire to modify other types of data relating to a particular leg. Such items
are leg mode, leg altitude, leg Mach number and/or thrust setting. To do so, he would return to
display shown on page 33 and select a node. For the example, suppose he chose node 3. The
next display would be the one previously shown on page 37. In this case the planner would
eater a "" (Modify Checkpoint). This action produces an alphanumeric display like the
presmt one, The data for leg 3 as they presently exist are included in the format. The planner
call cbutp aey of these data by overwriting his desired changes in the appropriate location.
The route data on the right of the display are automaidcally updated as are the data in the flight
pun umumary.
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ROUTE MROALE MODIFICATION MODE ALT MACH THI3T MMODE ALT UWACHN THEVT
I Tic 21 114 It~

EVTER CHECK POINT PATA 2 CLUE IM 6.70 M11L
Matl: LBIZ... (Cot CLUE, OCUD. 2W CA$ 2M 9

DASH 0R FUEL) 4 DCNID 4510 AM
ALT: ZI& (14IW OFp FEET) 6 DASH 4410 'if
MACH:aa fix FUORMII#A I CLuf 3G C14 QL
TNIT --- 1111L. MAX, XLL. XXL) 7 CR1 ASM k154
LAT: 37.1111 (DO. WIC) a am4 31 155
LONG: 121131 (DOO. UMC)

NEW ED&: ___RESTRICTED ARM, ___ EXIT:

The weather display is generated by activatin~g the WEATHER function switch, This display is
used by the planner to determine whether his old route or his new one should be modifed be-cause
of weather. Two types of weather data are presented on a one degree by one degree grid. F irst the
planner is shown data on cloud cover. Cloud cover is shown where it exists in oft, two or three
layers Layers are represented by the liatters L, M and/or H.

L -Ilow level cloud cover

M - medium level cloud cover

14- high level cloud cover

In addition areas with reported turbulence are indicated by a T.

If the weather appears to be a problem, the planner can refer to his hard copy weather data and
map for more detail. He may also use the route modification capability to change 'the foute it
necessary.
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ED$ REVIEW OtUUtY SELECTION JI :A:M S M :~

:AL CVERE .TER*I MSX DELETE _COWftETE :NEXT M~EI L ~~~~~~~~~SAM 
II : Z _A :_ 4 : &3 :3 : IA.A.AA :3W- 7 MU

...MIFECOhTROL RADAR _FSA :-& _A :_jO

By selecting the E08 REVIEW function switch, the planner can further evaluate his route onthe basis of enemy order of battle -(E08). The planner selects the particular threat types hewishes to see from the menu of the alphanumeric display. He may select one or more classes(e.g. SAM, AAA) or he may select one or more subcelases (e.g. SA2, SA3 and 57 MM AAA).When he finishes his selection, the threat elements hie desires are displye oV th rphcdisplay with the restriction that (1) only the location is shown as inicated by a letter and (Z~only those threats which actually intersect his track are shown. (The graphic display as shownis slightly different from the description to this point since it is deu-igned to show many co~abil-

Referring again to the A/N display, if the planner setects "ALL" ho is shown all tile threats ofthe selected classtes) In the tactical area. Selection of "COVERAGE" when amourpanied bylight pen action at a site location, produces the -circle of range coverage as shown in the graphicdisplay. Selection of "DELETE" when accompanied by light pen action removes the circles."DELETE" when used with a class selector (e.g. AAA) removes the entire class. During anylight pen actions the various function buttons are made inoperative. Selection of "Complete"after light pen action restores the option to choose other functions.
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F105 REVIEW OURAY¥ USIIICTIOR

:.ALL :_C OVElt3M :.TRiUtU MASK :MOELETE : _COMPLETE :_NEXT PAGE
:.U :3*I :_&A :_IAD :-UK -. $AS :3M :-SO

:_UL CSCT$IL AAR :_ .- M :_ :-AA :_FG
-RPULEIIO. RADA :_U1 :RAC AST

The graphic display shows a typical distribution of AAA sites.
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0 SVIEW OMAY SE ULECTION

ALL DVIRA! *.:TERRAI v= :_ DOELETE :.CO1•ETE :-NEXT PAGE
:_ • ;.3M :Ul ,, :_UAS :_S AS ._&-.M :_SA

:_AAA'l :11 11Wi :_fJI1UW

:_ ih OITNI 0L RAWk :-FjA _F36 _$A :J4
:jFfl* CONTROL RADAR -WN :_PC :_l

This display shows a possible pattorn of Miuile Control Radars. This display may be combined
with the display indiating the location of SAM sits
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1OI REVIE'Wl WF.Y SELECTIONl

_ALL :_CDVIS4I :_TIRRAU•MAl :_DELETE :_CONI•IETE :iFTME

:.5 :_TK :_KA :_K :_RU :-IL :iMF :_FF :-I :-01

:.C :_.C :_ : :_MC :_C :_3 :_M :_0O :__1

:AIIORNi INTERCEPT

KID IO a imt

In order to request a display of enemy Early Warning Radars, GCI sites and Airborne Intercept
capabilities, a second menu is required. This format is used in the same way the previous one
was used. The planner selects either a class or subclass of threat.

The graphic display shows the location of the EW radars as indicated by an "E."
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:ALL :_COVERAU :_TIRMAU MA :-DELETE :_CWPLETE :JKNWT P13

:-[W :_YK :..KA :_15 :RU :-11 :- :-FF :_111 0-D
:3C :_W :MC :.Cf JO -. & :108 --80 :J4

;-AIIIOIU INTERCEPT

The graphic display now shows the capability to display terrain masked coverage of a radar. This
function Is initiated by selection of "Terrain Mask." This capability is actually available for
Mssl~e Control Radars, Fire Control Radars and (3C1 sites, as well as Early Warning Radars. The
coverage age of an EW radar (selected by light pen action) at the altitude flown by the mission
aircraft,

While the programs to provide this coverage are available, the actual implementation of the terrain
masking functiont is severely limited by the relative unavailability of terrain data.
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This display is typica of the coverage of enemy GCI sits
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This display represents a typical terrain masked display for a GCI site. The coverage is still altitude
dependent, of course.
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108 REVIEW O4ILAY SELECTION

:_~ALL :_COVERAGE-_t :liMWUf* :DiELETE -._COI.ETE :_PRMSNE

:1W :_TK _KA :_K8 _AU :-BL :-MF :FF :_H ;-09
:.,G -~ MC :-CF -13 :-M :-N -SO :-F

:NISM S WilTER

K"s I wellS

This is the display which the planner sees wheni he requests "Airborne Intercept" on the threat
menu. The A/M display changes to Include d~ate on the number and type of ere-my aircraft at ea-ch
base. The graphic display presents the location of enemy airbases with thti airbase identifijers,
In adidition, it uses the letter "C" to indicate the location of known enemy CAP or loiter points.
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"At this point the planner has tentatively selected a route as shown on the grapbic di#pay. He may
now use a function switch to request that the wlected route be scored. The result of the tc-oring is
shown on the AIN display. There Is a wcoe for the whole route as weUl as a score for the worst leg
The tot scre in each case is cormpo• of three subwAors

1) wore or Detection wore whoih is a nisapre of the tirne the mission is within cowerage of
erwV GCI ditas ,d/or EW radar

2) A s•cor or •cquisItion and Tracking score which is a measure of the tin-* mission aircraft
are within cowiug. of missile control and/or fire control radars.

3) 1 score or Lethality score which is a messure of the time that mission aircraft are literally
within the lethal r&W of enemy rniisilec and/or AAA. The L score is further subdivided

into LM and LA scores which denote reetively the proportion of the L score resulting
from rnizila (ILM) an AAA (LA)-

Each score is composed of two facttus. First there is a time factor representing actual exposure.

Secondly, the time factor is multiplied by a factor which represents the effectiveness of the par-
ticular thre-t type, Thus tha scores are differentially weighted by type,

Further. the scores are also altitude dependent. That is, even though an aircraft may fly directly

over an AAA site, if he is high enough to be out of range his score is zero for that site. In addi.

tion, since the coverage range of various radars increases with altitude, higher altitude flight pro-
file% will get larger 0 and A scores. Other altitude adjustmenrts are also included.

The cr.oes in Route Safety Analysis must be treated as relative rather than absolute scores. They

do not imply that a given route is safe. They MIS imply that one route is safer than another. Thus

they cln te used to comae alternate routes.
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" ", • -,4r. w&si§ to rornpare tht sco'-,- of two routes, he can do so by first, activating a func.

;h•- butt-• which il h•'.hol "SAVE ROUTE." This takes the first route (i.e., tfh one thuL ii pro-
a-iy o the swiv.) týt tNos il; in memory with its score pattern.

At this •v•.i4. the planner uws the "Route Modification" routine in order to develoj a altrnate
rC'v%, -Itfvswfle3)ly, he would also u-se the EOU Review capmbility to develop aet ilitti o•te whiJi
had torne probability of being a good or better than the old route. Notice that by stgrting route
modihfme4tn ai the airbase, the planner "an plan a totally now route to IhN target ýv. lnt)nq as he. a!o
ends at the airbas. He need not use any of the legs of his earlier or "'saved" rouite.

Once the alternate route is defined, the Planner then requests ttmt thi. route the Kored. This rv
suits in the alphanumeric display as shown. The scores for the primary or saved fouw WrO given aJnd
a parallel set of scores are given for the alternate route. If the planner wishes to us• thw primary
route, he;acsivatos a switch labeled "RESTORE ROUTE" and all dffa on the ltiernate route aire
thrown away. If he wishes to choose the alternate route, he activates the "SAVE ROUTE" switch
and the earlier route data are replaced by the alternate route data which now defin, the ;r

mary route.
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SUPPORT REOUMfMENTS
: FLAK SUP

FTN hSIAT
:SAR

:_ Iht!CE(IlOA
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Although th- breadboard systoem do•5 not provide for planning support missions other tran ECM,
S4 it does allow the plonner to specify the kinds of tupport-he-els the mission requires, Hi1 selec-

tion of Support may be a function of th" rlative va'uvs of the scowoks If the LA Score i; I igh he•
mnay solect Flak Supprszion. Conversely, if the A tcore is high, the answer may be ECM suppv-t
of SO•A hind, 4Stand.off Jarnming or Special Support. Jamming).

R He may also reall the relevant EDO on the 9r*hic display to evalucta the actual threat. In Jh1
ptesent scenario he decides to sel~ct Fiak Suppmssion support against the AAA si'es 4nown as
dottsd circe.
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_7AAUTOMATIC RIOUTE SELECTIONl

TARIT•T-NWANiSU POL AREA LOCATION Wt•IN - 12047E
INIGRSS PARAMETERS; RADIUS 1iOUNOARY; - PROMITEHlO POINTS? YES _ NO
ALT. SVIEL SELECTED POINTS, DONE __ .
IPYYES.... NO _
I"LCTE V6111- T W • E
SELEPED FWRT N E
ES11118 PARAMETER?
ALT-__ VEL,

The scoring concept as described earlier is used as the basis for an automatic route selection rou,
tine. At the present time automatic route selection is oriented to the area around tho target. It s•
in th.s are; that the planners flexibility to consider alternative routes is most limirtd because he
must penetrate to the target. Ouside the target area (i.e., In tho~ en route portions of his proftie) he
has great latitude in moving the flight path away from areas of high threat density.

The planner may chowo a circular area around the target with any radius up to 50 miles. He may
well use the E013 review displays to select the optimum area radius. Since the routine Irnpo1S 4
squire grid with a constant number of cells within the circular area for scoriqj purposes, it is
clear that the larger the circle, the coarser the grid and, therefore. the less precise the scoring
will be. The planner enters the radius boutdary (in miles) hii the ap ropriato spot on the AMN
disptay.

Since scoring Is speed and altitude dependent, he must also rnter an ingress illt••}oi anci ,Oiacitl!
as well as an egress altitude and velocity. The planner also has the capability to ip.city a'n Initial
Point, or I'P. for his attack on the target, He enters his I.P, via fight pen (Seo the ne ,irpi
display). Finally, the planner may specify whether he wislhs to designate certain ,int$ arouvnd
the circle's perirm~ter to be excluded as ingress or egress point&
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The crohlodltpigy Indictes the mwiutsof the planwe's use of his I! t pen to deslnate an IP and
prohibited points.
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"START I 1 6 PT, I am U!) ROUTE IF

TrIMIN X46W~IMIK ,UARMW sl!AnMM J 391,MAI'N/a
SI LIMATMO 14."1MMTAX7 X3AWIU WS MANUI MSE anMsI4E U13uItlui

unaM M as an to
TAMRN O UT gha MIP M .UWAIUMA IIMSIJSf UJUIJIAIE

:4END 3&UuJUUJ UMAUS9h 5MUM113h 3MJ1NJ1

TOTAL NCOMR In 1l4 in
USL]CTIOC

The proceso now uses the grid and the aoring routine to find the best routes into the target
from the perimeter and from the target out to the perinter using the following riles:

1. If no IP is spwifiedi the comoptur will finst find fhe three best routes into the

2. It will then find the best route out for each of the three ingress routes with the lkmita-
tion that no eqreu route will be considered whose first leg requires a it ri tighter than
1200 at the target.

3. Nn route will begin or end at a prohibited point.

4. Each inbound and outbouwd route will have no more than ote turn or bed in it and
that turn will be no sharper than 1200.

S. If an IP is chosen. the above rules still apply except that a fourth route ausinq the IP will
be 9~rsted.

SimultaneousIy, the alphanumeric ditplay presents the data on eac• route Including the $core.
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RIOUTE SUAAYV
ROUTE I ROUTE I ROUTE 3 ftOuTE It

STAIPT 33A5wiouI M1511WIS AISMAII35UE 3611 1U213E
TURN lit AMIIIE NIIUM 3 M 31LIN112IL44E MI~NIlt2Ul

TAMIE? ANIVIU1147 AWA~hS4E I313 121419 3Umfl*AE

WRM OUT 3900MMU II41tWItIIE X11MU121SE WOWIJIRS3
to. 3U31MMUhE UAIWIUUE MA611*3211 MAGINIMUM

TOTAL SCORE in 154 II 3m
SUCTION

f ~~The ptanner mow usft his Route Modification ca)pabili?v to complettot the route to anoi fmm thij
saecteed Alsbase The new route may now be scored kl Corpripoisn With any ottlef routu.
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FLT PLAN SLJUMARY "*S1FT AND ENTER FOR NEXT PASE"' PAGE t
LOCATION MODE ALT MACH THST HOG DIST.

I 31IN-121-11 T/O 21 0.NM 611 ?a i1
•I 2 3I*11-It CLMI U9NI 0,75 ML 22 123

I 17AIN-12UZlI CRM 1N 0.14 310 15
14 IIW-1214• 01I 410 &94 N0! 2i

S* 313012U47E OAN 4601 1.11 on 42
I 3"10-163 CLNI 30 184 ku. 11f 03
? ..1111M-127.411 CRSO NN9114 lii lU
I KSWIMtM23 DoCM i1 03A 130

For scenario'purposes, the planner has chosen the route he planned manually. This route is shown
in the graphic display. By activating a function switch labelled FLIGHT PLAN SUMMARY the
planner can get on Alphanumeric display as shown, This display was generated within the com,
puter at the time the ROUTE PLANNING function button was activated, It was continuously
modified each time the planner made a change in the route. This display not only contains the
specifics of each leg in tetms of nodes, modes, altitude, Mach atJ thrust bWt also contains data
reflecting the length and ýwading of eacn leg.

SAt any point il the planni~ng process when the planner is, satisfied with the rolize h. has ,wil
able a flight plan for that route.
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ELEC FOGLIM2 OW SELfCTIO4 rEXU

I. LIGHTIMEN ROUTE SVEG4ENT

2. SELECT AIRCRAF1 TYPE

3. ELECT FORMATIOP SIZE

4. KLCY PO LIWTKA AICRAF

Thrnqx t maiwnr function involves the fuel analysis of the mission as tentativ.ely planned. However,
ip order to perform fuel analysis, the aircraft must be configured with its external stores. So far
the platmet has only selected ordniance. Stili remaining are such stores as pods, air-to-air weapons
and external fuel tanks.

The planner activates a 1unctiwi switch lWelled OGi (On Board Jamnming) whicb results in) the
A/N dsl~ay shown here. The planner fills in the bottom line as indicated, entering aircraft type,

r".formation size and whether he wises to have one or two pods, He also may specify any specific
pods and/or pod settings he wishcs to have considered.

The planner uses his light pen on the graphic display to indicate the route sogmet t(s he wisties to
have evaluated as shown by the "IX" .
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MiNSLE SCORING SUMMARIES 38-4AI2124

ROUTE SEGMENTS $EST SCORING O01 EGUIPMENTS AND SETTINGS
START END TIME DRY AL7A4124 AL71124 35-3HI14 AL04C204AL87A114

IWIUIW1IUY 741-00W 777 257 311 356 370 415
i,./. / -

SCORING VOTALS
TOTAL ENCOUNTERS BY TYPE

-S.AMt, -3AM2, -SAM.l -S.AUM, -SAMS. -SAWe -SAM?,T -SAWlJ, -S.AM9, -SAMi0t

TO SELECT OW EOUIPMEIT ENTER DIGIT it3.4. OR 5 1

The result of the OBJ anelysis is as shown in the present A/N display. The computer has con-
sidered the threat aloitg the selected route segment(s), Only those threats which literally do or
comtd irnteract vith the mission aircraft on the basis of threat range fre considered. Up to five dif-
fe - i pods and/or settings are evaluated against this threat. If no pods/settings were identified on
the previous display, then the processor uses the five best pod/settings which are in the inventory
and ranks them froon left to r(Vht against the threat.

If, ;rom one to five p.;4/ntings were idsnttfied, they are considered as replacements for the five
from the data base, &nected pod/sectings replace data base pod/settings § 'e-ilning with the right

hand -otum.e (in the case o* one selection).

The planner ýelects a ,aodisett.ng combination by entering a digit (1 through 5) in the bottom
I0e. These -numbers rat- to the five .olumns reflecting different pods.
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The next function is produced via a function switch labelled CONFIGURATION. Activation
of the switch produces an A/N display as shown. Since different target types require different
ordnance each flight must be separately configured. The planner first selects and enters a target
typefrmm the list at the bottom of the display. He next selects whether he wishes AIM on the air.
craft and which type. (Leaving the entry blank excludes AIM from the configuration).

Itf OBJ selection was used, the number of pods Is shown automatically although the planner can
modify this by overwriting. The type and setting are already stored in the minssion summary. If

only one pod is specified, the planner may if he wishes, specify a station. Finally, the planner
enters whether or not he wants external tanks. Leaving the entry blank means no tanks; entry
of a 1 means a centerline tank; entry of a 2 means tanks on outboard stations, In the scenario
case, no tanks were included.
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ON 0. .119

TIST NO. -KIM
TYR AIC P40
WUT 4W UM

INC Cal 0

Now that configuration is comnplete, activation of the FUEL CALCULATION function switch
ptodumc this alphanumeric display. All the data shown aecalculated except for the reserve.
The ploinner specfies whether he w~uhs the aircraft to arrive home with an IF R or V F R reserve.
Actual quantitlai for tham reseves are stored in the processor
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In the scenarlo, the fuel on the aircraft was not adequate to fly the planned prof Ile. The com-
puter, having dotermined that there was Insufficient fuel, generated the A/N and graphic displays

6, ~ OllWf he".

The A/N display presents the basic aircraft date plus the Information that the fuel was inade.
6 quote. It alto Identif Iu* the log and point at which the specified reserve ist rached. The point Is
k ~located on the Veihic display by the fotter "M." In addition, the alphanumeric display provides

Waei tanker data Including numbers of aircraft, equipment type and call signs. The location and
identification of tOe Individual tanker orblts ar' shown on th:3 graphic display.

The plani may select either outbound refueling, Inboujnd refueling or both. A refueling track
while isn route to the tarpt Is ulacted by entering the desired number in the space labelled-
ENTER TANKER 1. The entry of '42' selects Blue track. If the planner wished further retueling
on his, way home, he wowAd enter a digit In the space 1kie#lale TANKER 2.

If the planner did not want to refuel, he could., of coutse change his route, change his speed on
one or mare WA, or reoice his stores Th* effects of thee options could also be revIewed by recalP
culatfn fuel undor the changd condition.
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Seiection of a tanker orbit (or two) results in the rneration of the tinker requkrement which can
be given to Owt tanker pimnnr or SAC liaisn ofde asi a refuelig requirement.
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FLT PLAN SUMMARY SIFT & ENTER FOR NEXT PAGE ** PAGE I
LOCATION MODE ALT MACH THST HOG 0IST,

I I.12.364E T/O 25 ,16 MIL 277 a
1I.1•*I2L.,i FUIL 2201M l1i MIL ]04 42
3 " lM27f.l3 CRR iNN M &4 336 N
-4 ?.SW.IV.IE CRS 2M 1,4 3i 36
I 23VP.421E OCC" 456 134 6"1 X
9 31JO.12WIE ANSH 46K 1.10 IN 42
7 31AMi-463E CLM5 3W6K t14 MIL 119 63
I 37.P*1.27.,iE CRS 3604 &34 155 1&Z
I 36334194,1 MDNo 25 &U - 533

At this point, the plenner uses his route modification capability to add the refuLeling leg to the route
profile. He must not only modify his ground track but he must also be sure to change the mode of
the refueling leg to FUEL. The effect of the changes is shown both graphically by the addition of
a new leg and alphanumerically by the changes to the flight plan as shown.

If the planner wishes, at this point he may recalculate the fuel expenditure includir' the re-
fueling leg and the refueling itself.
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TACO CONMAND GUIDANCE
ALL FLTS PKINETRAT1004 INK AIRSPACE WILL REPORT TO All CRC XING5 31 PARALLEL
PRMHIM.1UA BACKUP mIV. CALL EGO, MAIL 3MG.
EfRES SUAV* UD123 CODE M25
ALL OLTS DIPARTING TAEGU UORTNUIUND WILL REPORT TO 341 CRP.
FREA. 2"W5531 3ACKUO IM2. CAM NGN: FAT CAT.

WAAR AMUT MANDATORY FPI TANKER MINNZYRILS
PIARY CONTROL 01L. CALL 933 10 AMR IM. AS ABOVE.

XXXX SHIFT AND ENTER WMVI COMPUTE XXIX

The f inal activity with respect to this mission involves the assignment of TACS units to the various
lesp of this mission profile.. The planner first may, if he wishes, review the commRnd guidance re-
lating to TAGS assignmnent. The TACS assignment process is Initiated by a TAG S. unction switch.
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TACS FORSTAT
1D WNT L.OCAM1O CALLSUON RADAR IFF REIMARNKS3

us c: "kU. 1 ALA tI Up
on COP 01635 FATOAT UP UP
Ma cmt AiW tp U

$-Is go lWll MRVEII orP D ETRDOOfIFF UNUK

ADD iMARKB.- FLUO PENITRATUNG AUK REPORT TO AVl AT 37 PARALLEL
RADIAN AMSANCE NMNDTORY F"R TIER RUNEEVOUS

The planner next reviews the status of the TACS elemnents.
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He may also review the communications frequency and IFF/S1F data for the day.
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TACS COOSOINATIOWASUUUSIT FDR OIWN NO. M1
T/O SAK- TAEGU T/0 Ti: TOM . NO. FLTS-2 A/C TYPE- F40
CALL S04NS- MOHAWK

COORD :I TO: I ANM*:I TO:_- ASSIGN: I A-U
:1 TO: j AMNM:j :_ - O:-. _0 AMOIW: _ 2 SM
:4 TO: j A•lN: L :I -TO:-._ AMSOiN: _ 3 A-2

:_L TO. I AlIM: t TO:. - AINGN: - 4 III
:_ TO:. ANI•N: - : -TA4 W -

TACS FOUSTAT:_ IFF/IF:_

The planner uses the A/N display as shown to assign the various legs of the flight to the CRC's and
CRPs. Beginning with the first node, he enters the first and last node numbers for the legs which
he desires to assign to a particular station. He then enters the code number for that station from
the list on the right hand side of the display. Coordination between legs and stations is accom-
plished through observing the graphic display.
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TARGET DATA WEAKO SmmuRY
AN W-711 NEANGJU MOPL 160I NJOIZL471 ELEV 0

FOLDER 31h02U

fOM -TGT AREA 4IXUL SE. EDGE IIWAIISJU VILLAGE TWO 12 UK GAL
STOHASE TANKS ESTUIM.3 MOAL CROW PLUS PUWIFIGICIUTSIMJ
TION FACILUTIE OMFl-IW TAIIKI AND CWTER OF TOT AMEA

I D EATA WR A-AR

This A/N display presents the completed mission summary table for the mission against the
Hwangju POL area. Comparison of this display with the one shown earlier on page 5 will4 show that the force date has been completed and that the dashes reflecting elements of theI ~plan have been replaced by asterihsks, The planner may review any element of his plan by
entering the appropriate code number in the bottom line. The flight plan may be reviewed
by activating the FLIGHT PLAN SUMMARY function button.

If the planner Is satisfiled with the plan, it is returned to the data base for future use.
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STAIIOOFF JAWMING A=GIUIIT SUMMARY
EW Dily WIT EW DAY WIT 1W DRYOS EW I DAY WET IW DCRY WET EUW DAY WET
ChS3 Si U CUSS 271 20 T5111 311 1
list IN 33 i 6104fl5

MRS itSI. Wit IN IN

T SIV II, WIEOEEi

Evaluation and planning of Stand-off supp)ott jammirng cUn We atbieved either by manual or
by automatic trial and evatuation procansm~ The planner makes an Initial select-ion of a mission
to be supported The SOJ prograrn then selftts and d~splays those EW(iGCl radars which can

detect and track the miu~on aircraft. The progam also computes and displays a penetrationi
contour for all EW/GCI radars. This contour shows tve points of first dateetion for poetratlori

* ~into fte .r of interest,
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STANDOFF JAMMING ASSIGNMENT SUMMARY

5W DRY WET EW DRY WET EW DRY WET EW DRY WET EW DRY WET EW DRY WET
CMI3 07 01 CM 271 IN TRII 31 0
of" IN 32 Gall! 16 06
11 = I CMII IIII I"
TIN 24M 6 6012 4 65
T147 217 I CM13 H 51
IEt( U3 11 T914 57 1
OR5IT -ilMIN: NO; A/C; CONlG.; ALT; TURN; OPTION(I) ADD (2)0ELETE REGEI/DILETE
Jý•13 1L H30tt:1, 3OR1 . ... .. AUTO/FRAG

Whan the planner chooes the manual SOJ mode the alphanumeric display is for'matted so as to en-

31- able manual placement of orbits and the assignment of aircraft and jammer configuration.

With his light penI the planner creates an orbit of any length and orientation at any position he
chooses on the graphic display. On the A/N display he assigns an aircraft type, jammer oreset
configuration and altitude for each orbit, After each individual orbit assignment the effect of this
particular jamming assignment Is shown by (1) a change in the shale of the penetration contour
and (21 a numerical summary on the A/N display.

The A/N display Illustrates that 2 EB66B aircraft are assigned at 30K ft. with presets #1 used
and one EB66E aircraft assigned at 30K ft. using presets #4.° A maximum of 16 orbits can be
evaluated. The orbits and the resultant penetration contour are illustrated on the graphics. The
wet and dry exposure values for each EW/GCI radar are illustrated on the AiN display. Exposure
values are reduced by jamming and a value of zero indicates that the ra"a will never detect and
track t•ie mission aircraft,

*interpretation of the entries in the bottom line are as follows:

B 1 30 R 1

i Raight Turn in Otbit

-rLAltitude 30K ft,

Preset No. I
_Aircraft Type EB6_

Orbit No. i
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SOJ EFFECTIVENESS VS IWIGCI RADAR TYFII-EXPOSURE VALUES IN NAUTICAL MILES

NiETGI emi iE --------- - -- - -

TOTAL EXPOSURE ALL TYPES: DRY ZISS WET IN (M)-MAN

UiOIPLAY RANGE :61O PENETRATION CONTOUR RADARS :RESTORE:_ (Al-AUTO
ENTER PiN P,OPTION (l)-AD0D(W-OELE•TE.(3)-ONLY (D)-DELE

The effectiveness of assigned support jamming is automatically summed and displayed by radar
type. These data, as shown on the "SOJ Effectiveness vs EW/GCI Type" A/N display, are
available for further analysis. This A/N display may also be used to initiate computation and
display options of various types. For example, the planner may specify an arbitrary exposure
value. The graphic display then presents only those radars which can equal or exceed this
detection and tracking capability in the existing jamming] environment. The planner may also
wish to see only those radars which are individually responsible for the displayed penetration
contour and which must therefore be attacked or further jammed if initial detection is to be
further delayed.

Another option is the capability to limit the display to specific radars or to all radar, of a given
type and the penetration contour associated with the specified choices. The graphic display illus
trates the planned selection of all TB radars. Notice that the associated penetration contour has
now been reduced to two separate small closed areas.

Similarly the planner might type in the pin numbers of several specific radars comprising a single
EW net. He wo~uld then be able to visualize and plan jamming activities against that net. Mixtures
of specific radars of different types are permissible. The planner uses the "Restore" option to
recover the display of all EW/GCi radars.

When the number of displayed radars is limited the wet exposure values still truly reflect the ef-
fects of all assigned SOJ support jamming vehicles. The penetration contour, however, demon-
strates this cumulative jammi •oapplied against only those specific radars or radar types requested.
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EXPOIURiE UVROVEMENT SUMIIAY

'RESTS
TRIAL
POSTION El E2 E3 E41 t929 INp

1 18 13 14 14 21 2) 11 31
2 a 1 10 11 Ii 12 14 is

4 II 12 1 i 0 S 11 14
6 17 12 It Is 24 25 28 3,

Day EXPOSRE SUMl UP4 M
AUlGME WET I•M 612 i

lEST TRIAL IMPPR OVEMENT: POSiTION 3, 84

r• All the aforementioned capabilities are integrated with the Automatic Orbit Selection (AOS)
process. The. planner may at any time call the AOS program for assistance to determine the best
position and best jamming configuration to achieve desired (specified) results. If the planner
wishes to limit results to specific radars or to radars of a given type, he first makes these selections,

In the AOS program the planner can light pen the location for as many as five different orbits for
trial evaluation. He can select either a specific combination of aircraft types and jamming con-
figurations or simply ask for analysis of all available aircraft and jamming configurations. The
AOS program then analyzes all requested combinations and displays to the planner the relative
benefits of each. The planner may then see which orbit position(s) and aircraft/jamn-yer configura-
tion(s) best achieve his intended purpose, The planner can then select one or more of the com-
binations for assignment and the programrautomatically updates all computations and displays
to reflect these assignments.

The AOS program also operates In a "Delete" mode. Should cancellation or reassignment of
vehicles be required the computer uses this mode to test each existing assignment and determines
which one makes the smallest contribution.
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1CM EFFECTIVENESS
11 LIGH4T PEN THREAT X) LIGHT PEN STRIKE RfUTE ANALYSIS POINT(S)
EFFECTIVENESS OPTIONS: TOLERANCE:

1) TIVI RAM!NGEHSORY Q2 AM2ALYUS POINTS 1) STANDARD
2) EASILY LATE AN9ALYSI (3 POINTS) 2) CONSERVATIVE
3) UUINHRIIIUN COTOUR (0 POINTS) 3) OPTIONAL 0S
4) FURMIATION ANALYSIS1 0 POINT)
Q 71011 RANGE HISTORY F0OR BURNTI4RtUGH CONTOUR
1)W M URNTNROUGH CONTOUR (2 POINTS)

SELECT OMSK413 SHIFT AND ENTER

The effects of noise jamming from either support vehicles or on-board jammers can be computed
and displayed utilizing the "Burnthrough" concept. The planner may select any radar and request
remults for any available jaminar configuration. The burnthrough range (radar range capability in
the presence of jamming) Is overlayed on the graphic display when the planner selects (1) the
radar of interest, (2) the region over the flight path of interest and (3) the jamming configuration.

The expanded graphic Display as shown illustrates the polar burnthrough display option. The
computations behind this display encompass variable radar cross section; summation of all indi-
vidual jammer contributions via relative position to the radar boresight axis; three dimensional
antenna patterns for the victim radar and the Jammers, and variation of parameters to include the
effects of aircraft turning.
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EECM EFFECTIVEOIESS

1) LIGHT PEW THREAT 2) LIG•iT PEN STRIKE ROUTE ANALYSnS POIRMT•S)
EFFECTIVENESS OPTIONS: TOLERANCE:

0) TIME RANGE HISTORY (2 ANALYSIS POINTS) 0) 1TANDARO
2) EARLY LATE ANALYSIS (3 MOINTS) 2) CONSFERVATIVE
3) ,UIRNTHROUOH CONTOUR 12 POINTS) 3) OPTIONAL OS
4) FORMATION ANALYSI (I POINT)
1) TIME RANGE HISTORY FOR BURNTHROUGH CONTOUR-
) 30 BUANTHROUGH CONTOUR (I POINTS)

SELECT OPTIONS SHIFT Aft ENTER
EFFEC•TIVEIS TOLERANCS
3/1. BUiFORIARTION I÷O

Burrtthrough results may also be displayed on expanded scale in the form of a "time range his-
tory." This option is illustrated on the graphic display for a TWS radar containing two separate
beams. The program can display the range capability for up to 6 individual beams. Mission time
is displayed on the horizontal axis. The time and duration of burnthrough are determined by
the intersection (if any) of the aircraft range curve with the respective range capability for each
of the radar beams.
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MIMON LOCATION SUMMARYSSTART TItM 17-:4 CURRENT TIM On END TIME 9M
(0 LAT LONG ALT TOT ST LAT LONG. ALT.

I 37.43 18,24E •LI SI
2 31M.12 l,411E U.1 MM

4 343 v27.21 ILI. Oi

The final slide represents a plan review and coordination technique referred to as Time Sequence
Review oa TSR. After missions have been planned against all the requirements, the planner may
bring up a graphic display of all the planned missions on a timed basis, The planner specifies a
starting time and an ending time, e.g., 0740 to 0900. The computer then retrieves from the data
base all missions which will be airborne during that period.

Beginning at 0740 It displays the location of all missions airborne at that time, It then steps
through the spicfied time period in selected time increments. The size of the step may also be
varied. It continually dslplays the location of each airborne mission at each time increment until
the Stop Time of 0900 is reached. Whenever threats are encountered they are also displayed. The
stepping is either automatic or manual, as instigated by the planner. Choices are handled via
function buttons.

In parallel with each change in the graphic display, the A/N display indicate; w*hich flights are
airborne, the Lat/Long of each position and its altitude data. Any space/time conflicts between
two missions result in an automatic alarm to the operator who can stops the process and detlr.
mine which mission to change and how to change it. This capability may also be used to evaluate
the success adcieved in coordinating various missions.

Complete design and programming specifications for the Mission Planner Bre;adl)-.mrd are a haiilbe
in Data Systems Division's Documents Technical Report, 8003 and Specificattii 134WOX •.z!.
respectively.
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4.3 Mission Planner Breadboard Applications to RPV Planning

Subparagraph 4. 1. 1.3.3. 1 of Contract F30602-71-C-0015, Change C,
6 July 1972, required that a subset of those existing software programs which
satisfy the RPV command and control requirements should be identified as
follows:

a. Target Characteristic Review: A mission and targets may be
selected for detailed planning. Additional targets can be added
to the current data base which are considered to be more typi-
cal targets for the currently proposed types of RPVs and their
payLoads. Details of the assumptions for target types and mis-
sions, which were used in the test results of the RPV demon-
stration, are described in Subsection 4. 5. Once the RPV mis-
sion and target lists have been input to the data base and a tar-
get (mission) has been selected, the planner may analyze the
previous mission as it is presently done for manned aircraft.
The only critical modification is the addition of the type of
vehicle which flew the earlier mission; e.g., manned aircraft
or RPV.

b. Aircraft/Ordnance Selection and Assignment: The planner may
select the type of ordnance, the type and number of vehicles,
and assign a resource location for each target. Both data base
changes and minor program rmrdifications are required to
accommodate resource selection and assignment for RPVs.
Specifically, for ordance selection, new JMEM tables for the
various vebilles need to be developed, stores in the data base,
and included in the ordnance inventory list, Similarly, data
base changes must be incorporated to include launch site location
deta and data on the availability and nuribers of RPVs at the va.r-
ious RPV units and/or launch sites, In the breadboard system, a
*iimit of four different types of manned aircraft are available for
• oiource nelection. The use of the breadboard for RPV planning
requires minor program modification to replace one of the four
r•nawied aircraft by an RPV.

c. CallSi n Assignment: The planner can assign call signs to the
••V•i1oV-iilona using the technique currently in use.

If squadron numbers and/or locatior,s are modified, the call sign
data base must be updated.

d. EOD Review: The planner may review the location and effectiv.e
area-f any enemy threat in the data base, As with- manned air-
craft, this review may be limited to those threats intersecting
the RPV profile. No changes are required,

e. Semi-automatic Route Selection: The planner may select an
Ginresi and egress route to ihe target. He may also specify a
speed/altitude profile. The planner may also modi(y the route
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semi-automatlcally and evaluate the results of these modifica-
tions. Data base changes must be made to reflect the perform-
ance characteristics of an RPV included as one of the vehicles;
e.g., Mach number, altitude, and speed limitations.

f. Safety Analysis: The selected route may be evaluated to give a
relative safety evaluation based on the threats encountered. A
"Relative Safety" score of the route and the least safe segment
can then be displayed. The route can be altered and the alter-
nate route "Safety Score" can be computed and compared with
the original route's score. Changes in the route safety analysis
require an update of the data base to reflect new weighting fac-
tors for the various threats to be used in the scoring algorithms.
Modifications to reflect extremely low terrain following routes
may zlso be necessary. The relative effectiveness of each
threat type must be examined as they affect RPVs.

Sg. Automatic Route Selection: The program may automatically
select the ftiree-est ingress and egress routes for the target
within a radius of 50 nm using the safety analysis algorithms.

h. TACS Assignment: Tactical Air Control System Station Assign-
meits can e periformed on a leg-by-leg basis for the entire
route.

i. EffectLveness Anaysis: This ECM effect analysis will consist
of the f.,1lowing programs:

1. Burnthrough and Time-Range History: Self-protect ECM
may be evaluated by calculating and displaying burothroughs,
contours, and tWme range histories.

Z. Formation Analysis: The cooperative effect of self-prozect
ECM may be evaluated for several vehicleg flyuiig in
formations.

"... Standoff Jamming (SOJ) Analysis: It will be possible to
assign and evaluate SOJ vehicles to support RPV missions,
or to assign and evaluate RP.V vehicles for standoff jamming
mlsslon•s,

4. Special Support Jamming (SSJ) Analysis: It will be posqible

to assign and evaluate RPV vehicles for support jamming
roles.

5. On-Board Jamming (OBS) Analysis: It will be possible to
evaluate the effectiveness of 0133 agai;,.1t _- large. environ-
ment of SAMe. T11is function requires only an update of the
dfta base. The initial change is to include a radar cross
section table for the RPVs as a function of azimuth an-
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elevation angles. In addition, for formation analysis,
different threat dimensional spacing must be added to tiie
formation table. If any new on-board jamming capability
is to be considered, the characteristics of the jamming con-
figuration must be added to the available equipment list.

j. Time-Sequence Review (TSR): TSR allows the planner to review
"his total planning effort. He may view the total planned mis-
sions as a series of time frames. In addition, he may see the
SOJ and SSJ missions as well as the threats that interact with
the missions. No changes are required for Time Sequence
Review.

4.4 BREADBOARD SYSTEM EXTENSIONS AND MODIFICATIONS TO
"ACCOMMODATE ADDITIONAL COMMAND AND CONTROL FOR
RPVs

There are three general areas in the Command and Control of RPVs where
the present Mission Planner Breadboard could be modified and/or extended
to accommodate additional functions. These three areas include additional
pre-planning, mission monitoring, and near-real time comrnaand and control
functions. The following subsections briefly describe some function3 in each
of the areas, as well as how they might be implemented within the structure
of the present breadboard. Thses functions are either new or require exten-
sive modification to existing MPBS irmiementation.

4.4.1 Additional Preplanning

4.4. 1. 1 Terrain Following Route Planning

One of the prime tactics presently considered for RPVs is low-level ingress/
egress utilizing "terrain hugging' wherever feasible. The basic building
blocks for the development of an automatic and/or semiautomatic torrain
following route selection based upon route safety already exists in the Mi ssion
Planner Breadboard System. These building blocks are terrain masking,
route safety analysis, and automatic route selection.

In the present implementation of terrain masking, a Ret of masking angles and
ranges is stored for each threat. These data are available to evaluate the
route safety score of the strike force to the threats based upon a given route
and altitude. Also, by utilizing the terrain data, one could expand these pro-
grams to determine the route s•aiety score for aiy given route based upon the
strike force's flying X number of feet above terrain. Once these algorithms
have been developed, a planner could manually select alternate routes until
he is satisfied with the route safety, or the Lechnique could be incorporated
in e'tomatic route selection.

Autornatic terrain following route determination would take considerable con:-
putatlonal time and require a large amount of storage. Studies are presently
4nderway to reduce the time and storage requirements. It is importa'nt to
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note, however, that the implementation of the techniques in a straight forward
manner on the Breadboard could be an invaluaeble simulation tool to test the
sensitivity of various parameters such as accuracy of navigation data required,
required digital terrain data quantitization, accuracy of threat locations, and
other variables associated with the problem.

4.4. 1.2 Fuel Calculations

Changes and additions to the present fuel calculations which are necessary for
RPV planning include design and programming of the following capabilities:

a. Integration of the terrain following mode of operation into the
speed/altitude/fuel consumption calculations will be required.

b. Certain missions (ECM in particular) may require on-station
orbiting or loiter patterns. For these missions, a special tech-
nique is needed wherein the planner can simply input the pattern
type, on-station position, and time duration. The computer
would then automatically compute the on-station flight path time
history and fuel consumption for this segment. In the case of
reconnaissance and ECM missions, the on-station flight path
dynamics would also be available for evaluation of payload
effectiveness and timing requirements.

4.4. 1. 3 Dynamic Line of Sight Computation and Display

Long range command, control communication links from fixed sites which
are subject to LOS limitations may be rapidly evaluated using current
Mission Planner terrain masking algorithms together with the capability to
update the mission tracks with status reports. A desirable expansion of the

t, present fixed site (CRC/CRP) capability would be to enable terrain interfer-
ence calculations between airborne C&C plarforms and RPVs (or other
vehicles) with arbitrary flight profiles for each element. RPVs on low alti-
tude flightp~th segments will be subject to LOS blockage by the terrain and
the anticipation of when, and for how long, these interrupts occur can be vital
to mission success. The preplanning of an airborne conmmand and control to
supervise multiple RPV elements is a complex problem itself and any require-
menta for rapid real time replanning to include terrain mrasking calculations
would be an almost impossible task t9 perform manually.

T*his capability extension will allow the planner to identify any two flight cle-
ments anm request LOS calculations between the respective vehicles for any
time period. The intervals of terrain blockage jif any) can be displayed on
the geographies display by interruptioo (blanking out) of the affected flight
path segments. The corresponding times of interrupt can be displayed on the
A/N and therefore be available for hard copy print out. All the rerouting
options would be available to the planneir so that he may replan the route/
profile of either vehic! -, if necessary, to achieve the desired results.
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4.4. 1.4 Data Base Update

There are elements of the current MPS data base which are static predictions
used for preplanning purposes but which assume a dynamic nature when used
for in-flight replanning. Some of the current flight safety and mission suc-
cess factors which warrant input of new data during mission progress include
the following:

a. Weather hazards and cloud layer structure.
b. Changes in SAM and AAA posture.
c. Changes in restricted flight zones.

To facilitate the input and use of these data changes, a temporary file struc-
ture can be created. The operator would input from the keyboard directly
into these files. Each program using data of this type could be modified to
access the temporary files prior to execution of the required function.

4.4.2 In Flight Replanning

4.4.2.1 Schedule Modification

The MPS was not implemented to operate with real time inputs, however, with
minor modification, the MPS could be used for execution or simulation of a
wide range of C&C operations type problems. In the present system all flight
position timing is computed forwards and backwards from the input TOT
requirement. Accordingly, when route modifications are introduced during
the planning cycle, oschedule times are adjusted as necessary. To best
achieve the real time replanning capability, it is desirable to add the option
of accepting mission progress reports. When such inputs are received the
flight path following program (Time Sequence Review or TSR) would then use
the input time versus position data up to the last received values. Beyond
the last input data point, the remainder of the flight path position versus time
sequence would be computed using checkpoints from the plan and the computed
ground speed values. With the input of such data the TSR program may then
be placed in operation, and the operator will see on the geographics display
the actual and preplanned flight progress versus mission time. In response
to visual deviations, the planner/controller may wish to redirect the mission
to overcome anticipated problems after assessing factors of flight safety and
potontial mission muccess. The type of assessmento the planner/controller
may wish to make and which can be provided by the MPS breadboard, include
the following:

a. What is the impact of the current position reports on the TOT ?

b. Can the route/profile and speeds be modified to achieve the
desired TOT?

c. If route modifications are made will the route safety be
soverely compromised?
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d. If route/speed deviations are made is the fuel adequate?
Can the flight reach an alternate base?

4.4.2.Z Techniques o•f Adjustment and Replanning

Given the ability to accept mission progress reports, various assessmentsand adjustments can be made with the MPS used in the following manner.

a. Monitoring the impact of flight profile deviation; the TSR pro-
gram is entered and either manually or automatically stepped
to advance to mission time. In the TSR program a small seg-
ment of each flight path is shown which indicates present posi-tion and path made good over the last few minutes. By inspec-
tion of the TSR dsplay the operator/ controller can immediately
zee divergences between planned and actual flight paths. Mis-sion time (or simulated real time) iv, displayed on the bottom of
the CRT. Flight path detours or delays can be assessed as totheir impact on the mission by merely noting the time differ-
ence required for the respective tracks to reach the same posi-
tion (assumes that the deviated mission regains a position on theplanned track and follows the preplanned check point and speed
sequence).

b. Assuming that a significant daviation has occurred, the planner/controller may elect to follow any one of several courses of
action depending on the mission priority and nature of deviation.
For example:

1. The planner/controller may accept the schedule variance
and choose only to verify that fuel requirements are met.
In this case he would activate the FUELk' program and
would receive an alphanumeric summary of the refueling
plans (if any) and a "go" or "no go" report on fuel adequacy.
If insufficient fuel is available, the geographices display will
mark on the flight path the position of fuel exhaustion.

2. The planner/controller may elect to modify the route in
order to conserve fuel or to attempt to achieve the desired
schedule. In this case he would activate the MODIFY ROUTE
program and would now be able to manually modify both the
path and/or the speed altitude profile as deemed appro-
priate. Upon completion of the route modification, he couldthen return either to the TSR or FUEL programs to verify that
his Objective has been achieved. Significant changes in theroute profile may adversely affect mission success if the nurn-
ber or type of threats encountered changes. To assess this

*The current fuel programs include F-4, F-105, A-7, and F-ill aircraft.Separate fuel and ordnance loading programs are required for each vehicle
type.
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possibility the ROUTE SAFETY program will provide an
alphanumeric summary and comparison of the preplanned
route with the newly created route. The safety analysis
provides summation figures of merit (relative safety fac-
tors) for the overall mission and for each type of hostile
threat. The graphica display will indicate the number of
possible lethal encounters for the SAM and AAA sites. If
desired, any of the ECM programs may also be invoked to
assess the suitability of support and self protect jamming
equipments.

3. There may be a requirement to direct an airborne RPV
mission to a new target. To enable this capability requires
an additional change to the current breadboard system. The
reprogramming needed is simply that which will retain the
established flight track on the geographics display and
enable the recall, display, and selection of an alternate
target. Having selected the new target, the planner/
controller- may now proceed to re-route and evaluate the
new mission using any of the techniques available in the
breadboard, including the Automatic Route Selection pro-
gram. He may also look at other aircraft to be diverted
to the target, if it is high priority.

4.4.3 New Missions

The MPBS was designed to handle Strike Missions and a subset of the ECM
mission. Expanding the breadboard to support RPV requires extensive acti-
vity in the areas of planning other ECM missions and the Reconnaissance mis-
sion, including ELINT.

4.4i. 3. 1 SCM Missions

Tb-1 degree of modification required to the MPS will depend on the type of
RIV mission. The simplest modifications will be to enable planning of ECM
support since many of the ECM effectiveness evaluation techmiques already
exist in the MPS. Two readily implemented, and effective, ECM mission
types are identified below as candidates for early tactical use of existing and
forthcoming RPV capabilities.

a. ECM MISSION TYPE I.- Orbiting RPVs with Noise Jammers:
These velicles can be Lown to critic areas ind p-t o orbit
is close proximity to radars to achieve either:

I. Degradation of the EW/GCI radar net.

2. Degradation of specific terminal threat SAM and
AAA complexes.
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b. ECM MISSION TYPE II - Chaff Dispersal-, At least two basic
chaff missions can be identified:

1. Corridor Chaff dispersal to generate long length screening
paths for manned penetrators. These same corridors may
also serve aa confusion and decoy elements.

2. Pattern Chaff for terminal threats. The patterns may be
of various types such as continuous rings around the emit-
ter, or might consist of spot bundles deployed at various
altitudes and positions. Whereas corridor chaff will be
primarily used for screening, the pattern chaff will also
function to create confusion and aid the track breaking of
SAM and AAA radars.

4.4.3.Z Reconnaissance Missions

This subsection discusses the data base requirements and planning process
for two types of reconnaissance missions. These types are Photo reconnais -
sance and ELINT. The Advanced Development Mission Planning System will
include these mission types while the breadboard does not. Thus, in the
present context they are described as major modification of the breadboard.

4.4.3. Z. 1 Photo Reconnaissance Missions. Two factors of the photo recon-
naissance mission are discussed Mthe following paragraphs. These factors
are; the data base requirements, and photo reconnaissance mission planning.

a. Data Base Requirements

The ADMPS data base applicable to the mission-peculiar aspects
of photo-reconnaissance includes technical data on vehicles,
sensors, and targets, as well as target-associated history files
and technical analysis files. The sensor/target technical data
must include:

1. Recommended sensor/target combinations.

2. The capabilities of sensor installations to obtain different
kinds of information at different resolutions as a function of
altitude, speed, lighting, direction of view, visibility, film,
and exposure or other setting.

3. The ground coverage of sensor installations ae a function
of altitude.

4. The requirements of the targets for different sensors, sen-
sor modes (e.g., stereo), resolutions, directions of view,
etc., in order to yield various different kinds of reconnais-
sance information.
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The target technical data will also include constraints on vehicle
altitude, or vehicle approach or viewing direction, such as may
be imposed by terrain or other features in the target vicinity.
Other data on targets as well as vehicle status, availability, and
performance characteristics are similar if not identical to that
"for strike aircraft.

b. Photoreconnaissance Planning
It is envisioned that the planner will call up, from the ADMPS

data base, lists of his assigned targets and target areas, their
priorities, TOT requirements (especially important in cases of
pre- and post-strike reconnaissance for bomb assessment pur-
poses, and in cases where lighting conditions or special target
activity is critical), and required reconnaissance informatt.on
or required resolution. These will have been generated by
command sources external to the ADMPS. He will also call up
data on the inventory and readiness status of his reconnaissance
vehicles and sensors, and their locations. He may call up
recommended target/sensor combinations, sensor/target tech-
nical data, references to file data on related past reconnais-
sance missions, and references to file data on target character-
istics (activity times, resolutions required for information yield,
local hazards, etc. ), as well as weather/visibility/lighting
forecast data.

Based on this information, the planner selects a specific target (or target
area, or set of targets whose reconnaissance requirements may be met with
the same sensor installation on the same mission) against which to plan a
mission. He then determines an initial group of candidate vehicle/sensor
combhuitions (with associated estimated over-target altitudes, approach
directions, area sweep patterns, etc.).

This initial group of candidates may be chosen directly from past missions,
or from a data base recommendation for the particular target type and re-
quired rccce information.

The initial group of vehicle sensor candidates may be reduced or modified by
tthe planner's estimates of route/profile acceptability, oupport misslon avail-
ability, and potential mission effectiveness as in strike mission planning.

The remaining group of vehicle/sensor candidates are subjected to more
detailed reconnaissance mission planning. Over-the-target altitudes and flight
routes, target area sweep patterns, and inter-target flight paths are displayed
on the geographic display. In particular; geographic constraints, reconnais-
sance targets, and enemy defenses and defense coverages are displayed on
which the planner can enter and modify any tentative mission route. He may
also request display of the sensor installation's ground coverage swath
along it.
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Planning continues essentially as it does for strike missions. The only
additional mission-peculiar feature of the reconnaissance planning is the need

t!i for TOT coordination with strike missions which the reconnaissance mission
may support.

For, reconnaissance mission planning, as for strike mission planning, the
ADMPS prototype provides for the counting down of basic and support mis -
sion resources as they are assigned, for the replanning of missions if the
time-sequence review turns up conflicts, and for aid in the translation of
mission plans into Fragmentary Orders for automatic printing and
distribution.

4.4.3. Z. LINTPlanning. ELINT missions can be identified in two cate-
gories: "survey" missions, whose objective is to determine the content of the
electromagnetic (E/M) environment over a considerable region, and "specific'
missions, whose aim is to collect certain predetermined types of data about
specific emitters. Each type of mission may,'or may not be harmonized; i. e.,
executed in coordination with other types of missions such as strike, armed
reconnaissance, and iron hand missions. Since all recce missions are con-
ducted in response to collection requirements, all missions are correlated
to some extent. An ELINT mission may be either an initial or confirming
collection effort. Usually (but not always) the initial collection mission is
of the survey type while a confirming effort would "usually" be more
specifically targeted.

Because the essence of reconnaissance is passive observation, such missions
are frequently coordinated with other missions which serve to stimulate the
overt actions of the enemy defensive EM environment. Hence, the strike,
etc., missions planned with the ADMPS are the foil of the ELINT mission.
Therefore, it must be planned to make maximum use of the other missions
while not interfering, nor being interferred with, (by ECM elements for
instance). This set of circunstances is most reasonable since the thrust of
much of the collection effort is to identify threats to strike and other
penetration missions.

In order to accomplish coordinated planning of ELINT missions, the planner
must employ the functions and data base information which are also used in
strike, photo recce, and ECM support mission planning.

ELINT specific functions are addressed after the general situation has been
established. A preliminary flight route is developed to optimize probability
of detection bý correlating range capability of the hostile emitters with the
sensitivity of his appropriate sensors. The planner extracts the capability
data from the data bass for given emitter types, and computes the theoretical
range capability usinS the ADMPS computation capabilities. Using the loca-
tions provided in the targeting data or in a data base ROB/EOB. the analyst
p lots the theoretical coverage of each enemy emitter. Before accepting the

oretical coverage, the planner extracts any pertinent data from the mis-
sion history file which necessitates modifications to the coverage such as
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terrain and individual emitter capabilities. The planner then double checks
sensor/target correlation to ensure that the sensor can detect the signal if
the ELINT platform to in range. Finally, a mis sion flight route is drafted
which places the ELINT vehicle within detection range of his receivers.
Probability of detection is maximized as a function of range, duration of pur-
view and sensitivity. Distance and altitude of sensor, receiver sensitivity,
and target radar capabilities all form inputs to determine this first-cut route.
A time correlation is then achieved to synchronize the mission with the oper-
ating times of the emitter (if these are known). The planner adjusts the flight
route to achieve maximum probability of detection based on signal up-time
and duration. Further, the ELINT planners also consider techniques to
entice an emitter into operation so that the signal can be detected and recorded
without jeopardizing mission safety (i. e., "spoofing" the emitter by deploying
deception drones which simulate strike vehicles).

Upon completing the ELINT planning cycle, the planner begins a threat anal-
ysis process to minimize vulnerability. The threat analysis process, and
the analysis of fuel requirements, are almost identical in procedure to
Strike mission planning. ELINT missions would be checked against other
missions with which they are coordinated through the Time Sequence Review.
A flow diagram of the planning process is shown in Figure 4.4-1.
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SECTION 5

ADP SUPPORT TO RPV COMMAND AND CONTROL FUNCTIONS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The Command and Control functions that must be implemented to plan and
execute RPV operations were described in Section 3 and the requirements
for ADP support were addressed for each function. Where ADP support
was required, specific implementation concepts and procedures were des-
cribed. Where applicable, ADP Support was based on the Mission Planner
Breadboard System implementation. In Section 3 the emphasis was on
those functions most affected by the unique characteristics of RPV. Section
4 described the Mission Planner Breadboard System emphasizing its appli-
cation to RPV Command and Control. Functions not specifically identified
in Section 3, which have been implemented in the MPBS and are applicable
to any air operation are included, such as, resource management and TAGS
as signments.

This section integrates the ADP support requirements which have been identified
and develops data on the performance parameters for the elements of the
ground based RPV Command and Control ADPSupport Database and Software.

5.2 APPLICATION PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS

Tablo V.2-I 9nd Table V. 2-Z tabulate the application programs that support
RPV Command and Control in Physical Control and Mission Planning re-
spectively. Columnn I identifies each applications program by a short title
with brief description of the program. Column 2 references the section of
this report where the program performance is described, Generally the
referenced text describes the program in terms of why ADP support is re-
quired and how the required support can be implemented.

The programs as listed provide several levels of automated support. Cer-
tain programs are required in all employment situations; other programs
are optional and may not be required to provide effective planning and
rapid response for small force operations. This section considers ADP
independent of the frequency or employment situation. The relative im-
portance of various elements of ADP support to RPV Command and Control
is addressed in Section 6.

Table V.2-3 tabulates the estimates on the size of the application program
the values expressed as thousands of instruction codes (Column Z)
conform to the usual conversion for expressing the size of an application
program. An entry in Column 3 applies to certain programs where program
logic is included in a program data base. Column 4 identifies the opera-
tional data files which are accessed when the program is called.
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The final column identifies the baris for the estimates. Where the refer-
ence is to Section 3 of this report, the referenced section describes the pro-
gram and its application. When a program description only is provided, the
estimated size is based on engineering judgement and analogy to MPBS pro-
grams that provide a similar type of processing capability. Where the
reference is to MPBS, the program for RPV applications is the same as,
or a slight modification of, the MPBS program implementation.

Table V. 2-1 Application Programs: Physical Control Of RPVs

Identification and Description Reference

Navigation Position: rhis receives LORAN
signal ataE, and excablishes the RPV position 3.Z. 3

Message Processing: This processes input 3.2.4. RPV Status Re-
messages and proves legallty and validity ports A capability sub-
checks, routine logic, and composes and sumed in many sections
addresses output messages.

Flight Control Enroute" 'his is established 3.2.5.2
frorn planned Flight Profile Position Loca-
tion Planned; Compare to Actual. Flight
Control Adjustemnt required is calculated,
and if any, control directive ani Output to
P.PV, or to Operator, is prepared.

kntenna Pointing Angle: This maintains data 3.2.5.3
on communications contacts with each RPV.

If contact is not made within a preset time
period, it establishes from the Plan the
planned Itecation for the RPV, obtains data
or Relay A/C location, and calculates the
pointing angle.

R P~osition for•Fixing and Trac~king 3.2. b. Z
Target vidvo priorit with 1EO syrobol
positions is dispiaye-1 on video. Weapon
boresight -otio.' is eatalishlied on the
video pictur,-', •o w, , ,o~r~sight as
posttio~ed or. ,id; . This V9.8 U-..ition

data, ,.i icay data, and E0 sin 3or an-les
reported, applying smoothing and pre-
dicto-i to updAte.

R-61 ave Envelone This determrinies 3.2.6.8
i he >.J1 light ýpatlhis within the Weapon

S'%vease envelo•pe, It inhibits the weapon I
rolease onvelop', and inhi-Sits weapon re-
Least if no, in envelope
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Table V. 2-Z Application Programs: RPV Mission Planning

Identification and Deecription Reference

Route Profile Coding- This is a route pro- 3.3.2
file specified in terms of flight profile seg-
ments identified as standardized flight mode
,e.g. launch) and legs specified in terms of
end-point positions, altitude, power mode
and climb, decend, or cruise. The output
is a set of coded flight control instructions.

Semi Automatic Route Planning: This dts- 4.1.2
plays the mission geometry and threat data,
The capability to use preplanned routes, and/
or historical routes is provided. The opera-
tor may create or modify any route. Auto-
matic checks are provided.

Automatic Route Selection: Using precoded 3.3.Z.3
Sthreat data, thc process finds three lowest 4, I. 2

threat routes through a defended area and
X, a lowest threat route that civerilys an oper-

ation designated IP.

Route Safety Scoring: Using a given route 3.3.2.3
profile the function scores the route expres- 4. 1.2
sing route safety in terms of accumulated
time within threat zones weighted by the type
of threat. The procces accumulates scores
by route leg and over the total route. Al-
ternate routes may be compared.

Automatic Route Adjustment: Using a route 3.3.Z.4
profile which is input (grossly defined), the
system creates additional route segments.
such that the adjusted route avoids or en-
route threats or minimizes the threats,

RPV Conmmunications Line of Sight Masking: 3.3.4.3

In the route profile planning process, thisprogram obtains prestored data on LOS
masking to a predetermined relay aircraft
flight profile from the data base.
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Table V. 2-2 Application Programs: RPV Mission Planning (continued)

Identification and Description Reference

Relay Aircraft Flight Profile Planning: 3.3.4.1 through
Using data generated by the RPV communi- 3.3.4.5
cations LOS Masking program, the program
plans a Relay A/C flight profile and schedule
such that over time the relay aircraft is
positioned to satisfy operational requirements
for LOS communications and to minimize the
possibility of jamming in an intense jammingI environment.

Relay Aircraft Flight Profile Planning to 3.3.5.3.3
Avoid Jamming by Specific Jammers: Using 4.1.2
data on known jamming sites, the program
calculates the commz-unications jam to signal
ratio for several relay aircraft positions.
The data is displayed and the operator sel-
ects the desired position.

Weapon Selection: Using precoded weapon 3.3.7
effects data from the Joint Munitions Effect- 4.1.2
iveness Manual, the orogram displays data
on the three best weapons (ordnance, carrier,
and delivery tactic) against the target type. It
calculates a probability of excess Ps if number
of A/C or RPV's are input, or number of A/C
or RPV's reqvired if desired Ps is input

ECM Mission Planning: This program cal- 3.3.9.2
culates the jam to signal ratio using mission 4.1. 2
geometry, radar cross section data, and
technical data of emitters and receivers.

Chaff Precursor Mission Planning: This pro- 3.3.9.3
gram generates a mission profile for a chaff
precursor mission using mission geometry
data, technical data on chaff packages, and
data on variables effecting chaff dispersion
such as atmospheric winds.

Target Review: This program displays data 4.1,2
on the target against which the mission is
being planned and other data supporting the
planning process.
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Table V.2-2 Application Programs: Physical Control Of RPVs (continued)

Identification and Description Refcrence

Plan Review: With data based on planned flight 3.3.10
profiles, this program generates and displays 4.2.1
tracks at r;.tes many times real time, exam- 4.3
ines plans for airspace conflicts and facility,
and operator overloads.

5.3 DATA BASE AND PROCESSING RATES

The principal operational data which must be in the data base for physical
control are the coded mirsion profiles generated by the planning function.
These data are estimated to require 188K bytes of storage for 240 missions
(Ref. Subsection 3.3.2.5). Message formats and address and routing
tables may require another 100 K bytes of storage. The six application
programs required for physical control are relatively small, totaling
3.6 KI's. The first three programs listed above in Table V.2-i total 3.2 KI's
and are executed periodically each half-second. The antenna pointing angle
"program is executed as required when the relay aircraft has lost communi-
cations contact with an RPV mission. The two over -the -target programs
are executed each 0.Z second. Based on these programs and these exe-
cution rates, it can be estimated that the processing required to execute
the application programs for physical control are approximately 7 KIPS for
enroute control, and one to two KIPS for over-the-target control. These
estimates do not include the processing required to service operator
initiated requests for data nor the processing required to generate and main-
tain display6. Based on TACC and SEEK FLEX simulations of the TACC
Current Operations Functions, the processing required to service operator
requests and provide operator displays are under 5KIPS on the average.
The conclusion is that the processing rates for physical control are not high.
An ADP system in the 50 to 100 Kilo instructions per second (KIPS) range is
indicated.

For force planning, the operational data base is large. Quantitative esti-
mates can be developed at the function level recognizing the similarity in the
data base required for planning RPV missions, Lo that required to planned
manned aircraft missions. Thus it is possible to estimate probable total
data bape requirements. Under the SEEK FLEX study, it was estimated
that to plan and monitor combat and combat support missions (airlift mis-
sions excluded) an operational data base of about orie million bytes was re-
quired. The MPS data base for the Advanced Development Mission Planner
System has been estimated at 7.Z million bytes. In ADMPS two files, pre-
scored automatic route selection tables and terrain masks, account for 3.6
million bytes in the 7, 2 million total. Another million bytes relate to wea-
pon selection and A/C configuration; 0.5 million bytee are unique to ECM
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and route safety scoring. Considering these data base totals in the light
of specific requirements to plan RPV missions, an operational data base
in the order of 4 to 6 million bytes appears required to implement all
algorithms for RPV mission planning. Data base usage factors are such
that core storage requirements are not excessive.

The application programs supporting mission planning and force monitoring
and replanning are estimated to require 162.6 KI's. TLese programs are
operator initiated or are called by operator initiated programs. The pro-
cessor requirements expressed in KIPS which are needed to execute these
programs depends upon many factors. Two dominating factors are; 1) the
number of operators simultaneously planning and replanning missions, and
2) the degree to which the operators request amplifying data. This latter
factor determines the rate at which application programs are called which in
turn influences processor requirements since applications programs use
more processor time than the review of amplifying data. Based on the
similarity between mission planning and monitoring for RPV and for manned
missions, plus experience gained from MPBS, the processing rates re-
quired for the RPV force planning and monitoring system are on the order
of 100 to 300 KIPS, depending in part on how frequently the operators choose
to call programs like terrain masking and automatic route selection.

5.4 OPERATING SYSTEM CONSIDERATIONS

5,4.1 DCF Multiple RPV Control Element

A resident executive function is required to: 1) support the control of ZO
drone subscribers, Z) provide operator communications (considering graph-
ical ar4. tabular displays), and 3) provide system scheduling and core al-
location for limited real time environment.

An additional requirement exists for: I) interrupt handlers and the main
memory rmp, and 2) I/O control and handlers.

A non-resldent O/S portion including infrequently used operator cornrnuni-
catlon- functions such as keyboard processing, report generation, and sys-
tem atnctions such as device and resource allocations is allocated to a pri-
mary mass storage device. These functions can be swapped in and out of
main memory as required. In addition, with a limited main core capacity,
applications programs and data could be allocated on the external device
and be swapped in the same manner.

5.4.2 DCF Weapon Delivery Control Element

The requirement to provide Video Display control is included in the estimate
for the non-resident O/S system function for the DCF Basic Control element.
This control function is allocated in this manner considering the co-location
of the two elements.
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5.4.3 DCF Force Planning Air Monitoring Element

Considering the optimizing of throughput and response requirements in an
interactive real time environment, a resident O/S estimated at approx-
imately 75, 000 bytes is required. Dynaaic core and device allocation,
diagnostic error processing, program loading, and interactive operator
communication functions are consid red.

Table V.4-1 indicates the etlrmated (in bytes) size of O/S functions allo-
cated for each element.

Table V.4-1 Estimated 0/S Functions

DCF Multiple RPV
DCF Planning Control Element

System Tasks Element -o-Total 0/S Resident Exec

"Scheduling 400 400 400

Core Allocation 4,000 800 800

Device Allocation 800 400 400*

Resource Allocation 1, 200 400 400*

Program Loads 4,000

Swapping Control 3,600

Task Dispatching ZOO

Interrupt Handier 800 800 800**

Program Terminator 4,000 2,000 1,000

Abnormal End Term. 800 400 400

Generator Commun. 24,000 12,000 1, 600

Restart 4,000 4,000 1,600

Diagnostic Error Pre. 4,000 1.200 1,200

Time r s 200 200 200"

Program Control Trace 400

Memory Map 10,000 7,000 7,000

I/0 Control Program 10, 000 8, 000 6, 000*

I/O Device Handler 2,400

TOTAL 74,800 39,.200 23,400

: Resident in I/O control region

Resident in memory map region
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SECTION 6

RPV COMMAND AND CONTROL SYSTEM CONCEPTS

6. 1 INTRODUCTION

Litton's analysis of the RPV command and control system requirements is
documented in Section 3. In the analysis three components of the RPV Sys-
tern; 1) the RPV vehicle, Z) the relay aircraft, and 3) the Command and Con-
trol element(s) were addressed. The analysis, however, centered on the
command and control elements and the requirements to provide effective
Command and Control of RPV operations. e.g., requirements to plan the
missions, to execute operations as planned, and to adjust operations as
required.

Command and Control procedures and implementation concepts were designed
to provide effective Command and Control while concurrently minimizing the
RPV vehicle on-board avionics and the communication required to maintain
control of the airborne RPVs.

Command and Control requirements group into three functional areas whicn
are separable in terms of operator skill, automated data processing and dis-
play support, and communications requirements. These three functional
areas are:

a. RPV Mission Planning and Force Control.

b. Control of the RPV inflight from launch to recovery except for
close control of the strike RPV vehicle in the weapon delivery
phase.

c. Control of the strike RPV during weapon delivery and bomb
damage assessment.

Figure 6. 1 - , RPV System Elements, depicts I'n specification tree format
the elements of the RPV system which have been addressed in this study (bold
outline) and other essential system elements which have been subsumed. The
da0hed boxes are elements that are or may be external to the IkPV system.
This section addresses specifically the system performance parameters for
the RPV Command and Control Elements of the system. Alternative systemconfiguration for the Command and Control elements are developed, and the
advantages and disadvantages of each are addressed. A preferred system
configuration is selected, and alternatives to the preferred configuration are
then presented.

6.Z SYSTEM CONCEPT

Functional areas for RPV Command and Control are identified as follows.,
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DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element: The functional area included in this
element is the physical control of RPV from launch to recovery using status
data reported by the RPV and position data provided by the navigation subsys-
tem. This functional area provides the physical control required for RPV
operations, excepting over-the-target control of RPV strike missions. For
brevity, such control is referred to as the DCF, Multiple RPV Control
Element.

DCF, Weapon Delivery Control Element: The functional area included in
this element is the physical control of RPV using status data reported and
more precise position data which are developed from imagery data obtained
from RPV EO Sensor Subsystem. This functional area provides control of
the RPV strike mission in the weapon delivery phase and for bomb damage
assessment. For brevity, such control is referred to as the DCF, Weapon
Delivery Control Element.

DCF Plarnning and Force Monitoring Element: The functional area included
in. this element is the RPV planning function, mission replanning, and adjust-
ment. For brevity, such control is referred to in this section as the DCF
Planning Element.

The distinctive features of each of these elements are:

DCF, Multiple RPVControl Element Features: The requirements for pro-
cessing support are characterized by a system that operates principally on
data provided by the Communications System. From the RPV, the element
obtains data that are used to establish the location of the RPV from launch
to recovery. Data on the status of the RPV are obtained. The reported
condition is compared to the condition that should exist according to plan.
Deviations are detected and appropriate control directives are formulated
and transmitted to the RPV, From the planning element, directives may be
received to redirect missions. Control directives are formulated and trans-
mitted to the RPV inflight, or to the launch control facility. for missions not
yet launched.

The principal operational data required are data on the plans for the RPV
missions as generated by the planning function. Activity is generated in
near real time by data received from the Communications System. Emer-
gency conditions excepted, response time requirements are not immediate;
that is, within fractions of minutes. Comnunications rates are relatively
low.

D CFA WeaponDeliverY Comfy01 Element Featur.s: In contrast to the DCF
Multiple RF-V Control Element, the Weapon Delivery Control Element is
characterized by near real time requirements for communications, process-
ing support, and operator actions. Imagery data from the RPV must be
communicated, processed, and di3played. Near real time reporting and
processing of RPV status data are required to provide the capability for
manual control. Full time operator action is reqired. Communications
rates are relatively high.
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DCF Planning and Force Monitoring Element Features: The distinctive char-
acter of the planning element relates to the ADP support required. A rela-
tively large operational data base is required (friendly force status, enemy
order of battle, geophysical data, commanders guidance, and planning fac-
tors). ADP Support is also characterized by relatively large applications
programs required to support the planning functions. tor preplanning,
rapid response is not an absolute requiirement. However, since the ADP
System interacts with the operator and the throughput requirements are rela-
tively high, the ADP System must be capable of responding to operator
requests for processing in a few seconds. To satisfy response time require-
ments for mission replanning, a rapid response is required. The ADP Sys-
tem must be capable of simultaneously supporting multiple operators planning
different types of missions. The communications requirements are relatively
low.

6.3 SYSTEM SYNTHESIS

6.3.1 Introduction

The subsections that follow synthesize the system requirements of the system

elements that have been identified and described in the preceding sections.
The system requirements are expressed in terms of:

o CommunicationG interface requirements.

o ADP support requirements,

0 Operator and operator facility requirements.

Maintenance support requirements are not included.

The quantitative factors presented are based on Sections 3 and 4 as developed
and sitntarized in Section 5, ADP Support Requirements.

6. 3. Z DGF, Multiple RPV Control Element

Co- mtimations Interfaces: The principal interface is with the airborne RPV.
The dat •peseuted in this -section assumes all communications to the RPV
inflight are through the relay aircraft. This maxinizes the requirements on
the most critical interface links in the RPV system. Any direct communica-
tions between the DCF and airborne RPV, within line of sight communications
range of the DCF, would merely reduce the link requirements to the relay
aircraft without concurrently imposing other critical system requirements.

Other interfaces are with launch and recovery operations and with the DCF
planning element. It is an operational aesumption that interfaces with the
TACS and other external system elements will be through the DCF, RPV
Mission Planning and Force Control Element. Table VI. 3-I, DCF, Multiple
RIM' Control Element Communications Interfaces, tabulates quantitative data
on these interfa:es. Column I is the interfacing element, Column 2 the type
data e"changed. (1) signhies input to the DCF. Basic Control Element.
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(0) an output. (I/O) signifies a message exchange, e g., inputs generating
outputs, and vice versa. The right-hand column is the reference to the sub-
section in the study report where the quantitative factors on message rate
and message length are addressed. The entry 485L means the data were ob-
tained by analogy to the 485L System and are derived from the 485L System
Specification. The entry (EJ), signifies an "engineering judgment" factor not
specifically addressed in the study. The message length and the bit rates cal-
culated in Columns 4, 5, and 6 are information bits only.

Further discussion of the three basic data links illustrated in Table VI. 3-1
are described in paragraphs a., b., and c. below.

a. DCF/Launch Site and DCF/Recovery Site Link: The average bit
rates are not calculated. The link must be available on demand.
It is assumed that at any launch site there can be only one launch;
similarly, at the recovery site, only one recovery. A low data
rate link, e.g. 600 BPS, two way simplex, satisfies all re-
quirements,

b. DCCF RPV Command Response Link via Relay Aircraft: Total
bit rates tabulated, information bits only, are 107 BPS incom-
ing to the DCF, eight BPS outgoing. These rates apply to the
DCF to Relay Aircraft Link with 20 RPVs under control. The
Relay A/C to individual RPVs rate is one-twentieth of this, 5
BPS RPV-to-Relay A/C, 0, 4 BPS to the RPV. These data are
meaningful only to highlight that the average information rate
that must be sustained is low. There are several factors which
now must be considered. There are occasional longer messages
to and from individual RPVs. The system must be capable of
accommodating such ttansient peaks. Individual RPV may be
serviced in turn. The overhead requirements of addressing and
synchronization must be satisfied and error control must be ac-
complished. Quxantitative factors for these functions cannot be
established without postulating specific link characteristics, the
scanning method, and a signal structure.

However, given that; 1) the average information data exchange
rates are low, 2) that exceptions requiring rapid response are
RPV-initiated and that simultaneous exceptions are unlikely,
and 3) that certain longer messages can be chained over several
contacts; there are methods of implementation that can result in
relatively low overhead rates, Using a synchronizing signal and
time slot addressing, on the order of 200 bits per sector scan
are indicated. A factor of two on the information bits returned
for redundancy is indicated. Assuming 20 sectors scanned to
contact Z0 RPVs, such methods yield link capacities like 200
bits per contact on the down link (to the RPV). On the up link,
150 bits provides a capability to transmit larger messages if
messages can be chained. With contact intervals like 0. 5 sec-
onds ('vth 20 RPVs, 10 second contact interval for each RPV),
a b00 BPS full duplex data link is indicated from the RPV to the
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reli.y aircraft. Similar engineex-cing judgment factors yield the
conct.uszo-, that the DCF to Relay A/C Link should also be in the
order of 600 BPS (the information data rate is 107 BPS on th,
down link.) If the DFC-to-Relay A/C Link has the same char-
acteristics as the Relay A/C-tc-RPV Link, direct con'mmnica-
tions between the D()F and the RPV can be implement-t" through
assignmn" procedures applying the same method as used to
assign an RPV missin to-one or another relay aircraft.

c. DCF, Mulltple RIV Contr-ol Elemnent/DCF Planning and Force
Monitor3ng Elemenlt: Considerations on this link are that the
sV? taiied ata rates are relatively low. Relatively long mes-
sages are occasionally transmitted. Communications are re-
quired on demand. If the;-e two elemrients are co-located, this

-interface is internal to the data processing system. If remoted,
a link like 600 BPS appears adequate (on a 600 BPS link, a 65
segment roaite profile could be transmitted in 16 seconds).

d" DCF. Weapon Delivery Control Element: The fact that Weapon
1riýtuvehy Control. Element hasj0 been defined to be separable fromn
the DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element dictates an interface
requirement betw.en the two elements. A system assumption
i .s h .eve~r, that these two elements are colocated and inte-
grated into.a single ADP Support system. The interface is
therefore ivtecrnal to the ADP system. The requiremelnt is to
provia,- a co.solc-to-console interface, a capability usually
provided in a multi-operator system of the type being
considered,

ADP Tpot.Le iTdre_ . h,:T ADP Supprt reuirotm--nts for the Multiple
RPV Control, uc-'eloped in section V are,

Data Base qoired: Approxipnately 15 K bytes, one
••PV' unit of 20 vehicles, 288K
bytes, -tr o I uiit force,

Application Pragrw.a., A. 5 t. (include 1, 3 KIs for
Vl: ht Profile coding).

Operating System: .Yi.Zi' bytes.
Y1 Z*bts

pe.ratorer>torFacjics. r T'he p3ysical control procedures that ihave
been postulated require -ýt onerator console providing sitnultancous graphic
and tabular display&, ThA. may 1he a dual display, or a split screen approach
may be used. Conscide..ctrcd requirements are those typical of Control
Consoles such •-t •Žecified for the. 485L System. The number of consoles
required depend upon the number of operators required which, in turn, de-
pends upon oryeret•k -o..r. 'Table VI. 3-2, DCF, Multiple RPV Control
Elenr-nt, Cu.mamt LAef tdj tabulates operator load factors. Based on the
factors a.umoed, total operator timhe per mission is just over three minutes.
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Total operator time for controlling 20 missions simultaneously for a full
hour is 71. 3 minutes. Considering that this is the load for a peak activity
period, and that many of the operator actions can be delayed minutes without
any loss in effectiveness, it is judged that two operators can provide the re-
quired control. There is, however, a requirement for a third operator to
monitor the operation of the unit's force. Additionally, third operator sta-
"tion provides capability to handle transmit peak loads and a backup capability
to maintain control, should one operator station fail. Therefore, three
operator stations are proposed.

* 6.3.3 DCIL Weapon Delivery Control Element

Communications Interfaces: The requirement to interface with the DCF,
Multiple RPV, Control Element was included in the preceding subsection.
The only other interface, and the significant one, is with the RPV through
the relay aircraft. Table VI. 3,-3 tabulates the quantitative data.

The electro optical video data is characterized by a requirement to transmit
from each RPV to the DCF high resolution video data in near real time. A
high data-rate broad-band link is thus inherent in the requirement to control
several RPVs.

Data on the control directives, DCF-to-RPV, are extracted from Table 111.2-1.
The messages identified as aperiodic are principly once per mission mes-
sages which initiate and terminate the weapon delivery phase. The principal
"exception is the sensor zoom m,ýssage. The BPS estimate is therefore the
bit rate established by the requirement to reptrt at 0. 2 second intervals with
the sensor zoom message superimpos'.d on every message. The RPV to DCF
data rates are dominated by the periodic messages that generate 261 BPS.

Given that there is a broad band link establishtd from the RPV to the DCF
through the relay aircraft, the data rates are low .-elative to the data re-
quired to trAnsrmit the video. It is assumed that the link is implemented
using the same antennae used for the video link with the digital data multi-
plexed on the video on the up link. Th-: down link, relay aircraft to RPV,
will be implemented by routing the. message to the Relay Aircraft Video link
antenna.

Since the system requirement is to co•,,rol four RPV over-the-target simul-
taneouly, the link requirements, DCF to relay aircraft, are four times the
numbers on the table; that is, ap'-roximatel; 1, 000 BPS from the Relay A/C
to DCF and 1, 600 BPS on the up-link from the DCF to the relay aircraft.
Considering that these rates are sostained on dedicated links, link cajaci-
ties of 2, 400 BPS rinimilm are iL:dicated.

ADP Support Requirements: The ADP Support for Weapon Dlivery Control
developed in Section D presupposed that the Weapon Delivery Control element

iI6_90~•. -
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is colocated with a DCF Multiple RPV Control element. Given this, the addi-
tional ADP support required is:

Data Base: Not significant

Applications Programs: 0. 3 KIs

Operating System: Common with the DCF Multiple RPV Con-
trol Element. Additional video display
control requirements are estimated 2 to
4K bytes.

These estimates do not include:

a. The Data base required to store historical video on the target
nor the processing required to display historical video concur-
rently with the real time video picture.

b. Processing required to calculate, at the DCF, a weapon release
point for "dumb bombs" and to transmit a release directive to
the strike RPV.

Operator Facilities and Operator Requirements: The console display require-
ment for weapon delivery is to display the EO Sensor video picture with que-
ing symbols superimposed. An additional capability to concurrently display
queing video, is desirable. Some type of cursor control for steering the EO
sensor is required. Other controls to couple EO sensor steering to the RPV,
to enable or direct weapon release and/or to initiate the escape maneuver,
reattack, divert, or return to base are required. Since implementation is
based on continual operator control in the weapon delivery phase, an opera-

, 1 tor and an operator console is required for each target simultaneously en-
gaged. With four simultaneous attacks required, four operators, and four
operator consoles, are required.

6.3.4 DCF Force Planning Element

Communikations Interface: The interface between the DCF RPV Planning and
Force Monitoring Element, and other DCF elemevnts, have been described in
preceding subsections. The system concept provides a ground-to-ground data
link between elements that may be remoted. The interface requirement is
easily satisfi-d by a low data rate link. If elements are colocated the inter-
face is internal to the ADP Support system and is implemented through a con-
sole data transfer function. -hc TAGS interface is similar,from a system's
view, to the 485L System interface between the TACC and a Data Source term-
inal, Another interface required is for track tell. A data link, TADIL B, is

.4 required to tell the RPV track data to the TACC or the CRC (it is assumed
that distribution within the TACS is provided). A final interface is to the re-
lay aircraft which thiO element must control. This interface can be through
the DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element. None of these interfaces impose
any system requirements tbht cannot be easily satisfied.

6-il
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ADP Support Requirements: If all applications programs described in Sec-
tions 3 and 4 are implemented to support RPV mission planning the ADP Sup-
port Requirements for the RPV Planning element are:

Data Base Roquired: 4 to 6 million bytes

Applications Programs: 162.6 KIs

Operating System: 74. 8K bytes

If the requirement for automated support for weapon selection, automatic
route selection, and terrain masking were eliminated the ADP Support Re-
quirements would be reduced to:

Data Base Requirement: Approximately 2 to 3 million bytes

Applications Programs: 132. 8KIs

Operating System: 74. 8K bytes

The principal saving is in the data base which can be maintained in bulk
storage.

If the requirement for automatic support is reduced to a minimum support
level, that is selected to include:

o Route Profil) Coding.

o Semi Automatic Route Planning.

o Route Safety Scoring.

o Relay Commnunication LOS Masking & Flight Profile Planning.

The AD? Support Requirement would reduce to:

Data Base Required: Approximately I million bytes

Applications Programs: 55.9 KIs

Operating System: 50 to 60K bytes

Operator, Operator Facilities: Assumning a 3 unit RPV force with each unit
capable of executing 80 missions per day with 20 RPVs simultaneously air-
borne, the system must provide the capability to plan 240 missions and con-
trol 60 RPV missions simultaneously. The operator loading associated with
this activity depends upon many factors such as:

a. The planning time allowed: The assumption is that the planning
response time is comparable to that specified in the 485L sys-
tem. That is RPV Mission Planning, which includes detailed
mission planning, should be completed in four to six hours.



b. Abort rates, divert rates, and the requirements to plan immed-
iate missions: The assumption is that these factors are corn-
parable to those specified for the 485L system.

"With these assumptions, and based on the time required to plan a single

mission as developed from SEEK FLEX and TACC simulations and MPS ex-
perience, it is estimated that 4 or 5 planners can plan all missions in six
hours or less. A minimurn requirement is four planning consoles, one each
for Strike, EW, and RECCE missions, with the fourth console allocated to
a fourth planner for any mission type as required. For mission monitoring
one operator for each mission type is minimum with one supervisory con-
sole. Based on these assumptions and for a three unit force the minimum
operator requirements are eight operators and eight operator consoles. It
is probable that this minimum also satisfies the operational requirements.

6.4 SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

6.4.1 Introduction

A given RPV Force consists of a RPV composite group with three RPV units.

1) An RPV Strike Unit

2) An RPV EW Unit

3) An RPV REECE Unit or
Three Composite Units

Each unit is capable of launching 80 missiors (sortie.s) per day with 20 mis-
siorns simultaneous ly airborii', The RPV (Command and Control System
must be capable of simultaneously controlling 60 missions with four of these
missions in the weapon delivery phase. The planning element(s) must be
capable of planning 240 missions per day. To provide the required Command
and Control there are several ways in which the system elements can be com.
bined. This subsection presents four configurations which are possible and
addresses the advantages and disadvantages of each.

6.4.2 Centralized Configuration

,. In this configuration (Figure 6.4-1 ) all system elements are colocated. Such
"a centralized Command and Control facility would most probably be located

'' at the RPV Composite Group level. It applies to any unit deployment but may
be most applicable if the deployed units are Composite units. The system
components required are three DCF, Multiple RPV Control Elements, one
DCF, Weapon Delivery Control Element, and a DCF RPV Planning and Force
Monitoring Element with redundant components reduced as follows.

Operator Positions and Operator Consoles: The individual elements as de-
fined include a supervisory position in each DCF Multiple RPV Control Ele-
ment which was sized for unit control. In addition there were three mission

* monitoring positions, and one supervisory position in the DCF, RPV Planning
and Force Monitoring Element. This is a total of seven monitoring and super
visory positions. In the Centralized Configuration, 3 monitoring positions
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and one supervisory position would probably satisfy the requirements, thus
saving three operator positions and three operator consoles.

Communication Requirements: The communication requirements for the
Centralized Configuration are the sum of the communications of the indivi-
dual elements. The implementation of several interfaces are affected how-
ever. Inter-element interfaces can be implemented internal to the ADP
Support System with a corresponding elimination of the need to interface
remoted DCF elements by ground data links. Offsetting this is an increased
requirement to interconnect the centralized facility with all launch and re-
covery sites. The interface to the Relay Aircraft introduces factors on
relay aircraft sizing and relay aircraft control that have not been previously
addressed. Assuming however that; 1) a relay aircraft is sized to communi-
cate with 20 RPVs simultaneously, and 2) the use of multiple relav aircraft
when operational requirements dictate is independent of the RPV Command
and Control system configuration and 3) control of the relay aircraft will be
allocated to the DCF, RPV Planning and Force Control Element; then corn-
munications relay interface requirements are independent of the RPV Com-
mand and Control System Configuration. The third primary interface, inter-
face and the TACS, is assumed to be through the DCF, RPV Planning and
Force Control Element in all configurations and is therefore also configura-
tion independent.

ADP Support Requirements: The centralized facility can be supported by
an integrated ADP Support System with the usual cost saving that results
from eliminating the need to duplicate data bases, operating systems, and
applicable program requirements. The amount of ADP System capacity that
can be saved depends upon the amount of duplication in a distributed system.
For this particular system there is no significant duplication in the data base
requirements of the DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element. The total data
base required in the centralized system is approximately the sum of the
total data base' requirements of the individual elements. The application
programs for the DCF basic control element need not be duplicated saving
storage for 3. 6 KIs. The principal saving in the Centralized ADP Support
System as against a distributed system is in the system operational support
software. One operational, support system is required, not three, which
indicates an apparent saving of 78.4K bytes storage. Offsetting this however,
is the consideration that the centralized ADP System will require a more
capable, hence somewhat larger, OS system which reduces the apparent
savings in storage and increases somewhat the cost of providing the OS
system, The conclusion from these general considerations is that in this
system the cost savings of a Centralized System as against a distributed
system that will be described is relatively small.

Maintenance Support: The Centralized System concept contains, within itself,
centralized maintenance support. It is normally evident that a centralized
facility can be maintained at a cost significantly less than a decentralized
system. The quantitative savings are dependent on the system maintenance
concepts, failure rates and the degree to which one dispersed element can
back up another.
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Considering all factors that impact cost, it is concluded that the Centralized
Configuration for the RPV Command and Control System can be provided at
a cost saving, as against a decentralized system. The cost savings are,
however, relatively small when compared to total system costs.

Operational Concepts: The other factors to consider are the operational
faW:tors. There is no obvious operational advantage in a centralized con-
figuration. The element interfaces are not more effective. There are no
significant person to person interface requirements that are enhanced.
There are a number of operational disadvantages in the centralized con-
figuration. First, any centralized system is inherently more vulnerable to
enemy attack. Secondly, being larger it is less mobile, and set-up time is
longer. Finally, the savings in the centralized system were in part realized
by reducing system redundancy which makes the system more vulnerable
when system components fail. The operational advantages of a decentralized
system which is designed to provide element back-up include increased sur-
vivability, increased capability to function in degraded modes, and increased
mobility which includes the capability to relocate in a leapfrog mode. These
features are all disadvantages of a centralized system.

Considering the fact that the RPV system must be designed to operate in a
mobile tactical environment, disadvantages of the centralized system seem
to far outweigh the advantages.

6.4.3 Decentralized Configuration A:

This configuration is:

a. A DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element at each RPV unit.
(Figure 6.4-2 depicts RPV units as mission unique, but
Composite units may be deployed).

b. The DCF, Multiple RPV Control Element at the Strike
RPV unit augmented with the DCF, Weapon Delivery Con-
trol Element.

c. A DCF, RPV Planning and Force Control Element colocated
¾ with the Strike RPV Unit DCF.

In this configuration, (Figure 6. 4-2) the system elements that provide phy-
sical control of the RPVs and monitoring at the unit level are decentralized,
and the RPV Planning and Force Monitoring functions are centralized as
in the centralized configuration described. The cost factors are the con-
verse of those described for the centralized facility. Three more operator
positions and three more operator consoles are required. These operators
and operator consoles provide, however, increased system redundancy with
the attendant capability to handle transient overloads, or to function with no
loss of operational effectiveness in the event of system failures, The fact
that the DCF Multiple RPV Control Elements do not significantly require
duplicated data bases and that the application program requirements are
small, means that it is the operating system (39.2K Bytes) that is the only
significant duplicated component. As indicated in the previous subsection,
maintenance costs will be increased.
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All factors considered, it is a subjective conclusion that the advantages of
the Decentralized Configuration A, when compared to increased costs, are
such that configuration A is preferred over the centralized configuration.
This is especially true if the units are rnission unique as depicted in the
figure.

6.4.4 Decentralized Configuration B

This configuration (Figure 6.4-3) is identical to Decentralized Configuration
A except that the force planning element is collocated with the TACC rather
than at the Striko RPV Unit DCF. It applies to mixed force deployments
only since for a pure RPV Force the DCF Force Planning element functions
as the TACC. The cost factors of Configuration B, as against Configura-
tion A, relate almost exclusively to how the automated TACC of the 485L
system is designed, the specifiv capability provided in the RPV Force Plan-
ning 'omient, and/or the degree to which the Air Force desires to apply
the capability of the RPV Force Planning Element to the plarnning of manned
systeirrs. The factor that enters into selecting this configuration, as against
Configuration A, are primarily of a Comumand nature.

6.4.5 Decentralized Configuration C

This configuration (Figare 6.4-4) is similar to Decentralized Configuration
A. except that force planning is decentralized to the RPV unit level. The
cost factor Is relatively high since the data base and program requirements
of the individual planning elements are almost the same as for the central-
ized planning element. Not only are the cost factors high, but there are
operational disadvantages in decentralizing planning, including communi-
cations relay planning delegated to the unit level. It is concluded that this
configuration is not compatible w th the operational requirements, and that
the cost is high. Table VI.4-1 is a summary chart of the four configurations
It presents data on the comparative manning levels and ADP requirements
for each configuration. The advantages and disadvantages are also sum-
marized.

6.4.,6 Airborne Options

There are several viable airborne options, One is to provide the DCF
Multiple RPV Control Element in an airborne command post. Considering
the system size, this in quite feasible. The considerations are primarily
dependent upon a Command selection of an operational mode ar d outside the
scope of this study. Another possibility is to provide, over th,! target con-
trol, the DCF Weapon Delivery Control Elemeht, on an airborne platform.
If the Weapon Delivery Control Element is stripped to its essertial elements,

* a fighter aircraft could be configured to provide Weapon Delivery Control.
By overflying enemy territory communications requirements cruld be con-
siderably reduced. While the latter option has many attractive features
there is one significant operational disadvantage, overflight of enemy terri-
tory is required. As with other options mentioned, the primary considera-
tions in rejecting or puw¢uiAg this option are operational.
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SECTION 7

SUMMARY OF FACTORS AFFECTING
RPV C&C AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1 SUMMARY OF FACTORS AFFECTING RPV COMMAND AND
CONTRCL

Since the RPV System, the RPV Commnand and Control System, and the
operational concepts for the use of RPV are evolving concurrently, there
are many areas that can be identified as requiring further study and analysis. V
At the highest level there are trade-offs between the total system capability
and total system c~osts. At lower levels there are trade-offs between the
RPV vehicle system element and its onboard avionics, the communications
a nd navigation system elements, and the conixnand and control elements.
Within each elemen~t many trade-offs exist. Within the total pyramid of
trade-off options, the objective is to achieve an optimum balance between
RPV system capability and RPV system costs within a concept of use that
Cdptinally balaricia the- RPY- weaprin system capabilit", and the capability of-

mandwoapoan systerna.

In the an alysis of the RPV Comv-nard and Control Sys-tem which ULtton con-
dulcted, many areas were identified' where viable options exist' which, zkfect
Commran6 and Control 5yatem rAcquirements or where further analyses are
required to-develop t.%2 C-ammand and.Control ry,9teni requiriementa. A&i
V11. 1-1, Summ-aary-, RPV System.Factors Affecting RPV C&C. liste the

bPrinciple factors that impact the RPV Commnaiid -avid, Control Systern 'Per-
fornivnce parameters. T-Aese factors, identified as "trade-off" relate to
41eotv o=u- cto prahstatafc o'~n n Control
cormmun ications. rhose factors identified as, "Baseline Assum.ptions,"
relate to -%ha capal-t:iity of elements o! the RPV sy'stem which impact theIComtrifnd irie Control option*, Variations to such a baseline need to be
ass~eassý in terms of the effectg or. the ground baoed Cormnand and Control.
The nitatlon, "further analysis required, If indic'atts that a &aurc detailed
analysic is reqxzirad wo establish the system requirements for APP Support,
Operator facilities, operator time required, &.-W the associated comnmunl-
cations roquirements. The 35*ctioix reference is to the Section of this re-
port where that System Factor to dircussed '11he consideration in oach of
these areas are diicussed, briefly, in the following p~ragraphs.

7. 1. 1 2-uuiainSb y enCaatrsk (Rot. Section 2.7. 1)

This section list-t some of the cila racteri sticsa of the communication sub-
system which appear to be deiiirable, as well wo-, commaunications technology,
JIPY system requirements, and cost effectiveness pararrieters considered.
Many alternativee that exist are identified in Litton's study and previous
Air Forze landed etedles. The principle factors affecting the trade-offsa
which are external to the Conuyun ication Subsystem relate to the capability
of the RPV on-board av'ionies. and to the operational requirements for
communication on dernand versus periodic Commnunications for the Corn-
nmand and JResvoruse Link(a).



Table VII. I-1. Recommended Study Areas

Recommended Study Areas Section Reference

1. Communication Subsystem Characteristics 2.7. 1
(Baseline Assumptions).

2. Use of Command Response link for RPV Z.7.6 and 2.7.9
range measurements and location (trade-
off).

3. Use command response link frequency band Z.7.6 and 2.7.9
and RF hardware to measure terrain clear-
ance (trade-off).

4. Use HF for a one way command link from 2, 7.9
DCF to Abn RPVs, RPV response through
a relay (trade-off).

5. "P-V Aviondcs subsystem characteristics 3. 2. la, b, and c
(Baseline aO&imptI'.Mn)..

6, Comrnd t.eapoinse Links, Weapon. Delivery 3. Z. Z
ane Fkiroute Control (Buseline Asoumptions).

7. Navi.gation &ibsysttm Characteristic. s 3. Z. 3
(Baseline Assumptions).

8, RPV Position and Status ltoporting 3. ". 4
(Baseline assumptions).

.9, Multiple Vehicle Control Procedures 3. 2. 5.1
0 ( G~iine assumptions).

10, Operator time required for c•ntrol of 3. Z. 5.4
muitiple RPVs (further analysis required).

11. Requirements for target acquisition and 3. 2.6.8
control of weapon delivery and bomb
damage assesvmcnt (further analysis
required),

12. Automatic Rvoute Adjustment lmplemantation 3. 3. Z. 4
(fur~ther analysis required).

1 13. Pocedure for Relay A/C route profile plan- 3, 3.4, 3.3.5

ning and immediate replanning (further and 3.3.9.4
a&Wys 4 s required).
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Table VII. 1-1. Recommended Study Areas (cont)

Recommended Study Areas Section Reference

14. Develop quantitative parameters for ADP Section 5
support for RPV Command and Control
(software, data base, processor) (further
analysis required).

7. 1. 2 Use Corrmand Response Link For RPV Ranne Measurement (Ref.
Z. 7: and2.'7. 9

Given that an airborne relay is required and that communications security
ird "J protection must be provided, it is not technically difficult, nor
costly, to add a range measuring capability. With two airborne relays,
loc.tion data are easily achieved, providing a completely self contained and
accurat- navigation system for RPVs. The necessity to provide two relay
aircraft may increase operating costp during the low activity periods.
There is, however, the possibility of using a low cost relay, designed
sp-ecifically for enroute control only, which may reduce relay aircraft costs,
thuii making two airborne relays cost effective. Additionally, several pos-
sioilities of providing adequate position data using one relay aircraft are
available. However, multiple trade-offs are involved.

-7.1.3 Use Command Response Link Wrequency, Band and RF Hardware to
Measure Terrain. Clearance (Ref.-2.7.6 and 2.7.9)

This it an extension of item 7. 1.2 above. The possibility of low costter-
rain clearance capability, using the command response link RF hardware,
is available.

7. 1.4 Use HF for One-Way Command Link From D.CF To Airborne

This option has the promise of reducing significantly the link capacity re-
quired of the communications relay aircraft links, thus easing the AJ
problem and providing a possible means of acceptable location data, using
communications ranging techniques and only one relay aircraft.

7.1. 5 REyV Avionics. Subsystem Characteristics (Ref. 3. 2. 1. Sub Para-
graphs a,, b,, and c.)

This section lists some of the capabilities of the RPV avionics subsystems
which appear to be necessary or desirable In order to provide a multiple
'RPV Control Capability. Any change in these assumptions could signifi-
cantly impact the communications required for RPV Command and the
Control.
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7.1.6 Commmd. Response Links. Weapon Delivery Control And Enroute
Control (Ref. 3.Z.Z)

This section assumes two command response links are provided; one pro-
vides periodic contacts, the other communication on demand. The assess-
ment is that this provides th6 required operational capability at the lowest
cost. Any change in this assumption could significantly affect the relay
link capacity requirements.

7. 1. 7 Navigation Subsystem Characteristics (Ref. 3. Z. 3)

To minimize the cost of RPV Avionics, it is assumed that calculations
needed to interpret the navigation system signals and calculate RPV posi-
tion is allocated to the ground based processor. Any change in the assump-
tion affects the RPV on-board avionics subsystem and the communication
and control requirements.

7. 1.8 APV Status And Position Reportin (Ref. Section 2.4)

Assumptions are documented on status and position data reported and on
the update rates. Communications and control requirements are dominated
by these assumptions. Any change in assumptions can very significantly
affect communication and DCF processing requirements.

7.1.9 Multiple Vehicle Control Procedure . (Ref. 3. Z. 5. 1)

The principal options addressed relating to enroute control, are; 1) pre-
programmed and preloaded vehicle control instructions with corrective
controls issued as required and, Z) all control instructions initiated by the
DCF as required to fly the preplanned profile. The option selected to
assess the DCF performance parameters was 1) above, preprogrammed
Control with Corrective Commands issued as required. Any change in this

assumption may significantly affect communications required and, quite
possibly, operator requirements.

7. 1. 10 Operator Time Required or Multiple RPV Control (Ref. 3. 2. S. 4)

Operator time required for multiple RPV control is dependent on many
aassamptions regarding operator activities. These assumptions include
operational factors such as mission rates, abort, and adjustment rates,
F1urther analysis, and some type of simulation, is required to establish
how these variables, coupled with alternatives in control procedures,
affect grade of service.
7.1. 1 Reuitent. or Target Acuilition And Weapon Delivery And

tatfuirement.Ior TagtAcusitoA
BOWPA je Asffessment (Ref. 3.Z.6)

The principle trade-offs In this area relate to the transmission of video data
s"d the operator target recognition problem. These trade-off factors are
internal to the video data transmission processing and display element and
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do not aignificantly affect the requirements for the command response data
link nor the number of operators required (operator requirements, one on
one, are assumed). These factors were not analyzed under Litton's study.
The other alternatives that affect the command response data link require-
ments and the rate at which a single operator can accept control of weapon
delivery depend on variables such as requirements for weapon release cal-
culations and operator control required for bomb damage assessments, es-
cape, and reattack. Further analysis and some type of simulation is re-
quired to establish how these variables affect communications requirements
and operator time required per attack.

7. 1. 12 Automatic Route Adjustment In-Lplementation (Ref. 3.3.2.4)

The size of the data base and the application program required to implement
automatic route adjustment can vary depending upon the specific method
selected for coding threat data. The ADP support requirements presented
in Table V. 2-3 (Section 5) assumed a specific approach. Further analysis
is needed to establish that the specific approach selected is the most econo-
rmical.

7.1. 13 Procedure For Relay A C Route Profile Planning And Immediate
Replanning (Ref. 3.3.4, 3.3.5 and 3.3.9.4)

The planning for the relay aircraft route profile introduces many new
variable factors in mission planning. To adequately assess all factors re-
quires a quite detailed assessment of the operating environments, opera-
tional procedures, and the diurnal distribution of RPV missions to be con-
trolled. Also, some type of simulation is indicated.

7. 1. 14 Develop Quantitative Parameters for ADP Support (Ref. Section 5)

The factors identified as software, data base, and processor are inter-
related. The requirement is to develop in more detail the ADP software
reauirements to support the ground based command and control, the associ-
ated data base requirements, and to establish the processing capability
required of the computer to provide timely response under load.

7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

The factors summarized in the preceding subsection are of two types, One
relates to the RPV subsystem performance parameters, the conumunications
and navigation subsystems, and RPV on-board avionics which affect the RPV
Command and Control procedures and the ComMand and Control subsystem
performance parameters (trade-off factors and baseline assumptions). The
other factors relate to thv requirement for further analysis to develop
quantitative parameters on the Command and ContTol system loads, commu-
nications system loading, processing and display requirements, and operator
loading. The variables affecting the command control system load are of
three types; 1) the RPV subsystem performance parameters which affect
Command and Control, 2) Alternative RPV Command and Control subsystem
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and, 3) Operational employment concepts and force level factors which im-
pose performance requirements on the RPV Command Control system. At
the system level it is important to be able to assess the effect of these
variables, singly and in combination.

Over the past several years, Litton has used a relatively simple, but
powerful simulation model to examine Conmmand and Control system para-
meters with emphasis on .ommunications, computer, and operator load
factors. Under the SEEK FLEX study the model was developed to specifical-
ly analyze ADP support parameters. The Load Model" wa• used to develop
computer loads that were then used to drive a simulation model of .he SEEK
FLEX computer. Under the TACC study, the model was developed further
to; 1) make it easier to use. 2) provide more flexibility in its operation,
and 3) provide more useful outputs.

A document, "A User-Oriented Aid For System Load Analysis," prepared
for iUtton's internal use, describes the simulation model in operational
terms. It is attached to this report as Appendik B. Since that document
was written, the model has been further developed to incorporate task
priorities and queueing. The model can be used without modification to
simulate the activity of an RPV Command and Control system.

Specifically, the model can be used to establish the parametric relationship
between the RPV Command and Control subsystem and factors external to
the Command and Control subsystem, The Command and Control subsystem
parameters that can be developed include:

Sa. Communications link requirements, bits per second by link.

b. Operator and operator facility requirements, number required
to achieve a specified grade of service.

c. Data processing requirements, data base (number of bytes).
software program sie (numbered instructions), and pro-
ceasing rates (kilo instructions executed per second),

The factors which can be easily varied to assess the quantitative effects
of viable options include:

a. RPV system capability factors sur:h as RPV on board avionics,
communications, and navigation subsystem performance
Parameter s.

b. Command Control Subsystem:

* Functional allocations; man and machine.

* Implementation of functional proQesses.

0 Command and Control procedures.



c. Force Size Factors:

* Number of sories per day.

* Number of missions per day.

* Mission Mix.

* Number of simultaneous missions by type and phase.

d. Operational Factors:

0 Ratio of preplanned to immediate missions.

.• Abort rate and adjustment rate.

* Number of targets per mission planned, and executed.

* Response time requirements.

The feature of the model which makes it a particularly useful tool to assess
system trade-offs, and the effect of system trade-offs on the Command
Control and Communization subsystems, is that once the system model has
been structured the variable parameters are easily changed. Many alterna-
tives can be assessed, singly or in combination, at relatively low cost.
Typically, to assess the effect of a system variable, a model parameter is
changed and the model is rerun. To exploit the capability of Litton's corn-
mand and control system load simulator, it is recommended that the Air
Force consider a study to simulate the RPV C&C system using Litton's
Load Model. The benefits that will be derived will provide insight into th-
affects of System Load trade-offs on RPV Command Control and Conmrmuni-
cations and the affects of alternative command and control procedures on
RPV System performance.
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APPENDIX A
RPV PLANNING DEMONSTRATIONS AND RESULTS

INTRODUCTION

On 23 August 1972, a Mission Planning System Breadboard demon-

stration was given at the Litton Computer Facility in Canoga Park,

California$ to demonstrate RPV planning. This demonstration

satisfied subparagraphs 4.1.3.3.3 and 4.1.3.','.4 of Contract

P30602-71-C-0015, Change "C", 6 July 1972. It also satisfied

in part all of paragraph 4.1.1.3.3.

The scope of the present RPV study did not *llow for extensive

changes to the MPS breadboard. It was desired to make very few,

if any, coding changes and to minimize changes to the data base,

To this purpose an existing, non-classified North Korea data base

was used. This meant that the map and the BOB did riot have to be

changed. The following paragraphs discuss the changes that were

""ade to the data base and programs.

DATA BASE UPDATI AND PROGRAM M)DIFICATIONS

The purpose of this section is to describe the changes eade to

tbe data base of the Mission Planning System breadboard to satisfy

subparagraph 4.11.3.3*2 of the contract. It was also neceasary

to make minor modification to the programs in order to run the

systeo for KPV planoinC. These ainor modifications are also

described in this section.

The follOwing references were used.

I. Study of Multi-Mission APV Systems

Pinsl Technical Report, Northrop Corp., SS-14.)4

2. An Analysis of Remote Manned Systems for Attacking SAM Site

kland Corp. SS-1638



The following assumptions were made:

1. The RPV aircraft has a maximum operating range of approxi-

Mately 200 miles and weapon load limits of approximately

2000 lbs.

2. There are only three stations on which weapons can be

carried.

3. AGM-65A (Maverick) type missile is carried in the place

of AMG 12-C (Bullpup B).

4. No fire bomb or incendiary bomb will be carried.

5. The weapon delivery tactics is as follows:

a. For AGM-.SA:

Dive angle -30

Release Altitude = 7000'

True air speed 6 600 knots

b. Otherwise:

Dive angle 45
Release Altitude • 30001

True air speed 600 knota

A. Data base modules changes are listed a4 follows:

1. Select 10 new targets for the kPV type mission (iTFGLE),
Figures I to 10 show detailed inf'ormation for these new

targets. The maj,)r considerations for the RPV type target

list weret (1) the operating ravge of RPV aircraft is

approximattly 200 miles, (2) the operating weapon load limit

is approximateyv 2000 lbs., (3) RPV weapon delivery tactics

(dive angle, air sp-zed. ieltase altitude) yield higher

effectiveness against point targets sach as bridges, bunkers,

buildings, SAM or AAA sites.

These new targets were added to the e.Xisting target file

(TGTFILS) in the data base.

2. Create a new mission requirement file (MSWBQ.P) such that

A-3



the new missions associated with 10 new targets can be

selected and planned by RPVMPS.

Figure 11 shows the tabular display of mission number and

target information.

Figure 12 shows the graphical display of target locations

and airbase locations.

3. Modifications were made to the airbase (AIRBASE) Pile to

reassign aircraft types to airbases, particularly, the

F-105D was replaced by the RPVOOI vehicle, and the RPV001

vehicle was assigned to the airbase closest to PEBA to

satisfy RPV aircraft operating range.

4. The Ordnance Menu (ORDRENU) Pile was modified to include a

new weapon, AGM65-A (Maverick) air to ground mCssile for

RPV vehic,•.

5. Figure 13 shows the various target types.% included in tha

current JXEM table. Pigure 14 shows the various ordnance

(weapon) types included in the current JIMEI table. The

ordnance type code is used in the description of the J)MIM
table.
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MISSION PLANNING SYSTEM

TARGET LIST

TARGET CODE TARGET TYPE

1 AREA BARRACKS 280X170M (FIRE OR 501)
2 AREA MIG-19 1IX366M OPEN (KILL)
3 AREA MIG-19 91X1220M REVETTED (PTO)

4 1. AREA PERS 30OX300M STAND (12H1R SUP)
$ • AREA STACKED AMMO 72X106M (KILL)
6 ' FORWARD AIRSTRIP (KILL)
7 i AREA 55 GAL POL DRUMS 76X76M (KILL)3 : CONCRETE DAM 3M THICK (KILL)

t CONCRETS RUNWAY l0 THICK (PTO)
10 CONVOY 2.STN TRKS 6X500M (8HR TRP)
11 TUNNEL STEEL OR CONCRETE
12 CONVOY 7TN TRKS 6XS00M (1.5HR TRP)
13 EARTHEN DAM 6X30H (KILL)
14 MASONRY ARCH BRIDGE (DROP ONE SPAN)
15 MASONRY BLDG 12X12M. (FIRE OR 50%)
16 t ONE LARGE HANGER (KILL)
17 ONE POL TANK 9M DIAl X 7M HIGH (KILL)
18 ONE SMALL HANGER (KILL)
19 RAIL, SINGLE TRACK (CUT ONE RAIL)

I SIMPLE GIRDER BRIDGE (DROP I SPAN)
1 TRUSS BRIDGE (DROP ONE SPAN)1 22 1 AREA PEPS 30X300M FOXHOLE (30S DEF)

23 1 AREA PERS 30X300M PROaNE (S 14IN ASLT)
24I LOCOMOTIVE STE/At/DIESEL (KILL)
2S MARSHALING YARD

26 ONE BUNKER (BREACH WALL OR CEILING)
28 ONE MIG-19 OPEN (KILL)
28 I ONE PIL)'1OX (BRJEACH WALL OR CELL)
29 ; HYDOELECTRI C PLANT,
30 ONE RADAR VAN AND ANTENNA (FI REPWR)
31 ONE T-54 MEDIUM TANk (KILL)
32 TROSPORIMER STATION
33 ONE ZSU1 57MN AAA GLUN (KILL)
34 VEHICLE MAIN. DEPOT
33 ONE 140MM RKT AND LCHR (FIuEPOWER)
36 ; ONE 1S•UM PLO GUN HOW (FPIREOWER)
37? IUVGR LOCKS/GATES
38 j PATROL BOAT KOMAR (SINK)
39 0 SA-2 MISSILE SITE (PIREPOWER)
40 ss-3 SiYSTust M4SL VERT (FIREPOWER)

phiure 13
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ORDNANCE
TYPE O)1B ORDNANCE NAME

I AGM-12C Frag Missile (Bullpup B)

2 AGM-12E Cluster Missile (Bullpup B)

3 BLU-IC/B Fire Bomb

4 BLU-27/B Fire Bomb (PFnned)

5 BLU-27/B Fire Bomb (Unfinned)

6 BLU-31/B Penetration Bomb

7 CBU-lA/A A? Cluster

8 CBU-2C/A AP Cluster

9 CBU-7/A AP Frag Cluster

10 CUB-24A/B AP/AM Cluster

Ii CBU-24B/B AP/AM Cluster

12 CBU-29A/B AP/AM Cluster

13 CBU-29B/B AP/AM Cluster

14 CBU-33/A AVLM Cluster

15 CBU-.38/A Frag Cluster

S16 CBU-42/A APLM Cluster

17 CBU-46/A AP Frag Cluster

18 CBU-49B/D Frag Cluster

I 19 LAU-3/A PPAR Pod Launcher

20 LAU-539/A FFAR Pod Launcher p

21 U3612 Incendiary Cluster

22 AG-•3.6A AW Missile (Maverick)

23 I17AI (M131AI) GP Bomb

24 U1179 (MAU-91A/B) GP Bomb Retarded

25 14118 Demolition Bomb

26 W20 Rod 2 Rockeye I1 Bomb

21 *81 Mod I LUGP Bomb

28 UK82 Mod I LDGV Bomb

29 *82 S1l (XI1"SHODO) Snake L'ye LDGP ketarded

30 6K83 Mod 4 LDG? Bomb

F1GURE. 14
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ORDNANCE I
TYPE CODE ORDNANCE NAME

31 MX84 Rod 2 LIGP Bomb

32 SUU-16/A 20 MM Gun Pod

33 SUU-23/A 20 MW• Gun Pod

34 M82SB (MS15 MOD3) RET GP Bomb

35 M11IAI (MAU-103A/B) LDGP Bomb

FIGURE 14 (Continued)
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Figures 15-1, 15-2, 15-3 shpw the current JMEM tables.

Columns 1 and 2 indicate target types. Columns 3, 4, 5, and 6

represent the four major airzraft types currently incorporated

in the Mission Planner System (P-4D, F-105D, F-lilA, A-.7D)..

There are three subcolumns per aircraft ind,.cating 3 choices of

the combination of ordnance type (TY1"), wfpon amount (ANT),

one pass probability of des.Led effect (PD), and the dive angle

for weapon delivery (DIVE).

For the RPV Mission Planner Systems (RPVMPS), the F-105D was

replaced by the RPVO01. Column 4 of Figures 15-1, 15-2, 15-3

were replaced with the corresponding columns of Figures 15-4,

15-5 and 15-6.

It should be noted t hat JMEM tables are usually constructed

after extensive flight testin&. This JMEM table for RPVO01

has been approximated from the P-105D JMEM table.

The following cont, Aerations were made for the RPV001 JMEM

table.

1. Maximum weapon load would be approximately 2000 lbs.

2, Max'aum of three stations where weapons can be carried.

3. AGN65A (Maverirk) missile would be used where appropriate.

4. Fire bomb, incendiary bomb would be replaced with the high

explosive or fragmentary bomb.

5. Weapon delivery tactic would be changed to reflect RPV

vehicle advantages.

6. One pass probability of desired effect (PD) would be

changed to reflect the adv. a-tage or disadvantage of RPV

aircraft.

0. The Formation Analysis Table (FAT) File was modified to re-

place the F-105D entry with the RPVI entry. Updated formations

are listed below:
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TARGET RPVQ0i
CODE TARGET TYPE M"P AMT TYP; AMT TYP AMT

[_-PD FDIVE PD DIVE PD DIVE

Area Barracks 280 x 170M 30 2 24 2 29 4
(Fire or 50T)

.16 45 14 45 .10 45

2 Area WGG-19 11 x 3666M Open (Kill) 11 2 29 4 26 4.-
.15 45 .30 45 .63 45

3 Area MIG-19 91 x 12201- Revetted 23 2 28 4 30 2

(PTO) H -4i- 70 573- -(lr).05 45 .08 45 .03 45

4 Are4 Pets 300 x 300M Stand I1 2 30 2 29 4

(12 hr Sup) -.35 45 .04 45 .12 45

5 Area Stacked Ammo 23 2 28 4 30 2
12 X 106M (Kill) ,0 45 .5 45 .2 45

6 Forward Airstrip (Kill) 24 2 29 4 30 2
;5 454 81 4S .40 45

i r - --- -

7 Area 53 Gal POL DruMs 23 2 28 4 30 2
76 x 761 (Kill) , - 12

8 Concrete Dan 314 Thick 22 4 23 2 28 4

(5-ll) .24 30 .05 45 .06 45

9 .... a 6 2 23 2c- 28Run 4

10 inches thick (.25) 4 54

10 Coavoy 2.3 Tea Ttut Ii11 2 12 2 23 2
6 x SO0 i fit tp) .32 45 .29 45 .12 45

_T •unel st' of Cncr~eft. 2 28 4 30 2

.04 45 045 .04 45- - - - - - - - - -. -•' - -•s

12 CoAl ~yl Tons Trucks 1 2- 12 2 28 4

6 x.300 (1.3 ht trp) :44 45 40 45 -33 45

Eart.mn ..... ..24 72 31 1 30 .2•. . rthf. Dan a x 3M

AS 1) 4 45 -. 39 45 .35 45

S(D)r.op oe, e Span) *.te -!5-4 , -

..

spn 45 .0 30.

•:•.,.. .- 2.
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TARGET RPVWI
CODE TARGET TYPE,- - - - -TYP AMT TYP AMT TYP AUT

_______P1) IVEPD, DIVE PD DIEF

15 Masonry Bldg 12 x 12M 22 4 31 1 30 2
(Fire or 50%) 72 30 .30 45 .11 45

16 One Large Hangar (Kill) 24 2 29 4 22 2
_.. .... ... .. ... .20 4Z .712 4 . 30

k 17 One POL Tank 9M Diam . 7M 24 2 29 4
High (Kill) -3 -

.2245 15.45" .10 45

18 One Small Hangar (Kill) 30 2 24 2 22 2

________________________________ .4 45 .30o 45 .75 30

19 Rail. Single Track 24 2 29 4 22 2
(Cut One Rail) .6 45 .- .8.65 5 .84S .8S 30

20 Simple Girder Bridge 24 2 22 4 29 4
(Drop One Span) ..--- -- - -. .

"" ..... 04 45 .04 30 .03 45

21 Truss Bridge 24 2 29 4 22 4
(Drop One Span)4 4 . i-

F._1144 4_5 .13 .13 30

22 Area Pers 30 x 300M 7 2 30 2 29 4
Foxhole (30S Def) _.52 45 .23 4S .12 45

23 Area Pers 30 x 300M 9 4 29 4 30 2
Prone (5 Min Aslt) .85 45 .28 45 .21 45

24 Locomotive Steam/Diesel 22 2 24 2 29 4(Kitll)
.85 1 30 .22 45 20 45

25 Marshalling Yard 24 2 29 4 30 2

AS 45 .03 45 .02 45

.-75 One Bunker (-Beach Wall or 24 2 29 .4 30 2-
Ceiling) .11 45 .07 45 .03 45

27 One MIG-19 Open (Kill) 26 2 24 2 30 2
.85 45 .48 45 .18 45

28 One Pillbox (Breach Wall or 24 2 29 4 30 2

Ceil) F*urI S-5 .11 4 .074 .03 4S



TARGET RPVOOI
con TARGT TYPE.......

TYP AMT TYPIAMT TYP AMT

_......___... ..... _ PD DIVE PD DIVE ZPD DIVE

29 Hydroelectric Plant 22 4 24 2 29 4

.12 30 .08 .05 .04, 45

30 One Radar Van and Antenna 24 2 29 4 28 4
(Pirepwr) ._80 45 70 45 .40 45

31 One T-54 Medium Tank 26 4 24 2 29 4
(Ki.111) 753 45 ,05 45 Z03 45

32 Transformer Station 22 2 24 2 29 4
.75 30 .28 45 .15 45

33 One ZSU 57MN AAA Gun 26 4 24 2 29 4

__ _ (Kill) .54 45 .09 45 .05 45

34 Vehicle Maintenance 22 4 24 2 29 4

____Deot - .18 30 .17 45 .10 45
33 One 140 MN Rkt and Lchr 26 4 24 2 29 4

(Firepower) .55 45 .15 45 .10 45
3ir 4T -.' I Tl 74. -1 45

36OnelS2NM ld.O How 26 4 24 2 30 2
(S pee).4 45 1.23 45 1.14 4S

37 River Lock/Cates 24 2 22 4 29 4
U-17mmm - -.75m.,~au

2345 19 30 .11 4-5

38 patrol Boet Lomer (Sink) 24 2 22 2 26 4

45 .85 30 ,75 45

39 1 SA-2 Missile Site 29 4 24 2 30 2

S(F4epower) .65 45 .63 45- .27 45

40 -. .3 Shyster Missile 24 2 29 4 19 4
Vert (Pirepower) .8-I T5- 2 45 .87 45

Figure 15-6
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FORMATION AIRCRAFT ASSIGNMENT # OF ICM
COETYPE -PODS

01 F-4D STRK I

02 RPV001 STJX 1

03 F-4D STR1 2

04 RPVO01 STRK 2

05 P-4D RSCE 1

06 RPV00i, A-4D RCE 2

07 EB66B SSj 1

08 E966C SWSJ

09 F-4D STRX I

10 P-1lIA STRK 2

11 A-7A STRK 2

7. The Aircraft Radar Cross Section Table (CST) File was modified

to replace the P-1OSD entry with the RPV1 entry, also the

effective cross sections associated with all azimuth, ele-

vation, were reduced to one half of that of F-1OSD.

8. The Aircraft Characteristics Table (ACT) File was modified

to replace the F-iO5D entry with the RPVI.

B. Cnmputer Program changes are listed as followst

1. In the Force allocation subroutine (SRORD) changes were made

to replace the F-105D entry with the RPVOOI.

The changes were made to SRORD to by-pass configuration check,

when this new ordnance AGM-65A (Maverick) was selected by the

mission planner.

2. In the Route Safety Analysis Subroutine (SSRTST) changes were

made to calculate threat score within the envelop of the

maximum altitude and minimum altitude of the threat to

reflect the RPV advantages of terrain following.

A-Z7



C. A Ipr•Eplaating run on was made ob the I"PV Mission Plitiner

System (RPVMPS).to select the candidate Target Mission (6070),

Command/Coatrol Relay Orbit Mission (6028), and SCM Support

Orbit Mission (606P). These missions were preplanned to establish

a general route profile for the subsequence RPV mission planner

system run. These routes can be mwdified to sstisfV the

mission objectives. Figure 16-1 lists the preplanned route

profile fot the F-4D comsand/control orbit mission (60ZB) from

IOU. Figure 16-2 lists the preplauned route profile for RPY

ICK support orbit mission (606P) from 05H. Figure 16-3 lists the

preplaued route profile for RPV target mission (607G) form OSN.

Figure 17 shows the graphical summary of all preplanned aissions.
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60Z CJM~tUICNTRC M RQ 0P84 .52N 120,-90
LOCATION MODE ALI MACH :THST "1DG DISI

I* 35o53INI128940E 1.16 0.80 . 3.18 41' 74
ý. 36.33W'1L28.09E 20000 0.80 285 ý,0.o2

37.9N1Z..1E20600.80 i~43 53.1
IV. 38o I0N/124. IZE :26000 0.80 "270 .29.0
S. 38olON4123.35E 20000 0.81 16.4 .5591
6. 37.17N/123*54E 120000 0081. '929.4
7. 57..1 Ul/124o31IE 20000 0.81. 4 44 5.1I
a'. .38.10N/12'4.12E 20400 0.81 2.10 ,2 90. 0
9o 38.1ON/123e35E - 20000 0.81 18.4 55o1

10. 37.1?N/123.54E 20000 0.831 89 2.9*4
Up1 3717IN/124.3lE a__ ZOnlo 0.81 1i_*1 .~.
12. 35.53N/l28o40E 116 0.00

Figure 16'.1
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~OOF. VEC4 SUPPORT O451BIT~ RP14A -AIZ T2~5OATZION MOE ~ CHI. 1CI HST ~0
1o 3?.O~N,27*O2E 3.5 0.00 __ 01.. A3.03

4 372'I(126ISE20000 0.Ud 1
'02~143E ~ Q0 0.80 . 3t-4 Z*9.

4. 849MA/26*122 0Q 0*081 341 29o5
5. ~.))t/Z2~6OE20000 0.81 - T
6. 9.1N1Zb0EZ~ 00.81 447 'Z8S.6

8.384~IZ*.ZE20000 0.81 '29.5
9. $9o13N/-IZ5.6oe ... 20000 0.81 7 ~

I .2 .4.. 34#45N/126.12E .000,0 0.1104 67.1
13, 38.21N/126.346 20000 -0.83 195 56.0
14. 37*27N-126a.1~5 20000' 0.83 120 43.3
15o 37.00N/127.OZE 35 0.00
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(~CHINNAN AD SE:CT NO 100691 39.OON 125.521E.
LOCAlION MOVE: ALT 14ACH THST HDG 1)1ST

1.37.05N/127o02E CLMB 35 0.02 141L 282 32.5
z.3T.12/126*22E CLMB 8000 0.82 ý357 33.0

37,45N/126.20E CRS 20000 0.80 10 31.4
3,8.16N/126.27E DCND 20000 0.81 14 18.6

5. 38.34N/126.33E DCND 2000 0.81 330 #0.0
6, 38.40N/126.2,5E CRS 1000 0.80 280 5.5
7. 38.41N/126*18E CLMB 1000 0.81 273 15.6
8. 38 42N/125*58E: DCND 2000 0061 340 9.5
9. 38.SIN/125.54E CLMB 1000 0.Ul 350 9.1
io. 39.OON/125.52E CLMB 3000 0.80 266 63.9

1.3B.56N/124#30E: CRS 20000 0.81 180 86*0
12. 37.30NI124*30E OGt40 20000 0.81 106' 100.1
13. 37-OON/126.30E UCND 10000 0.81 79 25.8
14, 37.OSN/127*OZE DCND .ý5 0.00 0 0.00

figure 16-3
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THE RPV PLANNING DEMONSTRATION SCENARIO

The 14PS Breadboard system has the capability for printing out

any alphanumeric display on the 2260. What follows is a number

of the pertinent alphanumeric displays seen during the RPV

planning demonstration. Unfortunately, the graphic displays on

the 2250 cannot be easily reproduced. Therefore, only certain

graphic displays are represented in what follows. These graphic

displays are indicative of what was seen during the demonstration

1I order to demonstrate the MPS breadboard capability for planning

RPV missions, the following scenario was developed and demonstrated

to the Air Force. Three missions are shown on the map of Korea.

These represent typical missions that need to be planned in con-

junction with an RWV operation.I Mission 607G repre.nts a strike interdiction mission to be

pvtformed by the RPV. " Mi.sion 606F represenits an ECA support

mission using an RPV in the stand-off jammi.g role, Nission

602B represdnts an F-4D utilized as a communication relay

aircraft.

The MipionP ,nbi System Breadboard was deacsria d in detail
J.n Section 4.1 using the scenarjo. t -chniq,e. Wh~t folle-,w wi I

show the various d.splAys described in 4.1 applied to RPV
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MSN NO T,.,ET TGV NO LOCATILO RESRClS kELUMIR&MENI
6Q. ()RANI GE HWY LRI.t'E XZ100Li 39.24N-12 .o•7E DATE

-602rh LMAND/LNlNTK.. OtKI R0o6.4 39.t,2N 16.0i.E 12 DEC 71
ot. PAl AJRFIELO WXO041L 3..N-I•.l•t $THIKL *Ihk

4P ChATO $'#I ;,AWi/SUB iýAS RP20EO 4.G1CN 12b.J2E OeOcz-16O00,
Wi= UkIWM KARShAL.L1IkG YU TAOI49 41 . 1414-14e.4E
606, F Erv SUPPO3RT OREIT RPOll 3Mo .121H 126.50E
6(V7G 0IIINNAM AW SFC1 HI, kPOO91 s.DOUN ]5.2

-60M"; Si4GTOJ MSL SPT FAC RP222 4P.18N 127.24f
0091 fI.•:JjN UAM 1Z102. ')V 17N-125.42E
rl 0J Fl-FFLES PuL STC.AL)L LE1€bO4 3..394g-1ý5.4•T
t6UYG III ýtLECT IGC tNTER MSN N1. ShIf-W/ENThk.

The first tiing that the planner lnvestigates 14 the target list. This

shbow the planner whicb missions need to be planned for tbc following

day. In the breadboard systii this target list ia liitied to 10 tiagets.

However, new targets may be Inseete4 into tb•i data base using off-line data

base update programs. In the target list $howl the three (VV ilssions are

inclu•dE.

At this poiot, the planner Can eXercise various options. Re mieght select

eachb '.arget ane at A time. Ue will get a target description and a

reference to a target folder. Re Can atddy each ta•,et to as Much dLtail

as possible. He may reviev pre.planned aod hiatorical tout* data and 60y

Putilrtet command guidance.

is our tce"Saio, vw will select aission 8070 foe plsznnlq. This ts the

IL• statke mi•ioA.
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"-IAR-ET TYPE FO1R fISSTiO NO. 607G
VT1 mj.- RPC691

-1GT- CHINNAMt AD SECT HQ .. . . . . . ."Y'T 1YQEI- I COICRETE TUWiNtL/LtlKEk A/C TYPES- 1 i-'-to
"2 tRADAR FQPI I.WTENNA 2 RPVOOL

3 F-lIIA
4 A-70

IARGFI TYPE:I AND A/C TYPE:Z
'-'OjF OI;,.~K (3ESLiEL C~4jIQj~fCE*_

After the planner bas reviewed the tarlet dosociption, the tar'sat

folder, anid an~y pertinent command guidance, the foLlovizg display is

presented to the planner. At this time, th3 planner VII arsign aircraft

and ordnance to each target type asaomixted, with M~e miaisso.

This mialeio haa two tar$et types -a coacrte tuineltbunuier an4 a radav

Interim.. The planner select* the tszgtt type *04 the type Of airerAft

desired snd either the number of aircraft ot a deIsord confidence )I~vei.

to this case, the planner has selected the first target, Vl'Ys, &ad four

At tWO VoO~yt, ýtbe caiptomt- Ietr~eved the AMM table for ViA& type of tacget.

to the #03 Wwasb@tra we limit the date bass to the three beat entries.

Itis Aatat 1*#ettacted free the. 3MM tables sod loaded into the data best

A-ST



J41HPI TA4LE -.--

IGT TYPE- TUNNEL STELL OiR CUlNCIIkTF
-- nuiDUCE FUZE~ A fC kGZX!VE'ALT KTS0 PS
1 114l7A/ 1 4025 kPVOOI 4 45 3000 600 .04 .15

P M-6LG P .025 RPV001 4 45 3000 600 *05 .19
AK6 LOC.P *025 KPVQ01 4 45 3000 600 .(i4 .15

I-NYFR LoDAW UK LUWNANCE MNt.J3.
TG.? TYPk~f.. ISN RIEQ1_. A/c Rd SGUKCES*Z_ U. (IW NVENt_

This display shows the planner the three best types of ordnance fot the

selected carrier and target. in our scenario, we selected four RPV'S.

The codbutor bas taken the single pass probability of destruction and

computed the total probability of 0040@55 for each type of ordnance. If

ovz bad specified a desired confidence, the computer would have 'taken the

single pass probability of festruction and computed the utaabec of RPVIs

requireid.

$Inco actual JXN daawas not availabile for this study, the oumb*rs here

toneSea beet #stimat#* based upon various asnseptiotu. One sasuaption

we as t the OV could not- carry mare than 2000 Its. of ordnance. The

lack -Of JAMU dat" d nOt Vepresent a 1Jlnit~ion On the OLiss4on planning

aGCtOM. to a toctical 0flapitg situation, JISM data *III be available

Of es0matos will be mde,

Iste ps'ees aV441 CO.a4ote UsPlanner Wselets the fiv~t type of ordnance for

Use first. ta-rget. go will thou go backs s#1ect his aecood target for the

misisai, std esoigo stretft soad ordaa a tsfo the &*coedtrgt

"S ilaannr Uas the optta1 of diseegardiatg the recoimmnded oednance anod

00"CUS6~ say ert~asce to his inventory that is Cctified for the

SuIcatwt "Wp318 as* Prev4ed4 to show 61l ordasece available.
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g. ~ -- A/E RiSOUIRCE ;w AS`1t3.A-1*Tr
LUZ;A T I UN A/C AVAIL A/C I YPE
P SN '.0 F-4& -

KJ,., 44 A
XSN 56F-lIlA
I j". 44 P(O

Oneteplanner has selected the number and type of vehicles and tbe

tpofordnance, he may wish to select the airbase to support the

misson.Thenext display shows the various airbases and the type and

numerofvehicles available. This status represents the situation

at the start of the planning cj~cle. The "goodness" of the data is a

function of the reporting mechanism available and will: represent the

best estimates available to the planner..

-In our present scenario the planner reviews the airbais resources and

selects OSN ainae it has the desired RPy's bagel there. At this time

there are $4 .9PV's available. . Once he has made his assilgnment, that

numbot will to dtcresented by the amount previously assigned in target

solactila., in this manner the system will perfiorm the bOOkk~tP14g task

m.4 will 60.t allow the. planner to over..cosoit hisa 'fares*.

At. this pOint ths- pl~nner hk-as t~iouS op~tic.. available, iet might eletu

to agssign call-signs t* tb vehicles that he has dtedgoated. The Oystea

will present the Various c~all..migns sallcated to the s*elected airbase.

Prow these, the plaanecan makelqctioa. The syetta will keep track

of the assigned call-signs sad prevent dujpLicat* astignMent..
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fROUTE PKJIFILE PLANNINlG MOMDI ALT MACH THST MOM 'ALT 14ACH THS7
1. CLMh• 3 0.02 NIL 11. (,RS ?0000 0.01

-1"M ;10.-607G 2. CLhB 8000 0.82 1' . OCWD 70000 0.81
T" Ni%.-kPObYI 3. CaS 20000 0.60 13. MDO 1 000 0.81

-1 -CHXNt.AM AD SECT MIV 4. DCND 20000 0.81 14. DCRIV 35 0.00
LOC -?.OON 1l5.4L 5. t(CNho 2000 0.81

-FRDM - -GSAN . 6. CkS .1000'0.80
SPREPLAN-71AUG72 7. LLiMB 1000 0.b1

""jx7 -R PVO0 .. i1C ND 2000 0.81 "
9. CLI16 1000 0.81

F .PLEIIAED ROUTE . 10. CLM4 3000 0.80
* SHI[-1/LWTLR TLO EXIT **,W (Ni LITE PEN UESIREO RESTRICTED'AEA)

In our present scenario, the plannet calls up a pre-glannei rouie for his

present mission. It is not necessary to have a pre-planned mission. In

fac~t this route wa plannted from scratch prior to .."ht bre~adboardi demonstrat~ioa.

It As thougft that to an operational system, the ilack hours could be used for

ia-depth plannnq.

to this case, If the plaert were happy wittb the route, be could accept it

as I& sad proceed to the next emlegoa. Mov the purpose of our scoear•o,

we will investigste the route further to demosetzate all the capabilities

of tb. WS breadboatd.

Again the planoer heo various Opti•ns. e nslgt Investigate the MO to

"ae hOw it i6tetacts atth the zle•ioal. The p!.awer has the capabilitt

to look at the various threatst q iAlvidusl 'tpe and sub-class. It

he so disires, he eight vAeh to um.di•y his route Woeod an his assesaie

of tag mu.

A0



k0.VI1E ýAFI.Y ANALYSIS
DCR.T. A SCU.E L SCORE _M SCORE LA ISCORE TOTAL SC.ikiPh],tAKV RO (UT t

V~q:0 LG NIj~k % iL) It
-.-.. . ...- .6 3 .. 6 3 0 6 3 7

SUPPuKT €,,,,JL ., ; TERRAIN"MASk 1 ---...

For the purpose of &s$essing his route, the planner may invoke Route

Safety Anlsis. ehis analysis Is based on a weighted exposure time to

various threats in the BOB.

The score Is composed of a detection score, an acquisition score, and

lethality score. The detection score represents a weighting of the

amount of time the mission Is within the detection range of the IW and QCI

radar. The acquisition score represents a weighting of tbe time the missioa

to within range of the missile and fire control radars. The lethality

score represents a weighting of the time the mission Is within ranse of

the missiles and AM,

,& *ur present sceargio the 8wore for the pgeplanted routeS 18 601.

TiUS score is neither good nor bad. The scors Is only relative. It

onlV has meaning when coapared against stores for other CQUtes.
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"AUT"u:ATIC ROUTE SELECTION .

TAAJFT; CdINWAM AtD SECT Ku . . LOLATION; ....... '3vOON" 125.52E

ltRfv $S PAkMLMTERS; 4ADIUS 6i6UND)RY:'.U PROHISITED. POINTS? YEStX
ALT:OlOOu~ VUZS&O. < . .SELLCTFD PLINiTS DO9i:_
1It~ YES:-

E¢GRFL•S •Ak•AN.EIE•RS;

ALT t(•J ., VL0-'O ..... ... .. ..

In the next step of our scenario the planner will use automatic Route

Selection to obtain "best" ingress and egress routes to the target.

In the display the planner has indicated an Ingress and egress altitude of

1000 It. and a sach of 0080. He has asked for the analysis to be performed

in a circle of radius 40 N.M. and has asked for prohibited points on the

circle.

After entering the prohibited regions on the circle, the computer

deteralnes the three safest ingress and egress routes to the target

within the 40 N.M. circle.
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ROMiTE SAFETY A.:A4LYS I
-............ VIC OR7 '• S•3•...R.-•11T.--WS•OkE -LA- $,OAE .. TOTAL-$(.OAE ....

PR IA•,Y _LUIE
T6 ~ 9 ~ 71&1 161 - -

i-r-OSI LL, NVUU 9 tO LO

7 63 38 36 0 97 Iil; WS0 T f .0F-4YU

34 . 34 04

AJfter AIS•s aepleted, the planner ftay sodify hie route to uttilime the

Sesl't~so ArS, Once the route has been iodified, the plannar %&I return

to Route Safety Analysis to *core the new route.

to the present acenario the *core has been xeduced from 1601 to 679.

Thim indicatte that the new route has Lea# exposure to tbreats than the

pteviou. CteAt. Uolete the planner knows of other tactical considerations

be will accept too ute route. The. planue amijbt tr•" r~me alvernate routes

Pleauing thea manually. He will ultinately accept that toute that seem$

test to him. b&ssd on the analysis tools In te missiou plan g system.
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1I•C, Ci •UNA11ljN/AS•)1-•-PMIa1 FI4I M1SSIUN NO. 6070
T/•F.'•G$A,; ........... lv-'iP. i• ...... NO;FL[T$';,,.2-0C-TYPE-; OPvo0

LAL.L 3'ý;N$- Ch1'F LUHANChk

WuRD~i :1- TU:6- ASS$CGi,:l tb- TU%12 ASSIGN.:? I A-22

1LsIY-: a- TOZ_ ASSIGNS: 3 A-25

: TUz..--. A"" -SS•, . : 9-" TO:__ ASSIGNI_"T•$C•,~ITLS•IIUI.M'h~NT "16CUMPLETEL

As the fLnal step In the interdiction planoning of the pcesent msLsnn,
the planner makes the TACS asaigm ente. The locations of the various

TAUS units are displayed on the graphics. The planner can ý*sLga the

total route to oen TAGS unit or *$41P vatious' rout# sepments to va•ious

TAGS U*Ltm.

A•6



NISN NU T.~kL-ET TT . LCTO CJHiEi
LcU YK t~I-i'i'.CE~IWY iK"Tr)-CF7 X1 6O k :9.4- 12 ... 7 L - DATL
vOL? L~t.P$ANr)/C(1N1?JL UkLWI R'Ct~.74 '-9.WN IZIL.L-4f- Id DEC 11

6C iATI 41týr I (.U WX )-l I-.-B . f.10-14 5. 14 c 47KZK.L 11'4f

1R~ 4ARSHALL:14C2 YLJ 'TA0149 -41.i 1441 *

t-tF CAC L SUP1301JWI (Iki,1 kftUil 3'.1214 1264fýOF~
t-viG*'-LziiNNJ%( AU) SALfL HQ( kP06~1Y 125.5ZE 5 !IkPVOC.-)I So,

!b~Oo lu LELELT-TL0t,-ilLk hý, 14U.. sr1-tk

At this Point in~ the scenario, we .10 bsck to the tArget list &Od PlAO A

new aission. At this tiae, the plAnnetseilects uaision 6020. This

ajssioa w~ill be for~ a relay aircraft. The method of plana~in the

"*AtebOU It stKII&C to that Show* f"o the first RAiSaiOO

At ttý* conclus~ion of 1pi4ftniu 6028, theq Dext stop to the *eesatio is to

go to 5~b planning. At this times the vl&ýUwer will perform SW (&t~ad-

Off JtMM*#ý 4IOaIySe this 4. 1* PCOPOrktiO0 IOC P1404166 an IkpY SW

Iidid
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SLJ Hf-Fý(C.11VNLSS VS EWI/.C,1 kAIseR T VL-.S-EXPUSULi, VALLkS IN NAUTICAL MILES
. .- G-. DT" -L -- - CM4" -- ýi• CN-...TP " "D -- 1E ' TI - T' ... ..

ORY 2ý7., .ZOO 427 Ie.3 ?9b ý99 2,4 299 2900 2V3 3 3595

oilyWEIY

TUTAL EAPL,.IQRý. ALL TYI-S: URY U±3"h T7 T 113'W
K;IN DTSPIJ~y

ENTER PIN#,L,P1lUN (l)-4D,)9(|)-U.LEtE,0)-U,,LY REGkN(MSN#) 0', WAN, (A)AUTU

The firs display *bows
The first display Showo in SOJ analysts is the SOJ SUmtary. This shows

al of the NW by Class. The scores represent the total exposure of the

flight path to each type of Crada. It is possible to limit the analysis to

specific types of rasexs oV i••cJfic noete. In out scenario. we will limit

the analysis to the IV net associated With the missile radavs, by Jammin,

these radias, the eff~ctiveues. of the missile* will be greatly decreased.

At this point, the planner has Several options. He may assign orbits

manually anywheoe that be wish*e, and the system will evaluste their

"effect. It Is quite possible that tactics will dictate specific orbit

location$ asd Jammine coafijusatLons.
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W*V AOS SUMMARY '

1L::4ýX ' ~C'4 .- E2 L.3 E4-
"M t ...2 ; __ 0 - 0r 39,j 335 -'Z• 5 335 __2 6q. .... - - *. o . ... . ... ......

S6,4~ $5__ 0 C) ' 4T ?/I 1 2 95 295

'4 atS4 STT14L JMPOVEMENT'fPLJITION3 "A'C4'
ASSIGNEI) WV1 SUM: 44oNM -*. LEA47 USEFU.L TRIAL PO.IrIUN C,£-

ALI 1_" ALL:_ SUMNAkY :_:is, ,••,Y:___ .-TU.J - :_§•.••: .. :L.= - :.-.- a-- ••-- -- :

In our scenario, the planner will use the Automatic Orbit Selectio (AOS)

option. This &110oe the planner to select five trial brbits sad to

evaluate any or all of his Jamming pre-sets in each orbit position.

In the breadboard system, there are provisions for twelve different

jasming pre-sets. By using the datn base input program, any jamming

configuration iay be put into the data base. These Jammnug configurationa

"will reflect the Jamming equZ•net available.

The •e~tslti of the AM anty.ls to a table ahotri the score for each

jamming pre-set to each trial orbit, The ooorq represents an improvement

I •fctor. So The larger the score the better.

Zn out scenario orbit A with a 04 Jauxins conofiguration, represents the

beet mprqovwment. Ry using on IUV, it is possible to place the J~saing

vehicle close to the target. Tactics would make this impossible for a

:• tamsed aitrcen~t,

At tbis point Vbe pl-awr may assign peru~neat orbits and Jammiag
coaf$#i'ation it** the AGS table.
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SSOJ ::r+F•CTVNLWS V'.* Zol/(] KAV TYPES-EXPOSURE VALUS IN NAUTICAL %LkS

.. luTAL .XPOU SU 7 ALL T;,E.S: .,Y -Y 7L4 O RT 49?
RIN* I-ýPIA k GqE --MOC ýTRAMO1 uIW* CajtI'TdWj %tDAE *Lfb~ST1UITT

EN7T0, Pvv. •ruPiUN (1)- Uu (12 )-UELETt,(3)-CiLY k6GWNMSN#)(IM)MAN(A )AUjTU

After tb6 planner makes an orbit assignment, be again bas the SO summary

displayed. This display shows the wet and dry scores for each radar type

under consideration. On the graphics, the planner will see the penetration

Contour.

The planner uses an Iterative process to obtain the best tactical SO

asuignment. It Is possible to add and delete orbits untii the plsnaer is

""iatisfed with the plan.

It is Gov posible for t*e planner to do ace detailed SCM 4,Iyols. By

veil bhi UM effectiveteos option, he can obtain detailed burathrough

@Oaeast (led tilojaqe bletories for specific radar$. In particular

W •gibt wsh to took at the dleets of the standoff Jamming against

•a.ML.'edeA-n2



ED,1 EýFELTI%,i.,vSS

- "lT 1VW TI)ChT-*IiTCN STRI1KE ROOjTY'ANALYSTfS-Polk. (S)
EvýC1]YLNESS UPTI,6NS:

2) tARLY LATE ANALYSIS (3 PC(N1S)
"1- i'l~•ThitUUGtt C.uT6iK*Q (Ž PAINTS.) .. . . . .. . .
4) FýUHATIUN ANALYS1¥ (I POIN1

.... r1-"rx~ ; | 'ra"14;H1!M{.tY"•-bK ttUK,'WT~i:}0W~iff-CDN•TU•k_"

6) SLIJ 6uRNTt1kuj(._CN1LI"' (CI IU•I _NS)

8l M,•S•,.lNG jURN~t;k~AC.h L~ LuAPUJITL (2 POINTS)

In out scrnario, we show two superimposed burnthrough contours. These

contoucr show the effect of the reduced croes-section of the RPV.

Because of its smaller cross-section, the bugOthrough contour is smaller.

"This means that the RPV has ILess chance of being detected especially

when jawming is present.

The tame Informatio- as shown in the burnthrouhb coato%= can be displayed

to a time-range history. Thae time-rsane ~Sttov &bow$ the range of the

Vehicle to the threat as a r•unction. of timle. Ita sio show* the burn-

tbcougb rAnise as a unction of tine. Whbta the buratbrough range is

p0eater than the aircraft range, the zClar ge detect the vehicle in

#itte of the Jamming.

The panner can t60 his 1CW tools to co u witb tha best WN plan.

Vben he is sUt014ied with the pls he say Aetuca ntordiction

plannog to a&Sign veh4cles foe the am sppott m.Aisn.
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T"e Sest step in our scenario is to plan tbe 1CM orbit mission G606.

VS details of this plswmijo age tbe "som as outlined before. In tWi

6a tw l a"u 1py 9. carrying 1C equipment to orbit In the target area.



..MIS6GN LOL.413]3N SUMMARY

START i:4f•. 7"':,b: 0 CVkU-NT 1IMEa ..... . END TIMEr 10: Oz 0

"m.N LAT LONG ALT 11TO SSJ LAI LUNG ALT

1 9 CIP 126 -V'Iý 1.0 0600Z 1

3 i.• , 12 3•3L 2C..u Od1• 3

An a final planning step, the planner may use time-sequence review (TSR)

to look at shat he has planned, In TSR the planner selects a time period

for considersation. The system looks for all missions planned for the

patticular time period. Then a series of time *lices are presented to

the planner shoving the time relstio.ai•ip k he various %lseions.

in usiq TSR, the planner can look for conflicts and Owissiona in

his plan. It there are asirspCe conflicts, the system vill autosAtically

slem the planner, and be cab take appropriate action.
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APPENDIX B

A USER-ORIENTED AID FOR
SYSTEM LOAD ANALYSIS

Data Sysrtems Division
Litton Systems. Inc,

8000 Woodley Avenue
Van Nuys. California 91409
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THE PROBLEM

In the course of executing its business, Data Systems Division of Litton Systems, Inc. is
often required to propose data processing systems to function in support of operations within a
command and control center. The method of operation, the degree of automation, and/or the
pauticular allocation of tasks to man or machine for the reconfigured center are frequently to be
developed and presented as supporting documentation for the particular system proposed. A
commonly encountered method of indicating the performnce the system must meet is to list the
center missions, and specify a rate and maximum response time under load, which may not be
exceeded, for each major function of each mission. Within this context, the following analysis
problem can be isolated.

Given the mission(s) of a command and control center, perform an analysis to identify
appropriate work allocations and operating procedures and to develop estimates of expected:

• system response times,

9 data processing loads, and

* operator loads.

THE SOLUTION

The analysis of large man-machine systems usually involves people of many disciplines and a
large amount of information. Major problems often arise in the integration of information
provided by members of different disciplines, the digestion of tlhe extremely large quantity of data,
and the documentation of the analysis process itself as it pertains to tracing the flow from a
mission -':•quirement to a specific set of system capabilities. The solution is a computer-aided
analysis which uses the power of a computer to store and integrate information provided by
analysis to produce the desired result"

,The analysis peoctedtu presented in this paper centers around the use of such a computer
model. The model itself is used as a device for integrating the large amounk of data assewbhi d to
produce esimates of response times, processor loads, and operator loads. Its presence has a
strong impmct on the whole analysis process. Data requirements of the model serve as guides to
the specic niformation which must be produced by analysts.

Analysis processes, however. are not "bont" to comply with computer requirememts. Quite
the contuary; the modi ws a i,* ed w0th inputs in forms which are familiar to the particular
activities of the analysts who are repouish foi their production. Consistent with this policy.
each step of the anayqtis pro•ess is atmcd rt prodcivtc one or more items of data for model
execution. Each nn'cutior, of the model producei' a Wit of model inputs whiht serves as a do.wument
to describe Lte particular cupf•,tration and its assor.ated pc-formiance.
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THE PROBLEM

In the course of executing its business, Data Systems Division of Litton Systems, Inc. is
often required to propose data processing systems to function in support of operations within a
command and control center. The method of operation, the degree of automation, and/or the
partizular alcation of tasks to man or machine for the reconfigured center are frequently to be
developed and presented as supporting documentation for the particular system proposed. A
commonty encount.ered method of indicating the performance the system must meet is to list the
center missions, and specify a rate and maximum response time under load, which. may not be
exceeded, for each major function of each mission. Within this context, tile followinjl analysis
problem can be isolated.

Given the mission(s) of a command and control center, perform an analysis to identify
appropriate work allocations and operating procedures and to develop estimates of expecied:

0 system response times,

& data processing loads, and

0 operator loads.

THE SOLUTION

The analysis of large man-machine systems usually involves people of many disciplines and a
large amount of information. Major problems often arise in the integration of information
provided by members of different disciplines, the digestion of the extremely large quantity of data,
and the documentation of the analysis process itself as it pertains to tracing the flow from a
mission requirement to a specific set of system capabilities, The solution is a computer-aided
analysis which uses the power of a computer to store and integrate information provided by
analysts to produce the desired results.

The analysis procedure presented in this paper centers around the use of such a computer
model. The model itself is used as a device for integrating the large amount of data assembled to
produce estimates of response times, processor loads, and operator loads. Its presence has a
strong impact on the whole analysis process. Data requirements of the model serve as guides to
the specific information which must be produced by analysts.

Analysis processes, however, are not "bent" to comply with computer requirements. Quite
the contrary; the model was designed with inputs in forms which are familiar to the particular
activities of the analysts who are responsible for their production. Consistent with this policy,
each step of the analysis process is aimed at producing one or more items ,;f data for model

-* execution. Each execution of the model r iduces a list of model inputs which serves as a document
to describe the particular configuration and its associated performance.
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Figure I presents the analysis process in flow chart form. Although there is some horizontal

movement of data across the chart, in general there are three vertical flows corresponding to:

1. specifying the environment;

2. describing thle nature and order of the processes necessary to accomplish the system
mission(s);

3. des.ribing in detail the specific tasks performed in these processes, which form the
sstem's capability.

The Task Occurrence History File has been used for post execution analysis and as an
interface to a detailed processor model to specify the processor job stream. The detailed computer
model was described by Herman Fischer in his paper titled "Computer Simulation of an On-Line
Interactive System". This paper was delivered at the Winter Simulative Conference, held in
New York City on December 8 through 10, 1971. The paper and proceedings were published by
AC., and are available from them.

THE DETAILS

The starting point of the analysis is the set of mission requirements and any other require-
ments which have been imposed on the system. From this point, the three primary analyses
separate to join again in the model data set.

Functional 'low diagrams are developed for each function. Several levels of diagrams are
developed, w ith each successive level specifying the required functions at a more detailed level.
The lowest level must be of sufficient detail to identify tasks which can be allocated to system

- Tresources.

In parallel with the production of the Function Flow Diagrams, a system concept is developed.
The concept indicates at the top level the kinds of capabilities the system will have and the degree
of automation to be provided. It will reflect any guidance given by the user with respect to
features desired in the system.

Using the system concept as a guide, the Function Flow Diagrams are analyzed and the specific
task capabilities which the system must have are identified. This includes any action an operator
may take at the consoles, the software necessary to present guidance and/or selection displays to
operators, the software to process operator requests, and the software necessay to perform any
fully automatic functions. I he identified tasks are compiled into a Task Dictionary. The
Dictionary consists of one entry for each capability the system will have, Each at these entries has
a user-specified name of up to 20 characters and nine parameters for use in further describing the
tisk. For example, if one of the tasks was "TYPE", one of the parameters could 'le assigned the
number of titne steps required to type one character. Then a specific occurrence of the TYPE task
would contain the number of characters to type speaficd in a corresponding variable. During
execution the parameter and variable would be combined to produce the time required to execute
the TYPE task.
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Information flow diagrams are generated from the lowest level functional flow diagrams,
with consideration given to the identified system tasks and their allocation to man or machine.
These diagrams are a prime input to the model data set.

The system environment is represented only to the extent that it causes the occurrence of
jobs to which the system must respond. Fe-r example, if the system must maintain a target list,
any part of the environment which could result in information entering the system for update of
the target list would be modeled as a message generator with a periodic or stochastic interarrival
rate.

Specific rules for message, generators are derived from the mission requirements and force
factors which vary with the operating force sizes specified. Different'system loads can be generated
by varying the force size or the message rates.

The three main inputs to the model are:

1. a set of PROCESS SEQUENCE CHARTS,

2. a set of PROCESS DESCRIPTIONS, and

3. a set of TASK DESCRIPTIONS.

A PROCESS SEQUENCE CHART (CHART) specifies the logical relationships of the PRO-
CESSes necessary to perform a function, with the specific details of the PROCESSes omitted.
CHARTs are specified in terms of standard box types which are similar to thmse generally used by
operations analysts. Each box of a CHART is described by specifying: a number for reference; a
KEY WORD to indicate which of the standard box types it is; two parameters; and the number of
the next logical box in the CHART. Table 1 lists the standard box types, their parameters, and
their normal use.

The PROCESS box is used to indicate the occurrence of a PROCESS. All other boxes have as
their function the Vecification of the log.Ical and temporal relationships of the PROCESSes within
a CHART and/or the relationships between CHARTs.

Using the standard box types, it is posible to express almost any type of operation which can
be depicted on a set of information flow diagrams. Any combination of seril operation, parallel
opetation, substructuring, looping, and or stochastic branching, for example, can be expressed.

The TASK DICTIONARY (DICTIONARY) contains the set of opetations which comprise all
actions and/or activities which the system can perform. Each TASK is given a name of up to
20 characters and up to nine parameter values which apply to every occurrence of the TASK arc

A PROCESS DESCRIPTION is a list of TASKs from the DICTIONARY which, when
performed, would result in the completion of the PROCESS being described. A PROCESS
DESCRIPTION may contain any number of TASKs. Each DESCRIPTION is given a nunber and
may be teferred to from any number of CHARTs.
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STANDARD BOX TYPES

KEYWORO PARAMETER I PARAMETER 2 USE

S 1cPROCESS UMBER - TO INWATE THAT A :ROCESS
IS TO UE 7IFORMEO

TO ~VU*Y THE PERATOR BY
OPERATOR OPERATOR TYPE OPERATOR NUMBER TYPE &IS 6=ER IN CONTROL

OF A OWAT

PROBABILITY OF STOCHWtC SRANCH/UNCONDITIONAL
IRMICH BOX NUMBER NOT BIRANCHING MA ACS IF PARAMETER 2 IS BLANK

OR ZU.l

TO INCLNOE THE SPECIFIED &HART
CALL CHART NUMBER BOX NUMBER AS A SIUNCTICI OF THE CHART

BE!NG EXECUTED

TO INIIIATE THE SPECIFIED CHART AS
CAUSE CHART NUMBER 64X U•, ER A PARAME L FUNCTION OF THE CHART

fliNG E11CUTE6

BET P,•OISTERI NULIMBR VALUE TO SET THE SPECIF ED LOCAL REGISTER
TO THE IPECIFIED VALUE

TO FOR~iA LpOP USING THE SPf CIFIE0
Oa1RANCH REGISTER NUMBER Box ktUMNER REGISTM 10 CONTROL THE NUM ER

OF fXUJ1V0%S

STC COUNTER NUMBER VAtUt TO AS$h THE SPECIF(9O VALUE fO
YTOE SP1KWItO SYSTE COUNTER

Table I
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k ~STANDARD BOX TYPES (CONTINUED)

KEWORD PARAMETER I PARAMETER I I

~~ ~TO IMMEE TIMl VtLUF OF Till
WRESE oollrol N"El rltllwý PEOIED O M S*E Y THlE MINRUMET

DECREASE V.E COWEN 11Y TH2 SPECIFIED
DECREASE COMiER NUMBER ORDEME [OUST AIMP TOE "WLT IS NOV OlT

WIST THE OE Of ilUPECIFIEO COMNER
TeaCOU~at OWER MV IF TW-VALUE IS POSTIVE PJACE TNE

TEST OURTE WUME1~ CMTA~IM AT. IM A WAIT' MONE

ADVANCE MY MODELDhEWSAU INTHEI MALAT

MARKTIME CL~c ~u~n~iTO 31dill TO VALUE Of CURRENT CLOCK

WRITE IME COCK NMER -TO PRINT flAM4E TWW APO TAULATE

NULL P MIORAMIWMC CONVENIENCE

T?~WINATS - -TO MOIME1 A LOYIAL END0 of A WHAT.

Tablo-1
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Note that ther are both TASK parameters and TASK variablesE TASK parameters sppear in
the DICTIONARY and TASK variables appear in PROCESS DESCRIPTIONs. Variables specifi
in aPROCESS DESCRIPTION apply to the specific occurrence of the task, while parameters
specdfied in the DICMIONARY apply to every occurrnce of the task.

The expected content of a gien parameter or variable is determined by the user. He estab-
tidie and is responsible for the maintenance of a convendon which specifies the significance of eadl
Parameter and variable of each TASK. Generally, DICTIONARY parameters are system oriented
and are used for the specIfIcatlon of Items like 1/0 rates typing rates, or the averge number of
instructions executed for eah occurrence of a prram. PROCESS DESCRIPTION variables are
usually operationally oriented. They are used to specify items like the actual umber of a Ole to
access, how many records to retrieve, or the number of lines in a report. Consider the "TYPE"
example given above. A me able convention would be to specfy the number of characters to
type in variable I of the TYPE tss In PROCESS DESCRIPTION. Then, specifying the number
of time steps requied to type I charcte in prmeter I of the TYPE task in the DICTIONARY
would result in the correct time durations for TYPE tasks and they would have the form:

TYPE a, where n Is the number of chaactes to type.

Nx.gurb model executio%, when a (unction is "performed", the pNOMM

I . refers to the apwopoate PROCESS SEQUENCM CHART,
2. retrivm the required PROCESS TJERIPTIONs,
3. c•mbdnes she TASK parmetc and ,variles to cmpute the rime nemswy to perform

csc+ TASK stW
4. cta each tTASU to occut at the prope time.

The.occurrence tshit of any task within a C1L4RC is determined by ft occmurence time of the
* (MARV. the logic of the CHART, andW the encution times of 4ll TASKs which lI cally precede

it in the .CHA#T. When stoeohaWe beanches az incloded in the. CHART, tsh occuren.ce time of a
- TAWK fvthaive to0the occumn'nc time of the CPART c4n vary. lhtead, some FROCESSes may not

-o•' "a at n.i on ay given occutce of the CHART. When TEST boxes arc used, the occutrence
tihe-of a TASK tCu ls be --ffecti4 by the perfoaw, of other CPA-Ts whidh are being

AN EXAMPE

The mosM eft.icit way to demonstrate the gowthot dttail and kIitwunation present in each
S tapf the analysis is to prernt a smpie exWple. The exampl pesnted i didactic in purose
and is not vtended to' he oomplu.teor exaustive, With this in rsm , F;'Um 2 pre••ts a functional
"flow dhim deptkiwtfheUpdt a t li from combat mission rVorts. No indicationis
gftveas to how the gps are to be ch. how rtucb work is tq be don, or what tystem

mekmusc it to gemOIt the work.
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UPDATE TARGET LIST FROM COMBAT REPORTS
(FUNCTION FLOW biAGRAM)

REVIEW A R T I

II YES •I MK•OON

9 2
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Figure 3 presents the same function expanded to include system concept and task allocation.
Several design and allocation decisions are apparent from the expanded diagram. First, a data pro-
ceeror is part of the system. Second, storage of the target list and the combat reports have been
allocated to the data processing subsystem. Third, an operator will be responsible for the review of
combat mports and the decision to update the target file. And fourth, the operator interacts with
the data processing system in real time.

Figure 4 is the function in abstract form. The logik!c relationship of the PROCESSes is
preserved but all details of the PROCESSes have been omitted. It is this form that a PROCESS
SEQUENCE CHART rpresents. Figures 5 and 6 present iepresentations of the functions in
Chart Language. Figure 5 is a simple version in which it was assumed that 12 messages were to be
examined and there Is a probability of 0.95 of a mmssage resulting in a data base change. Figure 6
is more general, It assumes that the number of messages will be passed to the CHART in register 3*
and that the probability of a message resulting in a data base change will be passed via register 4*.
Both CHARTs are to be invoked by some other CHART and will use register I to control looping.

Figure 7 presents hypothetical expansions of the PROCESSes required for the example
function. Note each PROCESS has been given a number. The title is optional; however, eact
PROCESS must have END as its last TASK. Fcr our example, it was assumed that the
DICTIONARY contained the following entries:

TYPE with variable I specifying how many characters to type.

THINK with variabl I specfyig the zime duration of the period.

RETRIVVE KEY with variable I pecify•ng the file number and variable 2 specifying
how ma records.

UPDTh KEY with variable I "ecifying the file number atd variable 2 pecifying
how many recordL

As an example of the detaU level attained using this approach, PROCESS 3 of the exanple
bts been expanded in flow chart form. -I is presented in Figure 8.

To date. the analyis process has been used twice; onc= in embryomic form during 1970 and
in fis lka form in 1972.

UwW conmtioms are cmently in use for data preparation, and a special version of the
mstitbk a outin was built to take advantage of these conventns Befone ex ning thes-
coamatiou, a work about TASK time computation is in oider.

WNettive parameter values indicate that values are to be obtained (rom the regiser spccified by
ot abl vaeu of the pam ,ter.
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UPDATE TARGET LIST FROM COMBAT REPORTS
(INFORMATION FLOW DIAGRAM)
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THE LOGICAL RELATIONSHIPS OF THE PROCESSES IDENTIFIED
FOR THE FUNCTIGN.

PROCESS I

< TUAES

.,.e.



UPDATE TARGET LIST FROM COMBAT REPORTER
(CHART LANGUAGE - SPECIFIC)

10 CHART UPDATE TARGET FILE FROM MISSION REPORTS

OCUPRENCE INVOKE

1 PROCESS 1 2 BUILD WORK FILE
2 SET 1 12 3 SET UP LOOP
3 PROCESS 2 4 GET & REVIEW REPORT
4 BRANCH 6 950 5 STOCHASTIC BRANJCH

5 PROCESS 3 6 * UPDATE TARGET FILE
6 0 BRANCH 1 3 7 LOOP
7 TERMINATE END CHART

8 END
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UPDATE TARGET FLE FROM COMAT REPORTS'
(CHAR) LANGUAGE -GENERAL)-

10 CHART UPDATE TARGET FILE FROM MISSION REPORIS

OCCURRENCE iNVOKE

I PROCESS 2 BUILD WORK FILE

2 SET 1 -3 3

3 PROCESS 7 4 GET & REVIEW REPORT
4 BRANCH 6 -4 6

5 PROCESS 3 6 UPOATE TARGET FILE

6 O BRANCH 3 7
7 TERMINATE

8 ENO
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I PROCERS O•E RIrTIONS ASSOCIATED WITH
I THE UPDATE FUNCTION

I PROCESS' BUILD WOrK FILE

2TYPE 20
MOVE SUB 33 10
"END

2 PROCESS GET & REVIEW REPORT

TYPE E1
RETRIEVE KEY 10
THINK 36
END

SPROCESS UPDATE ONE RECORD OF TARGET FILE

TYPE 15
RETRIEVE KEY 33
TYPE 20
UPDATE KEY 33
ENO
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EXAMPLE PROCESS 3 EXPENDED

ENTER TYPE 16
UPDATE REQUEST

SRETEEVE &
DISPLAY RECORD J

RETRIEVE KEY 33 1
RECORD
TO DE B
MODIFIED

TYPE TYPE 20
r OVER DATA

REPLACE OLD
RECORD IN FILE,

UPDATE KEY 33 1

ACTIO)N

COMPLETEJ

W DATA MYSUSMS

Figure 8
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The time required to perform a TASK is computed using both DICTIONARY parameters

and PROCESS DESCRIPTION variables. The time is computed using

8

t=A+ AiPi

where: Ai are DICTIONARY parameters, and

Pi are PROCESS DESCRIPTION variables.

Note that if for a given TASK one of the TASK variables is zero, the corresponding
DICTIONARY parameter will not contribute to the time required to perform the TASK.

The convention established was to use two of the DICTIONARY parameters of each task to
store the number of kiloinstructions that would be executed in support of the TASK and the
number of input/output operations required. The corresponding TASK DESCRIPTION variables
were always zero; however, the parameters were tabulated by both TASK and CHART and periodi-
cally output. The result was an estimate of the processor power and input/output rates required to
support the system.

Extensive use has been made of the subchart capability. Figure 9 presents a structure used to
& represent the planning operations of a large command and control center. Three CHARTs, 31, 61,

and 64, are started at approximately the same time, All other CHARTs in the flow occur as th-
result of CALLs and/or CAUSEs from these CHARTs or their direct descendants. TEST buxes were
used to keep the processing synchrohized at appropriate points. MARK TIME and WRITE TIME
boxes were used to tabulate the time required to perform various portions of7 the planning cycle.

The basic time increment used for the last exercise was 0.01 second. With this time step, an
execution representing 4.5 hours of system time required 180 CPU seconds and 30 1/0 seconds on
an IBM 370/165 Computer.

!he current capacity of the model is presented in Table 2. These capacities should not be
taken as a limitation, as the model is in FORTRAN and they can easily be modified by recompiling
the model. The current version of the program requires 253s bytes of core storage during the
execution phase.

THE FUTURE

Although use of the analvsis process has been highly successful, several areas were discovered
where some modifications are in order.

The model automatically produces a listing of the input deck and when comments are included,
this list becomes a document which provides traceability from function to system capability. The
CHART language, however, is not the best medium for presentation. If an automatic "flow charter"
were intzrfaced with the input processor, a much more readable report would be produced.
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I CURRENT MODEL CAPACITIES

CHARTS ........... ...250
BOXES .................... .... 3000

PROCESSES ....................... 999

DICTIONARY
@ENTRIES ...................... 250

PARAMETERS PER ENTRY...... 9

TASKS .......................... 2000

VARIABLES PER TASK .......... 8
REGISTERS PER CHART ............ 5

COUNTERS ....................... 100
CLOCKS .......................... 100

~ir

Table 2
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"The TEST and associated boxes served the purpose they were intended to; however, they can
be expanded to give the model more of a capability in the area of queueing and task stacking.

Finally, with the introduction of very powerful real time systems providing direct access to
computers, it appears desirable to change the model to an interactive program, Error checking and
diagnostic messages are already included. The modification would give the analyst a chance to
correct his errors at the console and enter the execution phase without any obvious errors.
During the execution phase, "running diagnostics" could Le routed to the console allowing the
analyst the options of attempting a recovery, cancelling the function in trouble, or cancelling the
execution. An interactive model would most likely reduce system analysis time and expand the
number of alternatives to be considered for the center under study.
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